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Preface 
This study discusses the way Arabic grammarians analyse Turkic languages; the way 
they applied their linguistic concepts to a foreign language. 
The subject and the outline of this study are discussed in the Introduction. 
The first chapter of this study contains a sketch of the sources, their contents and 
internal arrangement and references to the most important relevant publications. In 
this chapter, too, some statements are made about the author and the Turkic 
language which is the subject of the description. The final part presents my assump-
tions in regard to mutual relations of the sources and the way they are related to their 
basic material. 
In Chapter Two I give an account of the way morpho(no)logical featues of Turkic 
are discussed. Most of the sources contain ashort section with indications regarding 
the correct pronunciation of Turkic. In this respect, we shall see how these descrip-
tions are related to Arabic phonetic terminology. Moreover, it will be seen that in 
most cases the remarks and labels that are usually understood as referring to the 
phonetic qualities of Turkic words are intended as instruments to determine which 
type of suffixes the verbal stem takes, i.e., suffixes with either 'velar' or 'palatal' 
consonants. 
Chapter Three, Cases and Markers, is meant as an introductory chapter to 
Chapters Four and Five. It discusses various subjects, such as the Arabic concept of 
case Çfrâb) and the possible consequences of the application of this concept to 
Turkic languages. My assumption is that the Arabic analytical method of dividing 
speech into separate elements could, to some extent, be suitable for a segmentable 
language like Turkic. The application of the concept of 'i'râb to Turkic will be the 
main theme of Chapters Four and Five. Further, Chapter Three deals with a prelimi-
nary study of the ways to express synonymy between Arabic and Turkic. 
In Chapter Four I discuss how Arabic constructions with a genitive case (garr) 
were translated into Turkic. In other words, it deals with the analysis of Turkic 
equivalents of Arabic prepositional and possessive constructions. A certain parallel 
between Arabic huruf ¿arr and constructions with Turkic case endings and 
postpositions is obvious. 
Chapter Five treats instances in which in Arabic the accusative case is used. Unlike 
Arabic, objects in Turkic may be marked with several types of markers. In some 
instances there is no marker at all, in others it is not the accusative case but the dative 
case that is used. In this chapter we shall analyse how Arabic grammarians dealt with 
these features of Turkic. 
Finally, in Chapter Six I summarise the findings of my research. In addition, I also 
advance some assumptions in regard to differences between Arabic and Turkic case 
endings, and the way some aspects inherent to the Arabic language itself influenced 
the grammarians in the development of their linguistic theories. 
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INTRODUCTION 
Subject and outline 
0 Introduction 
The subject of the present study is the method used by Arabic grammarians to 
describe Turkic languages. In other words, I shall use terms of traditional Western 
grammar to describe how Arabic grammarians applied their grammatical system to a 
language other than Arabic In this introduction I oudine and determine the subject 
of this study and the way I intend to deal with it. 
1 General observations in regard to the subject of this study 
This study deals with the application of a foreign linguistic model to the description 
of language. In the course of history, many languages have been described with a 
linguistic model that had been developed on the base of another, even a typologically 
very different language. In this way, the Greek model formed the basis for a descrip-
tion of Latin, which, in its turn, served as the base for the description of many 
languages. With some major adaptations and alterations this model is still used as the 
main descriptive linguistic tool for people in the Western world. As examples one 
may refer to so-called missionaries' grammars of the languages of African and 
American indigenous peoples, set up according to the rules and concepts that their 
compilers knew from Greek and Latin grammar (cf. Auroux and Queixalos 1984). 
Notions and concepts originally inherent in the descriptive model were taken over 
and applied to the language in question in order to clarify its rules with the use of a 
familiar model. Similarly, the grammatical principles of the Greek/Latin tradition 
were, with some adaptations, applied by early orientalists to both Arabic and Turk-
ish/Ottoman in order to elucidate the rules of these languages to learners and 
students in the West. As a result, even the oldest Western grammars of Arabic and 
Turkish/Ottoman do not differ significantly from modern manuals. 
There cannot be such a thing as one ultimate descriptive model for all languages. 
Apart from advantages, each model will have its shortcomings. Ideally, the advan-
tages and shortcomings of several descriptive models should be analysed objectively. 
In practice, however, such a comparison is not an easy task. One has to understand 
fully the notions and concepts of all models involved, in addition to having a 
thorough knowledge of the language that is the subject of description. In this respect, 
it is obviously wide of the mark to assume that certain concepts of the model one is 
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most familiar with are universal or basically obvious to anyone confronted with a 
certain language. It seems equally wrong to consider a certain categorisation of 
phonemes or elements as, objectively speaking, the most suitable. 
Of course, there are many examples of this. If, for instance, the verbal form 
daraba 'he hit' according to the Arabic model contains a hidden (mustatir) agent, 
this does not mean that it does objectively speaking. In the Arabic model this is only 
assumed in order to facilitate the analysis of certain features related to word order in 
Arabic. According to the Greek/Latin model, for example, there is no implication of 
an agent included in this form whatsoever. Similarly, the interpretation of the Turkic 
ending -dan as an ablative is no better or worse than regarding it as a particle or a 
postposition. To give yet another example, in Russian manuals Turkic languages 
usually have seven cases. This seventh case, the instrumental, consists of various 
versions of the word bilä 'with' (see for example Kazakh: SKJa 1962: 176ff). In 
Western grammatical practice, however, all Turkic languages have six cases only, and 
here one finds bilä ranged among the category of 'postpositions'. One could argue 
that the Russian analysis is 'wrong', because bilä is not a case ending. On the other 
hand, this analysis very well serves the needs of Russian students of Turkic languages, 
who are accustomed to the concept of an instrumental case. In all instances, thus, 
each explanation is satisfying for those who can place it in an overall linguistic 
concept, and the result of any analysis depends on the extent to which one is familiar 
with this type of analysis.1 
Many traps lie in wait when giving a survey of a description of a language one is 
familiar with by means of an unfamiliar model. This is especially true if the model 
that is the object of analysis has not been fully adapted to the language that is being 
described. In such a case one would compare his own fully developed method with a 
partially undeveloped system; one that is as yet incapable of giving a satisfying 
analysis of the new language's features. In this respect one could also compare a 
modern description of Turkish by, e.g., Lewis (1984 [ 1967]), with one of the ancient 
eighteenth century Western grammars of Ottoman. Although both descriptions are 
based on the same principles, modern turcology has developed an innovative termi-
nology derived from existing concepts (e.g., the terms 'aorist' and 'gerund' stand in 
original Greek/Latin terminology for similar, but different notions, and in the 
Fundamenta (1957) the new term 'Konverb' is proposed to replace 'gerund') in 
order to match certain features of Turkish. If one were to base a study of the 
feasibility of describing Turkic with the Western model solely on the old grammars 
of Ottoman, the conclusion would be obvious: the model is not particularly ad-
equate for a description of the language in question. But, in doing so, one would 
disregard the possibility that at a later stage the same model could yield a more 
adequate description. In this sense, it is important to note that in regard to the 
descriptions of Turkic with the Arabic model, the grammarians, too, probably stood 
at the beginning of a tradition in which certain unfamiliar concepts had not yet been 
thoroughly worked out.2 
Another trap is the possibility that one could find concepts that are apparently 
similar to concepts in his own system, and attribute them in this way to the second 
descriptive model. An example of this is the attribution of the concept of, for 
example, 'preposition' to Arabic grammatical theory, although the mere fact that 
Arabic linguistics recognises a group of elements that resemble in their syntactical 
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positions and effects the class of prepositions in the sense of Western grammar does 
not mean that the two concepts are essentially the same in all aspects. The risk of 
applying terminology originally borrowed from another model is that new concepts 
extant in the described language are associated and identified with the old terms. 
The converse case holds too: old terms can also be associated with new concepts. 
In this sense the terms, 'aorist' and 'gerund' have gained a new, specific sense that is 
only understood in turcology. A classicist, for instance, would initially misunder-
stand the meaning of these terms. Conversely, a student of turcology learning Latin 
and Greek would attribute features inherent to the 'turcologica! aorist' and 'gerund' 
to the Classic languages. In the latter case, the borrowed terms would have begun to 
live their own lives.3 
2 The subject of this study 
Usually studies of the Arabic linguistic system concern themselves — quite legiti-
mately, of course — with the description of the Arabic language by the Arabic 
grammarians. The metalanguage used in these studies is based on the traditional 
Greek/Latin linguistic system. In this sense they deal with two descriptive models 
and one language that is subject of both descriptions. 
The subject of the present study, however, is to give an insight into the way Arabic 
grammarians applied their model to Turkic. In order to accomplish this task, some 
more steps are required than is usual. First, some aspects of Arabic and Arabic 
terminology must be described within the frame of the traditional Western gram-
matical system. Second, it is necessary to explain in 'Western' terms the grammatical 
features of the language that is described by the Arabic grammarians. Only then is it 
possible to give a description of the way Arabic grammarians approached Turkic 
languages. 
Schematically the subject of the present study can be reflected as follows: 
Greek/Latin Linguistic System 
serves to describe serves to describe 
Arabic Linguistic System 
serves to describe 
Arabic / Turkic 
It follows from the discussion in the previous section that the fact that I have chosen 
the Western grammatical system as an instrument to describe Arabic grammatical 
theory, Arabic, and Turkic languages does not imply that I consider it the best or 
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most suitable model for such a description. The reason for this choice is merely the 
fact that the metalanguage and the concepts of the Greek/Latin system are familiar 
both to the reader and myself. As a matter of fact, a similar study could be carried out 
by putting another linguistic system in the place of the Greek/Latin model. 
3.0 Relation to other scientific disciplines 
Two disciplines are directly involved in the present study — i.e. the study of the 
Arabic grammatical theory and, to some extent, Turkic linguistics. Furthermore, its 
results may be also be of interest from the perspective of general linguistics. I propose 
to sketch out below the importance of these disciplines in regard to my study. 
3.1 Relation to Arabic linguistics 
The relationship of the present study and Arabic linguistics is obvious. The descrip-
tions of Turkic are based on Arabic linguistics and stand firmly in this tradition. 
However, since this study is an analysis of the application of Arabic concepts to 
Turkic languages, there will be relatively little possibility for a discussion of details. 
Moreover, the sources themselves seem to stand quite isolated within Arabic linguis-
tics and there are no traces of discussion of certain topics related to Turkic grammar 
between the authors. Therefore, the aim of the study cannot be to give surveys of 
different opposing opinions: instead, it will be limited to general sketches of the 
theoretical background of certain ideas, in order to understand the analyses the 
authors of our sources give of the Turkic data. 
Since most of the sources — the exceptions being Diwan Lugât at-Turk (469/ 
1077) and Sudür (1028/1619) — were compiled in or about the 14th century, the 
discussion of subjects related to Arabic linguistics will be limited to the opinion of 
so-called 'late grammarians' in the Arabic linguistic tradition, with special interest in 
the views of 'Abu Hayyán al-'Andalusï, the author of Kitäb al-'Idräk li-Lisän al-
'Aträk, which will be one of the major sources for this study. 
The study will point out how flexible the Arabic system is for a description of 
Turkic. In some instances the grammarians seem to get confused4 by some unfamil-
iar aspects of Turkic, whereas in others they find apparent agreements with Arabic 
which they do not fail to interpret in a similar way. In Chapters Four and Five I 
intend to give an account of this, based on the statements the Arabic grammarians 
make on declensional endings in Arabic and Turkic. 
In his studies on Arabic linguistics, Owens (1988 and 1990) argues that Arabic 
grammatical theory is a type of dependency grammar. In a dependency grammar the 
elements of speech are hierarchically structured within a sentence and can govern 
each other. According to Arabic grammar the governed elements show by means of 
a set of markers (Yräb) both the fact that they are governed and, further, by which 
type of governor. The results of this study will give more evidence for the assumption 
that the Arabic grammatical theory is a dependency grammar based on characteris-
tics of Arabic itself. 
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3.2 The contribution of turcological studies 
As I have pointed out above, this study relates in the first place to Arabic linguistics. 
In view of the fact that it deals with Turkic as well, it is related to turcological 
research. 
The interest of turcologists in regard to the sources used in this study has been 
concentrated on the compilation of the language material and the reconstruction of 
the languages described in the sources, rather than on their methodological context 
and the model with which the language in question is described. This may be 
illustrated by statements of Telegdi, who, in his article on Qawänin (1938:282), 
criticises the anonymous author for his erroneous categorisation of the material: 
"[An einer... Stelle erfahren wir, dass ähnliche Werke schon vor dem seinen 
vorhanden waren...] In diesen älteren Schriften mögen die irrigen Regeln und 
Beobachtungen über türkische Grammatik gestanden haben, die im Qawânïn 
mehrmals erwähnt und berichtigt werden." Although ageneration later Dankoff and 
Kelly display quite a different approach in their thorough and valuable studies on 
KàSgarî's Dïwân, they, too, limit themselves to occasional references to Western 
studies on Arabic grammar. 
In this study the analysis of the Turkic language material itself will be of minor 
importance. Instead, the starting point is to consider the sources in the first place as 
documents of Arabic linguistic thinking, written by specialists, who had a profound 
insight into the rules of the Arabic language and Arabic linguistic theory. In spite of 
possible mistakes and, perhaps, an occasional case of imperfect knowledge of Turkic, 
there is no reason to doubt their scientific accuracy or their good intentions, 
depending, like every scholar, on the reliability of their sources and their own 
intellectual capacities. Within this framework I shall not attempt to verify the 
statements of the grammarians in regard to the features of the Turkic languages they 
describe in contemporary studies on Turkic languages, nor elaborate on questions 
concerning the type of language (Qipcaq-Oguz),5 the possible Turkic provenance of 
the authors, or engage in a discussion on vowel length in Turkic. Likewise, apart 
from occasional references in Chapter One, the historical context of this type of 
sources included in this study can only in a very general sense be the subject of our 
discussion. In regard to the Turkic language material, our principle is that it is 
basically sound, leaving the historical reconstruction to others. 
In each chapter of this study the relevant aspects of Turkic languages will be 
analysed in a general sense, but based specifically on data provided by the sources. 
These analyses are meant to give non-turcologists an insight into the morphological 
and syntactic structure of the Turkic data. In this respect, all Turkic and Arabic 
examples alike will be followed by a word-by-word analysis. I shall concentrate on 
the descriptions of Turkic rather than on the Turkic data itself. In Chapter Two, for 
example, I make some suggestions as to the interpretation of the labels for velarisation 
and palatalisation. The distribution of these labels can be explained with the aid of 
principles that were elaborated in Arabic linguistics. Chapter Two also deals with the 
question of why the Arabic grammarians regarded it as necessary to label Turkic 
words for either velarisation or palatalisation, and shows that the markers are put in 
in the first place for morphological and semantic reasons, rather than for purely 
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phonetic purposes, and my interpretations are indications rather than attempts to 
give an exact phonetic reflection in each instance 
I have opted for a rather basic transcription/transliteration of Turkic, which is 
sufficient for the description of morphological and syntactic features. This transcrip-
tion system is based on the information given in the sources themselves, and remains 
close to the way the consonants and vowels are reflected in Arabic script. For 
example, the sources use the same grapheme for both [g] and [k]; they are occasion-
ally distinguished with three diacritical dots.6 In the basic transcription used in this 
study [k] is represented by k, and [g] by k, respectively. 
The limited scope of this study does not allow for discussions in regard to the 
respective places of the sources and the data they contain in other studies. References 
to philological works will be made as indications for further study to the reader, and 
will only occasionally be included in discussions in the present framework. 
3.3 General Linguistics 
Since two languages and two descriptive systems are involved in our study, it also 
yields some results in regard to general linguistics. In Chapter Six I point out that 
some concepts of the Arabic linguistic theory are based on the perception of some 
features of Arabic itself. 
Two important issues play a role in this respect. The first concerns the Arabic 
concept of 'icräb, which comprises the endings on Arabic verbs and nouns alike, 
whereas in our theory these endings are divided into 'case ending' and 'mood', 
respectively. This close relationship between the endings of verbs and nouns implies 
that in Arabic theory it is impossible to equate 'icrâb with a system of endings on 
nouns or verbs alone. In the second place there is the fact that the Western concept of 
case is very broad, covering (at least) two types, i.e. semantic and syntactic case. 
Arabic theory has been developed for a language in which two of the three cases can 
be called syntactic, whereas four of the six cases of Turkic are semantic. The nature of 
Arabic cases may have been one of the major reasons for the development of a type of 
dependency grammar. Obviously, within a grammatical system that regards declen-
sion as caused basically by governance of other elements, which applies to the 
syntactic cases of Arabic, semantic cases such as those in Turkic cannot be considered 
as belonging to the same class of endings. In this sense, it will become evident that 
language-specific features play an important role in the development of linguistic 
concepts. In the case of Arabic, this influence is notable in the concept of 'i'räb. The 
consequences for these differences between Turkic and Arabic with regard to general 
linguistics are discussed further in Chapter Six. 
4 Translation of terminology 
The translation of Arabic linguistic terminology should, like any translation, follow 
the original as closely as possible. In practice this is not always possible. There are two 
basic options. First, one may use terms already existing in Western grammar. The use 
of an existing term as a translation for notions and concepts from Arabic linguistics 
carries with it the danger, apart from being imprecise, of identifiying the translation 
with the translated term, which may lead to confusion and misinterpretations (I have 
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already touched upon this above). The advantage of this approach is that the 
translation immediately engenders a desired association with an existing concept. As 
long as the translating term is incorporated in an analytic context, the advantages will 
outweigh the disadvantages. The other option, the introduction of new terms (such 
as, for example,, 'operates on' for ycfmalu [cf. Carter 1981]), has the advantage of 
being closer to the text, but the disadvantage of being more opaque. There is also a 
third option, i.e. refraining from a translation, giving a description instead, which, 
however, is possible in afew instances only, e.g., a-inf for 'a-inflection', i.e. accusative 
or subjunctive mood, both of which end in a (Owens 1990). 
In this study I have chosen the former option and adopt existing terms to express 
Arabic notions. In this way, I translate the Arabic term yacmalu as 'governs' and zarf 
as 'locative' (cf. Owens 1988 and 1990). The term 'governs' also expresses the link 
with dependency grammar. Further, I have chosen to translate taqdtr as 'underlying 
level', by which I mean to express similarity to rather than equality with the term 
'deep structure' in Generative Linguistics. I have refrained from using the Western 
term 'preposition' as a translation for harfgarr, because 'preposition' might entail 
the inclusion of zurüf 'locatives'. The terms raf, nasb and garr are translated as 
'nominative case', 'accusative case' and 'genitive case', respectively, as far as they are 
applied to nouns. In this sense, the headings of Chapters Four and Five must be 
understood as references to notions from Arabic grammar, rather than Western 
concepts. 
In this book the term 'Turkic' will be used frequently as an indiscriminate 
reference to the languages described in our sources. In this study it translates the 
term turkiyya, the term used in the sources for their particular variant of Turkic. As 
a term, Turkic comprises all Turkic languages, old and modern alike, covering both 
a long period in time and a large geographical area. The languages range from the 
seventh century Runic inscriptions, to modern languages such as, for example, 
Turkish, Sang Yugur and Tuva. In regard to the sources used for this study, the term 
turkiyya, 'Turkic', covers 11th century Haqänl-Turkic, variants of Qipcaq and 
Turcomanian, and also early 17th century Ottoman. The term 'Turkic' comprises all 
Turkic languages and none in particular, and as such 'Turkic' cannot be described. In 
this sense the application of the term turkiyya is quite different from carabiyya, i.e. 
Arabic or Classical Arabic, which refers to an ideal, in some ways perhaps an artificial 
language, but nevertheless one single language which can be described and for which 
rules have been elaborated. 
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Transcription 
For both Arabic and Turkic the following transcription is used: 
ε 
t 
j 
J 
j 
hamza 
ha' 
ta' 
ta' 
¿im 
hâ' 
¥' 
'dal 
dal 
re' 
z&y 
sin 
sin 
sud 
I, 
J, 
L 
t 
J 
J 
J 
Г 
Ú 
dâd 
ta' 
zá' 
с
оуи 
¿дул 
fä' 
qâf 
kaf 
läm 
mim 
nun 
hä' 
wäw w 
yä' γ 
'ahf " 
Non-Arabic consonants: Vowels: 
V Ρ 
fatha a 
damma u 
Jbura ι 
The Arabie hamza al-qafis transcribed, e.g, 'i'räb, the phonological hamza (hamza 
al-wasl) is not transcribed, e.g., al, and tsm. The Arabic article al- assimilates in 
transcription with the so-called hurufsamstyya in both nouns and proper names. In 
transcription this is reflected by doubling the first consonant of the noun in ques-
tion, e.g., az-Zamahsari for /al-zamahsariyy/. 
In Chapter Two phonetic transcriptions are put between square brackets [ ], and 
tentative phonetic transcriptions between parentheses ( ). Vowel length will be 
indicated with a semicolon (.) for Oguz words only Morphological reconstructions 
are put between slashes / /. Turkic words from the sources are always in boldface, 
Arabic in italics. 
The sequence /uw/ yields й, /îy/ i and /а"/ я, respectively. Capitals refer to 
(archi)phonemes with different phonetic realisations. For example, in Turkic lan­
guages the (archi)phoneme G can be realised as [g] or [γ], respectively 
For further details on transcription and the interpretation of the Arabic alphabet 
for Turkic, the reader is referred to Chapter Two. 
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CHAPTER ONE 
The sources 
0 Introduction 
This chapter presents the ten sources upon which this study is based. In the first 
section I attempt to shed some light upon such matters as the date of compilation, 
author, size, content, the edition used in this study, other editions of the text, 
primary sources and the Turkic language that is described. In the second section I 
develop the data on the works that served as primary material for the sources. In this 
respect, I distinguish between (a) direct evidence, i.e. references to both primary 
Turkic material and primary Arabic material, and (b) indirect evidence, i.e. the 
internal structure of the sources. Finally, in the third section, I evaluate the findings 
of the preceding sections and decide which of the sources fit best within the frame­
work of the present research. In this respect I point out that it is important to 
determine the tradition to which each source belongs, i.e. the Arabic grammatical or 
the lexicographical tradition. In order to be able to study the way Arabic grammar­
ians described Turkic languages, it is essential that the works on which I have based 
this study belong to the same tradition. 
1.0 The sources 
Arabic linguistic treatises on Turkic languages have long been the subject of Turco­
logica! studies. This type of study, however, is often associated with grammars and 
glossaries of Qipcaq-Turkic that date from МатШк times. Here I wish to approach 
the subject from a different angle: I intend to analyse the way grammarians who were 
educated in the Arabic linguistic tradition described Turkic languages, regardless of 
the period in which they lived and worked. For this study I have examined ten 
treatises compiled at different times and under different circumstances, ranging 
from a large lexicon compiled in 11th century Bagdad down to a word list compiled 
in the Ottoman Empire at the beginning of the 17th century. The ten works which 
form the core of this study are: 
1. Dïwân Lugât at-Turk 
2. Kitäb Hilya al-Insän wa-Halaba al-Lisân 
3. Kitäb al-'Idräk H-Lisän al-'Aträk 
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4. Kitàb at-Tuhfa az-Zakiyyafì l-Luga at-Turkiyya 
5. al-Qawäntn al-Kulliyya li-Dabt al-Luga at-Turkiyya 
6. Kitäb Targumän Turki wa-':Arabï wa-Mugali 
7. ai-Sudûr ad-Dahabiyya wa-l-Qitac al-'Ahmadiyya ft l-Luga at-Turkiyya 
8. Kitäb Bulga al-Mustaqfì Luga at-Turk wa-l-Qifgäq 
9. ad-Durra al-Mudî'afî l-Luga at-Turkiyya 
10. The Margin Grammar. 
The sources are described in greater detail below. 
1.1 Dïwân Lugät at-Turk 
Diwan Lugät at-Turk, compiled by Mahmud bn al-Husayn bn Muhammad al-
Kâsgarî between 464/1072 and 469/1077, is the oldest known and most famous 
dictionary of Turkic. The unique manuscript of Diwan, a copy made from the 
autograph by Muhammad bn 'Abi Bakr (Damascus 664-5/1266), is kept in Istanbul 
in the Millet Genei Kütüphanesi (Fatih - Ali Emiri No. 4189). Apart from numerous 
lexical entries, it contains much ethnological and geographical information about 
the world as Mahmud al-Kasgari knew it and, moreover, it contains the oldest 
known map of Central Asia. 
Of the numerous publications on Diwan I mention only a few. Diwan was first 
edited in print by Kilisli Mu'allim Rif at (Bilge) (1917-1919). Brockelmann based his 
Mitteltürkischer Wortschatz (1928) on this edition. In 1939-1941 Atalay published a 
translation into Turkish which was followed in 1942 by a poorly legible facsimile 
edition of the MS. In the Soviet Union, Mutallibov published a translation into Uzbek 
(1960-1963). Clauson's Etymological Dictionary of Pre-Thirteenth-Century Turk-
ish (1972; hereafter EDT) depends to a large extent on Rifat's edition of Diwan. 
Between 1982 and 1985, Dankoff and Kelly edited an elaborate translation of the 
manuscript into English. Finally, in 1990 the Turkish Ministry of Culture published 
a new, full colour facsimile edition of the MS, which has contributed very much to the 
accessibility of the work. 
Käsgan was of Qarahânid descent, the ruling class in Central Asia and Transoxania 
at the time.1 He was born in Barsgän2, near Issik-kul, but lived in Bagdad. Pritsak 
(1953), who attempted to reconstruct Kâsgarï's genealogy, concludes that the year of 
his birth would have been sometime between 420/1029 and 429/1038. With regard 
to Kâsgarï's position between his Islamic education and Turkic roots I cite Dankoff 
and Kelly (19821:4): "Being a Turk of noble stock and a Muslim deeply educated in 
the Arabic humanities, he was able to understand both the native tribal tradition and 
the court Islamic tradition; his aim, indeed, was to interpret the former in terms of 
the latter... Since Diwan is dedicated to the caliph al-Muqtadi ([467-487 AH] 1075-
94) [cf. Diwan 3,10-17], its immediate purpose was perhaps to explain to the 
Abbasid court at Baghdad the language and customs of their Seljuk overlords." 
In Diwan (18,10) Kâàgarï refers to a work he wrote on Turkic grammar, entitled 
Öawähir an-Nahwfì lugät at-Turk which, unfortunately, has not been preserved. He 
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tells us that before compiling Diwan he had already treated morphological subjects 
like the plural (game), the elative form (tafdil), and diminution (tasgir) in uawähir 
an-Nahw. 
KàSgarï's aim in writing Diwan is clear enough; he intends to show that the Turkic 
languages deserve to be studied properly. He even compares Turkic and Arabic 
metaphorically to two racehorses that try to keep up with each other (cf. Diwan 595). 
Further Käsgari tells us he travelled among the Turkic peoples and learned their 
languages and dialects {Diwan 3,2-3). Diwans immense vocabulary has inspired the 
language reformers of the thirties and forties of the present century in the Turkish 
Republic in their search for new Turkish equivalents for Arabic and Persian loan-
words.3 
Diwans internal structure resembles the structure of an Arabic lexicon rather 
than a grammar. KaSgari mentions al-HahTs famous dictionary КШЬ а1-сАуп:* "It 
was in my mind to arrange my book like al-Halîl arranged Kitäb al-cAyn...". (wa-
laqad tahälaga fi sadrt 'an 'abniya l-kitäb kamä banä l-Halïl Kitäb al-cAyn..., Diwan 
4,17). 
However, there is no doubt that KäSgari based the structure of his work on the 
Arabic lexicon Diwan al-'Adab fi Bayän Luga al-'Arab compiled by 'Abu 'Ibrahim 
'Ishäq bn 'Ibrahim al-Farabl (d. 350/961)5. The influence of Diwan al-'Adab on 
Diwan Lugät at-Turk is so overwhelming that the impact of Kitäb al-cAyn, if any, 
must be considered as secondary. I discuss this point in the second section of this 
chapter. 
Diwan Lugät at-Turk consists of eight parts, each of which bears the title 'book' 
(kitäb), the first sue bear the same titles as their equivalent parts in Färäbfs work. The 
titles of the eight 'books' are as follows: 1. Kitäb al-hamz (MS 29-91): words with 
initial hamza (i.e. the glottal stop /7); 2. Kitäb as-sälim (MS 159-406): words having 
sound consonants; 3. Kitäb al-Mudäcaf (MS 406-445): words containing ageminate 
consonant or two identical consonants; 4. Kitäb al-Mitäl (MS 445-493): words having 
an initial weak consonant, i.e. wáw or yâ'; 5. Kitäb dawät at-Taläta (MS 493-535): 
words having a medial weak consonant, i.e. wâw, yâ' or 'alif, 6. Kitäb dawät al-
'Arbaca: (MS 535-599): words having a final weak consonant6. Finally, Käsgan adds 
two titles to the existing structure, namely 7. Kitäb al-gunna (MS 599-622): words 
with /η/ or /nC/ (MS 78,8: al-gunna al-gimiyya) and 8. Kitäb al-¿amc bayn as-säkinayn 
(MS 622-638): words containing clusters of consonantal sounds that do not exist in 
Arabic.7 
The titles of the chapters 4. Kitäb al-mitäl, 5. Kitäb dawät at-taläta and 6. Kitäb 
dawät al-'arbaca, seem incomplete. The term al-mitäl originally means 'example', 
'model' or perhaps 'pattern'. The term dawät (plural of dát fern, of du — meaning 
both 'self and 'owner') can theoretically be conceived as a term for 'radicals' in 
general but in itself none of these terms expresses anything with regard to weak 
consonants. 
Färäbi explains the meaning of these terms {Diwan al-'Adab I 76,108): mitäl: ma 
känatfi 'awwalihi wäw 'awyä' "that of which the first radical is wäw or yä"'\ du at-
taläta: "that of which the middle radical is a weak consonant" (mä känat al-cayn min-
hu harfan min huruf 'al-madd wa-l-lin) and, finally, du l-arba'a: "that of which the 
third radical is likewise" [viz. a weak consonant] (mä känat al-läm min-hu kadälika). 
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This calls for further explanation. The terms dawät at-taläta and dawät al-'arba'aare 
Kufan synonyms for the known terms 'agwafand näqis, respectively. Dawät at-taläta 
is applied to the so-called 'hollow' verbs ('a¿wafi in which the middle weak conso-
nant is reduced to a short reflex of the original glide when the verb is conjugated for 
the first person singular. An example of this is the verb qäma 'he stood up' (< 
*qawama) - qutntu 'I stood up'. The middle short vowel и is a reflex of a supposed 
wäw in the underlying structure (cf. Bohas 1982:430). The other term, dawät al-
'arbaca, is applied to verbs whose last radical is weak ( näqis 'lacking'). An example of 
this category is the verb hakä 'he told' - hakaytu 'I told'. 
Like Dïwân al- 'Adah, each book — except book eight — in Dïwân Lugät at-Turk 
consists of two parts; the first part treats the nouns ('asma') and the second part the 
verbs Çafâl). The Turkic entries are divided into uniradical, biradical, triradical 
words and so on, up to septiradical.9 Within each book the lexical stock is arranged 
according to the Arabic system of consonant and vowel patterns, e.g. fa% fu% fi% 
facal, facul, fucal(in which the consonants ƒ cand /stand for any consonant). Within 
each chapter, words are arranged by the final consonant. Within the group of words 
with the same final consonant, they are arranged according to the first and following 
consonants. 
I shall illustrate this with an example. Let us try to find, for example, the word 
kumuS (kümüS) al-fidda "silver". KumuS consists of three consonants and follows 
the pattern fucul. Its final consonant is S. Since its structure is not subject to 
irregularities, kumuJ is most likely to be found in the chapter Kitäb as-Sälim, the 
sound words. Within Kitäb as-Sâlim, the heading 'Abwâb al-mutaharrika al-haiw 
(Dïwân 178,7) introduces words with a vocalised middle consonant (haiw), for 
which there are three main patterns: facak facul and faciL I find kuinuS, on 186,10 
after the entry kaliS. I shall deal with this in greater detail in Section 2.2.2. 
In his introduction to the work, KäJgarl mentions as many as twenty Turkic 
peoples (Dïwân 20,16-21). He states where each tribe lives and he adds a map of 
Central Asia to illustrate the information. KâJgarï even discusses the marks the Oguz 
used to brand their animals (Dïwân 40-41 ).10 As for the language variety, Kàigarî 
seems to have had a preference for one particular dialect: "The language described is 
called 'Turkiyya' (here translated 'Turkic'); it is basically the dialect of the important 
Cigil tribe, belonging to the Qarakhanid confederation.... In particular, Kâsgarî 
gives equal weight to two main dialect groups: that of the 'Turks' (including Cigil, 
Tuxsi, etc.) and that of the 'Turkman' or Oguz ('Ghuzziyya', often including the 
dialect of Qifcaq, etc.)..." (Dankoff 8c Kelly 19821:4-5). A reason for his preference 
for the Oguz dialect may have been the fact that the Selguq sultan in Bagdad at that 
time was of Oguz descent. Further, KaSgarï considered the language of people who 
remained unaffected by other languages (Persian) and who kept away from the cities 
to be the purest ('afsah, Dïwân 24.1-27).11 
1.2 Kitäb Hilya al-Insân wa-Halaba al-Lisän 
Hilya was written by óamàl ad-Din Ibn al-Muhannâ in the fourteenth century AD. It 
consists of three parts: Arabic-Persian, Arabic-Turkic and Arabic-Mongolian. It was 
first edited in 190012 by Melioranski and based on five different MSS, three of which 
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were kept in Oxford (Bodleian Library), one in Berlin (Royal Library) and one in 
Paris (Bibliothèque Nationale), respectively. One of the MSS lacked the Persian, and a 
second one the Mongolian part Kilish Mucallim Rif at (Bilge) found a sixth MS at the 
Müze-i Humayûn Library in Istanbul which contains all three parts, and which he 
edited in 1921. All references in this book to the text oiHtlya are based on the Rif at 
edition. In an article about the origins of Ibn al-Muhannä, the author of Huya, 
Doerfer (1976) refers to Sergei Malov, who showed that Rifat's copy is the oldest and 
therefore the most original one.13 According to Rif at, the MSS Mehoranski used for 
his edition were poorly legible, and contained no mention of the author, they even 
have different tides, like Targumän Turkt wa-cArabt and Targumàn Mugoli wa-
<Arabi.li 
Rif at, in the preface to his edition of Huya (ρ M'), suggests that Ibn al-Muhannä 
be identified as 'Ahmad bn cAlï bn Husayn bn cAlï bn Muhannä bn cAnba al-'Asgar, 
also known as Gamal al-Milla wa-d-Dîn, who died at Karman in 825/1424 (cf. GAL II 
199). This Ibn al-Muhannä was known as the author of a work entitled cUmda at-
Tâhbfî 'Ansah 'Äl 'Abi Tähb. 
With regard to Ibn al-Muhannä's origins, Doerfer (1976 251) concludes that he 
must have originated from "dem Zentrum des alten Chorasan "15 rather than 
Azerbaijan. In the same article Doerfer summarises S. Sirvani Yusif-Zia's earlier 
findings with regard to the period the work was compiled Led by a remark in the text 
with regard to the existence of the Mongolian Empire (736/1336 - 758/1357) at the 
time of its compilation, Yusif-Zia came to the same conclusion as Mehoranski, 
namely thatHíí/emust have been compiled in the 13th century or the first half of the 
14th century.16 Doerfer agrees with this assumption: "Nun hat aber die 
Mongolenherrschaft im vorderasiatischen Raum nur bis 1336 bestanden bzw, die 
letzten Auslaufer, die aber keineswegs mehr einen so «unwiderstehlichen» Eindruck 
machten, mitgerechnet, bis 1357" (Doerfer 1976*243). 
There is another interesting point of discussion with regard to Hxlya and its 
author, namely the fact that Ibn al-Muhannä knew the Uygur alphabet, at least two 
centuries after it had become obsolete for most western Turkic languages (cf Htlya 
72). Other sources from the same period do not mention the existence of the Uygur 
alphabet.17 One wonders why Ibn al-Muhannä would have taken the trouble to learn 
it and dedicate so much space to it. There may be two reasons for this. In the first 
place one might suppose that the work was written in an area in which the Uygur 
alphabet was still known. This may have been somewhere near Anatolia, where the 
Uygur alphabet remained in use until the sixteenth century (cf Sertkaya 1973, 
1975) 18 A second option is to suppose that Ibn al-Muhanna was a scholar, probably 
of Turkic descent, who lived somewhere outside Anatolia and who had learned the 
Uygur alphabet for scholarly reasons only. 
Hilya's Turkic part in Rifat's edition comprises 120 pages (71-191) Ibn al-
Muhannä divided his work into two parts (naw^). Part one tamhtd "introduction" 
(72), which also contains an elaborate phonetic introduction to the sounds of 
Turkic It contains the following chapters- "declensions of the nouns" (tasrïf al-
'asmä', 81); "particles" {al-'adawät al-harfiyya, 91); "verbs in the past tense" (al-
'afäl al-mädtya, 98), and, finally, a list of Turkic words (102-116). Part two deals 
with the "simple meanings" {al-musamtnayät as-sädtga, 127). It is divided into 
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twenty-four sections; an Arabic-Turkic word list with the entries arranged according 
to semantic categories. Of special interest are section 21, on history (185), and ashort 
Turkic-Arabic word list (188-191). 
Ibn al-Muhannä had used several primary sources for his treatise: in one instance 
he refers to the author of Kitäb Nadir ad-Dahr 'ala Luga Malik al-'Asr (78,13). On 
two occasions Ibn al-Muhannä quotes Muhammad bn Qays, the author of a work on 
Turkic dedicated to Óalal ad-Din Hwärezm-säh (cf. 93,16-94,2 and 101,15), who 
was the last ruler of the Hwärezm dynasties (d. 628/1231).19 Muhammad bn Qays 
may be the author of either one of the three works mentioned in Hilya or, perhaps, of 
a fourth one, since we do not know the title of the work he wrote (this may have been 
Tibyän al-Lugât at-Turkï [sic!] 'ala Lisän al-Qanqlñ cf. Wittek 1928:174). Further, 
Ibn al-Muhannà mentions a work on Turkic entitled Kitäb Yahyâ al-Malik (96,5). In 
his foreword to the edition of Hilya Rif at notes that in Melioranski's earlier edition 
the title Yahyâ al-Malik was read Hilä al-Malik instead. In my view, an argument in 
favour of reading Hilä al-malik instead of Yahyâ al-Malik would be the fact that Ibn 
al-Muhannà called his work Kitäb Hilya al- Insän wa-Halba al-Lisän, literally "The 
jewel of man and the racehorse of the language". In this sense Hilya can be under-
stood as a reference to Hilä, since hilya 'jewel' is the singular of hila 'jewels'. 
On 129,3 Ibn al-Muhannä refers to the author of a work on Turkic entitled Tuhfa 
al-Malik20 as saying: "The author of the book Tuhfa al-Malik said: I asked the Turkic 
'ulama'... but they did not answer anything" (aula sâhib kitâb tuhfa al-malik sa'altu 
'ulama' at-Turk... fa-lam yugìbu bi-Say"). From the passage quoted above it is 
possible to deduce that, although there were scholars of Turkic descent in the region 
in which Tuhfa al-Malikvm compiled, they did not seem to occupy themselves very 
intensively with their language, at least not in the way the Arabic language was 
studied. 
Further, Ibn al-Muhannä, when explaining the Turkic animal calendar (185,13), 
refers to Kitäb Tabâ'i' al-Hayawân, compiled by Sarafaz-Zamän at-Tabîb al-Marwazî 
(for which see Iskandar [1981]). 
Ibn al-Muhannä refers to the Turkic language as al-luga at-turkiyya (cf. 72,12; 
73,12; 91,12; 119,1,3) or luga at-Turk (118,9) but also quite frequently as al-luga at-
turkistäniyya "the Turkestanian language" (73,16). Ibn al-Muhannä often describes 
the people whose language he describes as 'ahi bilâdinâ "the people of our country" 
or 'Aträkunä "our Turks". This expression may lead to the assumption that he was of 
Turkic origin himself. The esteem with which he writes about Turkic and the way he 
compares it with Arabic, much like Käsgari did before him, also sustain this sugges-
tion (73,12): "know that its origin is directly from the people of Turkestan like 
Arabic [comes] from the Higäz" ( 'Пат 'anna l-luga t-turkiyya mania'u-hâ bi-l-'isäla 
'an 'ahli Turkistân kamä l-'arabiyya 'an al-Higâz...) 
Similarly, in agreement with the term turkistâniyya which he uses for the Turkic 
language, Ibn al-Muhannä calls the Turks rurfcisfaniyvwn"Turkestanians" (cf. 78,17, 
79,16 and 135,6). Although this seems very precise at first sight, it is not easy to 
determine the geographical situation of Turkistân; its exact place seems to have been 
subject to changes related to the various perceptions people had of political and 
social circumstances in history. Summarising Barthold 's findings (in EI1), in the sixth 
century AD Turkistân was thought to begin immediately north of the Oxus. Later on, 
in the fourth/ninth century, when the Turks were driven far back to the north, Arab 
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geographers situated Turktstän north of the area of Arab culture, i.e north of the Sir 
Daryä. 
1.3 Kitäb al-'Idrâk h-Lisän al-'Aträk 
There are three extant manuscripts of 'Idräk. The first is preserved in the Beyazit 
National Library (Istanbul), registered Veli ed-Dîn No. 2896 It consists of 132 pages, 
and bears the date Thursday, Ramadan 20th, 712/January 15th, 1313 In the Veli ed-
Dîn MS, the Turkic words are not always vocalised and the reader is handicapped by 
many poorly legible glosses both in the margin and between the lines of the text.22 
The glosses of this MS were edited by Izbudak (1936) but unfortunately in transcrip-
tion only. A second MS IS at the Library of the University of Istanbul registered Hális 
Efendi No. 6597. This MS consists of 194 pages and was copied in the city of Ladiqiyya 
by 'Ahmad as-Säfici on Cumädä l-'Awwal 4th, 805/November 30th, 1402 A third MS 
IS kept in the Dar al-Kutub Library at Cairo (cf. al-Haditi 1967:176ff and 552).23 
'Idräk was first edited in 1892 by Mustafa Beg, but based solely upon the Veli ed-
Din MS. Mustafa Beg's edition was severely criticised by Huart (1892) and Bouvat 
(1906) In 1931, Ahmet Caferoglu published a new edition of the text, th is time based 
on both Istanbul MSS, along with a translation into Turkish. He dedicated much space 
to the word list, which he both transcribed and elaborated. 
Much detailed information is available about the author of 'Idräk It was com-
piled by the Andalusian grammarian and theologian 'Abu Hayyän al-'Andalusï 
(654/1256 - 745/1345)24 who lived and worked in Cairo. Before compiling 'Idräk, 
'Abu Hayyän had already devoted at least three other studies to Turkic entitled 
Kitäbal-'afälfthsänat-Turk(cf 'Idräk 12Q,\9), Zahwal-mulkfinahwat-Turkand 
a book about the Turks· Tuhfa al-muskfi sira at-TurL·25 'Abu Hayyän must have 
been very interested in the phenomenon of language since he was one of the few 
Arabic grammarians ever to refer to private knowledge of other languages than 
Arabic, as he did in in his Manhag as-Sältk h-'Alfiyya Ibn Malik (Cf ManhagZòO). 
'Abu Hayyän also wrote some treatises about Persian, Ethiopian, and Coptic (BaiSmur), 
but his fame rest mainly on a large number of treatises on linguistic and theological 
subjects, which were not limited to the Islamic sciences only but also comprised a 
study of the Torah26 
Abu Hayyän's views on Arabic were well-known in his time, his reverence for the 
principles of Sibawayh, written down in his Kitäb, the oldest known grammar of 
Arabic and the ultimate reference for all Arabic grammarians, became proverbial 
among Arabic linguists. 'Abu Hayyän was also known for his interest in languages 
other than Arabic, which was quite an exceptional phenomenon in his day. The 
following fragment from 'Idräk is an example of his views on language in general, at 
the same time revealing the basis for the structure of both 'Idräk and Irtiiäf. 
"The certainty of every language is obtained by knowledge of three things 
the first is the meanings of all simple words, which is called 'lexicology' The 
second one is the rules of those simple words before their construction, 
which is called 'morphology'. The third is the rules in case of a construction, 
which is called by those that speak about the Arabic language· 'syntax'." (fa-
'tnna dab (a kull luga yahstlu bt-macrifatt talätat 'aiyä' 'ahaduhâ madlul 
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mufradät al-kalim wa-yusammä Чіт al-luga, wa-t-täm 'ahkämu tilka 1-
mufradät qabla t-tarktb wa-yusammä Hirn at-tasrtfwa-t-tälit 'ahkämu-hu häla 
t-tarkib wa-yusammä cinda l-mutakallimtn calä l-lisän al-carabt Hirn an-nahw, 
'Idräk 5,9-12.) 
'Idräk consists of two large parts, the first part being a large Turkic-Arabic word list 
and the second part a large grammatical section in which most aspects of a specific 
Turkic language are discussed.27 In Caferoglu's edition, the Turkic-Arabic word list 
consists of exactly 100 pages, whereas the grammatical section takes up pages 101-
155.28 See also the outline of the contents of the sources in the appendix to this study. 
Abu Hayyân conducted his own research, in which he was helped by native 
speakers (cf. 6). In his word list he mentions a number of times his master Sayh Fahr 
ad-Dïn (cf. 14; 27; 57), probably 'Abu Tähir 'Ismäcil bn 'Ahmad bn 'Ismail bn 
Burtuq bn BuzguS al-Misri (also Galäl ad-Dïn, d. 715/1315; in §afadï [ix No. 4001] 
mentioned as an acquaintance of'Abu Hayyân; cf. also Suyütï I No. 906) from whom 
he learned the seven readings of the Qur'än (cf. Hadïtï 1967:69). Sayh Fahr ad-Dïn 
seems to have known Turkic, since he is always referred to in the context of the 
meaning of a Turkic word, e.g., '"iäkik the oar, our master Fahr ad-Dïn did not know 
this word" ('iitkikal-migdäf'wa-lamyacriflayhu-näFahrad-Dtn hädihil-lafza, 'Idräk 
14). 
Apart from this living source, 'Abu Hayyân used a written source compiled by a 
certain Baylik, to which he refers in both the grammatical section ('Idräk 133,13 and 
146,11) and in numerous instances in the word-list.29 Pritsak (1959:75) tries to 
identify this Baylik: ".. .Besonders wichtig muß al- 'Anwär al-mudfa des Kiptschaken 
cAlä ad-Dïn Beilik al-Qifgâqï gewesen sein, das eine der Hauptquellen folgender, uns 
erhaltener späterer Werke war: 'Abu Haiyän (bei ihm heißt es schlicht al-kitäb 
"Buch"), Tuhfat az-zakiyya und Bulgat al-muitäq30. Der Verfasser ist m. E. mit dem 
bei Brockelmann (GAL 12, 652) genannten Beilik (Beilaq b. 'Abdallah al-Qibgäq) 
identisch, der ca. 1250 bis nach 1282 in Kairo tätig gewesen war."31 Another possibil-
ity is Bïlïk al-Haznadär (d. 676/1277) who was known for his knowledge of foreign 
languages, apart from being a student of history and hadtt (cf. Haarmann 1988:99; 
This same Baylik is also mentioned in Bulga [see below section 1.8]). 
Abu Hayyân refers once to al-mawlä Tag ad-Dïn ('Idräk 136,4), probably Tag ad-
Dïn bn Maktum who lived between 682/1284 and 749/1348 (cf. HadM 1967: 502). 
The name Sangar, which occurs in numerous exemplifying sentences through-
out the work, may not be a random choice but rather intended as a reference to 
Sangar ad-Dawâdârï (d. 699/1299-1300) who was famous for his knowledge of the 
science of tradition, and who was the superintendent of the Ibn Tulun mosque 
(where—from 698/1298 — 'Abu Hayyân taught grammar; cf. Haarmann 1988:97).32 
The Turkic language that 'Abu Hayyân describes in 'Idräk is called turkiyya. 'Abu 
Hayyân sometimes distinguishes it from Qibgâqiyya 'Qipcaq' (cf. 105,138,147) and 
Turkmäniyya 'Turcomanian' (which must probably be interpreted as Oguz; on this 
see also Doerfer 1976:246) (cf. 105,128,129,130,132,135,144,147,154).33 Under 
the entry Turk one finds the following definition: "a tribe of the non-Arabs; they are 
the people of this language" (qabxla min al-'aca¿im wa-hum 'ahlhädä l-lisän, 37), and 
for Turkman 'Abu Hayyân writes: "a tribe of the non-Arabs too" (qabîla min al-
'a
cägim 'aydan, 38), as if he considers them a separate tribe. Apart from numerous 
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references to both Turcomanian and Qipcaq, he also refers to Tatar (63), Bulgär34 
(9), Tuqsubä*5 (15), Capnï (41),36 "the Hwarezm language" {luga hwârizmiyya, 91), 
finally, to, "the language of Turkistän" (luga Turkistän, 26), which is, of course, a 
rather vague indication (see remarks in Section 1.2). The Uygur (37; also 67) are 
described as a people living in Turkistän. The tribe of the Bulgär (9) is reported to 
live in Turkistän too. A characteristic of the speech of this tribe seems to have been 
the change of y into d. An example of this is 'adaq 'foot' instead of more common 
'ayaq and further "'uyi-dï 'he slept' and the change of the y for a d is a Turkistanian 
variant. They say 'udidi." ('uyidi näma wa-'ibdäl al-yä' dälan luga Turkistäniyya 
qälu 'udidi, 'Idräk26). 
Apart from these references to Turkic peoples, earlier research on the language 
material of 'Idräkhas indicated that it deals with a mixture of Oguzand Qipcaq (On 
this see also Flemming, 1977a). I found that there are indications that the language in 
'Idräk is close to the Western-Qipcaq languages (such as, e.g., Karaim, Karacay-
Balkhar), but especially Crimean-Tatar. There are several indications for this, which 
I shall point out here briefly. 
In the first place the Qipcaq language in 'Idräk does not show the typical g-/z-
instead of y-, such as Kazakh, Karakalpak and Nogai. This phenomenon is described 
by Kâsgarï (MS 26,4) for Oguz [sic] /Qipcaq tribes (e.g. gingâ for yingâ 'pearl'). This 
implies that the phenomenon of y- > g-/z- was already existent in the 11th century, 
about two centuries before 'Idräk, with which the possibility that it was due to a later 
development is ruled out. Secondly, the ending -mayin 'without ...ing' ('Idräk 
138,12) seems to survive in Karaimian (dialects of Troki and Halicz) and Karacay-
Balkhar only (Fundamenta I 335 and 362; also Musaev 1964, 22, 302). In the third 
place, the ending -kingä/-gingä (Idräk 150-1) survives in Qipcaq languages (cf. 
Fundamenta I) whereas other Turkic languages have -günce / -unca (also Karacay-
Balkhar, -gmci4 (cf. K-B -Russkiy slovar' 1989,823). This form is especially prevalent 
in Karaim -inca/-ginèja/-kinca (cf. Musaev, 1964, 301). Two of the three above-
mentioned features — except -mayin— are also described for Crimean Tatar by 
Doerfer (1959), and with the meanings given by 'Abu Hayyân.37 
1.4 Kitäb at-Tuhfa az-Zakiyya fi l-Luga at-Turkiyya 
Tuhfa is an anonymous grammatical treatise on Turkic, preserved in only one MS 
which is kept in Istanbul, at the Beyazit Library, coded Veli ed-Din No. 3092. It 
consists of 90 folios, written down in a single hand. The Turkic words are written in 
red ink. Tuhfa has never been edited in print so far, apart from a legible facsimile 
published in 1942 by Tibor Halasi Kun, which forms the basis for the present study. 
It was followed in 1945 by Besim Atalay's translation into Turkish along with an 
edition of quite poorly legible facsimile copies of the text. In his translation, Atalay 
transcribes the Turkic words in such a manner that the original spelling cannot be 
retrieved38. 
There is little information about the place and time Tuhfa was compiled. Mamluk-
ruled Egypt or Syria is generally taken as its place of compilation.39 It must have been 
written before 829/1426, which is the date of a gloss on the title page (Cf. Atalay 1945: 
xxiii). Fazilov, in an article on Tuhfa (1976: 335), made some suggestions as to the 
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meaning of the word zaktyya in the title, it may have referred to someone called Zakî, 
perhaps the author himself On the other hand, zaktyya might also be a reference to 
the word zefci'intelhgent' in a poem on the last page of the MS (90V).40 
Tuhfa, like most other grammars of Turkic, contains an Arabic-Turkic word list 
(3r9-38vl 1) starting with hamza. Each section is divided into two subsections, the 
first of which treats nouns and the second one verbs. The second part (38v12-90v13) 
contains grammatical information, which is divided into two sections: sarf "Mor-
phology" (38v12) and al-'ahkâm at-tarktbiyya "The rules of construction" (65v5).41 
The author of Tuhfa does not refer to any direct sources for his work, but he 
mentions the name of'Abu Hayyän al-'Andalusï, and he quotes his principles (see 
1 3) with regard to the three basic components of the study of language, namely 
lexicology, morphology and syntax (2r 12-2vl -6) 42 Apart from this passage, there are 
many other resemblances between Tuhfa and 'Idrâk as far as the general structure is 
concerned, and to a far lesser extent in terms of the content. I shall discuss this in 
greater detail in the second part of this chapter. 
The language described in Tuhfa is generally called turhyya or, sometimes, 
qibgâqiyya4i It is occasionally opposed to tatariyya44 and, more especially, to 
turkmämyya, mostly introduced by the expression qtla only: 'I did not refer to 
Turcomanian unless it was necessary; [in that case] I say 'it is also said"' (wa-qïla) 
(wa-lam 'adkur at-turkmàmyya 'illa cinda d-darûrafa-'aqûlu wa-qïla 2r2).45 
1 5 al-Qawânïn al-Kulltyya h-Dabt al-Luga at-Turkvyya 
Qawânïn is another grammar of Turkic It was compiled about the 14th or 15th 
century AD, most likely in a Mem/tìfc-Turkic dominated region, probably Cairo An 
indication for this may be found at 71,1, where the author refers to Turkic soldiers 
who had come to Cairo after having served in Tamerlane's armies. 
The only existing copy of Qawânïn, registered Çehid Ali Pasa 2659 m the 
Suleymaniyye Library at Istanbul, is a well-preserved MS consisting of 169 pages (1-
85r), written in a very neat and legible hand On the introductory page the work is 
attributed to 'Abu Hayyän 46 In 1928, Kilish Mucallim Rifat (Bilge) edited the text 
with an introduction by Mehmet Fuat Kopruluzade Ten years later, in 1938, Szigmund 
Telegdi published an article about Qawânïn in which he rearranged both the Turkic 
grammatical material and the word list of approximately 500 entries. 
The printed edition of Qawânïn consists of 76 pages (3-79). The largest part is 
dedicated to grammatical subjects, after a brief introduction (3-58). The author 
divided Qawânïn into three large chapters: I "the verb and what is attached to it" (al-
ficl wa-mutacalhqàtuhu wa-lawâhiquhu, 6,11); II "the noun and what is attached to 
it" (al-'tsm wa-muta'alhqätuhu, 25,16) and, finally, HI "the particles" (al-huriif, 
68,6). The Arabic-Turkic word list, arranged according to semantic categories, takes 
up about six pages (58-64) within the chapter on the nouns 47 
In regard to his chapter division, the author of Qawânïn refers to a work of Ibn al-
Habbäz an-NahwI, probably Sams ad-Dïn bn al-Husayn al-'I rbilï al-Mawsüï (d. 637/ 
1239; cf. Suyûtï Bugya 1,304, also in 'Abu Hayyän's IrtßafUl 657 [index]): 
"Ibn al-Habbâz an-Nahwï said- 'The limitation of the word to three categories 
is not restricted to the language of the Arabs, since the argument for it is 
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rational and rational matters do not differ with the difference of languages'." 
(qâla ibn al-habbâz an-nahwt: ¡âyahtassu inhisâr al-kalima ft l-'anwá'at-taläta 
bi-luga al-'arab li-'anna d-dalil allodi dalla 'ala dàlika 'aqlï wa-l-'umur al-
'aqliyya läyahtalifu bi-htiläf al-lugät, Qawäntn 6,1.) 
In accordance with this principle the author of Qawäntn divided his work into three 
parts, as explained before. 
Although the MS contains a reference to 'Abu Hayyän al-'Andalusi on the prelimi-
nary pages, it is generally accepted that Qawânïn is an anonymous work. The 
anonymous author was most likely not of Turkic origin himself (cf. 3,11-4,1-2). He 
tells us he wrote Qawânïn because many of his friends had asked him to do so (cf. 
1,6-7). He must have done some research himself among people of Turkic descent. 
Indications for this assumption may be found in the use of the first person sg. in 
sentences like: "I did not hear it from them otherwise" (wa-lam 'asmac-hu min-hum 
'ilia ka-dälika, 14,19; 30,5; 49,11). 
The Turkic language that is described in Qawäntn is called turkiyya, as in most of 
the other sources or, occasionally, luga al-'Atrâk (7,16). It is opposed to Turcomanian 
(Oguz), against the use of which the author warns severely: 
"The language of the Turcomans is not Turkic... it is held in contempt by 
them and whoever speaks it, is despised by them." {luga Turkman laysat 
turkiyya... fa-'inna-hä mustahgana cinda-hum wa-l-mutakallim bi-hâ muhtaqar 
ladayhim, Qawânïn 7,15; cf. also Telegdi 1938.) 
In this fragment the Arabic -hum 'them' refers to the Turks who spoke pure Turkic, 
the same way hum in grammars of Arabic refers to the Arabs, the Bedouins, of the 
Arabic Peninsula who were said to speak the purest Arabic (cf. Ditters 1992). On 
20,21 the author specifies this in a particular context: "the pure speakers among 
them" (al-fusahâ' minhum). 
With regard to the Turkic material, the author had access to some written sources 
he does not specify. With regard to the Turcomanian (or Oguz) influence, he calls 
for careful use of this material: 
"Most of those who compiled a targumân on this language depend on it (scon 
Turcomanian] and they occupy themselves very little with the language of the 
Turks" {wa-gälib man sannafaft hâdihi l-luga targumânan 'innamâуаЧатіаи 
*alay-hä wa-lä yurarrig calâ luga al-'atrâk 'illâ ft n-nazar al-qalïl, Qawânïn 
7,16.) 
Of course, it is not known which sources the author may have meant. With regard to 
the Arabic primary material he used, he quotes Ibn al-Habbäz an-Nahwï, to whom I 
have already referred above. 
1.6 Kitâb Targumân Turkt wa-'Arabï wa-Mugalt 
Targumân is an anonymous work of which only one copy exists in the library of 
Leiden University (the Netherlands), cod. 517 Warner. It consists of 76 folios. Its 
date of compilation is known exactly due to a registration in the epilogue of the text: 
Sunday, Sa'bán 27lh, 743/January 25th, 1343. Houtsma (1894) had read this date as 
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Sacbän 27th, 643 which he converted to January 28th, 1245. This unfortunate mistake 
was copied by all referents to Targumän, until Flemming proved convincingly in an 
article that the date Houtsma proposes cannot possibly be correct (cf. Flemming 
1968).48 In the same article Flemming also proposes Halli bn Muhammad bn Yusuf 
al-Qunawî as the author of Targumän, rather than its copyist. 
Targumän consists of two parts: 62 folios of Turkic-Arabic text and 14 folios 
Mongolian-Persian. According to Houtsma, these texts were compiled by the same 
person who, accordingly, must have had a fair knowledge of at least three languages. 
In the printed edition, the Turkic part takes up 57 pages. After an introduction (2-4), 
the author divides the material into four main parts: I "the nouns" (al-'asmä\ 5,1), 
which contains an Arabic-Turkic list of nouns, arranged according to semantic 
categories; II "the verbal nouns and the imperative [of the verbs]", which is an 
Arabic-Turkic list of verbs (masädir al-'afäl wa-l-'amr bihà\ 33,8); III "conjugation 
of the speech and the verbs" {tasñfal-kalám wa-l-'afäU 44,11 ) and, finally, IV "Basic 
rules of the speech and obligatory elements" (dawábit al-kaläm wa-mä la budd min-
hu, 50,4), in which both Turkic and Arabic particles are treated.49 
Like most other sources, the author calls the language he describes turki 'Turkic', 
"the pure Turkic langugage" (al-luga at-turkiyya al-hälisa, 2,15) or "the Turkic-
Qipcaq language" (al-lisän at-turkï al-qifgâqi, 2,11) and he clearly distinguishes it 
from turkmânï e.g.; 
"I specified in which [elements] the difference occurs between the pure Turkic 
language and the Turcomanian language and what is borrowed now from 
Persian and other [languages] by the people" (wa-qad cayyantu ma waqaca al-
hulffìhi bayn al-luga at-turkiyya al-hälisa wa-bayna l-luga t-turkmäniyya wa-
mä huwa musta'är bayn an-näs al-'än min al-luga al-färisiyya wa-gayrihä, 
Targumän 2.I5)50. 
This proves that the author not only distinguishes between 'pure Turkic' and its 
variants (e.g. Turcomanian) but that he is also aware of the existence of Persian loan-
words in Turkic. 
I η Targumän no direct references are made to its primary sources; the author only 
quite vaguely mentions the existence of some works on Turkic: 
"But I present my book, following with it the trail of those who preceded me in 
presenting the books on the translation of the Turkic language..." ('ammâ 
bacd fa-'innì wadactu kitäbt hädä muqtafiyan bi-hi 'atara man taqaddama-ni 
mimman wadaca l-kutubfi targama al-luga at-turkiyya... 2,5-7.) 
The nature of these unspecified sources is, of course, not known. 
1.7 aí-Sudür ad-Dahabiyya wa-l-Oitac al-'Ahmadiyya ft l-Luga at-Turkiyya 
Sudur is an Arabic-Turkic word list of which several MSS of various lengths exist. 
There are six MSS with this title in the Bibliothèque Nationale de Paris (Supplément 
Arabe No. 4329, 4330/31/32/33/34; cf. Blochet 1932) and two in the Suleymaniye 
Library at Istanbul (Kiliç Ali Pasa 1021/2 and Laleli 3539). Further, Zajaczkowski 
(1965:41) mentions a MS in Uppsala. Rossi (1935) and Rieu (1888) mention several 
MSS in the Vatican and the British Museum in London, respectively. Unless indicated 
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otherwise, ¡η this study all references to Sudur are based on the Parisian MSS, 
Supplément Arabe No. 4333 (old code: 1385), which consists of 33 folios. 
In 1949 Sudur was translated into Turkish by Besim Atalay, who based his 
translation on two manuscripts from his private library.51 
Sudor was composed by Mawläh Ibn Muhammad Sâlih in 1029/1619.52 Accord-
ing to Atalay, in his preface to the translation of Sudur, §älih was of Turkic descent 
and a professor at the Madrasa of al-Málik al-'ASraf at Cairo. Ibn Muhammad Sal ih 
states that he wrote the book in the first place to teach Turkic to 'Ahmad, the son of 
an Egyptian qädi (cf. Sudur 2V4 and 26v18)53, which is reflected in the title of the 
book by the expression 'Ahmadiyya. The second reason for writing his book was the 
fact that many of his friends and relatives had asked him many times to write a book 
about Turkic: 
"For a long time I have had it in mind to write a treatise on the Turkic 
language; I was asked many times and my relatives and friends kept repeating 
it [their request] to me all the time." {tala magala fi haladî 'an 'ada'a rìsala fi 
l-luga at-turkiyya wa-su'iltu bi-dälika miraran wa-takarrara 'alayya min 'aqribâ'ï 
wa-'asdiqä'i tïkrâran, Sudur 2r10.) 
As for the internal structure of the work, Sâlih divided it into four 'bases' ( 'arkän, sg. 
rukn.) The first 'base' deals with "as many derivations as possible" (ar-rukn al-'awwal 
fi bayän al-muitaqqät bi-qadr al-'imkân, 5r) and it is divided into eight chapters: 1. 
"the verbal noun" (bayän al-masdar, 7V); 2. "the imperative" (bayän al-'amr, 7r); 3. 
"the prohibition" (n-nahy, 8V); 4. "the past tense" (bayän al-mâdi, 10v); 5. "the 
present tense" (bayän al-mudär?, 12v); 6. "the active participle" (bayän 'ism al-föfil, 
14r); 7. "the marker of the negation" (bayän caläma al-nafy, 15v); 8. "the marker of 
the plural" (bayän caläma al-gamc, 16r); II "the nouns" (bayän al-'asmä', 20г4); III 
"the pronouns" (bayän ad-damä'ir, 25г16); IV "words that occur in both Arabic and 
Turkic" (bayän al-kalimät al-muitarika bayn al-carabiyya wa-t-turkiyya, 28r2). The 
fourth rukn is followed by an additional chapter, hätima (29r20), in which one finds 
a number of Arabic sentences translated into Turkic. 
Although these chapter headings may suggest that a large body of grammatical 
data is given, each rukn and bob consists of no more than a mere list of words of the 
category mentioned, the only exception being the eighth bob of the first chapter 
about the marker of the plural form, in which the author explains the different ways 
to indicate plurality in Turkic. 
With regard to the sources he used, Sâlih tells us he possesses a large number of 
books in several languages. He even mentions the languages of the material he used. 
In the MS at my disposal, the name of each language is separated from the next one by 
a thick dot, but since some languages — especially turki— are mentioned twice or 
even three times, the list most likely contains combinations of some languages: ''arabi 
wa-turki 'Arabic-Turkic'; 'arabi wa-färisi 'Arabic-Persian'; turki wa-fârisï 'Turkic-
Persian'; turki wa-nawä'i 'Turkic-Nawâ'ï' and, finally, rurfcï wa-bahlawì 'Turkic-
Pahlawï'. With regard to Turki, Sâlih denned it explicitly as Ottoman Turkic; I shall 
return to this point below. Pahlawi is a term used to denote Middle-Persian.54 
Things are different for nawä'i since this is not a term used to denote a language 
but rather the nisba of the Turkic poet cAlï Sir NawäT (845/1441-906/1501), the 
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outstanding 15th century Cagatay poet who had a great impact on all Turkic literary 
languages. Proof of the tremendous interest in his words are the many specialised 
dictionaries that were compiled on the basis of his works.55 
After having listed the languages used in his sources, on pages 3r-4v, Sälih 
mentions as many as 25 authors and works. Among them are two Arabic sources. 
First, Sälih tells us he has a copy of ad-Durra al-Mudi'afi l-Luga at-Turkiyya which 
he attributes to 'Abu Hayyän. Sälih quotes 'Abu Hayyän from Durraas saying: 
"I arranged it according to the principles of Arabic and called it ad-durra al-
mudi'a fi l-luga at-turkiyya." (...gacaltu-hu calâ qawâcid al-carabiyya wa-
sammaytu-hu bi-d-durra al-mudiafi l-luga at-turkiyya, Sudur 3V15.) 
However, I found no utterance of this kind in my copy of Durra. Moreover, to my 
knowledge 'Abu Hayyän did not compile any work entitled ad-Durra al-Mudt'afì l-
Luga at-Turkiyya. Apparently Sälih was in the possession of a copy oí Durra that had 
been attributed to 'Abu Hayyän. I shall discuss this point in Section 2.1. 
In the second place he refers several times (e.g. on MS 3V27) to Sacd ad-Dïn at-
Taftazànï (722/1322-793/1390; cf. Suyütï Bugya II, 285; GAL I 354 and II 278), 
author of Sarh at-Talhis, who was a "celebrated authority on rhetoric, logic, meta-
physics, theology, law and other subjects" (Storey on Taftazânï in EI1). Sarh at-Talhts, 
compiled in 748/1347, also known as Muhtasar Sarh Talhis al-Miftäh, is a commen-
tary on al-Qazwïnï's work on rhetoric, Talhïs al-Miftâh. Taftazânï was not unfamiliar 
with foreign languages, and he seems to have known Turkic. Sälih had access to a 
manuscript of Sarh at-Talhts, the margins of which were full of Turkic words: 
"...I am pleased with the commentary to at-Talhts by iayh Sacd ad-Dïn at-
Taftazanï of which the margins were filled in Turkic from the first [page] until 
the last [page] in the writing of a teacher." (... yasurru It [sic! ] Sarh at-talhïs li-
S-iayh Sacd ad-Din at-Taftazänt muhaSSan min 'awwali-hi 'ila 'ähiri-hi bi-t-
turki bi-hatt mawlâ min al-mawâli, Sudur MS Paris No. 4334,4v13-5r3.) 
Sälih (Sudur 3r19ff) lists further the following works in this sequence: 
1. 'Ahtari al-Kebir, (also called Lugat-i Ahteft) that is the Arabic-Turkish diction-
ary compiled in Ragab 952/May 1545 at Kütahya by Muslih ad-Dïn Mustafa bn Sams 
ad-Dïn al-Qarahisarï al-'Ahterï (d. 968/1559-1560).56 
2. Mirqät,57 by which may be meant Mirqät al-Luga, an anonymous Arabic-
Turkic dictionary compiled between 796/1394 and 936/1530.58 
3. Ni'mat Allah (d. 969/1561), who compiled Lugat-i Nicmatulläh, a Persian-
Turkish dictionary.59 
4. Halïmï Celebï, that is Lutf Allah bn Abï Yusuf Halïmï (d. 951/1544) the author 
of Lugat-i furisi wa-turki (also: Lugat-i Halimt), a Persian-Turkish dictionary, writ-
ten or completed in 981/1573/4.60 
5. Sihäh al-eAgam, a Persian grammar in Arabic, attributed to Nicmat Allah bn 
'Ahmad bn Mubarak bn Muhammad ar-Rumi.61 
6. Sihäh al-Bayân. 
7. öawähir al-cUqud, that is, probably, the small Arabic-Persian dictionary in 
verse entiteld cUqud al-uawähir by 'Ahmad-i Dai, dedicated to Sultan Murad II 
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(1421-1451). This manuscript is described in BlaSkovic (1961:401-2; no. 551). For 
Dal see Alpay (1973:19). 
8. Ibn Melek, the Arabic form of the name cAbd al-Latïf cIzz ad-Dïn Firiäteogli (d. 
795/1392) who wrote Lugat-i Firisteoglu, a rhyming Arabic-Turkish dictionary.62 
9. Tuhfa al-'Adab. 
10. Sibila ad-Dahab, attributed to Nur ad-Dïn cAbd ar-Rahmân bn 'Ahmad al-
Gämi (d. 898/1493).63 
11. Dânistan, a Persian-Turkic word list composed by Muhammad bn Hâggï 
'Ilyäs.64 
12. Nisäb as-Sibyän, an Arabic-Persian vocabulary in 350 verses by Badr ad-Dîn 
'Abu Nasr Mascûd bn Abï Bakr bn Husayn bn Ga'far al-Farâhï (VIH1" century).65 
13. A commentary to Nisäb as-Sibyän by al-Gurgânï.66 
14. Nisäb al-Fityän, by which may be meant Nastb al-Fityán by Husäm ad-Dïn 
Hasan bn cAbd al-Mu'min 'Abï 1-Hawabbï the poet, that consists of 350 verses in 
Persian (cf. Hâggï Halïfa VI 350). 
15. A copy of SähiaX probably Tuhfa-i Sâhidï, a rhyming Persian-Turkish dic-
tionary written in 921/1515 by 'Ibrahim Dede Sâhidï (d. 957/1550). 
16. Tuhfa Husäm, perhaps Tuhfa-i Husämt, an anonymous Persian-Turkish 
dictionary.67 According to Dozy (1851:102) it formed the basis for Lugat-i Sâhidï. 
17. The Gulistän6* in several translations and studies, even in Arabic. 
18. Luga Turkiyya wa-Nawä'iyya (3V1 ). This may be understood as a reference to 
a work called 'AbuSqa or al-Lugätan-Nawä'iyya, a Cagatay-Ottoman Turkish wordlist 
based on NawäTs works.69 
19. Lugät al-Matnam H-Mawlä Hunkär al-cArabiyya "The Arabic word lists to the 
Matnawi by master Hunkär", one of the many explanatory lists of words to the 
Matnawi, which was written by Galâl ad-Dïn ar-Rümï, who lived between 604/1207 
and 672/1273-4.70 Salih possibly refers to the commentaries by Sudi, Bosnali (d. 
1005/1596-97) and by Surûrï (see below). 
20. Commentaries on Gulistän, one by Sayyidï cAlï, Mustafa bn 'Ahmad bn cAbd 
al-Mawlä Celebi (948/1541-1008/1600). 
21. "and the other by Surûrï Celebi,71 the teacher of Prince Mustafa, the son of 
Sultan Sulaymän, peace be on them",72 meaning the poet Surûrï, Muslih ad-Dïn 
Mustafa bn Sacbän (d. 969/1561) author of commentaries on the Matnawi, Hafiz, 
Gulistän, and Bustän. 
22. A commentary to Sayh Sa'dî's (d. 691/1291-2)73 LHbäga-i Gulistän, probably 
referring to the commentary written in 917/1511-12 by Muhammad bn 'Utman bn 
cAlï, also called Lâmicï (d. 938/1531-2).74 This Lamici was the author of Tuhfa 'äl 
rUtmän Du an-Nur as-Sätic, to which Sälih refers twice (cf. Sudur 4V4 and 4V11). 
And other books. 
Further references in Sudur. 
23. Sälih (25v17) refers to a work which he calls the Targama of Kamäl Päsa 
(targamo kamälpäiä) by whom he probably means the well-known Ottoman scholar 
Ibn Kamäl Päiä (d. 940/1533).75 The term targama may refer to any lexicographical 
work compiled by this scholar. 
Ibn Muhammad Sälih is very explicit about the language he describes in Sudur. He 
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calls it turkiyya (5r2) and specifies the area where it is spoken as "the lands of 
Ottoman Turkic" (bilâd at-turkiyya al-cutmâniyya, 3V22) and "the state of our time is 
the Ottoman state and their language is the sultan ic Turkic language" ( dawla zamäni-
nä hädä d-dawla al-cUtmâniyya wa-lugatuhum at-turkiyya as-sultäniyya, 2r7). 
At the same time he considers the language described in Durra a form of Tatar. 
"The Turkic of his [sc. 'Abu Hayyän's] time was Tatar, it is not used anymore in our 
time in the lands of Ottoman Turkic" (wa-'aydan turkt zamâni-hi tatari matrukfi 
zamäni-nä fi biläd at-turkiyya al-cutmäniyya, 3v23-24). Sälih says that he went to 
Kafa76 himself and had found its people speaking like 'Abu Hayyän had described 
(cf. 3V26). 
In fact, a comparison with Doerfer's article on Crimean Tatar (1959) shows some 
evidence that the language described in at least 'Idrak and Qawänin may be related to 
Turkic languages spoken on the Crimea. The closeness of the Crimea to the Ottoman 
Turks and the fact that Ottoman was spoken on the Crimea would also account for 
the many instances in which both Qipcaq and Oguz features appear in the language 
material. However, the exact determination of the origin of the languages in the 
sources is outside the scope of the present study, and must be left to further research 
(see also Section 1.3). 
Without any doubt Sudur was written in Ottoman times, mainly based on 
Ottoman sources. 
1.8 Kitäb Bulga al-MuStäqfi Luga at-Turk wa-l-Qijgäq 
Bulga is an Arabic-Титкіс vocabulary, af which only one MS exists in the Bibliothèque 
Nationale, Paris, registered as Suppl. Ture No. 293. It consists of 71 folios, some of 
which are missing (viz. after 12 verso, 13 verso and at the end). The lexical material is 
not put side-by-side, but arranged quite awkwardly in slanting lines. Bulga was 
written in the 14th century AD by Gamäl ad-Dïn 'Abu Muhammad 'Abdullah at-
Turkl, probably in Mamluk-ruled Egypt. This öamäl ad-Dïn at-Turkî could not be 
identified further. 
Zajaczkowski edited the text of Bulga in two separate publications. In 1954 he 
published Part II, on the verbs and Part I, on the nouns, in 1958. Both editions were 
provided with quite poor facsimile copies of the relevant parts of the MS, and with a 
full edition of the text in print.77 
After a brief introduction (7r-7v) the lexical material is divided into four parts, 
which are categorised according to semantic category: 1 "the name of God and [his] 
servants in the sky and others" {fi ismi lläh tacälä wa-mâfi s-sama min musahharin 
wa-gayrihi, 8r3), II "chapter about the earth, the minerals and other [elements]", 
with several sections {al-'ardwa-màfi-hâ min al-macâdin wa-gayrihä, 9Г1); III "the 
locative" (bäb az-zarf, 17r), including a section about the pronoun; and finally, IV 
"the verbs" {bäbfil-'afäl, 20v). Bulga contains almost no grammatical information. 
The tide of the work, Kitäb Bulga al-Mu¡taqfiLuga at-Turk wa-1-Qißäq, suggests 
that the author distinguishes between Turkic on the one hand and Qipcaq on the 
other, but he does not give any details. 
The author of Bulga mentions several of the sources he used, among which are a 
work called al-'Anwar al-mudt'a written by 'Ala' ad-Dîn Baylîk al-Qibgäqt and one 
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called as-Sahth Min ad-Durra al-Mudï'a by cImad ad-DIn Dâwad78 bn 'Ali bn 
Muhammad aí-Warráq al-Misrï (MS 7V) (cf. Pritsak 1959:75). Thus Bulga, along with 
'Idräk and, perhaps some other works, forms a part of the chain of which the 
aforementioned Baylik (Section 1.3) was the initiator. 
1.9 ad-Durra al-Mudï'a ft l-Luga at-Turkiyya 
In 1963 Ananiasz Zajaczkowski discovered the manuscript of an Arabic-Turkic 
vocabulary in the Medicea Laurenziana Library of Florence, registered under No. 
Orient 131.79 The manuscript consists of 24 folios and probably originates from a 
Maw/ufc-governed area, most likely 14th century Syria80. In the sixties of this 
century Zajaczkowski published four articles in which he edited and discussed most 
of the lexical material he found in Durra61 (cf. Zajaczkowski 1965,1968 and 1969). 
The lexical material in Durra is divided into 24 chapters (the terms qism 'part', 
bob 'chapter', fasi'section' seem to reflect the same level) that are arranged according 
to semantic subject, traditionally beginning with the names of God and Heaven and 
ending with a chapter containing colloquial language material (19r5-24r17). Durra 
contains no grammatical information. 
As is clear from the title, the Turkic language in Durra is called turkiyya but no 
further information is given. 
1.10 An Anonymous Work in the margins of Veli ed-Dîn MS 2896 
The existence of yet another Turkic grammar written in the margins of the Veli ed-
Dïn Ms. of Kitäb al-Idräkhas been known since the thirties of this century, although 
neither its exact tide nor the name of the author have been retraced yet and the text, 
too, still remains to be analysed thoroughly. 
This Margin Grammar (abbreviated MG) consists of a long word list and a large 
grammatical part. The word list is scribbled in the margins and between the lines of 
the lexicographical part of 'Idräk (2r-32r); indeed, there are so many glosses that the 
original text has become barely legible. The glosses were compiled and edited in 
Roman script by izbudak and Rif at in 1936. In addition to the glosses, there is a 
grammatical text in the margins of the sections on morphology and syntax (32v-65r) 
of 'Idräk, which seems to stand independendy of 'Idräk. The handwriting on these 
pages is much more legible that in the word list, and there are only a few glosses 
between the lines of the main text. The manuscript has yet to be carefully examined 
in order to determine which fragments are in the same hand as the body text of 'Idräk 
and which ones are not, but there are enough data to make some observations.82 
One would expect that this grammar, being written in the margins of 'Idräk, 
shows many resemblances to the latter. This is only partially true, for only one 
chapter heading starts with al-Qawlft... (41vbm), which is typical of 'Idräk and can 
be translated by 'Chapter on...'. Some passages are exactly the same as in 'Idräk, 
albeit not always on the same page.83 
Most headings, however, are introduced by Bab ("Chapter") or Fasi ("Section"), 
Tanbih ("Remark"), an-NaW1 al-'awwal ("The first type is..."), ad-Darb al-'awwal 
("The first kind is...") and al-Qâ'ida ft... ("The rule with regard to..."). These 
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headings are also typically found in Qawânïn. Indeed, there are more points of 
resemblance with Qawânïn. Apart from an explicit reference and a quotation (33r, cf. 
Qawânïn 4,5-15) there are also numerous other passages that — in some cases with 
only minor changes — are also found in Qawânïn}4 
Other fragments are identical with passages found in Targumän, e.g. lafza 'idtat-
turkiyya ("the Turkic word 'idi", MG 46lt = Targumän 50,11). This typical style of 
Targumän is found further in passages like lafza dakul at-turkiyya ("the Turkic word 
dakul," MG 47r) which, however (with other examples in the same style on 39lt and 
64vrt; 50Ht = Targ. 50,6-10), is not found in the latter. From this one may conclude 
that the author of the Margin Grammar had a different copy of Targumän at his 
disposal. 
Some passages are literally copied from Dïwân, e.g., the fragment on the conso-
nants of Turkic (33rlt) is exactly the same as Dïwân (6,6-7,6), albeit without refer-
ence. There are more passages copied from Dïwân, for example the fragment on 
(40vrt) is a literal copy of Dïwân (538,5-8); MG (451t) resembles to a large extent 
Dïwân (301,13-16), and MG (39vrt) is identical with Dïwân 536,13ff. The resem-
blance always includes the Arabic versions of the examples, although the Turkic 
language is in most cases different. 
The fragments are generally not related to the subjects dealt with in the corre-
sponding pages of main text of 'Idräk In most cases the same issue is dealt with in 
different ways in several passages on a given page (e.g. particles of the genitive (huruf 
al-garr) 58Ht; 58rtop; 58rrt; 58vrt). Fragments from different manuscripts are in a 
few instances introduced with the phrase wa-fi nusha (occasionally nusahiri) 'uhrâ 
("and in another manuscripts] ", cf. 50Тэт; 64rlt/ml; 501t; 51vrt/bm). 
Apart from Qawânïn, Targumän, 'Idrâkand Dïwân, there must have been at least 
one, and perhaps more than one, other main source that the copyist/author used for 
his compilation. This is, for example, evident from the approach in MG to linguistic 
matters, such as the analysis of the possesssive and the accusative case endings which, 
as will be shown in Chapters Four and Five, differs considerably from the way these 
issues are dealt with in the other sources. 
There is also another reference to a name or a title, i.e. al-cAlläma Baqiyyat as-
sola/wa-qudrat al-halaf Targumän al-'Adab... (?) ...Usan al-cArab (lv). 
The author of some of the fragments may have been of Turkic descent himself, 
since he refers to the Turks as "we" (e.g., Hndanä "with us", 34vtop) and to Turkic as 
"our language" (lugatunä, 34vtop). In the body of the text Oguz forms are given 
quite often, indicated as such with the term Turkman or Turkmânï, as opposed to 
Turk or TurklS5,No other ethnonyms are found. 
Summarising, we may say that the Margin Grammar resembles in both style, set 
up and contents Dïwân, Qawânïn and Targumän, rather than 'Idräk. Furthermore, 
many fragments display an entirely different, as yet unknown source. In this sense 
the Margin Grammar is best characterised as a compilation of several sources, based 
on other and, perhaps, more extended manuscripts of Qawânïn, Targumän and 
Dïwân. In this sense the whole grammar cannot be ascribed to one single author. 
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2 The sources and their primary material 
The references in the sources first of all allow us to draw conclusions in regard to the 
Turkic and Arabic material on which they were based. In this respect I use the term 
primary sources. In most cases this means an evaluation of the importance of texts 
that are no longer available to us. Second, under the heading 'indirect evidence', in 
which I continue the discussion of the Arabic primary sources, I present my findings 
with regard to the respective internal structures of the sources. 
2.1 Direct evidence: references 
In the first sections of this chapter I pointed out that each of the sources was based on 
previously compiled material. This primary material can be divided into two catego-
ries. The first category comprises Turkic sources that provided the lexical and 
syntactical material, i.e. previous studies of Turkic in Arabic or in other languages, 
Turkic texts and, of course, native speakers.86 The second category of primary 
material comprises Arabic sources on which the model of the work was based, i.e. 
studies of Arabic grammar (or lexicography, for that matter) and, of course, the 
author's teachers. As a result, treatises that describe very different Turkic languages, 
or even a totally different language like Mongolian or Persian, may show a high 
degree of resemblance in regard to the arrangement and interpretation of the lexical 
and syntactic material.87 
2.1.1 Turkic primary material 
The best indication for a direct dependence on primary material is, of course, a 
reference to a work or an author, like the references I found for each of the sources. 
Based on the available data, at least two different groups of works with common 
primary material can be distinguished. To the first group belong 'Idräk, Tuhfa, 
Bulga, Durra and Sudur. To the second group belongs Hilya with its primary 
material. Diwan, Qawäntn and Targumän cannot be incorporated into either group, 
since none of them mentions any Turkic sources. 
This is illustrated in figure 1 (direct references are indicated with a black line, 
indirect references with a dotted line): 
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Giihstan 
Sihäh al-'Agam 
Sibili al-Bayàn 
Sarti Gulistan by Sururi 
Ahteri ι Kebir 
Tuhfaal-'Adab 
Nisäbal-Fityän 
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Sìlstla ad Qahab 
Danistan 
Tuhfa 'Al VtmSn 
Du an Nur as Séti' 
Tub fa Sàhidï 
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Halïmi CelebI 
Ni'mat Allah 
Sururi Celebi 
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Sayyidi 'Ali . ^ ^ ^ 
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Durra Fahr ad-Din al mudi'a 
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ad-Duria a/-Afudi'a 
Bulga 
Figure 1 Turkic primary sources of Durra, Sudur, 'Idräk, Bulga and Tuhfa. 
The author of Sudur lists a number of works, most of which do not originate from 
the Arabic tradition but rather from the Ottoman. To this tradition belong word lists 
and texts in Arabic, Ottoman Turkish, Persian and Cagatay. Most of these were 
compiled in the fourteenth and fifteenth century AD by well-known Ottoman writ-
ers, namely Ahterï, Halîmï, Nicmat Allah, Sururï and Sayyidî cAlI. The only connec-
tion of Sudur with the other sources mentioned in Figure 1 is the author's reference 
to the work ad-Durra al-Mudï'afî l-Luga at-Turkiyya, at the same time attributing it 
to 'Abu Hayyän, the author of 'Idräk. 'Abu Hayyàn's fame for his Turkic grammars 
may have become so widespread that some works of which the author's name had 
been forgotten, were attributed to him. I have already pointed out a similar attribu-
tion of Qawäntn to 'Abu Hayyän. I show below (Section 3.2) that 'Abu Hayyän is not 
likely to have been the author of Qawänin.ss 
In 'Idräk 'Abu Hayyän often refers to sayhunä ("our master") Fahr ad-Din; he 
always does so in the context of a Turkic word. Therefore I assume that his 'master' 
Fahr ad-Dïn knew Turkic, although the fact that 'Abu Hayyän studied with him the 
seven readings of the Qur'an would not indicate this (see Section 1.3). As a conse-
quence, Fahr ad-Dïn must be taken as a source for Turkic primary material rather 
than Arabic. Further, 'Abu Hayyän mentions the name of Baylik al-Qifgaqï, who is 
the author of al-'Anwâr al-mudt'a, a work whose contents are not exactly known. 
Bulga mentions two direct sources: as-Sahïh min ad-Durra al-mudt'a (cImàd ad-
Dïn) and al- 'Anwär al-mudi'a. Although 1 do not know the contents of these works, 
the resemblance of their titles to ad-Durra al-mudt'a ft l-luga at-turktyya is in my 
view no coincidence: the tides are meant to refer to some mutual link; Durra was 
either based on al-'Anwär al-mudt'a or formed the basis for it itself. The work as-
Sahïh nun ad-durra al-mudia, likewise on the basis of its title, may have been based 
on Durra. Further research on both Durra's and Bulga's Turkic language material 
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and their structure has to be done in order to show whether any more common 
features exist. 
A nice example of direct reference is Tuhfa's reference to 'Abu Hayyàn's 'Idräk. 
Since I find in Tuhfa not only 'Abu Hayyàn's name but also a literal copy of the 
passage in which 'Abu Hayyân explains the principles for the description of a 
language, 1 assume that 'Idräk forms a direct source for Tuhfa. In the scope of the 
present study, however, I shall not attempt to determine the extent to which Turkic 
language material has been transmitted from 'Idräk to Tuhfa, but concentrate on the 
way the Arabic model was applied in both works. 
The findings with regard to Hilya are summarised in Figure 2: 
Muhammad bn Qoys 
Tubb al-Maltk \ Kitib Nadir ad- Dabs 
/ Kitâb Yahyâ al-МаІік 
Hilya 
Figure 2 Hilya and its Turkic primary sources. 
In the first place I find a reference to Muhammad bn Qays, who may have been the 
author of one or more of the works mentioned. As a result, the link between the 
name Muhammad bn Qays and Hilya may have to be replaced by any one of the 
other links. As for Kitâb Yahyâ al-Malik, it may be a false reading of the title Kitâb 
Hilâ al-Malik (see Section 1.2). 
The findings with regard to the Margin Grammar are summarised in Figure 3: 
Qawânîn Tar¿umán 'idräk Dïwân htgät at-Turk 
Ν» V ί li' 
Margtn Grammar 
Figure 3 The Margin Grammar and its Turkic primary sources. 
As I have shown in Section 1.10, there is ample direct and indirect evidence for its 
relations to Qawânîn, and convincing indirect evidence for its relations with 
Tar¿uman, 'Idräk, and Diwan. 
2.1.2 Arabic primary sources 
The second category of primary material, the Arabic sources, is not easy to point out 
for each work separately. The authors of most of the sources do not make leference 
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to their teachers, nor to the Arabic works they used. In most cases they probably saw 
no need to stress a link between grammars of Arabic and the work on Turkic they 
were compiling. As a consequence, they considered it superfluous to refer to their 
Arabic primary material. Nevertheless, some of the authors do mention some of 
their teachers and the Arabic primary works they used. 
The data are summarised in figure 4: 
Tag ad-Din 
'Idrâk 
('Abu Hayyân) 
ι 
Tuhfa 
at-Taftazânï 
* * " · * . ν 
Südür 
Ibn al-Habbäz 
ν 
Qawänin 
KitÖb al-cAyn 
(аІ-НаШ) 
* » 
IJïwân 
Figure 4 Arabic primary sources. 
The few names they mention — Diwan refers to al-Halil, 'Idrâk to Tag ad-Dïn, 
Qawänin to Ibn al-Habbäz, Sudur to both 'Abu Hayyân (implying Durra) and at-
Taftazânï and, finally, Tuhfa to 'Abu Hayyân — show that the authors had had a 
general education in Arabic linguistics. The direct influence of any of this primary 
material, however, is impossible to measure. Some relationships are even uncertain, 
for instance, Sudur's dependence on 'Abu Hayyân. 
A very sound dependency relation is the link between Tuhfa and 'Abu Hayyan's 
'Idrâk. Tuhfa's dependence on 'Idrâk is reflected in both the direct reference to 'Abu 
Hayyan's principles and in its adoption of the same structure as 'Idrâk, which I 
discuss in Section 2.2. In this respect, 'Abu Hayyân — or perhaps just 'Idrâk—may 
be interpreted as Tuhfa's main source for the Arabic linguistic model and perhaps 
also for a part of the Turkic language material. 
Targumân does not mention any Arabic primary sources, therefore it cannot be 
incorporated in either one of the figures. 
2.2 Indirect evidence: internal structure 
In Section 2.1.1 'tried to find evidence for direct relations between the sources. Now 
I attempt to define the place of each one of the sources within the Arabic linguistica! 
tradition based on my findings with regard to the internal structure of the primary 
sources (See Appendix). 
Before proceeding, it is appropriate to say something about the importance of the 
way the grammatical data are structured in the sources. In the first section ( 1.1 -10) it 
is shown that some of them (namely Dïwân, Hilya, 'Idrâk, Tuhfa, Qawänin, Targumân, 
the Margin Grammar and Sudur) contain grammatical information on a Turkic 
language —or even more than one, for that matter. Other works (viz. Bulga and 
Durra) just consist of a word list. Let us consider again the subject of this study: the 
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way Arabic grammarians described Turkic languages. In this respect I must obvi-
ously concentrate on treatises that contain grammatical rather than lexical data data. 
But, apart from the amount of the data, for this study it is equally important that the 
grammatical data upon which it is based are structured coherently. In other words, it 
is not only the body of data itself that is of importance, but also its typological 
context. 
It is possible to divide some of the sources into two 'traditions', based on a 
common internal structure that already existed within the Arabic grammatical 
tradition, namely one that follows Sîbawayhi's Kitâb and a second one that follows 
the pattern of Zamahsan s Mufassal. The only work that stands beyond this division 
is Käsgarf s Dtwân, which belongs to a lexicographical rather than a grammatical 
tradition. 
2.2.1 'Idräk and Tuhfa 
In the first place, as has already been noted, there seem to exist some connections 
between 'Idräk and Tuhfa. I have already referred to the fact that Tuhfa's anonymous 
author quotes 'Abu Hayyän. When comparing the structure of both works, the 
consequences of his adherence to 'Abu Hayyän's principles are evident. Both works 
are divided into three large parts: 1. a word list (lexicology); 2a. phonology, 2b. 
morphology and 3. syntax. Even the names of the chapter headings are in many cases 
literally the same. 
Thus, etymological, morphological and syntactic subjects are treated separately. 
This division, apart from some minor differences, is very much like that of 
Sîbawayhi's89 Kitäb. Although Sîbawayhi himself did not divide his Kitâb as such,90 
it is possible to divide the 574 'abwäb (chapters) into three parts: the first one on 
syntax (1-284), in the second place a part on morphology (285-476) and, finally, a 
part on phonology (477-574). 
"Innerhalb dieser groben Einteilung werden die grammatischen Phänomene 
ziemlich durcheinander behandelt.... Dennoch kann man dem Kitäb eine 
gewisse Ordnung nicht absprechen, und jedenfalls wurde die in ihm gewählte 
Reihenfolge der Behandlung maßgebend für die Späteren: Die zahlreichen 
allgemeinen Handbücher haben fast immer die gleiche Folge, wobei zuerst die 
Syntax, dann die Morphologie, und schließlich die Phonetik behandelt wird" 
(Versteegh 1987: 154.) 
In the first part of the Kitâb one finds subjects like the endings of both nouns and 
verbs in different contexts, e.g. intisäb (accusative case); raf (nominative case); gazm 
(apocopate etc.) and, more explicitly, ibtidä' (topicalisation; I 239); istitnä' (excep-
tion; I 314); particles: kam ('how many'; I 250); gayru ('other than'; I 326); 'ayyu 
('which'; I 350); 'idan ('so; thus'; I 365); hattä ('until'; I 367); the corroborative 
particles fa and wa (1372-380). The second part deals with word patterns; e.g. 'afal 
(II 1-4); fucal (II 14); maftfil (II 15) and istafaltu (II 254); ifta'altu (II 256); 
masculine and feminine nouns and names; 'idâfa ('annexation'; II 64 and many 
other instances); nisba ('reference'; II 64). The third part contains only seven chap-
ters which deal with subjects like 'idgäm ('assimilation'; II452), mahari¿, the places 
of articulation of the consonants and, finally, allophonic sounds.91 
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Irtisáfs division is only slightly different; it consists of two main parts (in three 
volumes): morphology ('ahkäm al-kalim qabla t-tarkib) and syntax ('ahkäm al-
kalim hâlata t-tarkïb). The first part is preceded by a discussion of the places of 
articulation of the consonants (1 4-12). To the first part belong, for example, the 
patterns of the word (14-162); the diminutive form (1169); feminine form (I 179); 
the broken plural (192); regular plural forms (I 262), etc. The second part deals with 
all aspects of nouns, verbs and particles; in the first place the nouns: declension (I 
411); pronouns (I 481); proper names (I 496); the relative (I 523); topic and 
predicate (113); locatives and genitives as predicate (II54); the verb капа 'he was' (II 
72); the verbs of the heart ('afäl al-qululr, II118); verb-like particles 'inna and 'anna 
(II 128); words with the ending -a (al-manmbät, II 201): (a) nouns (II 202), i.e. 
different kinds of objects; (b) verbs (II 387); words, i.e. nouns, with the ending -i (II 
426); discussion of the particles of the genitive (II 426) and annexation (II 501); 
words, i.e. verbs, with zero-ending (II541 ). After this follow issues like the attribute 
(nact, II 579); corroborative (II 613); substitution (II 619); conjunction (II 629). 
Volume III starts the discussion of topics related to verbs (III 3); transitive to more 
than one object (III 56); the verbal noun (III 170); active participle (III 181); and 
finally a discussion of meaningful particles (III 255), e.g. the particle of interrogation 
{hal, III 257). 
In both Irtisäfand Kitâb the division of speech into the three main categories, i.e. 
noun, verb and particle, plays a role only on a secondary level, in contrast to 
Zamahsari's Mufassal, in which, as I shall show, this division is the main basis. 
Considering the fact that Tuhfa used 'Idräk as a primary source, it is possible to 
conclude that 'Abu Hayyàn's 'Idräk is the older work. As a consequence, it was 
probably the source for the general structure of Tuhfa. Moreover, in view of 'Abu 
Hayyàn's position in regard to Sïbawayh's Kitäb, it is not surprising that he used the 
structure of the latter as a model, not only for his works on Arabic grammar, e.g. 
IrtiSaf, but also for his treatises on other languages, of which 'Idräk is an example. 
2.2.2 Hilya, Qawäntn, Targumän, Margin Grammar and Sudur 
The other sources, namely Hilya, Qawänin, Margin Grammar and Targuman, show 
an entirely different division, based on the categories of (1) verb, (2) noun and (3) 
particle (there are indications for this in MG). AS a consequence, subjects of any kind 
can be found in any of the three parts. Although Sudur cannot be conceived as an 
elaborate grammatical treatise, to some extent it does belong to this group as well, for 
its author, Ibn Muhammad Sälih, constructed it as a complete work, consisting 
mainly of word lists, based on the same division. In the first place Sälih treats subjects 
related to verbs (e.g. masdar 'verbal noun', 'amr 'imperative', nahy 'negation' etc.). 
In the second place he deals with the nouns, which he arranges according to semantic 
category. 
The typological resemblance of these works does not imply that they may be 
directly dependent on each other, as I showed for Tuhfa and 'Idräk; the mutual 
differences they reveal are far too fundamental to allow this conclusion to be drawn. 
It merely means that they were constructed according to more or less the same 
pattern but independently of each other. Their lay-out very much resembles that of 
Zamahsari's al-Mufassalfi n-Nahw?2 a work on Arabic grammar. After an introduc-
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tion, Mufassal is divided into three main parts, with an additional fourth part: 1. 
'asma' "nouns" (4-108); 2. 'я/я/ "verbs" (108-130); 3. /mru/"partides" (130-158) 
and 4. al-muStarik "common" (158-197) i.e. phenomena that can occur within 
nouns as well as verbs and particles, e.g. assimilation of two consonants (Cf. also 
Versteegh 1987:154). This does not imply that these works are literally based on 
Mufassal nor that any direct relations exist, it merely indicates the fact that their 
internal structure is very similar to Zamahsari's Mufassal. 
As for Bulga and Durra it is possible to discern a similar main division into verbs, 
nouns and particles, although these two works only consist of wordlists. Neverthe­
less, it remains possible that their internal structure differs from the one their 
respective authors would apply to a complementary grammatical work, as is the case 
with 'Idrâk's word list. 
2.2.3 Dtwän Lugät at-Turk 
With regard to Kâsgarï's Dïwan, we can discern a similar division into nouns and 
verbs. However, this is not enough to serve as evidence to sustain the assumption 
that it belongs to the second 'stream'. 
More important is the fact that Diwans structure is very much different, for it was 
based on Färäbi's lexicon Dtwän al-'Adab fì Bayàn Luga al-cArab, in spite of the fact 
that no direct reference to it is found. I have already given some examples of Diwans 
structure in Section 1.1. In this section further details about the structure of both 
works are provided, and I make some statements as to the aptness of this structure 
for Turkic languages. 
To start with, as Muhtär, the editor of Diwan al-'Adab, pointed out, its principle 
of arranging entries is not very practical (18). The user has to know the structure of 
a word — and to know whether it is either sâlim, mudâcaf, 'agwafor näqis etc. — 
before looking it up. Such a system can be of use to people who are looking for 
rhyming words, like poets. On the other hand, Muhtär admits, it is true that the last 
consonant of a root is subject to very few changes, unlike its first consonant, which 
can be preceded or followed by additional consonants for semantic reasons; in this 
way the original consonant pattern of a word can become blurred. An example of this 
is: (/f-c-l/ 'write') /k-t-b/ can be changed into /k-t-t-b/ 'to make (someone) write, to 
write intensively', /'-k-t-b/ "to make (someone) write", /k-"-t-b/ 'to write someone', 
/y-k-t-b/ 'he writes' /m-k-t-b/ 'place to write' etc. The last consonant is affected only 
when the root gets pronominal suffixes, e.g. /k-t-b-1/ (katabtu 'I wrote', katabta 'you 
wrote', katabti 'you (f) wrote', katabat 'she wrote') or /k-t-b-n-7 {katabnä 'I wrote') 
etc., and in some patterns in which the last consonant is doubled, e.g. the pattern 
/'-f-c-l-l/ e.g. ibyadda 'to become white'. 
With this in mind, Kâsgarï's choice of Färäbi's system seems quite surprising, 
since in Turkic languages aU semantic changes affect the last part of the root, never 
the first. 
Let us consider an example: The stem biti- means 'to write' (Dtwän 427,9); bitik 
biti-t-ti 'anna-hu 'aktaba l-kitäba ("he made [someone] write the book", Dtwän 
415,10) under the heading Bob at-tuläti — Bäbfacaldi muharrak al-has~wfi harakâti-
hi ("Chapter of triradical words — Chapter on fa'aldt, with the middle radical 
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vocalised", Diwan 415,2). The pattern fanalai is adapted to Turkic verbs, which are 
conjugated for the imperfect form of the third person singular by adding the ending 
-di to the stem. The word biti-k means "anything written" (Diwan 193,9), bitik-cï 
"scribe", biti-k-lik "something prepired to be written on" {Diwan 254,1), biti-k-lik 
"its owner [sc. of writing material]" (Diwan 254,1-2). The stem can receive pro-
nominal suffixes too, hence: biti-dï (Diwan 427,9) 'he wrote' and biti-dik 'we 
wrote'. We see that most of these words are listed in Diwan, but scattered throughout 
the work. In other vocabularies, in which the first consonant of the root is the main 
listing criterion, words of the same stem are neady put together. An example of this 
is the word bitik in 'Abu Hayyän's 'Idrâk (28); the main entry is biti but bitik is given 
as an alternative. The fact that alternatives can be found relatively easily can be even 
more important for at least one important reason: it is not likely that all potential 
users of the dictionary would spell a word in the same way, since there were no 
orthographic conventions for Turkic. Moreover, with the entries rigidly listed ac-
cording to the last radical, a user looking for a dialectal or regional variant would not 
be able to find this word. 
3 Conclusions 
In the preceding section I have shown that the data found in the ten sources can be 
divided into two groups: direct evidence and indirect evidence. With regard to the 
direct evidence, I draw a distinction between references to Turkic primary material 
on the one hand and Arabic primary material on the other. Since direct references to 
the Arabic primary material are very scarce, I examined the internal structure of the 
sources as additional 'indirect evidence' and reached the conclusion that two 'streams' 
exist: the first one similar to the model of Sibawayhi's Kitäb and the second one 
similar to ZamahSarî's Mufassal. 
This is illustrated in Figure 5: 
al-Mufassal 
(Zamahsjri) 
Sudar Qawänin 
Шуи 
al-Kiläb 
(Slbawayhi) 
Bulga 
Durra 
'Idrâk 
Tuhfa 
Targumän 
Margin Grammar 
Figure 5 The sources in the context of the Arabic grammatical tradition. 
There remains one work which has not been placed in either 'stream', namely 
Käsgan's Diwan Lugät at-Turk. The reason for this lies in the fact that it was based on 
Färäbi's Diwan al-'Adab and, perhaps, to some extent on al-Halïl's Kitäb al-eAyn. 
From the structure of Diwan al-'Adab, Kitäb al-cAyn and Diwan Lugät at-Turk, it 
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becomes obvious that none of them was meant as a grammar, but rather as a lexi-
cographical work. 
It is difficult to decide which place Kttäb al-'Ayn occupies with regard to Dtwän 
Lugät at-Turk, since in the first place it is mentioned as a direct source — although its 
influence cannot be measured—and, second, it must have been a basis for Dïwân al-
'Adab, since Kttäb al-cAyn was the first lexicographical work in the Arabic linguistic 
tradition (Cf. Wild 1965, Haywood 1965) In other words, Kitäb aX-'Ayn has served 
as a direct primary source for Diwan Lugät at-Turk and simultaneously stands at the 
head of a tradition of lexicographical works of which Dtwän Lugät at-Turkaíso is a 
part. 
This is illustrated in figure 6: 
. . Kilab ai 'Ayn 
,.-•' (al НаЫ) 
л''
 f 
Diwan al 'Adah ! 
(Firabi) / 
Diwan Lugat at Turk 
(KaJgan) 
Figure 6 Dtwän Lugät at-Turk and its place m Arabic lexicography. 
In my view Dtwän deserves a separate study with regard to its position within the 
Arabic lexicographical tradition — which stands more or less independently of the 
grammatical tradition — and, further, the way Kâsgarï interprets the system Fârâbï 
used to arrange the Arabic roots and the extent to which Dtwän shows the influence 
of al-Halil's Kttäb aVAyn. 
As to the relations between the sources with regard to the Turkic language 
material, there is reliable proof for dependency relations between two of them 
( Tuhfa — 'Idräk). There are also references to a number of primary sources ( 'Idrâk 
— Fahr ad-Dïn and 'Anwär, Bulga — 'Anwar and Sahth, Htlya — Tuhfa al-Maltk, 
Muhammad bn Qays, Kttäb Nädtr ad-Dahr and Hüä al-Maltk).9ì In some other 
cases, in which the evidence was not that strong, some claims were made with regard 
to possible relations (e.g. regarding Sudur vs. both 'Idräk and Durra and Durra vs. 
"Anwar and Sahth). 
As for the place in the Arabic linguistic tradition, there are in the first place direct 
references to Arabic scholars (al-Halïl, 'Abu Hayyàn, Taftazânï, Ibn al-Habbàz, Fahr 
ad-Dïn, Tag ad-Dïn) In the second place evidence has been found for the existence 
of at least two 'traditions' within the Arabic - Turkic linguistic grammatical tradition. 
The first 'tradition', which comprises both 'Idräk and Tuhfa, largely follows the 
pattern of Sïbawayhi's Kttäb. The second 'tradition', to which belong Htlya, Qawäntn, 
Targumämnd, perhaps, Sudur, finally goes back to Zamahsari's Mufassal.94 The fact 
that Qawäntn has a structure which is quite different from that of 'Idrâk proves that 
it is not likely to have been compiled by 'Abu Hayyân, for the latter generally adhered 
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to his own linguistic principles, even when he wrote his grammar of Turkic. The 
same goes for Durra, although its contents are not sufficiently elaborate as to sustain 
this assumption in full As a matter of fact, neither Durra nor Bulga nor Sudiir can be 
incorporated with certainty in either of the two 'traditions'. 
Dïwân, in spite of its length and the abundance of information that it presents, 
belongs to an entirely different class This can be deduced from both its own 
structure as well as from the typology of its sources, namely Kitäb al-cAyn and Dtwän 
al-'Adab Therefore, Dtwän belongs to the Arabic lexicographical rather than to the 
grammatical tradition. 
The findings with regard to the different structure of our respective sources have 
consequences for the way they can be used in an analysis of the way Arabic grammar-
ians described Turkic languages. In my view, the best method to accomplish this is to 
compare those of the sources that were compiled with a similar goal: to explain 
grammatical features of Turkic in terms of Arabic grammar As long as all or the most 
important grammatical data are given, it is not necessary that all sources have a 
similar structure It is obvious, however, that those sources that only contain a word 
list, namely Bulga, Durra and to a certain extent Sudiir, and none or very few 
grammatical data, cannot meet this criterion Similarly, a source that does contain 
the desired data but within an entirely different context, namely Kasgari's Dïwân, 
does not fit entirely within the frame of this study either. In some cases the data that 
these sources provide maybe useful, e.g. when the structural context is not relevant 
For this reason, I shall concentrate on the representatives of the two streams, ι e. 
Hilya, Qawänin, Targumän, the Margin Grammar, 'Idräk and Tuhfa, and on the 
other sources as far as they provide grammatical analyses. 
CHAPTER TWO 
The phonological and phonetic features of Turkic, 
as described by Arabic grammarians 
0 Introduction 
This chapter deals with a number of subjects related to phonetics and phonology It 
discusses how the Arabic grammarians describe the sounds of Turkic, and further 
how they perceive Turkic vowel harmony and consonant assimilation I shall show 
that although their approach is very much different from that found in Western 
studies, they succeed in giving a quite accurate description of these features 
One of the first issues dealt with in most of the sources that have been used m this 
study is the pronunciation of the Turkic language in question. The sources relate 
their descnptions to the Arabic alphabet, that is, m the way the grammarians 
perceived the Arabic phonemes. Although studies by Cantineau (I960), Fleisch 
(1961) and Roman (1983) have shed some light on the interpretation of phonetic 
descriptions in Arabic source material (al-Halfl, Sibawayh, Ibn όιηηϊ), there still is 
no general agreement as to the exact phonetic characteristics of the classical Arabic 
language of their times As a result, since the phonetic descriptions of Turkic in the 
sources are based on the Arabic alphabet, the present survey cannot aim at a 
complete phonetic description of Turkic sounds either Such a description would be 
further complicated by the fact that the phonetic and phonological features of 
'medieval Turkic' are not exactly known. 
After a sketch of Arabic linguistic theories with regard to phonology and phonet­
ics, this chapter deals with the method of description used by the Arabic grammar­
ians with regard to what is called in Western terms the 'phonetic and phonological 
features' of Turkic. This chapter also includes an attempt to interpret the descrip­
tions of Turkic phonemes, both vowels and consonants Furthermore, I shall de­
scribe how the grammarians dealt with matters such as vowel harmony and conso­
nant assimilation in Turkic. 
1.0 Arabic thinking on phonetics and morphonology 
Although the main interest of the Arabic grammarians was the description of 
syntactic and morphological issues, they also made some statements about the 
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pronunciation of Arabic. They based their discussions on speech examples of Bedouin 
tribes living on the Arabian Peninsula. Although the dialects of those tribes also 
differed considerably from each other and from the Classical Arabic language, their 
status was very much higher than that of the vernaculars of the people in the cities. 
For a long time after the Islamic conquests, Arabic scholars continued to refer to the 
old speech examples taken from the speech of so-called unspoilt Bedouin tribes, 
which were supposed to have preserved the Arabic language from external influences. 
The Bedouins were considered 'native speakers' of the language of the holy Qur'an 
(cf. also Levin 1994). 
As pointed out above, Arabic grammarians, in their treatises on Arabic grammar, 
discussed the speech and poetry of a small number of Bedouin tribes living on the 
Arabian Peninsula. Although they were principally not interested in phonetics, they 
did nor fail to notice the variations in use and pronunciation of the Arabic language, 
especially among the Bedouin tribes.1 Studying the speech examples they obtained 
from the selected tribes, the grammarians found themselves confronted with differ-
ent ways of pronouncing some consonants and vowels, consonant and vowel ex-
change, and assimilation of consonants. These subjects had to be described and 
explained, since some of them could affect the form and, hence, the meaning. 
The first Arabic work on grammar was Sïbawayh's Kitäb, compiled in the eighth 
century AD, which became the ultimate reference source for all grammarians through-
out the subsequent centuries. A relatively small number of pages at the end of Kitäb 
are dedicated to phonology and phonetics. Most later grammarians also treated 
phonetics at the end of their works (Owens, 1988:28-9). An exception to this 
convention is 'Abu Hayyän's Irtifâf, in which the first sections are dedicated to 
phonological matters such as the places of articulation, the substitution of conso-
nants and assimilation. 
Before discussing the way Arabic grammarians perceived and described Turkic 
phonemes, I shall first give a brief outline of Arabic theory on phonology and 
phonetics. For this study the concepts related to the description of consonants and 
allophones, and those of vowels and vowel harmony are of interest.2 
2.0 The consonant system 
In Kitäb (II 404-407; also Ibn Óinnï, Sirri 436ff), the sounds of speech are 29 'base 
consonants' huruf 'asliyya3 and the three vowels, harakât, literally 'movements', a 
(fatha), и (damma) and i (kasra). 
1. ' 
2. 'αίι/ 
3. h 
4 . r 
5. h 
6. g 
7. h 
8. к 
9.q 
10. à 
" · * 
12.5 
13. г 
14. ƒ 
15. г 
16. η 
17. f 
18. 'à 
19. г 
20. s 
21. ζ 
22.5 
23. ζ 
24. 'd 
25. f 
26./ 
27. b 
28. m 
29. w4 
These consonants are produced on 16 places 'place of articulation' (mahrag pi. 
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maharig),5 ranging from the back of the throat up to the lips, here summarised in 
nine main areas: 
1. halqiyya (laryngal): ' h 'alifchgh 
2. lahwiyya (uvular): q к 
3. Sagariyya ("consonnes de l'ouverture de la bouche" [Cantineau 1960:20] ): ¿ S dy 
4. dawlaqiyya (liquids): г / η 
5. 'asaliyya (sibilants): s s ζ 
6. nifiyya(dental): tdt 
7. litawiyya(alveolar):zdt 
8. ¡afawiyya(labial):fbmw 
9. hayiumiyya (nasal): η ('soft n' [nun haftfa]). 
Consonants that share the same place of articulation or whose places of articulation 
are close may assimilate or be substituted with each other, and a new (allophonic) 
sound may arise from the combination (see discussion below, Section 2.3).6 
The consonants are further subcategorised according to a total of seventeen 
criteria based on some characteristics they have in common, such as sadlda 'occlu­
sive' vs. rihwa 'spirant', and mahmusa vs. maghiira,7 which are generally translated as 
'voiceless' and 'voiced', respectively. The consonants listed as mahmûsaart: /h h h к 
S s t s t f/. Maghüra a r e / ' " c q g y d l n r t d z z d b m w / (Irtisäfl 10,5; for further 
discussion see Cantineau 1960:22 and Fleisch 1961).8 
2.1 The description of vowels 
Since Turkic languages have an elaborate system with eight vowels that are subject to 
the principle of vowel harmony, it is important to describe the prevalent theories in 
Arabic linguistics with regard to vowels and vowel harmony. I shall try to determine 
the extent to which the grammarians were aware of other vowels than the three basic 
ones of Arabic, a, i, and u, and how these are described. It will be seen that in Arabic 
theory the quality of the vowels depends to a great extent on the surrounding 
consonants. Velar consonants cause a 'back' realisation of vowels, whereas palatal 
consonants have a 'fronting' effect. The discussion of vowels, therefore, necessarily 
covers some aspects of velar and non-velar consonants. 
Velarisation and palatalisation 
Arabic phonology recognises only three vowels (called harakät, literally 'move-
ments'): a (fatha), i (kasra) and и (damma), along with their long realisations, я, J 
and M. In orthography, the short vowels are expressed by means of vowels signs 
which do not have the status of a consonant, and which are often omitted. The 
vowels have no independent status, instead they are tied to a consonant, which, then, 
is mutaharrik 'vocalised', literally'moving'. Vocalised consonants are assigned adjec­
tives reflecting the name of the vowel they take, viz., maftüh 'vocalised with a', 
mahiir 'vocalised with ι and madmum 'vocalised with u. In orthography, the 
lengthening of a vowel is indicated by means of one of the weak consonants, i.e. 'alif 
/"/, /y/ or /w/, respectively, preceded by the appropriate vowel sign. In this way, я is 
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expressed as /a"/, t as /iy/, and 0 as /uw/. In the word kâtib /ka"tib/ 'scribe', for 
example, it is vocalised with a (maftuh), whereas 'alif!"/ is not. 'Alif, wand y retain 
their status of consonant, they merely serve as an orthographic device to indicate 
lengthening (cf. also Ermers and Limpens, forthcoming). 
It is important to note that the Arabic grammarians themselves had no explicit 
concept comparable to our notions of 'phoneme' and 'allophone'. On the other 
hand, however, they distinguish between huruf 'asliyya (basic consonants) from 
which the hurüffafiyya (secondary consonants) are derived, which seem to come 
close. 
The phonetic realisation of the vowels depends on the preceding (and following) 
consonants. According to Ibn Ginni, three additional vowels should be posited 
between each pair of these vowels. With non-velar consonants, the vowels, especially 
a, are pronounced with 'inclination' Cimala). This means that a inclines to [i], 
resulting in [ä], in other words, a'fronting'of α towards [i]. (cf. KitäbUII407; and 
аг-Râzï Tafsïr I 103ff; Irtisäfl 238ff).9 In Ibn Ginni's terms, a in /ka"tib/ (kä:tib) 
'writer' is the vowel between a and (', in Sirr described as "я is mixed with Г ( al-fatha 
al-maiuba bi-l-kasra, Sirrl 52,4). In the case of o, the 'aliftakes over the sound of the 
fatha, because the " 'alif follows a" (tâbica H-l-fatha, Sirr I 52,8). The grammarians 
describe two types of 'imäla: an 'imâla sadïda 'strong inclination', i.e. toward [e] or 
[i], and an 'imäla mutawassita 'medium inclination', i.e. toward [ä]. 
The consonants are divided into several subcategories, which can be related to 
their effect on neigbouring vowels. The first subcategory of the consonants are the 
huruf musta4iya 'elevated consonants' (opposed to mutasaffil 'depressed'). This 
subcategory includes the four 'covered consonants' (huruf 'mutbaqa), i.e. s, i, à and z, 
also called 'emphatic' (discussed below), along with some others, i.e., a, h, ¿and, 
occasionally, h and cayn. Ibn Ginn! describes istflâ' zs an 'elevation' to the 'palate' 
(al-hanak) (Sirr I 26,4f)> not identical with 'covering' ('itbäq). The effect of the so-
called 'elevated consonants' is that 'imâla, the inclination of a toward i, does not 
occur. This common feature of all 'elevated' consonants is called tafhim 'velarisation', 
also called tagliz. With tafhim a is pronounced [a], [â], or even [o]. The result is a 
neutral, or a 'back' pronunciation of the preceding and following vowels, especially 
evident in the realisation of «as [a], [â] or [o]. For example, the word kalb 'dog' is 
pronounced [kalb], whereas qalb 'heart' is pronounced [qalb]. Ibn óinnï describes 
this a as the vowel between a and u. In some dialectal variants velarisation occurs 
without the influence of a preceding velarising consonant, e.g., in the dialect of the 
Higaz the word /zaka"t/ 'charity' is pronounced [zako.t]. In this case the 'alifis called 
'the 'aii/ofvelarisation' ('alifat-tafhim), the 'a/i/inclines to w" (al-'alifmälatnahwa 
l-wâw, Sirr I 50,5). To illustrate this, zakät is written with a wäw instead of 'alif. 
Perhaps in this instance Ibn óinnï uses the diphthong /aw/ to indicate [o:]. 
It may be interesting to note that fatha is compared to damma, and 'alif 'to wàw, 
although 'alif and wàw themselves do not expresses a vowel soun, they are ortho-
graphic devices only. 
Another way to describe a vowel sound is the term та$йЬ 'mixed'. For example, 
the verb /qiyla/ 'it was said' is pronounced [qiida] (Hasais III 120,9ff; also Sirr I 
52,13), the ι is "mixed with something from the u" (maSuba bi-iay' min ad-damma). 
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The vowels i and a can be mixed with each other, and и with i, u, whereas i and w are 
never mixed with a. 
Although the term 'imâla is used typically for the inclination of a to [i], in ¡rtiiäf 
it also occurs to indicate the pronunciation of и as [ii], e.g., /madcuwr/ [madcu:r] 
'frightened'. This effect is caused by the cayn, which is an 'elevated' consonant. 'Abu 
Hayyan refers to several opinions with regard to the pronunciation of /madcuwr/. In 
this sense, "both the wand the и before it have an inclination" (tumîl al-wäw wa-d-
damma qablahâ), or "the и has an inclination, whereas the w has not" ( tumil ad-
damma lä al-wäw, Irtiiäfi 248,2). The elevated consonants, apparently, do not 
always cause a 'back' pronunciation. 
A subcategory of the elevated consonants is formed by the four 'covered conso-
nants' (huruf mutbaqa), i.e. sâd, dâd, ta, za (all other consonants are considered 
hurûf munfatiha, 'opened consonants').10 The huruf mutbaqa share the criterion of 
the position of the tongue in the mouth, namely "from their points of articulation 
until the part of the tongue that is in 'front' of the palate " (min mawädfihinna 'ila 
mä hadä l-hanak al-'aclä min al-lisän, Kitàb II 406). Three of the 'covered conso-
nants' have an 'opened' counterpart. In this way, s forms a pair with 5, ζ with d, and 
twith d (cf. also ar-Ràzï Tafstrl 104,6 f). This last pair is surprising. The tis nowadays 
regarded as a velarised t, but historically it goes back to a velarised d (cf. Cantineau 
1960:18). 
Of special interest is the d (dâd) which has no counterpart. It was probably 
lateralised, and Cantineau (1960:55) interprets it as /d1/. Roman, on the other hand, 
prefers /?/ (Roman 1983:162-206). For the purposes of this study it suffices to 
conclude that whatever its exact historical pronunciation was like, it was not a 
velarised d, and, as a result, did1/ does not form a pair with d (cf. also Sirri 61,16ff). 
The covered consonants also have an effect on consonants. This occurs in the 
neighbourhood of covered consonants, for example, when a /t/ is inserted after the 
first consonant of the root /fa'ala/ in the pattern /'ifta'ala/. If the first consonant is a 
'covered consonant', the inserted /t/ changes into t, e.g., istäda 'he hunted' from suda 
'he hunted'. This is considered an instance of substitution Çibdâl) (see discussion 
below; cf. Zamahsari Mufassal 172ff; cf. Fleisch 1961:95). 
In addition to the elevated consonants I have discussed above, r and /, too, are 
sometimes considered velarised, causing a 'back' realisation of accompanying vow-
els, especially и and я, instead of a 'front' one. In Arabic grammar, these allophones 
are called lâm mufahhama and rá' mufahhama, velarised / [1] and г [г], respectively. 
The non-marked position of iand ris palatalisation (tarqïq). In ¡rtisäf{l 249,5; I 20f) 
this term is applied to the r, when it is not pronounced velarised (also in Râzï's Tafsir 
for the unmarked /, I 104,4). It will be seen that the fact that /and rare considered 
velarised in certain conditions plays an important role in the perception of Turkic 
words with r and 1. 
In ¡rtis~âf(\ 248,20ff) 'Abu Hayyan gives a detailed account of the instances in 
which r is pronounced velarised, i.e. when the following and/or preceding vowels 
have a 'back' pronunciation. Velarisation of r occurs in several instances: ( 1 ) When 
the ris followed by ay, e.g., (qaryaj 'village', (maryam) 'Mary'. It is permitted (not 
obligatory) to velarise r (2) when it is followed by an elevated consonant (vocalised 
with i), e.g., (farq) 'difference', (mirfaqan) 'elbow' (ACC); (3) when it is vocalised with 
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я, e.g., (giran) 'neighbours'; (4a) when it is vocalised with и while preceded byy, e.g., 
(hayrun) 'blessing', (qadirun) 'powerful'; (4b) when it is preceded by a basic t (kasra 
lâzima), e.g., (hasira) 'he suffered', (hasiru) 'they suffered'; (5) when it is followed by 
an r that is vocalised with ι, e.g., (bi-Sararm) 'with evil'; (6) in an Arabic word 
between ι and a (bayna l-maftuha wa-l-kasr qablahä), not being followed by another 
r nor an elevated consonant, e.g., (dikr) 'remembrance' (for dtkr). Velarisation of r is 
obligatory (7) if the ι is non-basic ('and) (i.e. short), e.g., (bi-rasul) 'with a messen­
ger', (bi-ruh) 'with a spirit'; (8) when r follows a consonant vocalised with i, e.g., 
(sirahîl) 'wolves' (em. for sarähtl [sing. strhàl\); (9) when it is followed by r, e.g., 
(midrär) 'abundant with rain'; (10) when it is followed by an elevated consonant, 
e.g., ('a'rad) 'honour' (pi), (11) in foreign words ('lbrahTm) 'Ibrahim'; (12) when it 
is preceded by an accidental land followed by an elevated consonant, e.g., ('îrsâd) 'to 
provide'. 
Abu Hayyän's account is not very illuminating in the sense that he does not give 
overall rules, instead, one gets lost in the details and exceptions (also discussed by 
ZamahSari in Mufassal 159,20ff), and it seems that each case is considered individu-
ally. Cantineau gives the following summary: 
"Le rest mufahhama s'il est sum par une des voyelles я, и, ou bien par une des 
consonnes mustacltya t, d, s, d, q, h, g, suivie elle même de я ou de u" 
(Cantineau 1960:49). 
All instances mentioned by 'Abu Hayyän match this criterion. Cantineau (1960·48; 
cf. also 98 and 182.) further concludes that "le tafhtm est amené plutôt par ce qui suit, 
que par ce qui precède le г." 
The / is velarised when it is preceded or followed by one of the four 'covered 
consonants' (huruf mutbaqa), e.g., (natlubu) for natlubu 'we demand', ('îslâh) 
'reparation', (yaslubu) 'he is firm', (as-sajä) 'the prayer', (lhtalata) 'he mingled' and 
(istaglaza) 'he became crude' (lrtiiâfl 248,10ff). Cantineau adds that [1] itself must 
be followed by и or я ( 1960:50ff). 
The most frequent — and only non-dialectal—example of velarisation of the t as 
far as it is mentioned by the Arabic grammarians, occurs in the word ('alja:h) 'God' 
(cf Kitäb II 267-270). The / is pronounced velarised when the word 'allah is 
preceded by (u) or (a), for after the » the velarisation is lifted, and, as a consequence, 
I is pronounced palatalised. The я following / then, is pronounced with 'imâla, e.g., 
(bi-smilla:hi) 'In the name of God'.11 
In Irtüäf-, 'Abu Hayyän describes the regular, or neutral, realisation of the /as "f 
between velarisation and palatalisation" (al-läm al-mutawasstta bayna t-tafhtm wa-
t-tarqïq, Irtiiäfl 8,also 1248,10f). In ar-Râzî's (d. 543/1149) Tafstr(l 103,22)"the läm 
mufahhama is regarded as an 'elevated consonant' (harfmustaHtn).12 The difference 
between the two variants of the I is further described as follows: 
"The palatal / is pronounced with the side of the tongue, whereas this velarised 
/ is pronounced with the whole tongue, which requires more effort." ( ['anna] 
l-läm ar-raqiqa 'tnnamâ tudkaru bt-taraf al-lisän wa-'ammä hâdihi l-làm al-
mugallazafa-'innamätudkarbi-kullal-hsänfa-känal-'amalfiht'akta^ai-'Räzi 
Tafsìrl І04.2.)13 
The relation between the palatal / (al-läm ar-raqiqa) and the velarised l (al-läm al-
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galtza) is compared with the relation between 5 and s, and ar-Ràzï wonders why the 
two Is are not considered separate phonemes, just like s and s 
"And likewise the s is a consonant and the 5 is another, and the [linguists] 
should say that the palatal Í is a consonant, and the velarised J another, but they 
do not do so, although there is a difference." (wa-kadâlika s-sïn harfwa-s-sâd 
harf'äharfa-käna l-wägib 'aydan 'an yaqulu al-lâm ar-raqtqa harfwa-l-läm al-
galïza harf'ähar wa-'innahum mäfacalu dälika wa-lä budd min al-farq, ar-Ràzï 
Tafstri 104,9.) 
All this leaves open the question why the velarised / is considered 'elevated' (mustaclin) 
rather than 'covered' (mutbaq), since, according to ar-Ràzï, the difference is the 
position of the tongue. 
Ibn Sina (d. 428/1037), applies the term mufbaqa, 'covered', to the velarised / 
which he compares with t. Moreover, he relates the ; (ta' mutbaqa) to t rather than d, 
as proposed by Sibawayh and his followers: 
"There is a covered / which is related to the normal / in the same way the t is 
related to the f. It occurs frequently in the language of the Turks." (wa-hàhunâ 
läm mutbaqa nisbatuhâ 'ila l-läm al-ma'rufa nisba at-tä' 'ilä t-tâ' wa-takturufî 
luga at-Turk, 'Asbâb 16,9.) 
In my opinion this statement reflects the fact that the original phonetic interpreta-
tion as it was given by al-Halil (and perhaps later phoneticians and grammarians)14 
no longer reflected the phonetic reality anymore. 
It shall become evident that the recognition of other vowels than the three basic 
ones plays an important role in the description of Turkic vowels, especially in 
relation to vowel harmony. It seems that the interpretation of I and ras 'velarised' is 
based on the same or similar criteria, when they are not conditioned by a following or 
preceding covered consonant. Instead, 'velarisation' of / and r is related to the 
occurrence of certain vowels, i.e. и and a. 
Other vowels and the status of the glides 
Another important issue for this study is the status of the 'consonants of softness and 
prolongation' hurufal-ltn wa-al-madd (cf. Bravmann 1934:13-14). To this category 
belong the glides i.e. /w/ (wâw), /γ/ (ya), /"/ Çalif), all of which are considered 
consonants in Arabic theory. The w and y can be vocalised like all other consonants, 
albeit not in all positions, whereas the 'alif'is never vocalised (cf. also Troupeau 
1989:34). In orthography, the signs representing the glides are used to denote 
lengthening of the three short vowels (harakät), a, i, and u, respectively. 
The distribution of long and short vowels is an important feature in Arabic 
morphology. In verbs, for instance, the quantity and quality of vowels are used to 
indicate the valency or the 'mood'. In some instances a specific meaning is expressed 
by a long vowel. This is described in terms of the insertion of a glide, e.g., doraba 
/da"raba/ 'he fought (someone)', passive form dunba /duwriba/ 'he was fought' with 
the morphological patterns /fa"cala/ and /fu"cüa/, respectively (both cvccvcv), de-
rived from /d-r-b/ 'to beat'. In this case, the Arabic grammarians argue, an 'alif— 
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which is considered a consonant— is inserted between the radicals of the root, and, 
subsequently, it becomes part of the verb itself (cf Bohas 1982:168).15 After the 
insertion of 'altf, the preceding consonant is vocalised with a, because a is of the same 
kind (¿ins) as 'a/i/and /u'7 becomes /uw/. Likewise, u is of the same kind as w, and » 
matches y (haraka mm ¿însthâ, Hasats III 121,9). 
In some cases a vowel can be lengthened for prosodie reasons, ι e without 
morpho(no)logical necessity. This occurs, for example, in poetical contexts, in 
which lengthening may be necessary in order to match the metre (cf. Wright 1986 
[1898]: и 382) In such a case especially the vowels of declension are often length­
ened This type of prosodie lengthening is called 'ûbâc, lit 'saturation'. For example, 
t (kasra) is muZbcfa 'saturated' or 'lengthened' (cf IrtiSäß 9, Ibn Ginni uses also the 
term matl 'lengthening', Hasä'ts 121,8ff, also Sirrl 338,7, II 630,8) 16 Thus, the 'altf, 
w and y " are the consonants of lengthening that arise from the preceding vowels" 
( huruf al-'tsbäc tawalladat can al-harakät aliati qablahâ, IrtiSâfl 423,10) In the 
case of morphonological lengthening, the glide is inserted for a meaning, whereas 
with 'übäc it arises from the preceding vowel In the latter case, therefore, it has no 
morphological function, and is not represented in the patterns. 
The term 'limàm, literally 'flavouring', is applied by Sibawayh in the sense of the 
reduction of along vowel or, in the case of a short vowel, of leaving a slight fragrance 
of it (cf. Kitäb II 283, Irttiäfl 247,16f, Bravmann 1934 82-89). Zamahäari describes 
'tSmäm as "joining of the lips after silencing" (damm ai-Safatayni ba'd al-'tskän, 
Mufassal 160,16), and it occurs especially with the nominative case (m u) With 
'tHmam, и is hardly audible 'Штат occurs for prosodie reasons only 
The term 'ûmâm is also used to denote a pronunciation of t towards u, ι е., as [u] 
in, for instance, /sryra/ 'it was gone' (su га), in which "the ι is flavoured with an u" 
(Ja-hâdiht l-kasra al-musamma damman, Hasä'ts III 121,2), or "the ι is flavoured 
with w" ( tuSammu l-kasra fi l-wäw, Irtßäfl 248,2). Conversely, the и can be flavoured 
with » too, e.g, (buctu) 'I was sold' for buctu (< *buyictu), (suntum) 'you were 
defended' for suntum (< *suwintum), and (Südda) 'he was strengthened' for iudda 
(< *sudida) In these cases (u) for (u) is accounted for by the influence of the 
phonologically reconstructed ιi7 
In this last sense, one could say that 'йтат implies that u, usually having a 'back' 
realisation, is pronounced 'fronted', ι e [u]. Further, 'limäm is used for an allophomc 
pronunciation of consonants, of which the pronunciation οι sas ζ (or more specifically, 
a sound combining the qualities of both s and z) is especially interesting (see 
discussion of consonantal allophones in Section 2.2). 
Another term related to vowels is 'ttbac, literally 'making follow'. With regard to 
vowels, this term is applied to the phenomenon that the original (declensional or 
basic) vowel is substituted with another in order to match the following vowel In 
this sense it denotes a kind of vowel harmony, e.g., al-hamd-t h-llähi or al-hamd-u 
lu-lläht instead of al-hamdu li-lläht 'praise be to God', 'tmrt'-m 'man', instead of 
'tmru'-m (man-GbN). In both cases, the changed vowel is called 'vowel of agreement' 
(haraka al- 'ttbäe). The term 'itbä€ is semantically related to the term tábic, 'following', 
which is applied to the 'ahf'when it 'follows' the colouring of the a (see discussion 
above).18 
The term 'sequence of the vowels' (tawäli l-mutahamkät) is used for a sequence 
of vocalised consonants Some sequences are permitted, whereas others, such as 
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cvcvcvcv, are not. Such a sequence could occur, for instance, with verbs of the past 
tense, darabtu 'I beat' and intalaqnä 'we left', which, according to the Arabic gram-
marians, consist of two parts, the verbs daraba and intalaqa, and their agents, the 
pronouns -tu Τ, and -nä, respectively. This would normally result in */darabatu/ 
and */'intalaqana'7. In order to prevent this, the grammarians say, it is necessary to 
delete the final vowel of the verb: 
"With regard to darabtu and intalaqnä... the deletion [ofthevowel] is incidental 
because of their dislike of a sequence of four vocalised consonants in a 
[construction] which resembles one word." ('ammâ nahwa darabtu wa-
intalaqnâ... fa-s-sukün fihi cärid 'awgabahu karähatuhum tawäli 'arbac 
mutaharrikätfimä huwa ka-l-kalima al-wähida, 'ASmùnî apudBohas 1982:44; 
cf. also Hasä'isш 115,2; Sirrl 220,14.) 
Note that this does not apply to words as darabaka 'he hit you' in which a similar 
sequence of four vowels occurs, while this is fully accepted by the grammarians. The 
reason for this is that darabtu is regarded as one word, in which the mentioned 
sequence is prohibited, whereas darabaka is considered two words, i.e. daraba+ka 
'he hit' + 'you' (for further explanation, cf. Bohas 1982:133). 
This section has shown that the Arabic theory had some instruments to describe 
other vowels than the three basic ones. The discussion especially affected the status of 
the vowels, the effect of the consonants on the realisation of the vowels, and the 
status of the glides. In this respect, it was shown that the Arabic grammarians 
recognise velarised and palatalised variants of rand L These allophonic realisations, 
however, were regarded as secondary effects. 
2.2 Consonants: allophones 
This section deals with the description of consonantal allophones that have no effect 
on the preceding and following vowels. 
Along with the base consonants (huruf 'asliyya), a number of allophonic or 
secondary consonants (huruffat*iyya) is taken into account. The fact that they were 
considered branches, or derivations of the base consonants is clear from their name. 
For the purpose of this study it is not necessary to determine in detail the phonetic 
value of all allophones mentioned in Kitäb, Ibn Ginnï's works (Sirr and Hasä'is), and 
Irtiiäf. Instead, I shall concentrate on some of them in order to give an impression of 
the way the terminology is applied. Furthermore, only some allophones described 
here will be of interest in the discussion of Turkic sounds. A large number of the 
above-mentioned allophones occur conditioned by a given phonetic context, which 
is for each case discussed in detail by Fleisch (1961). 
The huruffafiyya are either 'approved', (mustahsan), or 'inelegant' (mustaqbah), 
and they are described in detail in order to distinguish them from the basic conso-
nants. The division into approved and non-approved consonants is important 
because the non-approved ones could not be used during recitation of the Qur an 
(Sirr 146,8). 
Ibn Ginn! mentions six approved allophones: 
(1) 'the light n' (an-nun al-hafifa). With 'Abu Hayyàn this is 'silent alleviated n' 
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(nun sâkina hafìfa), "the nasalisation is a derivation from the n" (al-gunna far1 can 
an-nun, IrtiSafl 8,4). According to Ibn Ginnï (Si'rrl 48,3) the nun hafìfa is produced 
on the hayâïim. It is not clear which part of the mouth the term haylum refers to. 
This allophone of η especially occurs when the η precedes к and a (and 13 other 
consonants; cf. Cantineau 1960:38). 
(2) 'the alleviated hamza' (al-hamza al-muhajfafa).19 
(3) 'the velarised 'alif ('alif at-tafhim) 
(4) 'the palatalised 'alif ('alifal-'imäla) 
(5) 'the S that is as a g' (ai-iin aliati ka-l-gim) 
(6) 'the s that is as a ζ (as-säd aliati ka-l-zây). With 'Abu Hayyän this is described 
as 's between 5 and £ (säd bayna säd wa-zäy). It is also described in Ibn al-Qäsih's 
Commentary on the Sätibiyya: 
"With this 'iSmäm is meant the mingling of the sound of s with the sound of z, 
they are combined and a sound arises that is neither s nor z." {wa-1-muräd bi-
hädä l-'iSmäm halat sawt as-säd bi-sawt az-zây fa-yamtazigâni fa-yatawalladu 
minhumäharfunlaysabi-sädwa-läbi-zäy,\bnai-Qasu\ [d.?] in his Commentary 
on the Sätibiyya apud Griinert 1912:236). 
Interestingly, apart from some non-technical terms, such as halat 'blend', and 
yamtazigu 'it is combined', Ibn al-Qäsih uses the term 'ismâm in this respect. 
'Abu Hayyän mentions three additional approved allophones: 
(7) 'the g that is as a ¿ (gim ka-zây) 
(8) 'the 5 that is as ζ" (sin ka-zäy) 
(9) 'the velarised Γ (läm mufahhama). 
Further, Ibn öinnï lists eight disapproved variations which cannot be used during 
the recitation of the Qur'än and in poetry: 
(10) 'the к that is between ¿and k' (al-käf'aliati bayna al-gim wa-1-kâf) with 'Abu 
Hayyän: 'the к that is as ξ (käfka-gim, especially in Yaman and Bagdad) 
( 11 ) 'the £ that is as k' (al-gtm aliati ka-l-kâf) 
(12) 'the g that is as f (al-gim aliati ka-S-Sin) 
(13) 'the weak a" (ad-däd ad-dacifa), which is 'approved' with Sïbawayh. 
(14) 'the s that is as 5' (as-säd aliati ka-s-sin) 
(15) 'the f that is as i (at-ta aliad ka-t-tä') 
(16) 'the ζ that is as a { (az-zä' aliati ka-t-tä') 
(17) 'the b that is as rrì (al-bä' aliati ka-l-mim). 
'Abu Hayyän (IrtiSäfl 8-9) gives the following additional disapproved allophones 
(18) 'the b that is as ƒ (al-ba aliati ka-l-fa, Irtiiafl 9,5; also in Kitäb II404), which 
is noted in the speech of the people of Furs, i.e. the Persians in, e.g., 'isfahan ~ 
'isbahän 'Isfahan'. 
(19) 'they pronounce the (close to the d (fa-yuqarribuna at-tä' min ad-däd) 
(20) The'knotted q' (qâfmdquda) and 'the qbetween qand A:' (qáf bayna qäfwa-
käf). Sïbawayh ( Kitäb II342) describes (Persian) (g) as 'the consonant between feand 
ξ (al-harf bayna l-kâf wa-l-gim). A few lines further he adds "the [Persians] some-
times replace [fcj with ^because of its closeness to it" (wa-rubbamä 'abdalu al-qäfli-
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'annahä qartba mxnha). This implies that q itself would be a sound close to both fcand 
qâfmacqùda [g]. The eleventh century scholar Ibn Sina (d. 428/1037) calls this 
allophone of the q käf'arabiyya, referring by 'arabiyya to the Bedouin dialects of the 
Arabian Peninsula (cf. Ibn Sina 'Asbäb 10 and 14; also Bravmann 1934:121 and 
127).20 
Further, according to 'Abu Hayyân, SIbawayh has one more allophone, 
(21) 'the q as k' (al-qäfka-l-käf, Irtiiäfl 10,4); this is probably the same as (20). 
For the purpose of this study it is not necessary to discuss in detail the phonetic 
value of all allophones mentioned in al-Kitäb and Irtiiäf. Instead, I shall concentrate 
on some of them in order to give an impression of the way the terminology is 
applied. Furthermore, some allophones described here will be of interest in the 
discussion of Turkic sounds. 
A large number of the allophones mentioned above occur conditioned by a given 
phonetic environment which is for each case discussed in detail by Fleisch (1961). 
From the data given above, it follows that the grammarians had several ways to 
describe allophones. In the first place the words ka 'like' and bayna 'between'. Both 
terms refer to allophones, rather than to an alternation of phonemes. At first sight, 
however, the term ka 'as' seems to indicate a change or substitution of one consonant 
by another, rather than a combination of two sounds, for which the term bayna 
'between' seems more likely to be used. The fact that it is identical with neither of 
them is evidenced by 'Abu Hayyân's statement for (12) "Themas lis a branch of the 
pure f' (wa-gtm ka-Unfaf 'an al-gïm al-hälisa, IrtiMf] 9,1). In this sense ka and 
bayna alternate. 
In none of these cases is the substituting phoneme intended, but rather some 
intermediate sound. The second term, bayna, is also used for the description of an 
allophone that is not precisely defined. In this sense, for example, the allophone 
defined as '¿between sand z' (säd bayna sädwa-zäy) by 'Abu Hayyân, and Sïbawayh's 
sâd ka-zäy, can both be interpreted as some kind of voiced säd. 
The third way used for the description of allophones is the use of adjectives. An 
example of this is the description of [g] with the term qäfma'qüda 'knotted qâf (cf. 
above [20] of the disapproved allophones).21 
It is noted that both allophonic realisations of 'alif, i.e. the 'front' (3) and 'back' 
realisation (4), are included, too. 
2.3 Substitution ('ibdäl) and assimilation ('idgâm) 
In Arabic linguistic theory, the principle of substitution (badal) plays an important 
role in syntax, where elements are assigned a function because they can substitute 
others (Owens 1990:58ff), and in morpho(no)logy, in which seemingly non-regular 
forms are explained by means of substitution of consonants (Bohas 1982:337ff). 
In Arabic phonology a given consonant is substituted by another when certain 
conditions are met. Although the grammarians recognise the conditions in which a 
given shift takes place, they explain the phenomenon in phonological terms, not in 
terms of phonetic laws. In Mufassal (172ff), for example, az-Zamahsari mentions a 
number of consonantal phonemes that can substitute others.22 In this :>ense, s is 
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substituted by 5 when it is preceded by g, h, q, f, e.g., salaha for salaha 'he changed 
[his] skin' (said of a snake) (Sin I 21 l,I6ff). The f is substituted by t when it is 
preceded by t or s, e.g., fahastu instead of fahastu bi-rigiï 'I examined my leg', and 
istabara instead of ist ab ara 'he was patient'; habattu for habattu 'I hit' (Sin I 
219,1 Iff). 
Another important feature is assimilation (idgäm). Two similar consonants as-
similate for alleviation (hiffa): 
"The co-occurrence of two similar consonants is [considered] heavy in their 
language, and therefore they aim at a kind of alleviation by means of 
assimilation." (taqula iltiqâ'al-mutagänisaynicalä 'alsinatihimfa-camadûbi-l-
'idgäm 'ilä darb min al-hiffa, Mufassal\88,ì.) 
The goal of assimilation is hiffa 'lightness of speech', as opposed to tiql 'heaviness'. It 
occurs in a sequence of two similar (mutagänisäni), or resembling consonants within 
a word. Resembling consonants are consonants whose places of articulation are close 
(mutaqâribâni), for example, each one of t, d, t, z, d and f can assimilate with any 
other of these consonants (cf. Mufassal 194,18), e.g., ['aratta] for 'aradta 'you 
wanted', and izzahara for */'iztahara/ 'he became manifest'. In some instances, one 
could say a phenomenon is covered by both 'ibdâl and 'idgäm, e.g., the form 
(habattu). 
Assimilation also occurs between two words, when the first consonant in the 
sequence is unvocalised, and the second is vocalised, e.g., (yagfillakum) for ® yagfir 
lakum Φ 'he is forgiving to you' (Qur'än 46,30). 
Although Arabic grammarians were not interested in the orthographic reflection 
of allophonic sounds, and the Arabic script is essentially phonological, phonetic and 
phonological changes are reflected in orthography in various ways. In some in-
stances phonologically conditioned changes are visible, e.g., the change of r into d 
after ζ in 'izdahara (<*/'iztahara/) 'he flourished', or into t after 5 in istabara 
(<*/'istabara/) 'he was patient', whereas others, such as -fu for tu in (fahastu) 'I 
examined', assimilation of -dtu to -ttu in farattu) 'I wanted', and (sirät) for siràt, are 
not. In the same way, the velarised pronunciation of I and r is not indicated in 
orthography. 
In the following sections we shall see that these and similar principles of substitu-
tion and assimilation also play a role in the way Turkic consonant assimilation is 
perceived and reflected in orthography. 
3.0 The sounds of the Turkic languages in the sources 
In the languages that are described in the sources the following consonantal sounds 
occur: 
l . b 
2. с 
3. d 
4. d2 5 
5. f26 
6. 
7. 
8. 
9. 
10. 
g 
è23 
g 
к 
1 
11. m 
12. η 
13. q 
14. ρ 
15. q (h)2 7 
16. г 
17. s (s) 2 4 
18. i 
19. t ( t ) 2 5 
20. w ' 
21. 
22. 
23. 
У 
ζ 
i 2 6 
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The consonants occurring in the Turkic languages in the sources will be discussed in 
detail in section 4.7. 
According to modern phonetic descriptions, Turkic has eight vowels o, ö, a, e,28 
i, ï, u, Ü. A typical phenomenon in Turkic is that all originally Turkic words are either 
'front' or 'back'. In 'front' words only the vowels ü, ö, e, i occur, and in 'back' words 
their counterparts u, o, a, and Ί'. The aspects of vowel harmony are discussed in more 
detail below. In Turkic linguistics the vowels are usually regarded as primary to 
consonants, in the sense that they affect the pronunciation of the surrounding 
consonantal phonemes. 
In linguistics often the term 'archiphoneme' is used to refer to all different 
realisations of a certain phoneme. Archiphonemes are usually written in capitals. 
With 'front' vowels, for example, the archiphoneme G (6) is realisçd as [g], whereas 
with 'back' vowels it is [g]. A similar situation holds for the archiphoneme К (9), 
which is [k] in 'front' words, and [q] in 'back' words.29 
Consonant assimilation is a very normal feature in many languages, and one that 
occurs in Turkic, too, which is especially evident in suffixes. The expression 'pro­
gressive consonant assimilation' is used for the conditioning of the first consonant of 
the suffix in order to match the final consonant of the word it is attached to. After 
voiced consonants the first consonant of the suffix is voiced, e.g., the marker for the 
past tense DI. Both D and I are archiphonemes, i.e. both are subject to conditioned 
changes; for consonant assimilation only the changes of D are of importance. For 
example, in the verbs kir-di (kir-di) 'he entered' and kal-di (kel-di) 'he came', DI is 
realised with (d) because the last consonant of the verb is voiced. Similarly, it is 
voiceless, i.e. (t), when the last consonant of the word is voiceless, e.g., tik-H (tik-ti) 
'he sewed', qäc-ti (qac-ü) 'he fled'. 
3.1 Vowel harmony 
The distribution of vowels in Turkic follows a regular pattern. It is subject to the 
principles of vowel harmony. For Turkic, vowel harmony is based on two principles. 
The primary principle is the distinction between 'front' and 'back' vowels. 'Front' 
vowels are articulated relatively in the 'front' part of the mouth, whereas the 'back' 
vowels are articulated in the back part of the mouth. The vowels i, ü, e and ö are 
'front', whereas Ί', u, a and о are 'back'. The relative places of articulation of the eight 
vowels of Turkic are reflected in the following scheme (see page 60): 
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back vowels 
'/ 
/ / / 
/ с 
a 
/ 
/ 
/ / 
u / 
/ / / 
κ 
' 
/ / / / / / 
front vowels 
In this way, a corresponds with e, о with ο, ι with i, and u with u, respectively. The 
vowels ι, ι, u, u are pronounced relatively higher m the mouth than e, а, о, o; these 
two groups of vowels also form pairs. In a genuine Turkic word all vowels are of the 
same class, i.e., all vowels are either 'back' or 'front', e.g, (yuzuk) 'ring', (beSik) 
'cradle', and (baliq) 'fish', (boyun) 'neck'. This principle also holds for suffixes, 
which implies that all suffixes have two forms· one which is used with 'front' words 
and one for 'back' words. I shall discuss this in more detail below. 
The secondary principle of Turkic vowel harmony is labial harmony, which is 
based on the distinction between rounded and unrounded vowels The terms 
'rounded' and 'unrounded' refer to the position of the hps during the pronuncia­
tion. In this sense, ι, a, ι and e are unrounded, and u, o, ü, and о are rounded vowels. 
In the scheme above, the unrounded vowels are posited at the left side, and the 
rounded at the right 
The principle of labial harmony is mainly applied in suffixes contaming a high 
vowel. Suffixes that are subject to this principle have four variants In Oguz lan­
guages, for example, the particle of interrogation has the forms (mi, mu, mi, and 
mu), depending on whether the preceding vowel is 'front' or 'back', and, further, 
whether it is rounded or unrounded Examples of this are (keldi mi) 'has he come?', 
(kuldu mu) 'has he laughed'', (qaldi mi) 'has he stayed'', and (urdù mu) 'has he 
beaten?'. 
In suffixes containing a low vowel, e.g, a, e, the principal distinction between 
'back' and 'front' words holds, whereas the principle of labial harmony is not always 
observed. These suffixes, then, do not have the corresponding rounded vowels. This 
means that only a and e occur m these suffixes, for о and о as a rule do not occur in 
non-first syllables, and, as a result, never occur m suffixes. This is, for example, the 
case for the plural suffix, e g , (baliq-lar) 'fishes', (kul-ler) 'roses'. 
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The diversity of the vowels in suffixes is indicated by means of archiphonemes, 
too. For example, ml4 implies that the particle of interrogation has four forms, and 
lAr in practice means that the plural suffix has two forms, viz., (lar - 1er), rather than 
four, since о and ö do not occur in non-initial syllables.30 
4.0 Arabic grammarians and the phonemes of Turkic languages 
In Section 2.0 I discussed the descriptions of consonants and vowels in Arabic 
phonetic theory, and it has become evident that the Arabic grammarians did have 
instruments to describe allophones that occur in Classical Arabic and some dialects. 
This section shows how they applied these instruments to Turkic. Further, it dis-
cusses the way regular phenomena of Turkic, such as vowel harmony and consonant 
assimilation, are perceived by the Arabic grammarians. Most Turkic consonants also 
occur in Arabic, and it shall be seen that the remaining ones are described with the 
terms used to describe Arabic allophones. 
In regard to vowels, it has been shown above that the Arabic grammarians relate 
the qualitative realisations of vowels (other than [a], [i] and [u]) as secondary effects 
caused by the consonantal environment. In this way they relate the distinction 
between 'back' and 'front' vowels to the consonants. The fact that in the opinion of 
the Arabic grammarians almost all matters concerning vowels are related to the 
consonantal environment engenders a complex situation. 
In the Arabic script only six of the eight vowels of Turkic can be distinguished. 
Arabic has three vowels, a, i and u, each of which can be used in combination with 
velar or palatal consonants. In section 2.1 I showed that the Arabic grammarians 
perceived an effect of the consonants on the vowels. With a velar consonant such as 
q, a sounds as (a) — or (â) — whereas it sounds as (ä) or (e) with a palatal consonant, 
fe. This same principle is applied to Turkic and it serves to distinguish between (a) -
(e), (Ί) - (i), and (ii) - (u). In this way, kal- 'to come' must be interpreted as (kel), qal-
'to wait' as (qal), kir- 'to enter' as (kir), qil- 'to do' as (qïl),31 kul- 'to laugh' as (kiil), 
and qui 'slave' as (qui), respectively. 
In Arabic script the opposition between rounded and unrounded vowels can only 
be partially reflected. The distinction between (u) and (ii) is indicated by means of 
velar and palatal consonants. On the other hand, (ö) and (o), such as in kur- 'to see', 
and bui 'empty', which must be interpreted as (kör) and (bo$), respectively, are 
usually reconstructed based on evidence in other scripts — which are often also 
defective — or in modern languages. (It will be shown in this chapter that in spite of 
orthographic and, perhaps, conceptual difficulties, the sources attempt to describe 
(o) and (ö).) 
In some instances the basic difference between 'back' and 'front' words cannot be 
indicated because the Arabic script does not possess a corresponding velar conso-
nant. This holds for the following consonants, ', b, d, c, 1, m, n, rj, r, s, S, w, y, i, and 
z.
32
 The tendency in all sources is that with these consonants a 'front' pronunciation 
is default, although there are some exceptions. In order to indicate a velar pronuncia-
tion of these consonants, the sources have developed a set of markers. For example, 
the verbal stem yaz- (yaz) 'to write' must be marked 'velarised', since without marker 
one would consider it palatal, i.e. with 'front' vowels, hence *(yez), and, as a result, 
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one would assign palatal suffixes to it. 1 shall show that the markers are not used 
randomly, but in accordance with Arabic phonetic principles. Especially the distri­
bution in regard to г and 1 is based on principles directly borrowed from Arabic 
linguistics. 
The main goal for the authors of the sources was to account for the distribution of 
the various forms of the suffixes rather than to give an accurate phonetic description 
of Turkic. In this chapter I intend to show that most of the sources perceive the 
distribution of the 'back' and 'front' forms of Turkic suffixes as a regular phenom­
enon which they relate to the occurrence of velar consonants, such as q, s, t and g, 
and palatal consonants, e.g., k, s, t, and k. Verbal stems with velar consonants get the 
infinitive suffix maq, whereas verbs with palatal consonants have mak. The suffix 
maq is pronounced 'back', i.e. (maq), whereas mak stands for a 'front' pronuncia­
tion, i.e. (mek). 
Apart from their function in distinguishing between 'front' and 'back' words, the 
markers are also used to indicate the opposition between (ü) and (ö) in 'front' words, 
and (u) and (o) in 'back' words. In Arabic script these four vowels are expressed with 
the same grapheme u. 
In this section I have chosen the following approach. In 4.1 and 4.2 I show how 
the Arabic grammarians describe the difference between velar and palatal words. 
Section 4.3 then deals with the question of how the distribution of velar and palatal 
suffixes is related to velar(ised) and palatal(ised) words. Section 4.4 deals with 
phonetic qualities of vowels that cannot be explained in terms of palatalisation and 
velarisation alone. This is followed by a discussion of the description of vowel 
harmony in Section 4.5. Section 4.6 discusses the function of the glides, and how 
they are used to indicate velarisation and lengthening. The conclusion with regard to 
vowels is given in section 4.7. Finally, I discuss the consonants and consonant 
assimilation in the Sections 4.8 and 4.9, respectively. 
4.1 Velar and velarised consonants 
The distinction between 'back' and 'front' is commonly indicated with the use of 
velar consonants in 'back' words, and with their palatal counterparts in 'front' 
words. When the consonants q, g (occasionally also Ъ), t or s are used (most sources 
explicitly exclude d,c, h and z, and Hilya and Diwan also t and s), the word must be 
pronounced with 'back' vowels. These consonants can be related to palatal counter­
parts, i.e. к, k, and t, and s, respectively, viz., 
Velar (with 'back' vowels) Palatal (with 'front' vowels) 
d d (in Qawäntn and Durra) 
g к" 
q к 
s s 
t t 
ζ ζ (in Durra only). 
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Only к is typically palatal, it can never occur in 'back' words. Similarly, q and g are 
typically velar and never occur in 'front' words. Words with a 'back' pronunciation 
are, e.g., 'altun (altun) 'gold', bäliq (baliq) 'fish', qui (qui) 'slave', tur- 'to stand up', 
qal- 'to remain', yastuq 'pillow'. Words with palatal consonants and, therefore, a 
'front' pronunciation are, e.g., 'atmak (etmek) 'bread', damur (demur) 'iron', 'it 
'dog', kal- (kei) 'to come', kuk (kok) 'blue', kulag (kulei) 'much laughing', sakiz 
(sekiz) 'eight', saw- (sev) 'to love', suzla- (sózle) 'to speak', tuna- (tune) 'to spend 
the night'. 
In al the examples mentioned above, the choice between a 'back' or a 'front' 
pronunciation can be based on the orthographic representation, and the same holds 
for the assignment of suffixes containing velar or palatal consonants. Examples of 
suffixes are, e.g., the dative suffix GA gä/qä (velar) — ka/ka (palatal), e.g., 'ugmaq-
qä 'to heaven', kant-ka 'to the town', a suffix that serves to indicate a place GAK gaq 
(velar) — gak (palatal), e.g., kal-agak 'place of arrival' and tur-agaq 'place of 
standing'; the pausai suffix attached to the imperative of second person singular, Gil 
gil (velar) — kil (palatal), e.g , 'al-gil 'take', kal-kil 'come'. 
Not all sources accept all 'covered' consonants of Arabic (see Section 4 7) in 
Turkic, and most of them reject especially tí and z. In Durra and Qawänin, however, 
d stands for a velansed d, e.g , dun 'cloth' (al-qumäS, Durra 12v2) dudag 'lip' (as-
Safa, Qawämn 60,14). In Durra the ζ stands for a velansed z, e.g., quz (quz) 'nut' (βί-
¿awz, Durra 6V15). 
Markers for velarisation and palatalisation 
In Arabic script some velar and palatal consonants form a pair, which can be used to 
indicate the distinction between a 'back' and 'front' pronunciation. A number of 
consonants, however, do not form a pair. For example, ', b, d, c, 1, m, n, л, г, s, S, w, 
y, ζ and ζ have no velar counterparts (d and ζ have counterparts in some sources 
only, see discussion below). 
In such cases Qawämn, 'Idräk, Tuhfa, Uudur and the Margin Grammar apply the 
terms tafhtm 'velarisation' or mufahham 'velansed' to neutral or palatal consonants 
(unlike Dïwan, which uses 'isbä\ and Huya-, which has a different system of markers; 
cf. discussion below). In Durra no terms are used, the consonants instead being 
marked with small signs whose exact meaning remains obscure. In the Veheddin MS 
of 'Idräk, mufahham 'velansed' is abbreviated i. (ft).34 In Targumân velansed ζ and 1 
are marked with a small w (m) — for mufahham (see Houtsma's remarks [14]). 
In these sources the term 'velarisation' (tafhtm) stands opposed to tarqïq 'palatali-
sation' or muraqqaq 'palatalised', respectively (in the Veheddin MS of 'Idräk abbrevi-
ated j [q], see further discussion in Section 4 2) In Tuhfa velarisation is occasionally 
indicated by means of small velar consonants written above or underneath the word, 
e.g., gài- (caí) 'to come unexpectedly' {hadara, 7V12), in which initial S is marked 
with s.35 In Durra velarisation (and other aspects of consonants, see discussion in 
Section 4.7) is indicated with doubling of the consonant, e.g, yyil (yd) 'year' (sana, 
Durra 24r14). 
General examples of words marked for velarisation are, for example, 'adim 
(adim) 'step'"with d flavoured with f" (al-hutwa, ad-dälmaimümabt-t-tä', Targumân 
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21,9); lai (al) 'take' (hud; "with velarisation of Tiamzaand 1" bi-tafhim al-hamzawa-
l-läm, Qawänin 77,12; also Tar¿uman 39, with 1 marked); 'ai (ai) 'food' {at-tacäm, 
'Idräkl4; MS 3V20; with marker for velarisation above î); 'alda-dï (aida) 'he deceived' 
(hadaca, 'Idräk 21; MS 5V16; with first d marked); 'antbir (ant) 'swear' (lit. 'give an 
oath'), "with velarisation of the hamza" (hallaf, Ы-tafhîm al-hamza, Qawänin 77,8; 
also 74,8; whereas in 'Idräk2A 'ant); 'az. (az) 'alittle' {al-qaltl, Targumän 25; 37; with 
ζ marked velarised); bui (bo$) 'divorced' {muntaliq, 'Idräk 32, velarised); ciz. (δϊζ) 
'write' ( 'uktub, Targumän 33; 45; with ζ marked; EDT 432 "çiz-"); сиг (cuz) 'brocade' 
{al-'atlas, Targumän 19; with ζ marked velarised; EDT 430); daz-di (daz) 'it left its 
flock' (said of sheep; Oguz); (haraga min qatfihi, 'Idräk48; MS 14v17; with d- marked 
velarised; EDT "tez-"); duwâr (duvair) 'wall' with d underneath d (al-hä'it, Durra 
3r8); Siráa (sìrsa) 'cunning' "transferred from Persian, Sar" (aS-Sâtir, manqula min 
al-färisiyya min Sar, 'Idräk 54, MS 17r9; with marker above S); yab (with velarisation 
[of b?]) for (yap) 'build!' (ibni, Qawänin 75,11 ); yay- (yay) 'to spread out' "defective 
and velarised" {naSr, muHall mufahham, MG 45vrt/bm); yaz- (yaz) 'write!' {'uhtut, 
Targumän 38; 40; with ζ marked for velarisation). 
In some cases it is difficult to interpret the phonetic difference between the velar 
and 'velarised' variants — if any difference is intended — since the compiler could 
have opted for the velar consonant instead. For example, in 'Idräk the marker 
mufahham is assigned in the following cases, viz., 'ata (ata) 'father' with a variant 
(wa-yuqäl) — 'ata (ata) ( 'Idräk 8; MS 2V3; with marker above t); 'urta (orta) 'middle' 
(al-wasat, 'Idräk 11; MS 3r8; with marker above t); 'urtaq (ortaq) 'associate' (as-Sarik, 
'Idräk 11; MS 3r9; with marker above t); sibä (sipa) 'young donkey' (al-gahS, 'Idräk 
51 ; MS 15V20; with one marker for velarisation above s and another one for voiceless-
ness above b); yat (yat) 'power' (al-isnfäca wa-l-qudra, 'Idräk 91; MS 29v17, with 
marker above t; EDT 883 transcribes "yat") —yat (yat) 'stranger and foreigner' (al-
garib wa-l-'agnabi, 'Idräk 94; EDT 882). A possible explanation is that these words are 
copied from a source that did not use s and t as an indication for velarised s and t, 
respectively. 
In Qawänin ζ is quite often marked for velarisation, which is described in various 
terms e.g., "z mixed with an s" {zäy masuba sädan, 8,7)36 or elliptically "mixed z" 
(zäy maSuba, 10,4), occasionally also bi-l-'iSmäm, literally 'with flavouring'. Exam-
ples with the velarised ζ are qizdir 'heat!' ('uhumm), and bugazla 'kill!' (by cutting 
the throat) (idbah, Qawänin 75,4). In one instance (75,9) it is indicated in print with 
zs, e.g., buzs 'destroy!' ('ihrab; 'with flavouring' bi-1-iSmäm, 75,9; MS 81 Γ ) . 3 7 This 
description of a-velarised ζ is identical with that used in Arabic for the same or a 
similar allophone of s (see 2.2). 
There are very few examples of words that are marked for velarisation whose only 
vowel is i, and the value of this sound is then difficult to interpret. In some instances, 
indeed, (ï) must be meant, whereas in others probably (é) is intended. In 'Idräk there 
are a few words, e.g., did-di (did) 'to pluck (wool and cotton)' (nafaSa s-sufwa-l-
qutn, 'Idräk 48; MS 14v8, first d velarised; EDT 450 "tit-"; Targumân 36,20; Tuhfa 
37r 1 ). Other examples are 'il 'town' ( al-balad, 'Idräk 20; MS 5V2; with marker above 1; 
EDT 122 interprets the term mufahham as a reference to é- instead of i-: "e:l"; 
Caferoglu [1931] 38 "if'). A similar situation holds for 'in 'breadth' (opposite of 
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length), (al-card didd at-tük 'Idrâk 23; MS 6V9; with hamza marked; EDT 165 "én 
[erroneously marked with 'back' vowel]"). 
The status of velarised consonants 
Each of the sources used in this study gives a listing of the consonants of Turkic. To 
use a modern term the consonants in the listings can be described as phonemes. 
Other sounds than those that are listed occur only occasionally in the texts, and are 
indicated by means of labels. For example, in the instances mentioned above the 
term mufahham is used to describe 'allophonical variants', rather than phonemes 
(further discussion in Section 4.7).38 The label mufahham can be applied to all 
neutral consonants except k, which is typically palatal. 
The position of these 'allophones' in relation to the regular velar consonants is 
elucidated in Qawânïn as follows: 
"The consonants of elevation are seven [in number] and they are gathered in 
the [mnemonic sequence] qz hs dgt. There is no ζ in this language and 
therefore it has only six [consonants of elevation]. The velarised b, η and I 
resemble them and like this is every velarised consonant and also the ζ that is 
mixed with s." (wa-hurùf al-isticlâ' sabca yugmfuhä qawluka qz hs dgt wa-
hâdihi l-luga laysafîhâza mucamafa-takunufthâ sitta wa-übhuhä al-bâ' wa-
п-пйп wa-l-lâm al-mufahhama wa-kadâlika kull harf mufahham wa-kadalika 
az-zây al-maiûba sâdan, Qawânïn 8,5-7.) 
In this quotation the velarised b, η, 1 and the 'ζthat is mixed with s' are compared to 
the elevated consonants of Arabic. In addition to the four velarised consonants, 
Qawânïn refers to every velarised consonant (kull harf mufahham) which I interpret 
here as an indication that basically all neutral consonants can be labelled velarised. In 
this respect there is no mention about the position of the tongue in the mouth, which 
plays so prominent a role in the description of elevated consonants in Arabic. 
Velarisation in Hilya 
Hilya and Dïwân occupy a special place among the sources, in the sense that they 
reject the existence of all or a number of Arabic covered consonants in Turkic. The 
opinions reflected in these works with regard to velarisation and palatalisation also 
differ considerably from the one found in the other sources. 
For instance, according to Ibn al-Muhannä, t and s can be substituted Çibdàl) 
with t and s, respectively, e.g., 
sigir — sigir 'cattle' (al-baqar) 
sul 'ilirj — sûl 'ïlirj 'the left hand' (lit. 'your left hand') (al-yad al-yusrá) 
tûrum — turum 'camel colt' (al-fasïl) 
täy — tây 'colt' (al-muhr, Hilya 79,8).39 
In the rest of his work, though, he displays a preference for palatal consonants, even 
in 'back' words, e.g., sigir (172,14); sul ('il) (90,14); turum (172,4), basti (bas) 'he 
stepped' (däsa, 113,9), 'äsdi (as) 'he hung' (callaqa, 113,2). In other words, Ibn al-
Muhannä does not use t and s in a regular way to indicate a 'back' pronunciation 
where the other sources (except Dïwân, which rejects all 'covered consonants', see 
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below) typically do, although he does not reject t and s. Further examples of this are, 
e.g., 'urta 'middle* (al-wasat, Hilya 90,13) — 'urta (Tuhfa 73r10); 'urta (Qawänin 
35,7) (but'ürtä in Targumän 53,19). 
Another example of this in Hilya is tur- 'to stand up'. That these words are 
velarised indeed, may be inferred from the attachment of the velar suffix for the 
future tense gay, e.g., tur-gày san 'you will stand up' (91,9) (for kày in palatal 
words). The other sources typically have tur- instead (Qawanin 37,16; 'Idrâk 111,8; 
MG 52rlt; Targumän 39,17; tur- Tuhfa 45r8). 
On some occasions in Hilya s and t co-occur with t, e.g., tut gil 'grasp!' 
(iqbad,129,6), satin 'buy!' (126,12) whereas in the other sources in most cases velar 
or neutral consonants occur together in the same word (with the exception of some 
suffixes, such as the plural suffix lar and the marker for the past tense dï, cf. 
discussion below). It appears that in Hilya t and s are not systematically used for 
expressing velarisation, instead they are only marginally applied. 
Ibn al-Muhannä applies the term mufahham to a small number of consonants 
only. He understands tafhïm as a general term for 'stress' or 'emphasis'. 
In the case of 1 this must be interpreted as 'velarisation': 
"The consonants that are emphasised like the ¡s that resemble the pronunciation 
of the Arabs in the utterance 'the almighty God' are marked with ƒ (q)." (wa-
mâ kâna min al-hurûf mufahhaman ka-l-lâmât al-muiâbiha li-nutq al-carab 
bi-lafza 'allâh ttfâlâfa-alâmatuhuf, Hilya 74,8.) 
Ibn al-Muhannä continues explaining that the special character of this is not 
recognised in script. He gives the following examples *ulu sü (ulu su) 'name of a 
river' (ism an-nahr). The abbreviation ƒ *J recurs with other consonants labelled as 
mufahham, e.g., tuy /tuy/ (with marker above y) (toy) and buy /buy./ (boy) (see 
discussion below). 
Ibn al-Muhannä describes how the glide w serves to mark a word for several 
features, one of which is velarisation. A term he applies in this respect is tafhïm al-
huTuf 'velarisation of the consonants'. For example, when marked with tafhïm, b is 
pronounced as (p) and ζ as (i), respectively. In the examples listed below, Ibn al-
Muhannâ explains that in these examples w serves as a marker of velarisation rather 
than lengthening. In two instances the marker on w serves to indicate a 'back' 
pronunciation of vowels in words with palatal consonants that otherwise would be 
pronounced with 'front' vowels: 
buy/buwy/ (boy) / (buy) 'fenugreek' (al-hulba) 
tuy /tuwy/ (toy) / (tuy) 'a large community' (al-jçamcfa al-katira). 
The three other words in Ibn al-Muhannä's discussion are already interpreted as 
'back', because of the occurrence of g. The marker, then, probably serves to indicate 
that u is pronounced (o) or the like, (this assumption is further sustained by the 
remarks in regard to 1 and r, see below): 
bügdäy /buwgda"y/ (bogda:y) 'wheat' (al-hanta) 
bugrâ /buwgra'7 (bogra) 'camel stallion' (fahl al-¿amal) 
tugrâ /tuwgra'7 (togra) 'signature' (at-tawqf) 
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In modern languages, however, there are no indications for о in these words (these 
three words are also examples of'dead g' [gayn mayyita], see Section 4.7). 
In short, Ibn al-Muhannä uses an orthographic instrument which is usually 
associated with lengthening, in order to indicate velarisation. The fact that these are 
the only examples he gives has important consequences in regard to the determina-
tion of whether a given grapheme must be interpreted as 'back' or 'front', and, hence, 
which type of suffixes must be attached to it. In this respect it shall be shown below 
that Ibn al-Muhannä did not perceive the distribution of velar and palatal suffixes as 
a system. From this point of view he probably did not consider the markers impor-
tant for morphological reasons. 
Velarisation in Diwan 
In Dtwän, KâSgarï, too, distinguishes between 'back' and 'front' words by means of 
the appropriate consonants (see examples mentioned above). Unlike the other 
sources, though, KâSgarï categorically rejects all 'covered' consonants (and also the 
Arabic consonants h, h and *) for Turkic: 
"In none of the Turkic languages do you find f, nor the 'covered consonants' t, 
z, s, d nor guttural consonants h, h and r." (wa-lä tugad fi lugât at-Turk Ы-
'asrihâ at-tä' wa-kadälika min huruf al-'itbäq at-fä' wa-z-zä' wa-s-säd wa-d-
däd wa-kadälika min hurüfal-halq al-hâ' wa-1-hâ' wa-l-cayn, Dtwän 7,4-6.) 
The only velar consonants KâSgarï does accept are q and g, and words containing 
either of these can be interpreted velar. 
An important consequence of the rejection of all 'covered' consonants is that 
more instances of'back' vowels must be marked than is the case in the other sources. 
KâSgarï uses s and t, basically neutral, or palatal consonants in both 'back' and 'front' 
words, whereas other sources can use s and t, respectively, to indicate a 'back' 
pronunciation. For this KâSgarï has a set of markers at his disposal, which is 
described in detail in Dankoffand Kelly (1982:56ff) and Kelly (1972). For velarised 
words KâSgarï uses the terms 'Ubâc 'saturation' and muiba?, literally 'saturated'. 
These terms stand opposed to 'Umâm 'palatalisation' (which is discussed in Section 
4.2). In Dtwän the term 'ifbäcis used 16 times, and 'iSmäm 15. 
The predicates 'velarised' and 'palatalised' basically serve to indicate the opposi-
tion between 'back' and 'front' words. In Diwân all marked words are parts of a so-
called minimal pair (although the words do not necessarily occur close to each other 
in Dtwän). In some instances, the terms are used to indicate the opposition (u - o) or 
(Ü - ö), but also in these cases they are used in oppositional pairs. The counterpart of 
each pair may be marked for the opposite, or else remain unmarked. 
When marked for velarisation, the word is pronounced velarised, i.e. with 'back' 
vowels, and when unmarked it is pronounced palatalised, i.e. with 'front' vowels, 
viz., 
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Unmarked Marked for velarisation 
'aba (epe) 'mother' (al-'umm) 'aba (apa) 'bear' (ad-dubb, 55,13; "with 
velarisation of 'alif). 
'ug (üc) 'three' (at-talâta, 29,17) 'ug (ui) 'well-known town' (balda 
таіЫта, 30,1; "with velarisation of 
•e/if;EDTl8"UçTurfan"). 
tan /tank/ (ten) 'peer' (al-qirn, 599,15) tarj /tank/ (tan) 'sieve' (al-minhal, 600,2; 
"with velarisation"). 
In some instances both markers are used to indicate oppositional pairs. The words 
with 'front' vowels are marked for palatalisation, the ones with 'back' vowels for 
velarisation: 
Marked for velarisation Marked for palatalisation 
'at (at) 'horse' (29,10) 'at (et) 'meat' (29,12). 
tura (tora) 'shield' (542,10) tura (tore) 'front(side) of the house' 
(542,11). 
tuS (tuS) 'buckle' (497,11) tüä (tü:ä) 'breast' (497,10). 
The number of words marked in this manner is much smaller than one would deem 
necessary to cover all instances where confusion might occur. The reason for this is 
that in Dïwân verbs are marked in a another way. Throughout Dïwân, with all verbal 
entries he supplies the infinitive form, which is mak with 'front', and mäq with 
'back' verbs, e.g.,40 
butur-mak (bütürmek) 'to heal' (305,15) — batur-mâq 'to hide' (306,1) 
tutuS-mak (tütüSmek) 'to quarrel' (313,8) — tutuS-mäq 'to hold one another' 
(313,6). 
In further references to the verbal stems, the velar ones are called qäfiyya i.e. 'with q' 
(occasionally gayniyya, 'with g'), and palatal verbs are called kâfiyya, i.e. 'with k'. At 
the same time déverbal nouns and adjectives forms follow the verb in the type of 
suffix, and it seems that no déverbal word is marked for either palatalisation of 
velarisation (see listing in Dankoff and Kelly 1982:56-8).41 
In Arabic morpho(no)logical terminology, 'Ubâcmeans 'lengthening' for poetical 
reasons, such as the metre or rhyme.42 In other sources, such as 'Idräk, it is used in 
this sense only (see Section 4.6). In Dïwân it is applied in the sense of lengthening 
only once. This concerns a passage in which KaSgari explains that biradical words, 
such as /bar-/ 'to go', and /tur-/ 'to stand' can be considered triradical if one also 
counts the weak consonant, y, w and 'alif, that is inserted when these verbs are 
pronounced with lengthening Çi$bâc), /ba"r-/ bar- and /tuwr/ tur- (bi-n-nutq cinda 
l-'iibâc, Dïwân 284,4; the opposite, deletion, is possible too, cf. Section 4.6).43 It is 
evident that Käägari was aware of the signification the term 'Uba' had in Arabic 
linguistics, and that he preferred it to indicate 'velarisation' rather than another term 
he could have applied, i.e. taflttm.44 In Dïwân taflñm occurs only once in the sense of 
'velarisation'. In spite of this parallel, there is no evidence that the glides are system-
atically used for indicating velarisation. 
It is interesting to note that muiba'is used elliptically for the expression musbaca 
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fi l-lajz, literally "lengthened in the pronunciation", which occurs on the same page 
(284,12). The word lafz 'pronunciation' immediately calls to mind its opposite, 
taqdir, 'underlying structure'. This means that the word is lengthened in pronuncia-
tion, although there is no morpho(no)logical reason for this. In Arabic, lengthening 
without morphonological necessity is usually not reflected in orthography. In this 
sense, KâJgarï quite correctly understands 'isbà' as something that is reflected in 
pronunciation only, and not in the underlying structure (taqdir). The glide inserted 
for 'isbà* does not necessarily indicate lengthening, but can also stand for something 
else, such as velarisation. 
There is an obvious parallel with Ibn al-Muhannä's use of the glides in Hilya 
(discussed above). When marked they can serve to denote that the preceding vowel 
is pronounced velarised. In these instances, Ibn al-Muhannà explains, the glides 
(especially w) do not indicate lengthening, but rather serve to 'emphasise' (tafhtm) 
the sound. The marker indicates that the glide is used in a non-regular way. In this 
sense Ibn al-Muhannä uses marking with glides as an orthographic instrument to 
indicate velarisation.45 I have shown above that the use of glides for non-
morpho(no)logical reasons is called 'übäc. In this sense it is possible to say that Ibn 
al-Muhannà uses the principle called 'isbà* to indicate velarisation, although he does 
not use the term. In Käägari's Dïwân, however, it is only the term 'isbà'that is used for 
'velarisation'. 
4.2 Palatal and Palatalised consonants 
This section discusses the cases in which a term denoting 'palatalisation' is used to 
express the difference between 'back' and 'front' words. 
As a rule, Arabic words without a velar consonant are pronounced with 'front' 
vowels. For Arabic, thus, a palatal pronunciation implies a standard inclination of я 
towards [ä - e]. With regard to i, things are less evident, since the Arabic grammar-
ians do not explicidy describe a change in the quality of i with velar or velarised 
words. Nevertheless, it seems reasonable to assume [Ί] in 'back' and (i) in 'front' 
words. In the same way, и in Arabic is not always [ü] in palatal words, it may be 
neutral, [u], but never [o]. 
For Turkic, as far as it is written in Arabic script, a similar tendency is generally 
assumed. In front words, u is generally interpreted as (u), a as (e), and i as (i). The 
examples in this respect are, of course, numerous. To mention some examples with 
a, 'amkak (emkek) 'hardship' (Dïwân 68,1); dak-di (deg) 'he reached' ('Idräk 49); 
kagä (keíe) 'evening' (Qawânïn 36,13); kal-dï (kei) 'he came' (Qawânïn 37,9); naca 
(nece) 'how many' (Targumän 55,8); saksän (seksen) 'eighty' (Qawânïn 39,7). In 
palatal words u is generally read (ii), e.g., 'ucun (iiciin) 'for' ( Targumän 54,20); duí-
tï (düJ) 'he fell' ('Idräk 48); 'ictur-dï (ictür) 'he made drink' (Dïwân 116,16); kant 
(kent) 'town' (Qawânïn 47,8); tutun (tütün) 'smoke' ('Idräk 37; KDT 457). 
In some instances, which I shall discuss below, non-velar consonants are marked 
for a palatal pronunciation, even though their default pronunciation is 'front'. In 
these cases 'Idräk, Qawânïn and the Margin Grammar use the term tarqtq (or 
muraqqaq), which, like its opposite tafhtm, is applied to consonants rather than to 
vowels (Qawânïn in one instance uses 'imäla, 16,9). In Dïwân several terms are used 
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to indicate palatalisation. The term 'Штат (once also 'imäla in this sense; cf. Dtwän 
501,14; Dankoff and Kelly 1982:57ff) is used as the opposite of 'isba'. In Dtwän there 
is yet a third term, rakïk which in itself means 'fine'.46 
In two instances 'Abu Hayyän indicates that a velar consonant must be pro-
nounced palatalised (muraqqaq), which seems contradictory. In these cases the 
'velarising' effect on the following vowel can be perceived as too strong. Without 
label tuy-dï (tuy) 'he felt' ('ahassa; EDT 567 tuy-); tuy-su (tuysu) 'feeling' (al-hiss, 
'Idräk 67; MS 21vl) are, perhaps, interpreted as (toy). This description is difficult to 
interpret. Note also that here s is used instead off in other velarised words.47 
Words with г and 1 
One would assume that a palatalisation marker applied to palatal consonants is 
redundant, since with palatal consonants a 'front' pronunciation of the vowels is the 
default rule. However, this assumption does not hold. Especially words with 1 and г 
are marked for palatalisation, viz., e.g., 'al (el) 'hand' (al-yad, 'IdräkW; MS 5Г21, with 
1 marked for palatalisation; EDT 140 "él/el"; also Sudur5rl 1 with palatalised 1); 'ala-dì 
(ele) 'he sieved' {nahala, 'Idräk 20; MS 5 V 1 , with 1 marked for palatalisation); yabar 
(yeber) 'send!' {ibcat, Qawântn 74,12); tabra-t (tebret) 'move!' {harrik\ Qawântn 
77,Л 0); (the last two words "with palatalised r" [bi-rä' muraqqaqa]). In Dtwän there 
is one example of a minimal pair in which the unmarked form has 'back' vowels, 
whereas the one marked for palatalisation is pronounced 'front', viz., sar-dï (ser) 'he 
was patient' {sabara, Diwan 285,7) — sar-dï (sar) 'he rebuked' (elsewhere 267,14 
sir-) (zagara, Dïwan 285,8; infinitive sarmäq [em. for sarmäk] cf. Dankoff and Kelly 
1982: 64f; 1984:405).48 
Obviously, the markers in these examples make sense only if one assumes a 'back' 
pronunciation as a starting point. There must be a reason why the grammarians 
thought it necessary to assign the label 'palatalised' to certain words that do not 
contain velar consonants. This phenomenon can be explained with the aid of rules 
from Arabic grammar. In Section 2.1 it has been shown that Arabic words with rand 
/ are pronounced with 'back' vowels when certain conditions are met. For r, this 
obtains mainly when it is followed by о or u, whereas / is pronounced velarised when 
it is preceded by и or a. In the case of the examples given above, it seems that this rule 
is systematically applied to words with either г or 1, preceded by u or a. (There are 
also indications that it holds to some extent for Turkic words with ζ preceded by u, 
although this principle is, to my knowledge, not described in Arabic grammar). 
Indeed, most Turkic words (as listed in Dtwän, 'Idräk and Qawântn) in which г 
and 1 are preceded by u or a have a 'back' pronunciation without being marked for 
velarisation. Examples of this are numerous: 'alti 'six' (as-sitt, 'Idräk 21 but 115,14 
'alti); 'ara 'between' (bayna, 'Idräk 11; EDT 196)49; 'ari (ari) 'clean' (an-nazif, 'Idräk 
10; EDT 198 "an:"; the related verb 'arit-ti 'he cleaned' (nazzafa) and adjective 'arig 
'purified' (mutahhar) have clearly velar suffixes after the stem.); buldi (bui) 'he 
found' (Oguz) (wa¿ada, bi-t-turkmänt, 'ІатакЪЬ; MS 10v18); 'art (art) 'increase' (IMP) 
[zid, 'Idräk 10; related word 'artuq 'more', 'azyad, 'Idräk 10; EDT 204); bar (bar) 
'existing' (mawgud, 'Idräk 29); bal (bal) 'honey' (easal an-nahl, Qawântn 62,19);bar-
di (bar) 'he went' (dahaba, 'Idrák29); nar (nar) 'pomegranate' (ar-rummän, Qawântn 
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63,8); tura (tura) in tura qalqan 'shield' {at-turs, Dïwân 542,10; EDT 531); 'ulu-du 
(ulu) 'he howled* (said of dogs) (cawâ l-kalb, 'Idrâk 20; EDT 127 "uh:-"); yarat-tï 
(yarat) 'he created' (halaqa, 'Wrâfc93);yarim(yarïm) 'half (an-nisf, 7draic93);yar-
di (yar) 'to split a bit' (ïaqqa qalïlan, 'Idrâk 93; EDT 954 "ye:r- 'to split (gently)'... 
vocalization is uncertain."); yiläii (yuan) 'snake and viper' (at-tucbán wa-l-hayya, 
Qawânïn 62,9). 
Obviously, when u and a before 1 and г must be pronounced 'front', rather than 
the default 'back', the word must be marked for 'palatalisation', viz., 'al (el) 'hand' 
{al-yad, 'Idrâk 20; MS 5r21, with 1 marked for palatalisation; EDT 140 "él/el"; also 
SudurS'l 1 with palatalised 1); tura (tore) / (ture) 'front(side) of the house' (muqaddam 
al-bayt, Dïwân 542,11, "with palatalisation oft"; also 'Idrâk 40; EDT 528/531 : "to:r." A 
variant of this word is tur (tor) / (tiir), Dïwân 495,12). 
Apart from these indirect clues, the rule with regard to 1 and г is referred to more 
explicitly in Dïwân and in the Margin Grammar. Kàigarï notes that a given suffix has 
g when it is attached to 'velarised' (muSbaca) 'liquids' (hurüfad-daläqa) (i.e. 1, r and 
n), and to words containing g, and it has к when it is attached to their palatal 
counterparts. He writes: 
"The g is attached in the case of the liquids that are velarised or [words] that 
contain a g, and the к in the opposite case." (tuzad al-gaynfx hurüfad-daläqa 
al-muibaca 'aw al-gayniyya wa-l-kâffï diddihâ..., Dïwân 582,5; Dankoff and 
Kelly 1984: 311.) 
With this statement Käsgari connects the liquids to the notion of velarity in the sense 
that words with г and 1 are muibac 'velarised'. 
In the Margin Grammar it is explained that words with velar consonants or with 
1, г or η get a velar suffix: 
"If the verb contains a q, t, h, s, d,c, z, then it is correct to use qil, and if it 
contains .... 1, г or n, then it is correct to use gil, and for what contains any 
other consonant you use kil. The first category of consonants are called 
consonants of elevation" (al-ficl 'in kanafìhi min al-qäfwa-t-tä' wa-l-hä' wa-s-
säd wa-d-däd wa-l-cayn wa-z-zä' hasunafihi qil wa-'in kanafìhi al-...â' [?] 
wa-l-lâm wa-r-râ' wa-n-пйп hasuna fìhi ¿il wa-mà halä min hädihi l-hurûf 
kullihäyahsun fihi kil wa-summiya l-'ülä huruf al-isticlä', MG 44rlt in text.) 
I am not sure about if the rules that apply to 1 and r equally hold for n. 
It is obvious from the inclusion of a number of consonants that do not occur in 
Turkic (such as cand z) as it is described in the Margin Grammar, that this rule is 
basically an Arabic principle that is applied to Turkic. 
There are some counterexamples too. In the first place a few words are marked 
velarised whereas this label seems redundant, considering the principle explained 
above: 'al /'a"l/ (al) 'trick, and blond horse' (al-htla wa-l-faras al-'aiqar, 'Idrâk 20; MS 
5r21, with marker for velarisation above middle 'alifi EDT 120 "ari-"); lai (al) 'take' 
(hud, Qawânïn 77,12; "with velarisation of hamza and 1"; also Sudur 5 rll, with 
velarised 1); baSar-di (baiar) 'to complete' ('atamma, 'Idrâk 32; MS 9V8, with J 
marked velarised; EDT 380). 
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In the case of (el) 'hand' and (al) 'trick' the markers may have been put there in 
order to stress the opposition between the two ways of pronunciation (see also Kelly 
1972:183), especially when the words occur near to each other in the text, although, 
strictly speaking, the marker for velarisation is redundant 
In other instances, a word known to be palatal remains unmarked, viz., buldi 
(boi) 'to remove' gazala, 'ЫгйкЪб; MS 10 V 18; EDT 332 "bol-"); dura (dore) 'acode of 
law and conduct' (aí-íarfa wa-l-'uslüb, 'Idräk 48; EDT 532); tar (ter) 'perspiration' 
(al-caraq, ЧагакЪЪ). 
In accordance with the general rule in Arabic, the unmarked word with r or 1 
preceded by i has 'front' vowels, viz., 'ir 'make disappear!' ('aziU 'Idräk 10; EDT 194 
"i:r-"); birdi 'he gave' ( 'actä, 'Idräk29; іл Huya 73ff, see discussion in Section 4.4; EDT 
354"ber-");bir 'one' (wähid, 'Idräk29; EDT [353]); 
It is not clear how one should interpret i near an г and/or a 1 which is marked 
palatalised or velarised. There are a few examples of this in 'Idräk, e.g., 'ir 'feel bored,' 
'reach' ( idgar wa- 'adrik, 'Idräk 10; MS 3r2, with marker for palatalisation above r; EDT 
194 "hr- (e:r-)... to feel bored" and "ér to reach") 'ir 'song' (αϊ-ginä', 'Idräk 10; Ms 
2V22; palatalised, marker left of r; but EDT 192 "i:r"); 'il 'town, peace' (al-balad wa-s-
sulh, 'Idräk 20; MS 5V2, velarised, with marked 1; EDT 121 "é:l"). 
More counterexamples 
In some instances words with neutral consonants must be interpreted as having a 
'back' pronunciation. There are some indications that this holds mainly for nouns; it 
seems that grammarians considered the marking of verbal stems more important 
than the marking of nouns. In Diwan verbs are already marked for the opposition 
velar - palatal by means of the attachment of the infinitive suffix, and therefore in 
Oman only nouns are marked for this opposition by means of a label (the only case 
in which the marker is applied to a verb it is to express the opposition u - o). 
Furthermore, the labeling mainly serves to distinguish between words that have the 
same orthographic representation (cf. Dankoff and Kelly 1982:56-8). 
The same holds for Targutnän, which gives a list of verbal stems to which either a 
velar or palatal suffix is attached. In this sense it is not necessary to mark verbs. At the 
same time, however, in both Diwan and Targumän only a relatively small number of 
nouns (in Targumän only those with j¡ and 1) are marked for the opposition velar -
palatal. 
In 'Idräk and Qawäntn there is no such division; in 'Idräk 98 entries of the word 
list are labeled„only 28 of which are verbs, whereas in Qawäntn almost all 'back' 
words are marked by the occurrence of a velar consonant, making an additional label 
superfluous. In Hilya marking is very scarce, which is related to Ibn al-Muhannâ's 
insight in the distribution of velar and palatal suffixes. 
In some instances a consonant is apparently not regarded as 'inherently' velar or 
palatal, and therefore it must be marked for either velarisation or palatalisation, viz., 
'at (at) 'throw!' (irmi, 'Idräkl; MS 2V2, with velarised t) and 'at (et) 'meat' (al-lahm, 
'Idräkl; MS 2V2, with palatalised t). Apart from t marked for velarisation, in 'Idräk the 
velar consonant t is also used to indicate velarisation, viz., 'ät (at) 'horse' (al-faras, 
'Idräk 14). The phonetic difference between 'at 'horse' and 'at 'throw' is not quite 
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clear, and perhaps 'Abu Hayyän could not decide between the two alternatives, or, 
indeed, he heard three different pronunciations. In Diwan, too, 'at is marked for 
either a 'back' or 'front' pronunciation. When marked for 'velarisation' (at) it means 
'horse' ("with velarisation oi'alif, al-faras, bi-'isbäcal-'alif, 29,10), whereas it means 
'meat' when marked palatalised (et) (Dïwân 29,12). Since the default pronunciation 
of both ' and t is 'front', it would have seemed more obvious to mark 'at 'horse' than 
'at 'meat'. In this case, however, both words may be marked to stress the opposition. 
In one instance Qawânïn specifies that η in nadir bu (nedir bu) 'what is this' is 
pronounced palatalised ("with inclination of n" bi-'imâla ап-пйп, 16,9), by which he 
means that a is pronounced (e). If the default pronunciation of a vowel near η is 
'front', this statement is surprising. (The application of the term 'imäla to a conso-
nant [other than 'alifl rather than a vowel, is also interesting.) 
In some instances for historical reasons a 'back' pronunciation must be assumed 
even though this is not reflected orthographically. Some examples are, 'ac 'open' 
(iftah, 'Idräk 8); 'ad 'name' (al-ism, 'Idräk 9; in Qawânïn 57,16 both 'ad and 'at); 
catir 'sunshade' ( az-zaläla, 'Idräk 41); sina-dï 'he tested' ( 'Idräk 54; elsewhere 112,13 
sina-); sirj-dï(sïn) 'he hid in the earth...' [hanasa fìl- 'ara..., 7draÂ:54);'uc-'fly'(rir, 
'Idräk7); 'ut 'grass' (an-nabàt, 'Idräkl). In Qawânïn, too, there are some examples 
of this type, although the use of s, t, and d is very consistent, mum (mum) 'candle' 
(ai-Samr, Qawânïn 64,8); 'ui 'fly' (tir, Qawânïn 78,8). Especially the number of 
unmarked 'back' words in 'Idräk is considerable, and I have no real explanation for 
the absence oft, s or the label 'velarisation' in these cases. 
Concluding remarks 
It is interesting to note that the term 'iSmäm represents two opposite meanings. In 
Qawânïn it is used elliptically for 'z flavoured with s' (zây таітйта bi-säd), and, 
hence, velarisation of z, whereas in Dïwân it must be understood in the opposite 
sense, i.e. 'palatalisation'. 
In other cases the terms 'velarisation' and 'palatalisation' are used to indicate 
something other than the opposition 'back' - 'front'. Applied to typically palatal 
words that cannot be understood as velarised (because they contain k, for example), 
then u indicates (ö). When a velar consonant, or r and 1 preceded by u or a, are 
marked for velarisation, u stands for (o). 
In Targumän and Dïwân an extensive marking of verbs (and their derivatives) is 
not necessary because palatality or velarity can be derived from the form of certain 
suffixes that are given just for this reason. The rule regarding land г is applied to one 
verb only in Dïwân, and to none in Targumän. 
In conclusion, it is possible to say that the grammarians use the instruments they 
had at their disposal to indicate velar and palatal words. The most obvious way is the 
application of velar consonants occurring in both Arabic and Turkic, in which 
especially q and к serve as indicators for velarity and palatality, respectively. Further, 
when none of the velar consonants can be used, most sources have a means to mark 
palatal words for a velar pronunciation. Conversely, in some cases it is necessary to 
mark palatal words for palatality. In this case it concerns mainly words with r and 1 
preceded by a or u. All this is more or less in agreement with the practice as it is 
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described in Arabic phonology, in which the 1 and r are pronounced velarised when 
they are close to u or a. 
4.3 The distribution of palatal and velar suffixes as a phenomenon 
The preceding sections have shown how the sources distinguish between 'front' 
words on the one hand, and 'back' words on the other. Words that do not evidently 
belong to either one of these classes are labelled in order to make a classification 
possible. The question arises as to why the grammarians found it important to 
distinguish between these two types of words. In my opinion, this basic division 
between 'front' and 'back' words is related to the interest the grammarians had in 
indicating some principles to which they could relate the distribution of the various 
forms, rather than to their wish to describe the phonetic features of Turkic. When — 
in their view — morphological criteria do not play a role, and the only difference is 
the pronunciation of the vowels — such as in the plural suffix [lar - 1er] — the 
grammarians make no attempt to mark either a 'back' or 'front' pronunciation. In 
this sense, confusion could arise if one were to describe the distinction between the 
two types in terms of the vowels, i.e. 'back' opposed to 'front'. In their view there 
exists only a distinction between words with velar or velarised consonants on the one 
hand, and words with palatal or palatalised consonants on the other. For them the 
opposition between 'front' and 'back' vowels is a feature of secondary importance, 
which can be deduced from the type of neighbouring consonants. 
In this section I describe the extent to which the grammarians perceived the 
distribution of the velar and palatal forms of the suffixes as a regular phenomenon. In 
this respect an occasional reference to consonant assimilation is inevitable too, since 
the Arabic grammarians link almost all aspects of vowels to consonants, and it will 
come evident that in some sources a type of extended consonant assimilation is 
applied. 
The basic division between palatal and velar words suffices to account for the 
twofold forms of some suffixes, and this can relatively easily be reflected in Arabic 
script. Palatal words, or words marked as 'palatalised', typically have suffixes with 
palatal consonants, e.g., kant-kä (kentke) 'to the town', and of course, velar or 
velarised words get velar suffixes, and 'arslan-gä (arslanga) 'to the lion'. This princi-
ple is reflected in Qawânïn, 'Idrâkznd the Margin Grammar in quite similar terms: 
"To the particles of the genitive belongs the word gä, which has the meaning of 
'towards' that governs the genitive, and whose form varies according to [the 
principles of] palatalisation and velarisation in the nouns, because the noun 
affects it." (wa-min huruf al-¿arr lafza gä bi-macnä 'ilä l-gârra wa-tahtalifu 
sûratuhâ calâ hasabi t-tarqïq wa-t-tafhim fi l-'asmâ' li-'anna l-ism ya'malu 
fihà*0... MG 58 top; also MG 36V in text; 45vrt/bm.) 
In other words, suffixes differ in form depending on whether they are attached to a 
velar(ised) word, or to a palatal(ised) word. With each discussion of a suffix, its 
forms both for velar and palatal words are given. 
As a general reference, 'Idräk, too, uses the terms 'the velarised word' (al-kalima 
al-mufahhatna) and 'the palatalised word' (al-kalima al-muraqqaqa), respectively. 
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For example, kä is suffixed instead of gä, when a consonant that is pronounced 
palatalised (harftarqïq) precedes ('Wrefc 139,9). These terms stand for all types of 
velarity and palatality, regardless of whether the consonant is velar, such as q and g, 
or velarised, such as 1 in qul-guqas 'little slave' (105,6). 
The form of the infinitive suffix varies according to this principle too: 
"The marker [for the verbal noun] is the attachment of maq to the imperative 
form of the verb if the preceding consonant is velarised, and mak if the 
preceding consonant is palatalised." (calämatuhu 'anyalhaqa 'ähirficl al-'атт 
maq 'in капа qablahu mufahham, wa-mak 'in käna qablahu tnuraqqaq, 'Idrâk 
108,13.) 
This agrees with the distributional rules for the noun of place found in Qawânïn: 
"The marker of the noun of place consists of adding the word gak or gaq to the 
stem of [a word]. The [word with] q is attached to words that contains 
velarised consonants, and the [form with] к to other words." {ism al-makân 
c
alämatuhu 'an tuzïdealâ l-'uss51 laf za gak 'aw gaqfa-1-qàfli-mafìhi al-hurOf 
al-mufahhama wa-l-käfli-mä siwä dälika, Qawânïn 25,11.) 
In Qawânïn, the category of velarised consonants (hurufmufahhama) is divided into 
three groups, each of which gets the velar suffix. The infinitive suffix is maq, if the 
verb contains "a consonant of elevation, a velarised consonant, or a consonant that is 
flavoured" (harfistiHâ' 'aw harf mufahham 'aw rnaSmum,52 Qawânïn 22,13). This 
last term, 'flavoured' (maimum), refers to z, the ζ that is 'flavoured' or 'mixed' with 
(maiub) of d. In all other instances the verb gets the palatal suffix, i.e. mak. 
Some suffixes have four forms. An example of such a fourfold suffix is the pausai 
suffix Gil that is attached to the imperative form for the second person singular. The 
form of the suffix differs according to two parameters, i.e. in the first place whether 
the verb is 'back' or 'front' and in the second place whether the last consonant of the 
stem is voiceless or voiced, viz., 
voiced voiceless 
back gil qil 
front kil kil (see also Section 3.1). 
In none of the sources are all four of these explicidy described at the same time. Most 
sources ('Idrâk) only have a basic set of two, i.e. a palatal and a velar form. In 
Qawânïn, though, three are described, two of which are attached to velar words. The 
form of the suffix is related to the type of velar or velarised consonant that occurs in 
the word: 
"The corroboration [of the imperative] consists of the addition of the word 
qil, i.e. a q vocalised with i and a silent I, if the verb contains one of the 
consonants of elevation. If it contains a consonant that resembles them, then 
change the q into a g [i.e. gil] and if there is nothing of this [type] in the verb, 
then change the q into ak53 [i.e. kil]." (wa-tawktduhu bi-'anyuzäd ¡sic] calayhi 
lafza qil wa-hiya qâfmaksûra wa-läm säkina 'in капа fi l-firl harf min hurufal-
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isti'lâ'. wa-'in kânafihi harfmin Sibhihä fa-'abdil al-qäf gaynan. wa-'in lam 
yakunfì l-ficl iay' minhâfa- 'abdil al-qäf käfan, Qawäntn 8,9f; similar statements 
on 11,21; 12,9.) 
Indeed, all instances in which suffixes have three forms are mentioned and discussed 
in Qawäntn, whereas in other sources (especially 'Idräk) some forms are regarded as 
mere variations, the basic forms being limited to two only. For example, qil is not 
mentioned in 'Idräk, and qä (variant of the dative suffix gä) only in passing. 
This same tripartite division recurs in Tuhfa (53v8), where the suffix that indi-
cates the future tense has three forms: qäy and gay with velar(ised) and kày with 
palatal(ised) verbs. In other instances the author of Qawäntn limits his discussion to 
the expression "each of them on its position" {kullftmawdi'ihä, 21,18; 41,21; 42,14; 
50,19; also MG бІ^Ът; 59rrt;58vlt). The palatal suffixes, for example, occur in the 
"position of the palatalisation" {mawdic at-tarqtq, MG 45vlt). 
It is not dear to what extent the principle explained in the quotation holds. One 
would rather say, as shown in the scheme above, that the attachment of gii or qil 
depends on whether the last consonant of the stem is voiced or voiceless, rather than 
on the occurrence of a velarised consonant in the stem. This phonological principle 
is indeed advanced in the Margin Grammar where it is stated that usually (gäliban) 
gil is applied with velarised words, but if the verbal stem ends in a q, qil is used 
instead (44vbm). However, no statements are made about kil and kil. 
To mention another example, in Qawânïn the suffix of the past tense has four 
forms: di, dì, Hand ti, and each of them is applied after certain consonants (the same 
goes, mutatis mutandis, for the locative and the ablative suffixes, da and dan, 
respectively, and the causative suffix dir). In Section 4.9 I call this the 'extended 
consonant assimilation'. The suffix di follows after four consonants, i.e. after g, bug-
di 'he strangled' (hanaqa), after Ï , yaz-di 'he wrote' (kataba), after 1, 'al-di 'he took' 
('ahada), and after г (no example given; 10,lf). 
KâSgarî's principles for the attachment of the velar and palatal forms seem to be 
based on similar principles: 
"The verbal noun is [construed] in one way in all verbs. To the [last] consonant 
of the [verbal] stem an m, an 'alif and a q [i.e. maq] are added in the case of 
words that contains q or g or which have 'i$bäc in pronunciation. The к [is 
used] instead ofq in words [i.e. так] which contain к or which are palatal or 
which have 'imâla to the three vowels." (wa-l-masdar уакйп calä minwäl 
wähidft ¿amf al-'afäl wa-huwa 'an yuzäd calä harfal-'asl al-mim wa-l-'alif 
wa-l-qäfft l-kalima aliati fthä qäf'awgayn 'aw känat mulba^aft l-lafz. wa-l-käf 
makän al-qäf fì l-kalima allafifihä käf'aw känat rakika 'aw mumäla 'ilä l-
harakät at-taläta, Diwan 284,1 Off.) 
Käsgan distinguishes in the same way between velar, "the word which contains q or 
g" (al-kalima aliati fthä qäf'awgayn), and "velarised" words (muiba'aft l-lafz) on the 
one hand, and palatal ("the word that contains k", al-kalima aliati fihä kaf), and 
palatalised — for which he uses 'fine' (raktka) and "inclining to the three vowels" 
(mumäla 'ilä l-harakät at-taläta) (elsewhere [302,15] simply mumäla) — on the 
other. One could interpret this last remark as a reference to palatalisation, and hence 
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the three vowels themselves inclining to only one, i.e. i. Although it is clear what 
Kâsgarï intends to say, the words themselves are difficult to interpret. 
With regard to the principle of assigning velar and palatal suffixes, the most basic 
note Käsgan makes is that the velarised form of the suffix is used when the word has 
a q (qäf) (and/or g [gayn]) occurs, and the palatalised form when it has а к (kâf). By 
extension, velarised and palatalised words are called al-kalima al-qâfiyya (in some 
instances [e.g., 482,6] also al-kalima al-gayniyya) and al-kâfiyya, {Dïwân 303,17) 
respectively.54 These terms are often used in combination, e.g., in the case of the 
pausai suffix gil (qil)/kil which is added to the imperative of the second person 
singular: 
" [Most Turks] use... the g with the 1 [i.e. gil] in the qäf-v/ord or the velarised 
word, and the q with the 1 [i.e. qil] in the word whose last consonant is a g; and 
[they use] the к with the 1 [i.e. kil] in the fco^word or the palatalised or the 
light word." ( 'aktar at- turk tadkuru... al-gayn wa-1-läm fi l-kalima al-qâfiyya 
'aw al-muibaca wa-1-qäf wa-l-läm fi l-kalima aliatifì 'âhirihâ gayn; wa-l-käf 
ma
c
a l-lâmfi l-kalima al-kâfiyya 'aw al-mumäla 'aw ar-raktka, Dïwân 288,2ff.) 
The expressions al-kalima al-qâfiyya and al-kalima al-kâfiyya are probably related to 
the infinitive suffixes that are attached to the verbal stem. In this sense, 'back' words 
get the infinitive suffix mäq, whereas mák is attached to 'front' words. In Arabic 
poetry the poem, especially the qastda, is often named after the consonant that causes 
end rhyme, called ar-rawï. A poem ending in /, then, is called lâmiyya, or tâ'iyya 
when it ends in f. In this sense, Kâsgarï named the 'back' and 'front' verbs after the 
last, i.e. rhyming, consonant of the infinitive suffix that is attached.55 The terms 
Kâsgarï uses do not refer to the verbal stem itself, but rather to the suffix it takes. 
Targumän describes the distribution of verbal suffixes based on his own extensive 
list of verbal stems to which the pausality suffixes gil, qil and kil are added (33,8 -
44,10). The form of other verbal suffixes depends on the form of the suffix that 
attached to the stem in the list. The infinitive suffix, for example, occurs with verbal 
stems that are followed by gii in the listing: 
"You consider any imperative and if the pausai form is like gil, you omit the 
word gil and you attach the form mag to what precedes it, and thus it becomes 
a verbal noun." (fa-'innaka tactabir 'ayy 'amrii'tafa-'in kânat lafza al-istiräha 
min dawätgilfa-tusqitu lafza gil wa-tulhiqu bi-mä taqaddamahä min al-'amr 
lafza magfa-yakun masdaran, Targumân 45,2ff; similar Statement on 49,l.)56 
Similarly, if the pausai suffix is qil, the verbal noun is construed with maq, and if it is 
kil, mak is attached. Indeed, the attachment of all verbal suffixes is described in this 
way, èiz-gây (fïz-gay) etc. (EDT ÇIZ-). In this way the choice of a given suffix is not to 
be inferred from the features of the verbal stem itself, but depends on the prescrip-
tion by the author of Targumân. Moreover, Targumän's author posits a threefold 
infinitive suffix to match with the tripartite pausality suffix. 
In Hilya, Ibn al-Muhannä links the distribution of the velar and palatal suffixes to 
the first consonant of the word. With regard to the ending of the first person plural 
in -diq he states: 
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"you add a q to the base of the verb [i.e. stem+di], and vocalise the consonant 
that precedes it [i.e. d/t, marker of the past tense] with i, if the first consonant 
of the verb is q [i.e. diq/tiq], or else к if the first consonant of the verb is к [dik/ 
tik]." ('annaka tuzìd bada 'asi al-ficl qàfan maksuran mä qablahä 'in капа 
'awwal hurüfal-ficl qäfan 'aw käfan 'in капа 'awwal hurüfal-fi'l käfan, Hilya 
81,9f.) ' 
Ibn al-Muhannä attaches some examples to this statement, one of which, as a matter 
of fact, has neither q- nor k-, e.g., qäz-diq 'we dug' (hafarnâ); 'ín-diq57 'we de-
scended' (nazalnâ); kas-tik 'we cut' (qatacnâ); kul-dik 'we laughed' (dahiknä). 
Some of these verbs have the same marker for the second person plural, -ngiz, in 
which ng is probably to be read as a velarised q, e.g., 'in-di-ng-iz (ïndïnïz) 'you 
descended' (nazaltum); qäz-di-ng-iz (qazdïgïz) 'you dug' (hafartum); kas-ti-ng-iz 
'you cut' (qafactum). Elsewhere (82,9) he gives kal-di-nk (keldirj) 'you [sg] came' 
(¿i'ta) and kal-di-nk-iz (keldirjiz) 'you [pi] came' (¿i'tum) — in which nk stands for 
palatal η. 
In another instance (101,9) he uses the same criterion, i.e. q or g for words or 
verbs whose first consonant is a q, and к for words or verbs beginning with k. In his 
listings, however, he gives many instances of words that do not match this criterion, 
and one may conclude that this should not be taken too literally, in the sense that it 
also includes words which have а к or q at another place, or, perhaps, share other 
features with q and k. It appears that the mention of q and к is to be interpreted more 
generally as reference to 'front' and 'back' words, because a word containing q can 
only be 'back', and a word with к is per se 'front'. This same reference to q and к also 
recurs in Dtwän. 
In general, however, Ibn al-Muhannä apparently does not regard the distribution 
of the respective suffixes as a coherent phenomenon which is subject to certain rules. 
For example, the suffix for the active participle (ism al-fäcil), Ibn al-Muhannä writes, 
is gân, and the g is substituted by а к with three dots (mutaffäp6 i.e. kán, because of 
the closeness of their place of articulation (li-taqârub mahragayhimâ, Hilya 116,17ff; 
similar statement on 127,3). The closeness of the place of articulation regards g and 
к rather than either of them and the final consonant of the verbal stem, as one would 
expect. It seems that he regards the change of g into к as a random phenomenon, 
regardless of the characteristics of the word they are attached to. The examples he 
gives show little consistency and are in flat contradiction with the rules of palatalisa­
tion and velarisation described in other sources. For example kûg-dï 'he departed' 
(rahala), with clearly palatal consonants (especially k) has the future tense kug-gäy 
'he will depart' (yarhalu) kug-gäy san 'you will depart' (tarhalu 'anta) but also the 
expected form kug-käy man 'I will depart' ('arhalu 'ana). Further, the verb bär-di 
'he wen t' (masä), which has a 'back' vowel and takes velar suffixes in all other sources 
and most modern languages, has palatal suffixes in Hilya, viz., bâr-kây 'he goes' 
(yamli). 
Ibn al-Muhannä himself seems to have been puzzled by this phenomenon too, 
and he quotes one of his sources who asked the same question of his informants: 
"The compiler of Tuhfa al-Maliksaid: 'I asked the Turkic scholars why they in 
some instances use a g and an 1 [i.e. gil] after the imperative form, and к and 1 
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[i.e. kil] in others, e.g., 'al-gil 'take' bir kil 'give'... and [why] they do not use 
а к on the place of the g nor a g on the place of a k... but they did not answer." 
(qäla sähib kitäb tuhfa al-malik sa'altu 'ulama' at-turk lima hassü mawdfan 
min al-'атт bi-l-gayn wa-1-lâmfî 'ähirihi wa-mawdfan bi-1-käfwa-l-läm miti 
hud 'al-gil 'aFti bìr kil... wa-lä yasta'milüna mawdic al-gayn käfan wa-lä 
mawd? al-käf'gaynan... fa-lam yugibu bi-iay', Hilya 193,3ff.) 
The conclusion of this exposé is that all sources except Hilya regard the distribution 
of the twofold forms of a suffix as a phenomenon which is subject to certain rules. In 
most cases these rules are related to the principles of velarisation and palatalisation, 
and in this sense one could say that it is considered to be conditioned by palatality or 
velarity. In two instances, Targumân and Diwan, one is referred to intuitive knowl-
edge of the author which, however, results in a similar distribution.' 
4.4 Phonetic descriptions of rounded vowels with the grapheme u 
In the preceding section it has been shown that the grammarians had instruments to 
describe velarisation and palatalisation, with which they could account for six of the 
eight Turkic vowels. On the other hand, they dedicate very few words to the 
description the remaining two vowels. In the case of palatal words it is often difficult 
to decide whether the grapheme u corresponds to (ii) or (ö), and for velar words the 
choice between (u) and (o) is equally complex, especially with rare words. This 
subsection discusses how the sources describe the quality of rounded vowels. 
The sound (o) 
In some instances the velar consonants alone do not seem sufficient to indicate the 
sound of the vowel. In those cases the marker 'velarised' is applied. With words 
containing u, the marker 'velarised', then, indicates a pronunciation as (o), viz., tuy-
dï (toy) 'he was saturated' (iaba'a, 'Idrâk 67; with marker above the word; MS 21r24), 
"with t inclining to u, with velarisation" (mumäla at-tä' 'ilä dämm ma'a t-tafhïm, MG 
424t); quz (qoz) 'walnut' (with marker above q) (al-^awz, 'Idräk 71; EDT 680); 'ut 
/'uwt/ (ot) 'fire' (an-när, 'Idräk 15; MS 4П4, with marker between wand t; EDT 34 "o:t 
[o:d]"); qui (qui) 'slave' (without marker) (al-mamltik, 'Idräk 73; EDT 615) — qui 
(qol) 'the arm up to the fingers' (al-cadud 'ilä l-'asäbir, 'Idräk 73; with marked 1 in 
Targumän 19; EDT 614 "ko:l").59 
Assuming that u before 1 is pronounced as (u), rather than as (ii), the marker 
'velarised' would imply a pronunciation as (o), such as is the case with velar 
consonants. This can be demonstrated with many examples from all relevant sources. 
For example, the grapheme tul /tuwl/ may have different phonetic realisations, 
depending on the label. When marked velarised, it is probably pronounced (tol) 
'widow' (Diwan 501,11; Dankoff and Kelly 1984:216 "tul"). When marked for 
palatalisation (here 'imäla) the pronunciation must be close to (tol) 'litter' (nita¿, 
Diwan 501,13; Dankoff and Kelly 1982:58 /1984:216 "tol"). Further, 
'ur ('at) (or) '(a horse) between sorrel and bay' ([jaras] bayna l-'aiqar wa-l-
kumayt, Diwan 34,12; "velarised"; EDT 192) — 'ur(ör) 'the waist'(of a cloak) (mahall 
al-hasiratayn, Diwan 34,13; "palatalised"; EDT 193); 
tur (tor) 'snare or net to hunt birds or fish' (al-fahh wa-S-sabaka aliatiyusäd bihä 
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t-tayr wa-s-samak, Diwan 495,13; "velarised" EDT 528) — Шг (tör) 'front side of the 
house' (muqaddatn al-bayt, Dtwän 495,12; palatalised). 
Marked for velarisation are further, e.g., 
'ul (ol) 'he' (huwa, 'Idrâk 20; MS 5V3, with marker for velarisation above 1); bul 
(bol) 'much' (al-kattr, 'Idrâk 36; MS 10v15; with marker above w; Turkish "bol"; not 
in EDT); yul (yol) 'road' (at-tartq, 'Idrâk 97; MS 3 1 V 1 , with marker above the word; EDT 
917 "yol"). 
The following minimal pairs occur. One is not marked for velarisation, but we 
assume that u is (u) before r an 1 e.g., 
turum (turum) 'act of standing' (qadr qâma ar-ra¿ul, Dïwàn 200,1; Dankoff and 
Kelly 1982: 302; EDT 549). With marker for velarisation, then, it is (o), e.g., turum 
(torum) 'a camel colt' "with velarisation" (ibn mahäd, bt-l-'iSbäc, Dtwän 200,2; 
Dankoff and Kelly 1982: 303 torum; EDT 548); 
'ulu-du (ulu) 'he howled' (said of dogs) (no marker) (cawä l-kalb, 'Idrâk 20; EDT 
127 "uh:-") — 'ulu-du (olu)? 'hegrew' (kabura, 'IdräklO; MS 5V7, no marker; EDT 125 
"ol-"); related word 'ulu (ulu) 'great' (kabïr, MS 5V7; marker above 1). 
The sound (o) 
The label mufahham is sometimes applied in instances in which a 'back' pronuncia-
tion cannot be intended, because the marked consonant or other consonants in the 
word can only be palatal, especially к There are two explicit examples of this in 
'Idrâk, viz., tuäak (tösek) 'carpet' (velarised, with clear marker above t; al-bisät, 
'Idrâk 39; MS 1Г18), and kun (kön) 'hide' (al-gildbi-Ha'r, 'Idrâk Dar al-Funùn MS 
39v8). In the same way 'ulkan 'name of the absent' (ism al-gä'ib) in Hilya (74,13ff) is 
probably to be interpreted as (öl-ken) or (öl-gen) 'deceased'. 
Other examples of this type must also be understood in this sense, although the 
marker mufahham is applied to a neutral consonant, viz., duzdi (do:z) 'he endured' 
(sabara, 'Idrâk 48; MS 14V19; velarised, with marker above w; EDT 572 "to:z-"); suz 
(söz) 'speech' (al-kalâm, 'Idràkbl; MS 16r21; marker above word); suz-la-dï (sözle) 
'he spoke' (takallama, 'Idrâk 52; MS 16r21; maker above s); 'up (öp) 'kiss' (qabbal, 
'Idrâk 7; MS 2 Г 1 9 , marked velarised and voiceless). In this sense, then, the marker 
could be interpreted as referring to 'back' vowels. In these cases, though, a 'back' 
pronunciation is not sustained by evidence from modern languages. 
The term 'palatalised' (muraqqaq) is applied in some instances to words that are 
already interpreted as palatal. It concerns two words containing u. In one case it must 
be read (ti), e.g.; suz- (stiz) 'to filter' (saffä l-mä', 'Idrâk 52; EDT 861). In the other, 
however, there are indications from other languages (for which cf. EDT 4) that it must 
be read (ö), e.g., 'üb (öp) 'swallow, gulp down' (cubb, 'Idrâk 7; ms 2r19, with badly 
legible marker for palatality above hamza; in EDT 4 "o:p-" with the marker mistakenly 
interpreted as "with 'back' vowel"). 
Again assuming that u preceding 1 is pronounced (u), rather than (ii), the word 
must be marked for palatalisation a front pronunciation. This does indeed hold for 
words with a front pronunciation containing (Ö) or (ii), viz., 'ul-dï (öl) 'he died' 
(mata, 'Idrâk 20; MS 5V7, with marker above 1; EDT 125); 'ula-dï (ule) 'he divided' 
(qasama, 'Idrâk 20; MS 5 V 1 , markers above 1 and d; EDT 127 "ule-"). 
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Ibn al-Muhannä on rounded vowels 
Ibn al-Muhannä is the only source to discuss in detail the different pronunciations of 
one grapheme, which he seems to have chosen as a specific example of several 
possible pronunciations.60 
The discussion deals with five different phonetic realisations of the grapheme 
oj l ('ut /'uwt/) (Hilya 78). The descriptions and my interpretations are listed 
below. 
(1) oj1 ('ut /'uwt/) 'to win in a game' 
"If you pronounce it as it is, its meaning is the imperative for the singular of 
winning in a game, like you say 'beat him'." ('in talaffazta bihä calä 'itläqihä 
käna macnähä al-'amr li-l-wähid al-hâdir Ы-l-galab fi 1-qumâr kamä taqulu 
iqmarhu.) 
This description speaks for itself: /uw/ is to be pronounced 'as it is', meaning, as it 
would be pronounced in Arabic. Hence (u:t) (EDT 38 "ut-"). 
(2) o j l ('ut/'uwt/)'grass' 
"Without clear pronunciation of the w, its meaning is the singular of'grass' or 
'medicine' or qayd." (wa-'in lam tatalaffazbi-1-wäw talaffuzan bayyinan käna 
ma
c
nähä mufrada al-hasTí 'aw ad-dawâ' 'aw al-qayd.) 
In this case, pronunciation of /'uw/ is not the regular one. The w must not be 
pronounced very clearly, which probably stands for a sound like (ot) (EDT 34 "ot"). 
(3)oji( 'ut/ 'uwt/)'ahole' 
"If the hamza is joined to the w with a kind of emphasis, then its meaning is 
'the piercing of an ear' or 'the eye of a needle' or the like." (wa-in wusilat al-
hamza maca l-wâw bi-naw*in min tafhtm käna macnähä taqb al-'udun 'aw 
taqb al-'ibra wa-übhuhu.) 
Interpreting this description, it seems that w is pronounced long, while being 
velarised at the same time, yielding (o:t). (EDT 36, referring to Ibn al-Muhannä, 
(mis)interprets tafhim as palatalisation and transcribes u:t). 
(4) oj1 ('ut /'uwt/) 'to burn the skin of an animal' 
"If you do not pronounce the w and join the hamza to the t and slightly 
lengthen [u:?], then its meaning is the imperative for the second person 
singular 'to burn animals'." (wa-'in lam tatalaffaz bi-1-wäw wa-wusilat al-
hamza bi-t-tä' bi-maddin hafifin käna macnähä al-'amr li-l-wähid al-hâdir bi-
'ihräq al-ganam.) 
In other words, the w does not stand for a long vowel, instead the vowel is rather 
short.61 The vowel between hamza and t is somewhat lengthened (madd haftf). This 
would imply a sound like (o:t), although the verb probably is (üt) (EDT "üt- 'to 
singe'."). 
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(5) c j l ('ut /'uwt/) 'gall' 
"If the u of the hamza gets a medium inclination towards i, then its meaning 
is 'gall'." ('in 'amalta damma al-hamza 'ila l-kasra 'imäla mutawassita капа 
ma
c
nähä al-marära.) 
Assuming that 'full inclination toward i' would result in (u:t), 'a medium inclina-
tion' is probably best reflected with (ö:t) (EDT 35 "öt"). 
The interesting point of Ibn al-Muhannà's descriptions is that they show that it is 
possible to describe quite detailedly the phonetic qualities of vowels with the use of 
Arabic phonetic terminology.62 
Contradictory labeling of words with ζ 
The sources sometimes assign contradictory labels. In one source a given grapheme 
word is marked palatalised or velarised, whereas it has no marker, or the opposite, in 
another. This is, for instance, the case with the grapheme jj¡ (büz /buwz/), which is 
used to express various meanings depending on a 'front' or 'back' pronunciation, 
and the quality of the vowel in the velarised word. In Section 4.2 I have already 
suggested that unmarked words containing I and г are most likely pronounced with 
'back' vowels when preceded by a or u, and there are some indications that the same 
applies to some extent to words containing z, especially with buz. For example, in 
'Idräk buz (with palatalised b; MS 9r2) means 'ice' (al-galïd, 'Idräk 30), and the 
pronunciation would have to be something close to (büz) (or (böz)). On the other 
hand, buz is a very common word in several Turkic languages, and never pro-
nounced with 'front' vowels (Clauson, too, could not interpret the label 'palatalised' 
(cf. EDT 389 "bu:z [misdescribed as 'with 'front' vowel']"). In this case one could 
interpret u before ζ as already inclining to (o). 'Abu Hayyan's intention with the label 
'palatalised' is perhaps merely to indicate that it is not pronounced as 'back' as in the 
unmarked word, i.e. (buz). In Oman, on the other hand, KaiSgarï labels buz 'ice' as 
"with velarisation", which points at a pronunciation as (boz) (al-gamd, bi-'iSbäc, 
Dïwân 496,8). With these opposing and contradictory labels in mind, it useful to 
have a look at some other occurrences of the same grapheme and see how they are 
marked for their respective pronunciations. 
When unmarked, buz means 'grey' (said of a horse) {[al-faras] al-'afhab, 496,5), 
that is, in Diwan it is unmarked, whereas in 'Idräk it is labeled velarised ( 'Idräk 30; MS 
9r2). Here again there is a considerable difference between Dïwân and 'Idräk. 
A third opinion complicates the matter even further; in Qawäntn both words 
have merged in one single, unmarked pronunciation, i.e., buz "'cold' and also 
'white' for cattle, mules and donkeys" (al-bard, wa-kadälika al-'abyad min al-hayl 
wa-1-bigäl wa-l-hamïr, Qawânîn, 58,5). 
Furthermore, there is yet another word which is written with the same grapheme, 
i.e. buz 'cloth' (böz) marked for palatalisation in Diwan (kirbäs, Dïwân 496,7, EDT 
398 "bö:z"). AU these words recur on different places in Hilya where they, too, 
remain unmarked: 'ice' (at-talg, Hilya 184,5), 'grey' {ar-ramâdî, 168,15) and 'cotton' 
(al-qupt, Hilya 167,9). 
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buz Dtwän 'Idräk Qawanïn Hilya Intended 
phonetic value 
'ice' 'velarised' 'palatalised' unmarked unmarked (buz) 
'grey' unmarked 'velarised' unmarked unmarked (boz) 
'cotton cloth "palatalised' — — unmarked (böz) 
In sum, this difference may be related to the interpretation of u before ζ as (u). In 
modern Turkic languages buz 'grey' is pronounced (boz) (EDT 388 "bo:z").63 Ideally, 
the labels in all sources should lead to the same or similar interpretation for one 
word, although it must be admitted that this last point of view entails the danger of 
assigning a known or desired phonetic interpretation to a language in which the 
pronunciation of the word in question is doubtful. In conclusion, I am not sure 
about the interpretation of u before z. The confusion between the sources itself can 
be understood as an indication for a phonetic realisation that is not the expected one 
with palatal consonants. 
The conclusion of this survey is that there are differences between Dïwân, 'Idräk 
and Qawanïn with regard to the labelling of certain words. The differences, though, 
do not play a role with regard to velarisation and palatalisation, but are related to the 
quality of the vowel. In this respect the pronunciation of the unmarked word forms 
the base for the assignment of the label. 
4.5 Vowel Harmony 
Two types of vowel harmony in suffixes exist in Turkic. In the first place, the so-
called twofold vowel harmony, according to which the phoneme A is realised as 
either (a) or (e). This occurs, for instance, in the locative case da (da - de), the dative 
case gä (ga - ge) (with thearchiphoneme G realised as (g) or (g), respectively), and in 
the plural suffix lAr (lar - 1er). 
In all instances of velar and velarised consonants discussed in the preceding 
sections, the fact that a in velar suffixes is pronounced (a) and (e) in palatal or 
palatalised words is not described explicitly in the sources. According to Arabic 
theory this evolves more or less automatically from the fact that g is an 'elevated 
consonant' (musta'lin), and that к and к are 'depressed' (mutasaffil). In this case, 
vowel harmony coincides with a change of the consonant, which can be expressed in 
the Arabic script. All sources (except Hilya) describe the distribution of the velar and 
palatal forms of this and other suffixes based on these principles. The change in the 
quality of the vowel is also inferred when the suffix does not undergo a change that 
can be made explicit in orthography. 
An example of this is the plural suffix lar. Although not described as such in the 
sources, there is evidence that it follows the basic word in palatalisation and 
velarisation, namely when the plural suffix is followed by a suffix whose form 
changes, e.g., 
( la) kiSi-lar-kä 
person-Pi.uR-DAT 
'to people' ('Idräk 132,11). 
According to the dative suffix, the pronunciation of the plural suffix in ( la) must be 
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interpreted as (1er). Another example is (lb), in which the plural suffix lar is realised 
as (lar): 
(lb) bu-n-Iar-guq 
this-n-PLUR-DIM 
'thoselittle [ones]' ('Idräk 105,14). 
The fact that lar here must be interpreted as 'back', i.e. (lar), is inferred from the 
attachment of the diminutive suffix guq, which occurs only with velarised words, the 
palatal form being guk (cf. 'Idräk 105,10). The 1 and г of lar, however, are never 
explicitly described as either palatal or velar. In the same way the locative case da is 
added to both velar and palatal words indiscriminately, e.g., 
(2a) tan-da (tarjda) 
morning-LOC 
'tomorrow' ('Idräk 126,23). 
(2b) 'aw-da (evde) 
house-Loc 
'in the house' ('Idräk 137,21). 
The grammarians (except, in some cases, the author of Qawânïn) may have been 
unaware of this. More likely, however, is that they did not consider it a phenomenon 
worth describing, since no visible change of consonant is involved. Perhaps the d is 
to be interpreted as velarised, but this is not certain either. 
Another instance of a suffix that does not change is sA that indicates the condi-
tional mood of the verb. Normally, the quality of the vowel varies according to the 
twofold vowel harmony, with 'front' verbs it is (se), and with 'back' verbs (sa). In the 
sources this suffix is invariably sä, with 'back' and 'front' verbs indiscriminately, even 
in the ones that in other cases express a velarised pronunciation by means of s, e.g., 
kal-sà (kelse) 'if he comes' ('in gä'a, 'Idräk 152,22); kat-ar-sä (keterse) 'if he goes' 
('inyaruh, Qawânïn 20,6); kal-ur sä (kelürse) 'if he comes' ('inyagi', MG 39lt), kim 
tur-sä (tursa) 'whoever stands up' (manyaqum, 'Idräk 122,17). In velar words the 
suffix remains the same: 'al-du-m sä (aldumsa) 'if I have taken' ( 'in 'ahadtu, Qawânïn 
19,14); 'al-ur-sä (alursa) 'if he takes' ('inya'hud, Qawânïn 20,6); tur-di-sä (turdïsa) 
'if he has stood up' (MG 63vrt); qacân tur-ur-sä zayd (turursa) 'whenever Zayd 
shouldstand up' ('idäyaqumu ¡sic] zaydun, MG 64vtop/lt).64 The suffix never has the 
form *-sa.65 It is difficult to account for this discrepancy. In some way the distinction 
(sa) - (se) on the one hand, and (da) - (de) ontheotherisapparentlyperceivedasless 
significant than the opposition maq - mak. 
In Qawânïn; however, the quality of the d after velarised consonants is made 
explicit with the grapheme d: 
(2c) sar-dä 
town-LOC 
'in the town' (Qawânïn 41,8) 
In this way, the quality of the vowel a and that of the preceding consonant, r, can be 
inferred from the d. Moreover, in Qawânïn suffixes with initial D- (e.g., locative da, 
ablative dan, and past tense dï) have their own conditioned distribution, which is 
not the case in the other sources (see Section 4.3). 
The instances of vowel harmony described thus far deal with suffixes subject to 
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the limited (or twofold) vowel harmony, i.e. either a palatal (e) or a velar (a) 
realisation of A, and for this principle the predicates 'velarised' or 'palatalised' are 
enough (the Arab grammarians consider all instances in which 'imäla does not occur 
as 'velarisation'). In general, the sources do not refer in a systematic way to the 
complete vowel harmony, which also includes labial vowel harmony; they content 
themselves with an occasional reference. Even if the principle is explained in one 
instance, it is not generally maintained throughout the work. I shall discuss a few 
instances of suffixes in which the complete vowel harmony is observed; one of these 
is the suffix for the past tense DI: 
The consonant of the past tense is a d vocalised with i, if the consonant before 
it is vocalised with i or a. It is vocalised with u if the consonant before it is 
vocalised with an u, e.g. tur-du ['he stood up'], 'ultur-du ['he sat down'], 
bar-di ['he went'], and bir-di ['he gave']. In Oguz d is always vocalised with 
i." (harfal-mädlhuwa dalmaksùra 'in käna mäqablahä mahuran 'awmajtuhan 
wa-madmuma 'in капа mä qablahä madmüman nahwa pirdü wa-'ulpirdu 
wa-bardï wa-birdì wa-fì t-turkmäniyya tubar ad-däl mutlaqan, 'Idrâk 111,11.) 
'Abu Hayyân relates the quality of the vowel to that in the final syllable. This 
principle is the same as the one generally held in western studies of Turkic. However, 
he is not consistent. Another interesting remark is that, apparently, the labial har-
mony is not applied in Oguz. It is difficult to interpret this remark. In most cases, 
'Abu Hayyân's remarks on Oguz are confirmed by evidence from modern languages, 
which proves that they should be taken seriously (Kasgarï makes a similar statement 
about vowel harmony in Oguz [Dïwân 539]). To my knowledge, however, the 
complete vowel harmony subsists in the past tense suffix of most Turkic languages, 
including Oguz languages such as Turkish and Turkmen (e.g., Hanser 1977:8s).66 
Further descriptions of vowel harmony are found with the forms of the pausality 
suffix in the imperative form: 
"If the first consonant of the imperative form is vocalised with an u, then the 
penultimate consonant [se. g / к in the suffix] is vocalised with an u too, 
except when there is an a in the verb. Examples of this are tur-gul ['stand up'] 
kul kul ['laugh'] kustar-kil ['show'], 'ur-gul ['beat']. If [the first consonant of 
the verb] is vocalised with an a or an i, then the penultimate consonant is 
vocalised with an i, except when there is an u in the verb. Examples of this are 
bar-gil and 'iiit-kiL"67 [wa-ficl al-'amr 'in käna 'awwaluhu madmüman fa-
ma qabla 'ähirihi madmum 'illä 'in wugidatfl l-fflfatha, mitâl dâlika pirgul 
kul kul kustar kil 'urguL wa-'in kânat maftühan 'aw mahüran ja-mâ qabla 
'âhirihi maksûr 'illâ 'in wugidat fì l-fi'l damma mitäl dälika bargil, 'isitkil, 
'Idräk 120,19ff; cf. also Qawànìn 8,14; further descriptions in 'Idrâk 106,19.) 
In this case 'Abu Hayyän gives a complicated set of rules, in which not only the 
quality of vowel in the final syllable of the verb plays a role, but also that of the other 
vowels in the verb.68 
Another suffix that in modern Turkic languages observes the complete vowel 
harmony is the interrogative particle ml. In the sources this is not always reflected in 
orthography, viz., 
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(За) Sangar kal-di-mu 
Sangar come-3sg/PAST-iNT 
'Has Sangar come?' (Sangar halgâ'a, 'Idrâk 131,8). 
The vowel harmony itself is referred to as follows: 
"You say for 'Sangar, has he come?' Sangar kal-di-mu, with the m vocalised 
with an u or an i. The base form is u, whereas i is [used] for vowel harmony." 
(fi macnä sangar hal gâ'a Sangar kaldimu bi-damm al-mlm wa-bi-kasrihä wa-
l-'asl ad-damm wa-l-kasr li-l-'itbäc, 'Idrâk 131,8; also 155,4; and MG 62rtop.) 
Based on this it is possible to reconstruct (3b) as an alternative for (3a): 
(3b) Sangar kal-di-mi 
Abu Hayyân regards the form with u as basic, and, therefore, the alternation with i as 
a secondary phenomenon. 
The term he applies is 'itbac, 'making follow', which is also used in this sense in 
Arabic phonology (also in MG 60rbm and 50vbm).69 In this context, the term 'itbäc 
implies that the optional vowel i has no morphological significance, it merely 
follows. Furthermore, in agreement with the Arabic theory, one vowel, u, is indi-
cated as the 'basic' one which is substituted with a secondary one, i. 
In one instance 'Abu Hayyàn uses another term, tawält l-harakät 'sequence of the 
vowels'. He does so to describe the insertion of a vowel, i.e. a, in the Oguz verb kal-
mi-yä-san 'you will not come', "They vocalise [the y] with an a because of the 
sequence of the vowels" (wa-harrakühä bi-l-fath li-tawâlï l-harakät, 'Idrâk 130,21). 
In Qawânïn another term is used too, i.e. tnurffâ 'agreement', to account for the 
u in the suffix luq in yuq-luq 'poverty', e.g., "the 1 is here vocalised with u for the 
agreement." (wa-l-läm madmuma hunä li-muräcä damma al-yä', Qawânïn 23,13).70 
The conclusion in relation to vowel harmony is that the limited vowel harmony, 
which is covered by the distinction 'back' - 'front', is only signalled by the sources 
when it can be related to a change in the consonantal form of the suffix. The 
complete vowel harmony, which includes labial harmony, is only occasionally re-
ferred to, and is not regarded as a structural phenomenon. The terminology used in 
this respect is borrowed directly from Arabic linguistics, where it is used to describe 
a feature that occurs marginally in Arabic. 
4.6 The status of the glides 
The status of the glides, 'alifI" I, y and w in the sources is not always easy to interpret. 
It has been shown in the discussion of Ibn al-Muhannä's statement that the function 
of the glides is riot always the same (and also in the discussion of velarised words in 
Section 4.1 ). The glides are pronounced in various ways, and in some cases not at all. 
In other sources this detailed description fails and one has to interpret and even guess 
as to the length of the vowel. This section is not meant to supply definite answers to 
questions with regard to vowel length in Turkic languages of which there are traces in 
modern Turkmen and Yakut; it merely discusses in a broad way the functions the 
sources assign to the glides in their descriptions of Turkic. 
In Arabic morphology, 'alif— unlike y and w— is never considered part of the 
root. However, words that contain an 'alif are always related to radical patterns with 
wor y, for which 'alif is substituted in certain circumstances. Even though 'alif itself 
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is no part of the root, it is morphologically connected to it For instance, in the word 
bäb /ba"bun/ 'door', the 'alifl"l substitutes /w/ because for some morphonological 
reasons /w/ cannot stand between two vowels, which is the case in Vbawabun/. After 
substitution with 'alifand metathesis, then, the result is /ba"bun/. In other words, 
'alif is considered a consonant that replaces another one in the root. In other 
instances, in the view of the Arabic grammarians insertion of a glide in the root, e.g., 
/fa"cala/, is not considered mere vowel lengthening but equal to the insertion of t in 
other instances, e.g., /'iftacala/. In those cases both /t/ and /"/ are considered zä'id 
'additional', and become part of the word. However, when they are added for 
lengthening ('Uba') of a vowel, such as in poetry, none of the glides is considered a 
basic part of the word. In this case they are mostly not expressed in orthography. 
The sources display various opinions. Some (Hilya, Dïwân, Tuhfa and — to some 
extent — 'Idrâk) display the principle of the Uygur alphabet, in which there were no 
signs for short vowels, and long vowel signs were used for long vowels and as piene 
writing of short vowels. The fact that the Uygur alphabet was used for Turkic is either 
explicidy mentioned or continues in some orthographic traditions. 
In 'Idrâk 'Abu Hayyän considers all occurrences in which the glides are used to 
indicate a lengthened vowel, as 'Uba', rather than a part of the root (compare Irtilâf 
1423): 
"None of the three weak consonants [sc. 'alif, wáw and yd'] are ever part of 
the root in this language, they arise from the lengthening of the vowels." 
(¿anifhurufal-maddwa-l-lm at-talâta lâyakunu iay'minhä 'asían ft hâdihil-
luga 'innamâ hiya nawâSÏ can 'iïbâ' al-harakât, 'Idrâk 101,10·) 
In other words, 'Abu Hayyân means that unlike in Arabic, in Turkic the glides are 
never part of the root; instead they always serve to indicate secondary lengthening 
('iSbäc). 
A similar opinion is reflected in Hilya: 
"An 'alif which evolves from the lengthening of a, like 'he is good' yarär, 'he 
sees' kürär..." (wa-'alif tanïa'u 'an 'iibâ'fatha mitlu yaslahu yarär, yubsiru 
kürär, Hilya 75.) 
In Qawânïn and the Margin Grammar, too, the term 'isba' is used in its sense of 
lengthening of a vowel ('iibâc fatha [al-mîm]), e.g., kal-mä-s /kalma'V 'he will not 
come', the a on the m is lengthened (lâyagï'u, Qawânïn 13,6; 14,2; similar statement 
in MG 62vtop; 46rlt/ult). 
However, it appears that most grammarians accept both long and short vowels 
for Turkic, long vowels occurring basically as a secondary, perhaps marginal effect, 
i.e. similar to the status of the lengthening of vowels in Arabic poetry.72 
Tuhfa gives yet another point of view, which probably relates to the Uygur 
orthographic tradition: 
"Know that there are no signs for short vowels and by the lack of it much 
confusion occurs. Thus, they set up a rule for all nouns, verbs and particles 
alike in order to write without vocalisation and without confusion. [This 
rule] is that a is followed by 'alif, i by y, and u by w." (Пат 'anna l-luga t-
turkiyya laysafihäüaklwa-bi-cadamihiyaqaru l-'iltibäs fa-ga'alu li-kullmin al-
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'asma' wa-l-'afâl wa-l-hurùf dubitati li-yaktubu [?] bi-gayr Saki wa-lâ iltibàs, 
wahiya [sic] 'anna l-fatha talthä 'alif, wa-l-kasra yâ' wa-d-damma wâw, 
Tuhfa2v9.) 
Indeed, in Tuhfa all vowels are indicated by means of 'alif, w and y, respectively. This 
piene orthography is also applied in cases where the other sources have a short vowel, 
e.g., säqäl /sa"qa"l/ 'beard', qänät /qa"na"t/ 'wing' (ganäh). Initial hamza, for exam-
ple, is followed by 'alif to indicate both 'ä and a, e.g., 'ätä /'a"ta'7 'rather' ('ab); 'änä / 
'a"na'7 'mother' ('umm); 'äq /'a"q/ 'white' ('abyad, Tuhfa 3rl Iff). In a few instances, 
however, a vowel is represented by a vowel sign only, e.g., in 'awrât /'awra"t/ 
'woman' (imra'a), suwuq /suwuwq/ 'cold' {bard, 6V10). This is probably related to 
the fact that otherwise they would have contained */'a"wra"t/ and Vsuwwuwq/ 
involving a sequence of two 'alifi and aw, and one of three ws, respectively, which is 
unacceptable in Arabic phonology. Generally speaking, however, in Tuhfa the glides 
do not indicate lengthening, but serve to indicate a vowel. In this way, the quantity of 
the vowel is not reflected. Thus Tuhfa's author gives a fixed orthographic representa-
tion in which the glides have the same function as the vowel signs in Uygur script, i.e. 
piene writing of a vowel without reference to its quantity.73 
By categorically rejecting all glides as basic consonants (except when they stand in 
syllable-initial position) 'Abu Hayyân shows a clear opinion as to the base of Turkic 
words. In his view, lengthening is a secondary effect, and not inherent to the word 
itself. 
It is interesting to note that, although in Arabic linguistics the term 'lengthening' 
('iSbäc) is originally applied to the prosodie lengthening of short vowels, in some 
sources it seems to refer to the consonant instead. In the word 'aqgä 'white' ('abyad, 
used as the name of a coin) f is both vocalised with a (maftuha) and lengthened 
(muSbafa, MG 3440; "the noun whose last consonant is vocalised with a and length-
ened" (al-ism al-maftüh al-'ähir al-muSbac, MG 59vrt); the m which is lengthened 
with an 'alif(al-mim al-tnuSba'a bi-l-'alif, MG 62vtop). 
It is possible that this is related to the different concept of the meaning of 'iibff. In 
its original meaning of'lengthening', 'iSbäccan be applied to vowels only, whereas in 
the sense of 'velarisation' it is used with consonants. 
KäSgan's principles with regard to the use of the glides are described in detail in 
Dankoffand Kelly (1982:67ff) (and Kelly [1973]). They are right when they say that 
KäSgari at times is inconsistent in his use of a piene orthography. The instances in 
which KaJgarî uses piene orthography are summarised in four categories, which I 
repeat here briefly: (1) anomalous piene orthography in the introductory pages, 
probably due tó errors during copying; (2) inconsistent use of the glides for the 
vowel sign as in Uygur script; (3) secondary lengthening, or 'pausai lengthening' in 
proverbs and verses, and in the rhyme position; (4) secondary lengthening which is 
to be interpreted as indicating stress, especially occurring in two-word phrases, 
"where it points to stress on the root as against the general rule." 
Kelly (1973) gives a detailed account of the instances in which KaSgari makes 
statements about vowel length and how these should be interpreted. One of the 
conclusions Kelly reaches is that KàSgarï understood that it is possible to express 
vowel length more accurately in Arabic script, as opposed to Uygur script, in which 
this is not possible. In other instances the glide indicates stress in the first syllable. 
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At the same time Kâsgarî's attitude with regard to the status of the glides could be 
called ambivalent. In some instances he accepts the glides as part of the root, in 
others he considers them additional and suggests deletion, because a short pronun-
ciation is "the most eloquent" (al-'afsah). In Arabic grammar deletion of a glide as a 
basic consonant is only possible under certain conditions (cf. Bohas 1982:9Iff). 
KâSgarï {Diwan 8,3-8) further compares the use of the glides to the case of wäw, yâ' 
and 'alif in the Arabic words 'ab 'father' and 'ah 'brother'. Both nouns have an 
extended case ending when they are involved in a possessive construction as 'pos-
sessed' (mudäf), viz., 'abu-hu /'abuw-hu/ 'his father' (father-NOM-his), 'abà-hu 
/'aba"-hu/ (father-ACC-his), 'efc-i-W/'abiy-hi/ (father-GEN-his), respectively, without 
/w/, /"/ and /y/ necessarily denoting lengthening of the vowel in speech. According to 
Basran theory "the lengthening elements were simply prolongations of inflection" 
(Carter [1981:57]). 
On 515,16-18 (also quoted by Kelly 1973:156) Kasgarï says that it is possible to 
delete the glides just as this is possible in Arabic zana 'he decorated' yazinu 'he 
decorates', "then one forms the imperative by saying zin 'decorate!'..." (tumma 
yu'mar minhu fa-yuqäl zin.,., Diwan 516,6). The argument only makes sense if we 
regard yazinu as the phonetic realisation of/yaziynu/. In the case of the imperative 
form the medium /y/, which is a part of the root /z-y-n/, is omitted, leaving /i/, hence 
/zin/. In other words, in Arabic theory the shift of yazinu - zin is not the shortening 
of a long vowel, since in this theory long vowels do not exist, but the elision of a 
consonant. In the same way, the pattern of qui 'arm' is /quwl/, and after deletion of 
the glide /w/, the pattern becomes /qui/, realised phonetically with a short vowel. 
Depending on which form is regarded as primary, /w/ is either deleted from the root, 
or inserted. 
More functions of the glides in Hilya 
Ibn al-Muhannä developed a detailed system of abbreviations which he used to 
indicate aspects of the vowels that cannot be reflected in ordinary script. In this 
system the glides play an important role, and he describes it starting from page 73ff. 
The glides, for example, are marked with m (_«.) when they are used in a non-
regular way. They serve as piene writing of a vowel. For example, w indicates that the 
preceding consonant is vocalised with an u (damma). This implies that /uw/ must be 
read short, rather than long, e.g., burgu /buwrguw/ 'trumpet' (al-biiq), with the first 
w marked, hence (burgu), 'uä /'uwS/ 'the one that' (allodi), (uà). In these words w 
itself serves as piene writing. Similarly, 'alif is marked when it must be pronounced 
short, like 'the pausai h' (hä' al-'istirâha) in Arabic words like farsiyyah 'Persian' (in 
which final h indicates preceding short vowel a). In Turkic this applies to yä /ya"/, 
hence (ya), 'bow" (al-qaws); mundi /munda"/ (munda) 'here' (hähunä), 'alma 
/'alma7 (alma) 'apple' (at-tuffäh), in all of which the 'alif is marked.74 
The w is also unmarked when it is pronounced soft (hafifa), i.e. not extended (la 
muiba'a), e.g., burgu /burguw/ 'trumpet' (burgu) or (burgu). In this last case it 
serves to indicate vocalisation.75 
In Hilya and Diwan the terms 'imâla and 'ismâtn, respectively, are applied to 
those words, especially some containing a, which normally would already be inter-
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preted as 'front'. The labels, then, perhaps must be interpreted as indications for a 
stronger inclination to (e) than the usual one. In his discussion of vowels (Hilya 78) 
Ibn al-Muhannä uses the abbreviation mk (A*) — which stands for "inclining to t' 
mala 'Uà l-kasr— as an indication for this 'imäla of the short vowel a to i. Examples 
ofthisare,e.g.,man(men) Τ ("яла,), san (sen) 'you' ('anta); 'at (et) 'meat' (lahm);76 
bak (beg) 'chief (Hilya 78,3). The same marker is applied to y, which here indicates 
a long vowel (muSbaea 76,11), furthermore, у is "flavoured of i" (muSamma 'ila l-
kasr). At this point Ibn al-Muhannä does not mention the quality of the vowel that 
precedes y, but a few lines further (76,14) he refers to it as i. Examples are, e.g., 'iä 
/'iysV (é:S)77 'companion' (ar-rafìq); bîr /biyr/ (bé:r) 'give' ('a'ti), kiS /kiyS/ (kéS) 
'quiver' (al-gucba), biz /biyz/ (bé:z) 'swelling' (gudda). Elsewhere (77,7) some of 
these words are mentioned again, albeit with yet another marker, i.e. (<L.), to indicate 
'imäla. The y in these words is compared to y in some Persian words: (a) with 
lengthened y. Sir 'milk' (al-laban); tir 'arrow' (nuSSâb), and (b) with "a light y 
inclination to Г (yâ' hafïfa bi-'imâla al-kasr), e.g., &r'lion' (al-'asad); sir 'garlic' (at-
tum).7s 
As a contrast to these instances of marked y, Ibn al-Muhannä (Hilya 76) gives 
some pairs that remain unmarked (they are also unmarked in Diwan).79 The pro-
nunciation ofy in these words is 'clear' (bayyinazâhira), e.g., 'is- (iS) 'work' (Sugi); kii 
(kiS) 'sable' (as-sammur, also Diwan 498,5,); bïz (biz) which means 'cloth' (al-'iSfâ 
[?], EDT "bé:z"); bir (bir) 'one' (al-wähid).60 Other unmarked words in Diwan are, 
e.g., si$ 'arranging instrument, fork' (minzäm, Diwan 497,16; EDT 856 "si:s"; Dankoff 
and Kelly 1984:212). 
In Diwan too two cases of (e) and (é) are described. The term used in this respect 
is bi-l-'imâla, as in Hilya, e.g., kii 'quiver' (al-kinàna, Diwan 498,6; EDT 752 "ké:s"; 
Dankoff and Kelly "kefiS"); says' 'surety' (aà-damân, Diwân497,l7; EDT 856 "si:s").81 
4.7 Concluding remarks with regard to the description of vowels 
With regard to the description of vowels I believe I have shown that the Arabic 
grammarians observed the principles of Arabic morpho(no)Iogy and phonetics in 
their descriptions of Turkic. Most sources confine themselves to the opposition 
palatal(ised) - velar(ised) which is necessary because of the distribution of velar and 
palatal suffixes. This opposition can be expressed by means of velar consonants or by 
a set of markers. Words can be marked for either velarisation or palatalisation by 
means of a typically velar or palatal suffix (such as maq - mak), or by a set of terms. 
These terms arenot applied randomly, but largely follow the rules that have been 
sketched above and which are essentially based on principles of Arabic phonology. 
This is quite evident in the interpretation of u and a with г and 1. In the case of 1 the 
rules seem to be extended. 
In addition, the same terms are occasionally used to give some indications for the 
pronunciation of vowels, especially in opposing pairs: u - о and ü - ö. In one instance, 
i.e. in Ibn al-Muhannä's Hilya, the description of Turkic vowels is intended as a 
phonetic reflection without serving any other goal. From the descriptions in Hilya it 
is evident that it is possible to describe Turkic vowels in quite some detail with the 
tools supplied by Arabic terminology. 
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The principles on which the sources base the distribution of markers are summa­
rised in Table I: 
la 
lb 
II 
III 
IVa 
І Ъ 
Vowel sign 
qg 
a 
i 
u 
k,k 
a 
i 
u 
Pronunciation when following or 
preceding consonant of the word has 
no label label label 
'palatalised' 'velarised' 
a 
ï 
u 
ä 
i 
ü 
After г /1 near u or a 
a a 
u u 
s t (not in Dïwân, not structura 
with d in Qawanïn, Durra; ζ in 
a a 
i i 
u u 
', b, m, w, y, S, с 
a 
i 
u 
e 
i 
ü 
? 
? 
--
e 
ÜJÖ 
in Hilya; optional 
Durra) 
? 
? 
é 
é 
О 
ö 
О 
in 'Idräk 
0 
0 
а 
ï / e 
u/o 
s, t (always neutral in Dïwân, sometimes neutral in 'Idräk/Hilya; 
palatal in other sources; between brackets indicated for Diwan/Hilya/'Idrâk) 
a e (a) (e) a 
i i (ï) - ï / e 
u u/o (u) (ii) u (o) 
Table I: The labels assigned to Turkic consonants 
and their implication for the pronunciation of vowels 
4.8 Consonants 
In Section 3.0 I gave a list of Turkic phonemes as generally supplied in western 
studies. The sources show differences in their listings of phonemes they accept for 
Turkic. 
This section discusses several points. In the first place I describe which consonan-
tal sounds are considered phonemes in Turkic, and comment on the phonetic 
descriptions. In the second place I describe which status these phonemes have. We 
shall see that all sources have a list of those Turkic consonantal phonemes they 
consider the basic ones, in addition to a number of secondary sounds, whose status 
comes close to that of allophones. These secondary sounds are mentioned in the 
texts in passing, and in many instances they are related to the velar - palatal opposi-
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tion. This discussion does not attempt to analyse these phonemes from the western 
point of view. 
Since in Arabic linguistic theory almost all aspects having to do with vowels are 
related to consonants, especially inasmuch as they can be linked to velarisation and 
palatalisation, it is difficult to discuss consonants and vowels separately. This subsec-
tion, therefore, deals with the description of phonetic aspects of Turkic consonantal 
phonemes as they are described in the sources. 
The description of the consonants is divided into two parts, based on the different 
approaches in the description of Turkic phonemes. It will be seen that the first group, 
consisting of Hilya and Dïwân, takes the Uygur alphabet as the basic list of Turkic 
phonemes, whereas the second does not, taking the Arabic phonemes as a starting 
point instead. 
(a) The Uygur alphabet as a base: Dïwân and Hilya 
The list of consonantal phonemes in Dïwân and Hilya is based on the Arabic 
transciption of the Uygur alphabet as it was used for Turkic languages (see, for 
example, Kelly 1973). The lists of both sources are essentially the same, although 
there are some important differences. The basic consonants (huruf 'asliyya) of 
Turkic are listed in Dïwân 6,7ff) as follows: 
1 I 'alif 7 ^ y 13
 v b 
2 wi f[=w] 8 J к 14
 ε
 г 
3 ¿ h 9 ¿ d 15 _, r 
4 j V 10 » m 16 ί_τ* δ 
5 j ζ 11
 0 η 17 o t 
6 ¿ q 12 ^ S 18 J 1 
According to Dankoff and Kelly 1982:53 (9) d stands for both d and d. In addition 
there are also seven secondary consonants (huruffafiyya), which are not repre-
sented in the Uygur alphabet:82 
(19) ρ 'firm b '( bä' sulba). 
(20) g 'Arabic g' (gtm carabiyya). 
(21) ζ 'the ζ that is produced between the places of articulation of z and i ' 
(az-zây al-mutawallida bayna mahragay az-zày wa-i-ïïn). 
(22) s 'the Arabic f (al-fâ' al-carabiyya). 
(23) g 'the dotted g' (al-gayn al-mucgama). 
(24) к 'the к that is produced between the places of articulation of q and k' 
(al-kâf al-mutawallida bayna mahra¿ay al-qâfwa-1-kâf). 
(25) g 'к of nasalisation that is produced between g and q and [between] η 
and q' (käfal-gunna al-mutawallida bayna l-gayn wa-1-aâfwa-n-nùn 
wa-l-qâf). 
The above-mentioned seven secondary consonants/phonemes, necessary to write 
Turkic, are distinguished in Uygur orthography with the aid of diacritical dots. This 
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system has been analysed in detail by Dankoff and Kelly (1982 50f and 53ff) who 
summarise the sounds occurring in the dialect of Diwan as follows: 
/b, p, m; d, d, t; n, n; 1, r; g, k,, q; s, z, J, j , t, z; f, h, x; y, w, v/. 
Further, the following sounds are described: 
(2) v, also called/я' raktka {Diwan 26,17; Dankoff and Kelly 1982:55). 
(8) 'hard k' (käfsulba) voiceless к (which is the regular Arabic k) 
(24) 'thin k' (kâfrakïka) voiced к (g). 
Since both the Uygur and the Arabic alphabets play a role, one could say that (23) g 
is an extension of the Uygur list of phonemes, which can be expressed in Arabic 
script. Furthermore, even though (21) ρ is a consonant that cannot be reflected in 
either script, one could say that KâSgarî does consider it a 'phoneme' for Turkic. 
Allophones in Diwan 
(25) In Section 4.1,1 discussed the way 'back' and 'front' vowels are indicated. The 
quality of the vowels is considered a secondary effect which related to the velarity or 
palatality of the consonantal environment. In the same way, in Diwan consonants 
can be assigned the label 'velarised' or palatalised. By assigning this label to one 
consonant, the other consonants of the word are affected too. In this sense, the 
velarity or palatality refer to the whole word. This implies that generally speaking, 
since almost all unmarked consonants in Diwan can be labelled 'velarised' (musbac) 
or palatalised (muSamm), there are as many palatalised and velarised allophones as 
there are neutral consonantal phonemes.83 
Hilya 
The second source in which the Uygur alphabet its taken as the base to describe the 
phonemes of Turkic is Hilya. The following consonants are listed: 
1. 
2. 
3. 
4. 
5. 
6. 
7. 
8. 
1 
·_> 
I 
J 
j 
Ù 
l ¿ 
J 
'alif 
f 
g 
w 
ζ 
q 
У 
к 
9. 
10. 
11. 
12. 
13. 
14. 
15. 
16. 
ΐ 
Г 
О 
и-
V-* 
ε 
j 
ο -
α 
m 
η 
s 
b 
è 
г 
i 
17. 
18. 
19. 
20. 
21. 
22. 
23. 
Ь t 
J ι 
α- ? 
i d 
A h 
t ь 
о t 
According to Ibn al-Muhannä, there are 23 consonants used in the Turkic alphabet 
(higa' at-turkiyya). In his list, though, he repeats d (between [19] s and [21] h), and 
I interpret the first d as d, although it may stand for one archiphoneme which covers 
both, as in Diwan.64 In the second listing which Ibn al-Muhannä gives, d and q are 
for some reason put between brackets by the editor. Further, in the sequence (as 
given above) (17) t is listed, whereas it fails in the arrangement of the consonants 
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according to the Arabic alphabet. Note that (3) g, (17) t, (19) s, (20) d, (21) h, and 
(22) h fail in Diwans listing. In addition to these, there are five consonants that do 
not exist in Arabic and whose pronunciation is described as follows: 
(23) ρ *-> The 'emphasised b' (bâ' mufahhama). 
"The pronunciation of the emphasised b is as if you pronounce it outside your 
lips" (fa-n-nutq bi-1-bä' al-mufahhama ka-'annaka tanfahu bihâ min harig aS-
iafatayn). The ρ occurs, for example, in tap-ti 'he found' (wagada, 99,17; here 
indicated with doubling, e.g.,
 {A¿), and in qap-ti 'he grasped' (ihtatafa). 
(24) с г The 'emphasised g' (¿im mufahhama). 
This is pronounced with "flavouring of the i" (wa-bi-1-äm muiamma 'ila Un). 
This phoneme occurs, e.g., in bicaq 'knife' (sikkin, 86,6); 'it 'open' (99,3). 
(25) i $ The 'emphasised z' (zäy mufahhama). 
The zäy mufahhama is pronounced "between the place of articulation of g and ä" 
(baynamahra¿al-gimwa-s-iin). It "resembles the pronunciation of dby the Nabateans 
among the people of the Sacîd" (tusbih talaffuz nabaf 'ahi as-factd bi-d-däd) (This 
same description of i is also given in Targumàn, see [23] in following section). 
The î occurs, for instance, in 'azun 'world' (ad-dunyâ; EDT 28 "a:ju:n"); 'arzu 
'jackal' (ad-dabur; EDT 200); kuzâk 'a lock of hair' (ad-du'aba\ Hilya 79,5; EDT 696 
"küjek"). In F.DT these words are generally considered (Sogdian or Iranian) borrow-
ings. According to Ibn al-Muhannä i alternates with J ('arSu for 'ariu), s (kusak for 
kuiak), and g ('agûn for 'azun), respectively. 
(26) ν ^j The 'emphasised f (fa' mufahhama). 
This phoneme is described as "the f flavoured of w* (fä' muiamma 'ila l-wâw). It 
occurs, for example, in 'âv (av) 'hunt' (as-sayd), êâv (íav) 'noise' {as-sawt, EDT 393 
"çarv"), saving (sevinC) 'joy' (al-farah), 'äving (savïni) 'friendliness' (al-mu'änasa, 
Hilya 79,15; EDT 12 "avinç"). Interestingly, in these words ν alternates with w, e.g., 
'äw, cäw, sawing and 'awing. 
(27) к ^ 8 5 The 'dead k' (käf mayyita). 
"And the к [is pronounced] like the [Arabian] Bedouin pronounces the knotted 
q" kâfkamâyantuqu l-badawt bi-'aqd fl/-(je/(elsewhere, [76-77] also called 'dead k' 
kaf mayyita, or 'melting k', kaf da'iba). The 'dead k' occurs, for example, in tirik 
(tirig) 'living' (EDT 543); In text silik (silig) 'clean' an-naztf, 77); bak (beg) 'chief 
('amir, 75,12). 
In orthography, these phonemes are distinguished by additional diacritical dots: 
"The marker of these consonants which distinguishes them in writing from 
the pure Arabic consonants consists of three dots under the consonant 
concerned... which indicate their emphasis." (wa-caläma hädihi l-hurüffarqan 
baynahä wa-bayna sarih al-harf alJarabi fi l-hatt 'anna tahta l-harf alladi 
hädä ia'nuhu taläta nuqat mutaffä... tadullu 'ala tafhìmihi, Hilya 73,2.) 
One of the most striking differences between the two listings is that Ibn al-Muhannä, 
unlike Käsgan, includes two 'covered' consonants, i.e. (17) tand (19) s. He also lists 
a third consonant (3) g, which is considered additional by KäSgari who states that it 
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can only be represented in the Uygur script with the aid of additional diacritical 
symbols. Furthermore, Ibn al-Muhannä interprets the Turkic f (2) as identical with 
the regular Arabic f, whereas, in his view, the marked version is the non-Arabic, 
contrary to Kâsgarï. This leads to the conclusion that Ibn al-Muhannä knew that the 
Uygur alphabet was being used for Turkic, but was unable to distinguish basic Uygur 
consonants from secondary ones. As a result, he describes the additional consonants 
related to Arabic phonemes, rather than to the Uygur alphabet. 
Allophones in Hilya 
An allophone is a change in the phonetic realisation of a phoneme without causing a 
change of meaning. Apart from the phonemes mentioned in his listing, Ibn al-
Muhannä also refers to some other sounds he probably considers non-basic, or, with 
a modern term 'allophonic'. The criterion for considering a sound 'allophonic' is 
whether or not the author includes it in the listing of phonemes. All additional 
sounds, then, will be considered secondary, only to be mentioned in passing. Of 
course this is not related to western analyses of Turkic, in which the sounds men-
tioned here may be considered phonemes. In this sense, the following 'allophones' 
are found in Hilya, viz., 
(28) Velarised 1 [1] 
The velarised 1, referred to as läm mufahhama (74,8) occurs, for example, in 
'altun-lig 'with gold' (bi-dahabin); 'at-lig 'with a horse' (bi-farasin) and tafâr-lig 
(probably tavarlig) 'with possession' (i.e. cattle) (bi-mâlin).i6 
The pronunciation of 1 is described as follows: 
"The Turk pronounces the Is mentioned here like the Arab pronounces the / 
in the word for the Divine" [i.e. Allah 'God']." {at-turk yantuqu bi-hädihi l-
lämät al-madkura kamä yantuqu l-carabï bi-l-läm min lafza al-^alàla ta'àlà 
musammähä wa-galla, 77,5.) 
The further application of 1 and its effect on vowels has been discussed in the 
subsections on vowels. 
(29) Ibn al-Muhannä mentions a 'dead g' (gayn mayyita), which is compared with 
'dead k' (käf mayyita), k. Both are called 'melting' (madâba) and are marked with m, 
and are opposed to the 'basic' ('aß) к and g. This comparison with к seems to point 
to a voiced g (74,10 and 77,9f). The pronunciation, though, is hardly comparable 
with that of k, viz., 
"The pronunciation of [the 'dead'] g in the languages of the Turks in our 
realms is like the w's, and this is because the g is a guttural sound whereas the 
w is a labial sound. The place of articulation of both is inclining toward the 
lips." (fa-n-nutq bi-hädihi l-gaynfi 'ahina t-turkft 'ardinâ ka-'annamà huwa 
bi-l-wäw wa-dälika li-'anna l-gayn harf halql wa-l-wäw harf iafavA, fa-l-
mahrag baynahumä mail 'ilâ ¡-safa, Hilya 77,17ff.) 
This g occurs in rugrä /tuwgra'7 'signature' hence: (tuwra), bugdäy /buwgda"y/ 
'wheat': (buwday), and bugrä /buwgra'7 'he-camel': (buwra), which is much like the 
pronunciation of these words in modern Turkish. 
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(30) д, i.e. velarised η. The 'dead' к (27) is basically palatal, but in some instances it 
is used to represent a velar sound, especially when preceded by n: 
"When there ¡ s a n before a 'dead' к of this kind, the к is pronounced 
flavoured with the g, and the sound is more nasal." (wa-matâ капа qabla та 
hâdâ sabïluhu min al-käfät al-mayyita nun nutiqat bi-hädihi 1-käfät muSamtna 
'ilä l-gayn fa-yakün as-sawt bihä 'agann, Hilya 77,14.) 
With this Ibn al-Muhannä means a velarised q, e.g., 'ankä (arja) 'to him' (lahu), 
munkä (murja) 'for this one' (li-hädä), sankä (sarja) 'to you', mankà (marja) 'to me' 
(Ю- ' 
(31 ) Palatal η is described as both а к assimilating with n in tankiz, i.e., (terjiz) 'sea', 
and, conversely, as n assimilating with k, e.g., sinkir (sirjir) 'sinew' (75,1). In western 
analysis (30) and (31) are the same phoneme q, without distinction between a velar 
and a palatal variant. Apparently, Ibn al-Muhannä did not regard q as neutral, and he 
posited a velar version in 'back' and a palatale one in 'front' words, respectively. 
According to Ibn al-Muhannä the consonants may assimilate (yudgam), be 
emphasised (yufahham), and be unusual (yuhmal). This holds for k, n and l87 (Hilya 
74,13ff). The к and the n may assimilate in speech although they remain fixed in 
orthography (al-hatt). For к this is exemplified with the words tankiz 'sea' (al-bahr) 
and kun 'sun' (aS-Sams). The к in both words is marked the same, i.e., with three 
dots. In speech, Ibn al-Muhannä says, the к in tankiz assimilates, resulting in taqiz 
(teniz). Similarly the n in sinkir (sirjir) merges with 'nerve' (al-casab). In Cantineau 
(1966:206), too, the pronunciation of η as η is linked to the occurrence of n before к 
"ainsi le η «postpalatal ou vélaire» est une réalisation du phoneme n devant les 
postpalatales к et g." 
(32) Velarised t 
This allophone is indicated incidentally in orthography with a small t underneath 
words that are pronounced 'back', e.g., 'at 'horse' (al-faras, 87,8; elsewhere [93,12] 
•at). 
(b) The other sources 
Qawânïn (4,7ff), 'Idrâk (101,2ff) and Tuhfa (2r) agree on a number of phonemes 
they include in their listings. All of these phonemes occur also in Arabic: 
1. 
2. 
3. 
4. 
5. 
6. 
7. 
> 
b 
t 
g 
d 
r 
ζ 
hamza 
ba' 
ta' 
gïm 
dal 
rä' 
zây 
8. 
9. 
10. 
11. 
12. 
13. 
14. 
s 
S 
s 
t 
g 
q 
к 
sin 
¡ín 
säd 
ta' 
gayn 
qâf 
kâf 
15. 
16. 
17. 
18. 
19. 
1 
m 
n 
w 
У 
lâm 
mïm 
nun 
wäw 
yä' 
In Qawânïn 27 consonants (although the text states that there are 28) that are used 
'in speech' (fi l-lafz) are listed, whereas there are 21 in writing (fi s-sura). Apart from 
the 19 listed above, the following consonantal phonemes are given: 
ρ (20) 'the b that is mixed with the crackling ƒ (al-bä' al-maiüba bi-l-fä' al-
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muianiana). The few occurrences of f must probably be interpreted as 
(p), since (f) is not listed as a Turkic consonant, viz., 'arfa (arpa) 'barley' 
(aí-lecjr, 63,12); saftalü (saptalu) 'peach' (al-hawh, 63,8), and Sißaq 
(sì'psaq) 'sparrow' (al-cusfur,62,\4). 
è (21) 'the^that is mixed with the Í (al-gïm al-maiuba bi-i-iin); elsewhere 
(55,18) described as "crackling ¿" (¿im musaniana), in the diminutive 
suffix ciq, 
h (22) 'the h' (al-hä'); this occurs 
I (23) 'the ζ that is mixed with the s' (az-zäy al-masuba bi-s-säd). 
d (24)'the a" (ad-dad). 
i (25) 'the c that is [pronounced] between cand § (al-cayn allait bayna l-
c
ayn wa-l-gayn al-mucgama). 
к (26) 'the knotted bedouin k' (al-käf al-badawiyya al-macqitda), in the 
suffixes for the active participle (in 'front' words): kän 'with Bedouin k' 
(bi-käfbadawiyya, 50,19) 
1 (27) 'the velarised Г (al-läm al-mufahhama). 
η (28) 'the hayiümï η' (ап-пйп al-hayiümiyya), which is difficult to trans-
late, since the sense of the term hayium is not clear. Elsewhere this 
sound is described as a'nasalised η (Ы-п-пйп al-magnüna), e.g., 'move!' 
tabrarj (taharrak 'anta, Qawänin 77,11). In the text this sound is indi-
cated by means of an n with a superposed k, e.g., banzar 'he resembles' 
(27,14). 
In some places, a tenth additional phoneme is given, which may be identical with 
(25): 
g (25") 'the ijthat is mixed with ag {qäfmaiuba bi-gayn mu'gama, 76,3) in 
yiq; 'the q that is [pronounced] between ¿and q, but which is closer to q 
{qâf bayna l-gayn wa-1-qäf hiya 'aqrab 'ilä l-qäf, 64,1) in, e.g., qalqàn 
'shield' (ad-darqa); 'q between qand h' {qâf bayna l-qäf wa-l-hâ', 64,7) 
bardaq (bardah) 'cup' (al-kawz).is Elsewhere (4,14), though, it is stated 
that in Turkic there is no pure k, they pronounce the h mixed with a h\ 
e.g., yahni "'meat' and the pure Turks pronounce it with a q" (i.e. 
yaqni) {al-lahm masluyP9, wa-t-turk al-hullas yaqulunahu Ы-1-qäf, 
Qawanïn 62,20). In other words this sound is regarded as an allophonical 
realisation of q. 
Further, in Qawäninc (cayn) is used in two instances, i.e. in cadam 'man', {al-'insän, 
59,11; 53,10) and cawrat 'woman' (al-mar'a, 59,14), where hamza is expected. 
(26) Qawänin mentions a 'nasalised g (gayn magnuna 29,6), which should be 
interpreted as д, a velarised η, e.g., 'адіа-dï 'he understood' ("with nasalised g"; bi-
gayn magnuna, 29,6), and tanrï /tagrï/ 'God' {al-ism al-caztm, 58,1; also on 74,5). 
Tuhfa lists 23 consonantal phonemes, 19 of which (in the scheme above) are 
'basic' ('aslan), whereas four consonants are 'repeated' (mukarrara): 
ρ (20) 'the b that is mixed with the ƒ {al-bä' al-maiuba bi-1-fâ'). 
è (21 ) 'the g that is mixed with the f (al-gïm al-masuba bi-S-Sin). 
к (26)90 'the knotted k' (al-käf al-ma'qûda). 
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η (28) 'the haySiimt n' (art-nun al-haySumiyya), in orthography reflected 
with /nk/, e.g., sili /sa"nk/ 'you' (57r3); kâl-di-η /ka"ldiynk/ 'you came' 
(57r6). 
In 'Idräk, 'Abu Hayyân lists the same 23 consonants, albeit without distinguishing 
between basic and derived, and slight differences in terminology. 
ρ (20) 'the mixed b' (al-bä' al-maiüba). 
с (21) 'the mixed g (al-gim al-maSuba).91 
"In all [words] whose first consonant is a g, [the g] is mixed, except in gigi 
['mother' {'Idräk 42)] and gumart ['generous' ('Idräk 46)]." (wa-gamf ma 
'awwaluhu gtm hiyafihi maiuba 'illä $ij£ä wa-gumart faqat, 'Idräk 47.) 
This means that in all instances, except in the two words mentioned, the grapheme è 
on word-initial position stands for (c). 
к (26) 'the Bedouin fe'(al-käf al-badawiyya) for (g). 
η (28) 'the nasalised η (ап-пйп al-haySumiyya). 
In Sudur, Ibn Muhammad Çâlih counts 29 Turkic consonants (4V12;20), but he 
refrains from giving a complete listing. Instead he contents himself with a descrip-
tion of the non-Arabic phonemes. He further specifies (without giving examples) 
that some of these are 'used' (musta'mal) whereas others are 'avoided' (mahgurfihi). 
There are three phonemes that are not used in Arabic, i.e. b, g and k, all of which are 
marked in orthography by three dots underneath (hence 'dotted' [mugmaca]). 
Further Ibn Muhammad Sälih refers to Surûrï Celebî who in his Sarh of the Gülistän 
mentions these phonemes for Persian. 
ρ (20) The place of articulation of (Persian) p, is between the Arabic band 
the f, e.g., pädiSäh. 
с (21) is the Persian ¿ 
к (26) is between the Arabic q and k, e.g., kûk (gök) 'sky' (neither of the 
two ks is marked with dots). It is also called 'Persian k' (käfcagamiyya, 
19r20). 
1 (27) In fact, Ibn Muhammad Sàlih says, there are two Is in Turkic. One is 
palatalised (muraqqaqa), whereas the other is velarised (mufahhama), 
and in orthography marked with three dots. He also gives a minimal 
pair 'al (al) and 'al (el) (although in the MS both have erroneously three 
dots underneath). The word with the velarised 1 means 'take!' (hud), 
and the word with the palatalised 1 'hand' (al-yad, 5r5f). 
Tarfcumän does not give a listing either, providing instead an account of non-Arabic 
sounds in Turkic (3,4ff): 
ρ (20) 'emphasised b between b and ƒ (al-bä' al-mufahhama bayn al-bâ' 
wa-l-fä'). 
ί (21) 'emphasised £ between £and Í (al-gim al-mufahhama bayn al-gim 
wa-S-Stn) "resembles the pronunciation of ¿by the Nabateans of Ba'albak" 
(tuSbih talaffuz nabat bilâd bacalbakk Ы-1-gïm). 
ì (23) 'emphasised z\ probably to be interpreted as i,{zä' mufahhama) 
"resembles the pronunciation of dby the Nabateans among the people 
of the Sa'id" (tuibihu talaffuz nabat 'ahi as-sacïd Ы-d-däd). This same 
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comparison with a dialectal pronunciation of d is also made in Hilya 
(see preceding Section [25]). 
к (26) "к is nasalised between ¿and к and its place of articulation is from 
the haylutri' (bayn al-gayn wa-1-käfmugannanatan wa-mahra¿uha min 
al-haysûm). Suk- 'to abuse' "the к of this word is like the tied q of the 
Arabs" (aS-satm, wa-käf hâdihi l-lafza ka-qäf al-carab al-macquda [em. 
for al-manquta], 40,18; also 21,16). 
1 (27) 'velarised Г (läm mufahhama). 
In orthography, each of these additional phonemes is marked with three dots. 
In Bulga a number of phonemes is explicitly described: 
с (21) "the ¿between land¿" (al-gïm bayna ¡Sin wa-1-gïm, MS lr9). 
d (29) the velarised d. In orthography indicated with "d with a f above it, 
and the f with a ¿above it, both are pronounced between [dand f]" (ad-
dai fawqahä tä wa-t-tä fawqahä dälyuntaq bi-hä baynahumä, Bulga MS 
lr8) 
Some of these phonemes were already known as Arabic allophones (cf. above, 
Section 2.2). For example, 
ρ (20) resembles the disapproved allophone (19) with 'Abu Hayyàn. 
ί (21) is described as the disapproved allophone (12). 
2 (23) the velarised ζ is also described exactly in the same way by 'Abu 
Hayyàn and Ibn Ginn!, i.e. (6) above. 
к (26) is (21), the 'knotted q (qâfma'qûda). 
1 (27) the velarised I is also described by 'Abu Hayyàn as an approved 
allophone (9). 
η (28) the nasalised η (nun hayïumiyya), is probably much like the ap-
proved allophone (1) with Ibn Ginni, the 'light ή (nun hafifa), which is 
produced on the hayäsim. 
In conclusion it is possible to state that most additional Turkic phonemes were 
indeed already known as Arabic allophones, and that, as a consequence, the descrip-
tions show many similarities. 
No listing is given in Duna, and the status of the phonemes is therefore difficult 
to determine. Voiceless allophones of voiced phonemes are indicated by doubling, 
e.g., käääi (ke¿i) 'goat' (al-mffiz, 7r15); gguwmgga (Cumia) or (turnee) 'ladle' 
(migrafa, 10v6); Ssub (¿óp) 'straw' (qasi, 6r15; also 5V15), 'übb /'uwb/ (öp) 'kiss' 
(bus, Durra 20r9). Conversely, doubling of voiceless consonants seems to indicate 
voicedness, e.g., kkäl (gel) 'come' (tarala, Durra20v10; kkal(gel) 21r12),kkâz (gez) 
'walk' ('imìi, Durra 21r12), kkät (get) 'go' (ruh [sic], Durra20r10). 
In some instances doubling indicates velarisation (see discussion in Section 4.1). 
This probably goes back to an older tradition, since Ibn Sina, too, uses the term 
'doubled b' (ba muiaddada) for Persian p('Asbäb 16,15). 
In Durra, another way to mark a non-Arabic phoneme is a small consonant above 
or underneath 'regular' Arabic phonemes: 'arba (arpa) (with/above b) 'barley' (a$-
¡actr, 6r9); biiäq (bïcaq) 'knife' (with ¿ underneath i) (as-sikktn, 10v6); nàcuk 
(nediik) 'how' (with iabovec) (kayfa, 3r8)92 (although occasionally the grapheme ^ 
is used, e.g., bicqac (b'icqai) 'scissors' (al-miqass, 9V13). 
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Some sources give a list of Arabic phonemes that do not occur in Turkic. Such 
lists arc found in Qawäntn (4,13), Targumän (2,12), Dïwan (6,4), Bulga (MS lr5) and 
Sudar (4r25). The listings displaysome interesting differences between the sources, 
viz., 
Qawäntn 
1 t 
2 h 
3 
4 d 
5 
6 
7 
8 ζ 
9 
10 ƒ 
11 h 
Targumän 
t 
h 
h 
d 
ζ 
( 
f 
h 
Sudar 
t 
d 
d 
ζ 
Hûya 
t 
h 
s 
d 
ζ 
с 
Dtwán 
t 
h 
s 
d 
t 
ζ 
с 
h 
Bulga 
t 
d 
ζ 
с 
Table II Absent consonants in Turkic according to the sources 
No listing of absent consonants is given in 'Idräk, Durra and Tuhfa. 'Abu Hayyän 
confines himself to the list of the phonemes of Turkic and adds that any consonant 
other than the ones mentioned is not originally Turkic, such as in farman 'decree' 
(from Persian farmän), firiiti-lär 'angels' (from Persian fanste) and kulaf 'rose' 
(from Persian gulab), and in 'ahSam 'evening' (in EDT 96 considered a loan-word 
from Sogdian), by which 'Abu Hayyän refers to the phonemes/and h. In 'Idräk (9, 
26) d is mentioned as typical for Bulgar. 
In Qawäntn cayn is used in two words only, i.e. Hiwrat 'woman' and cadam 'man', 
and further d is used throughout for a velarised d. 
The only phoneme that is absent in Turkic according to all sources is ( (for ζ 
occurs in Durra, which gives no listing). 
In general, the sources adhere to the list of absent consonants they give. In this 
sense it is evident that the grammarians — if they used any of the other sources — 
did not take over the orthographic principles, but set up a new list of consonants 
which suited their own purposes. 
Allophones 
Having determined which phonemes the sources accept for Turkic as 'basic', I 
believe it is reasonable to interpret all other sounds they refer to m the course of the 
text as 'allophones' of the sounds they mention in their listings.93 
Apart from the velarised counterparts of neutral consonants, which I shall discuss 
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below, the sources describe very few allophones. Targumân and Durra the only 
sources in which q is mentioned as an 'allophone', rather than a 'phoneme', viz., 
η (28) "this n occurs in the imperative and the prohibition. There is some 
nasalisation in it, and its place of articulation [ranges] from the top of 
the throat up till the end of the nose" (wa-hädihi п-пйп ft l-'amr wa-n-
nahyfihâ Say' min al-gunna wa-mahraguhâ min saqfal-halq 'ila ra's al-
'anf, Targumân 46,6) in ciz-mä-n (cïzmarj) 'do not write' (pi) (lä 
taktubu). 
q (28) "soft к" (kafhafìfa) such as in /tankri/ (tegri) 'God' ( 'Allah, Durra 
2r6), which is also expressed by n alone, viz., tanri and g for a 'back' 
pronunciation: tagri (tag ri). 
Further, in Targumân a velarised variant of d is described, "d flavoured with i" (dal 
maîûma bi-t-tä'), in 'adim 'step' (adïm) (al-hutwa, Targumân 21,9). 
In 'Idräk there is one instance in which an allophone is described. The dative case 
of the personal pronouns man 'Г and san 'you' (sg), both 'front', is — as an 
exception to the rule — pronounced 'back', while the n changes into q (probably due 
to crasis of n + dative suffix gä), producing (mana) and (sarja), respectively. In 
Arabic script this velarised q is usually expressed by means of g: saga ( 'Idräk 127,2; 
also 142,2). 'Abu Hayyan describes this in phonological terms, rather than in the 
phonetic qualities of the consonants: 
"As far as saga ['to you'] is concerned, its base form is san-gä. The n was 
elided because of the frequency of its use; the base form is used less often, gä 
has the meaning of 'for' and 'to'." (wa-sagä 'asluhu sangä fa-hudifat an-nun 
li-katra al-isticmâl wa-yaqillu stfmäl al-'asl wa-gä bi-macnä l-lâm wa-bi-
mâcnâ 'ila, 'Idräk 127,2.) 
In other words, in 'Wrdfcthe sound represented by the grapheme g is not described as 
an allophone of n, i.e. q, but as a regular g. 
In Qawânïn only some additional allophones are explicitly described in the 
context of velarised and palatalised words, which is shown in Section 4.1. In the first 
place a hamza is especially marked as 'velarised': 'antbir 'swear', with velarisation of 
hamza' for (ant) (bi-tafhïm al-hamza, Qawânïn 77,8; also 77,12). Secondly, there is a 
velarised m: "a velarised m vocalised with a" (mim maftuha mufahhama, Qawânïn 
13,9). In the final example only a general 'velarisation' is indicated, yab for (yap) 
'build' ('ibni, Qawânïn 75,11). The same situation holds for 'Idrâk, e.g., 4n {'Idräk 
23, with hamza marked 'velarised' mufahham MS 6V9). In the grammatical text, the b 
in ul-dï (bol) is the only example of a consonant explicitly indicated as being 
pronounced with velarisation (126,9). It has been shown in Section 4.1 that in 'Idräk 
the markers for velarisation and palatalisation can be put above virtually all conso-
nants, thus creating a large number of potential allophones. 
In conclusion, it seems that especially with regard to velarisation and palatalisa-
tion, the range of consonants can be extended considerably. The labels 'velarised' 
and 'palatalised' are applied in those cases in which a 'back' or 'palatal' pronunciation 
of the vowels must be indicated, which in Arabic theory is related to consonants. In 
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this way, it seems that the label velarisation (tafhim), and also palatalisation (for 
which see also Section 4.1) can be applied to all unmarked consonants (except k). 
The list in 'Abu Hayyan's 'Idräk comprises far fewer phonemes than the one in 
Qawäntn. This difference is interesting if we assume that at least some of the 
'additional phonemes' described in Qawânïn must have occurred in the languages 
described in the other sources too. This reflects a remarkable difference in opinion in 
regard to the phonetic features of Turkic. The four phonemes 'Abu Hayyân gives in 
addition to the basic list are typically Turkic (perhaps also occurring in his sources) 
and, therefore, had to be mentioned. All other sounds were considered mere 
allophones. The fact that they did not play a role in the distribution of velar and 
velarised suffixes was probably the main reason for not including them. 
4.9 Consonant assimilation 
For Turkic languages the principle of progressive consonant assimilation implies 
that the shape of the suffix changes depending on whether the final consonant of the 
verb or noun is voiced or voiceless. If the last consonant of a word is voiceless, the 
initial consonant of the suffix is too. Similarly, when the word ends in a vowel or a 
voiced consonant, the first consonant of the suffix is voiced. In Section 4.3 it was 
shown that most sources regard the distribution of palatal and velar suffixes as a 
phenomenon. Because in the opinion of the Arabic grammarians (palatal - velar) 
vowel harmony is explicitly related to the qualities of the consonants, the form of the 
suffixes is influenced by both consonant and vowel harmony. One could say that to 
express both principles, ideally a type of extended consonant assimilation is re-
quired. Palatal(ised) words ending in a voiceless consonant would get a suffix with an 
initial voiceless palatal consonant, whereas the suffix attached to a velar(ised) words 
ending in a voiced consonant would be both voiced and velar(ised). In this section it 
will be seen that these principles were only partially observed by the Arabic gram-
marians. 
An important principle with regard to consonant assimilation in Arabic is 'ibdäl 
'substitution' (see Section 2.2). Although the term 'ibdäl stands for a qualitative 
change in the pronunciation of a consonant, e.g., [s] as [s], or [d] as [t] (which may 
occur conditioned by phonetic circumstances, or else as a dialectal variant), in 
Arabic grammar it is defined in phonological terms, and interpreted as substitution 
of one consonant by another. 
For Turkic the grammarians hold similar principles, and it shall be seen that in 
the discussion of the consonant assimilation the notion 'substitution' ('ibdäl) plays 
an important role. In western phonetics, the phenomenon of consonant assimilation 
is typically related to the opposition voiced - voiceless. Research on Arabic linguistic 
theory traditionally relates this opposition to the terms mahmusa 'voiced' and 
ma¿hüra 'voiceless'. Contrary to what one would expect, the sources do not use these 
terms in relation to the consonant assimilation. 
A very frequently occurring suffix which is subject to consonant assimilation is 
the one used for the past tense DI (which in modern Turkic languages stands for di, 
di', du, du and ti, ti', tu and tu, respectively). After vowels and voiced consonants, DI 
is realised as (di), e.g., suz-la-dï 'he spoke', kir-di 'he entered', while 
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"this d is substituted by a t because the place of articulation is close. You say 
tâp-tï ['he found'h qäc-ti ['he flied'], sûk-tï ['he tore apart'], siq-tï ['he 
squeezed'] and it changes into the t for the protection against heaviness in the 
speech." (tubdal hâdihi d-dâl tâ'an li-qurb al-mahrag taqul tabu wa-qàgtï, 
wa-suktì wa-siqtt wa-tudgam fi t-tà' ittiqâ'an li-tiql al-kalám, Tuhfa 52r13.)94 
In this respect the reference to the mahrag'place of articulation' is important. Here 
not the places of articulation of ρ, έ, к and t are meant, since they cannot be 
considered quite close, but those of d and t. The phenomenon, thus, is not brought 
in direct relation with the preceding consonant. 
In 'Idräk, too, 'Abu Hayyän regards the different forms of DI as a substitution of 
('ibdäl) of consonants, i.e. as a secondary prosodie feature, without explaining the 
underlying principles: 
"When the d indicates the past tense, [it is substituted for either a] t or t in 
some cases, although this is not the rule. We claim that the base form is a d, 
because most of what is used is with a d. It only occasionally occurs with t or t. 
Frequency is an indication that something is the base form and rare occurrence 
is an indication that something is the secondary form." (wa-'idä känat dalâlatan 
li-1-mädt tâ'an 'aw tâ'an fi mawâdic lâyanqâs wa-'innamà iddacaynâ 'anna l-
'asl ad-dâl li-'anna 'aktara ma warada min dâlika huwa bi-d-dâl wa-lam yarid 
bi-t-tâ' wa-lâ bi-t-tâ' 'illâ n-nazar al-yasir wa-l-katra dalli 'ala l-'isäla wa-l-
qilla dalïl al-fafiyya, 'Idrâk 114,6.) 
Some examples given elsewhere in 'Idräk are 'urt-tï 'he covered' (gatta, 'Idrâk 
110,18); kas-tï; 'he cut' 'he cut' (qataca) and bic-ti you say (qataca, 'Idräk 109,10) 
(Examples with t are discussed below).95 Ibn al-Muhannä, though, does not posit a 
basic form of the suffix: 
"They agree unanimously on the exchange of t with d, and vice versa." (wa-
'agma'u 'agmactn 'alä 'ibdäl at-tä' min ad-dâl wa-bi-l-cab, Hilya 79,13.) 
The extended consonant assimilation requires that a velarised word gets a velarised 
suffix, e.g., 
"The t is substituted by a t; they say tut-ti ['he held']; its base form is tut-tî." 
(tubdal [at-tä'] tâ'an qälü tut-tì 'asluhu tut-ti, 'Idräk 117,2.) 
Further examples are baq-ti-m 'I looked' (nazartu, 'Idräk 139,11); sat-tim 'I have 
sold' (bictu, 'Idräk 117.19J; 'uq-ti 'he understood' (fahima, 'Idräk 17; EDT 77). 
Consonant assimilation is also observed in the ablative case DAn: 'at-tan (horse-ABL) 
'from a horse', whose base form ('asl) is 'at-dan (143,6), and "the d is substituted for 
a t, and subsequently assimilates with the preceding t." ('ubdilat ad-dâl tâ'an wa-
'u'dgimatfi t-tä', 'Idräk 143,6.) 
The principles of the extended consonant assimilation are not always observed in 
the sources, although we saw that the instruments are available. After the final 
voiceless consonant of a velarised verb a t occurs, e.g., sangiS-tï 'he battled (with 
someone)' ( iatagano, 111,3), but occasionally a d is used, e.g., 'aq-di (aq) 'he flowed' 
(säla, 'Idräk 17; EDT 77); sang-di (sani) 'he stabbed' (tacana, 111,3). 
Some sources (Diwan, Hilya) do not use t at all because they do not accept it as a 
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Turkic phoneme. In those cases its palatal counterpart, t, is taken instead. The verb 
baq- 'to look', for example, ends in a voiceless velar consonant and, therefore, in 
Dïwân the suffix DI has initial -t-. Käigan explains this rule as follows: 
"The d is made a t because of the harshness of the places of articulation of the 
consonants we mentioned. The basic form is the d, although the pronunciation 
with t is more eloquent, if you combine these consonants. This is the rule for 
all simple and extended [i.e. with suffixes] verbs alike." (wa-'innamä ¿ucilat 
ad-däl tâ'an li-salâba mahârig hädihi l-hurûfaliati bayannâ wa-l-'asl fîhâ ad-
dai wa-n-nutq bi-t-tä' 'afsah 'idä qäranta hädihi l-hurüf wa-calä hädä l-qiyäs 
¿am? al-'afäl al-mugarrada wa-1-mazïd 'alayhä, Dïwân 282,4.) 
In Dïwân "at 281-2 (also 266G) Kasban includes /ρ, t, с/ along with /q/ and /k/ as 
'hard letters' (hurüfas-saläba). Verbal stems ending in such letters prefer the preter-
ite marker -ti instead of-di"(Dankoff and Kelly 1982:54). 
The consonant assimilation is especially observed by the Oguz, who have more 
'hard' consonants in their speech, as opposed to real Turks (samïm at-Turk, 26,16), 
viz., bukdä 'dagger' (hangar) and vikdä 'service tree' (al-gubayr), which in Oguz are 
pronounced buktä and yiktâ (sic), respectively. 
In another instance {Dïwân 354,4ff) the alternation of the causative suffix dux 
with tur is noted too, e.g., taltur taldur- 'make (someone) pierce (a wall)' 
('amara bi-taqb [al-gidär]). This alternation, however, is compared to the alterna-
tion of t - d in the Arabic verb qadara 'he decreed' which is not phonologically 
conditioned. The form /qadara/, still according to Käigari, may be regarded as an 
alternative for qatara 'he was miserly' (as in Quran 65,7 and 89,16), because the d 
alternates with f. With regard to Turkic, it seems that Kàsgarî considers tur as the 
basic form of the causative suffix, and that he does not relate any changes to 
phonological conditions. Indeed, most causatives (with tur ~ dur) mentioned in the 
Turkic language described in Dïwân have the form tur. For the ending of the past 
tense DI, the d is taken as the basic consonant, whereas t is basic in the causative 
suffix. 
Summarising this short survey, it is not clear how closely Käsgari's description 
reflects the phonetic reality, and to what extent the reader is supposed to observe 
consonant assimilation. 
In Hilya the principles of consonant assimilation are observed only occasionally, 
e.g., 'äc-di ~ 'äc-ti 'he opened' (fataha); baq-di ~ baq-ti 'he looked' (nazara); qup-
dï ~ qûp-tî 'he stood up, rose' (qäma, 79,14). Further, tap-ti 'he found' (wa¿ada, 
99,17; ρ here indicated with doubling of b: ^ J ) and qap-ti 'he seized' (ihtatafa). 
The voiced velarised variant of d with vefarised words is absent in most sources 
(except Qawânïn, which is discussed below), and in most cases d is used instead, e.g., 
'al-dï (al) 'he took* ('ahada, 134,3); 'ur-ul-di 'he was beaten' (134,9); tur-di 'he 
stood up' ( qäma, 'Idräk 121,17; also occurring with vowel harm ony [ on 111,13 ], see 
discussion above). In one instance, however, 'Idrâkhas t instead, tur-tu-q 'we stood 
up' (qumnâ, 153,20). 
In Sudur consonant assimilation is only very marginally observed, e.g., qùrq-di 
'he feared' (häfa); kas-dï 'he cut' (qataca) and 'uc-dï 'he flew' (tara). In some 
instances, when the verb ends in a t, consonant assimilation is indicated with with a 
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Sadda (N')( which indicates that the d of the suffix assimilates with the preceding t, 
e.g., ket-di (ketti) 'he went' (dahaba); 'iiit-di (isitti) 'he heard' (samfa) (ЮМ Γ)· 
Finally, in only one source, Qawânïn, is the extended consonant assimilation 
structurally observed in orthography. Qawânïn displays an elaborate system of 
consonant assimilation, in which velar words ending in a voiceless consonant get a 
suffix that starts with a voiceless velar (or velarised) consonant as well. In Qawânïn 
the equivalents of the terms 'voiceless' and 'voiced' are not used either, but it is 
explained that there are several markers of the past tense, i.e., ti, di, di and ti. The 
distribution of these markers is explained in detail (on 8,19-10,15), viz., 
(i) If the final consonant of the imperative form of the verb is b, t, g, s, k, ï or q, the 
marker of the past tense is ti. In these cases b and g must be interpreted as voiceless 
[p] and [£], respectively. Several examples of each instance are given, of which I 
mention a few, e.g., tap-ti (tep-ti) 'he kicked' (rafasa), 'up-ti 'he kissed' (qabbala), 
buk-ti 'he bent' (tawä), tik-ti 'he sewed' (hayyata), 'ii-ti 'he drank' (Sariba). 
(ii) If the final consonant is d, r, ζ or 1 (non-velarised), n, y, or if the last consonant 
is vocalised, the marker of the past tense is di.96 Some examples, e.g., tu$a-di 'he 
spread out' (imperative: ifraf), kir-di 'he entered' (dahala), kal-dï 'he came' (gâ'a), 
min-di 'he mounted' (rakiba). Surprisingly, 'uqu-di 'he read' (imperative: iqrar), 
bar-di 'he went' (dahaba) and 'ur-di 'he beat' (daraba) which are marked velarised 
elsewherebar-maq'togo' {ar-rawâh, 22,16],andbar-gil 'go' [idhab,8,16]; 'ur-maq 
'the beating' [ad-darb, 22,15] which would demand di instead). 
(ih) If the final consonant is г (a ζ flavoured with s), r, I (velarised), or g, then the 
marker of the past tense is dL Some of the examples given are, e.g., ya^-di 'he wrote' 
(kataba), 'al-di 'he took' ('ahada), qal-di 'he remained' (baqiya). In the listing a verb 
ending in /uw/ (u) is given too: yu-di 'he washed' (gasala). 
(iv) If the final consonant of the verb is s or t, the marker of the past tense is ti, e.g., 
yut-ti 'he swallowed' (balota), tut-ti 'he grasped' (masaka), and 'as-ti 'he hung' 
('allaqa), qus-ti 'he vomited' (taqayya'a).97 
On the other hand, the author realises that these principles do not account for the 
t in tap-ti (tap-G) 'he found' (wagada, 10,10), which has a 'back' pronunciation. The 
verbal stem ending in ρ is followed by ti, whereas it should get ti according to the 
rules given. 
"The marker of the past tense in this word is t, although the final consonant of 
the verb does not belong to what I mentioned; [I refer to the first] t which is 
meant as if it were the last consonant [of the stem]; it is a consonant of 
elevation, and the b is a single consonant, not vocalised, and a single unvocalised 
consonant is not considered an insuperable border, and thus a marker of the 
same kind [i.e. a velarised consonant] is used according to the last principle 
[i.e. (iv)], with the intention ofagreement and alleviation." (fa-'inna caläma l-
madiyfìhà tä'wa-laysa 'ähir al-ficlìay'an mimmä dakartu qultu [?] at-ta hunä 
bi-macnä al-'ähir wa-hiya min hurufal-'isticlä' wa-l-ba harfwähid säkin wa-
laysa l-harf al-wähid as-säkin bi-hâgiz hasïnfa-gTa bi-l-caläma min ginsihä li-
kawnihä ft hukm al-'ähir li-qasd al-munäsaba wa-t-tahfif, Qawânïn lO.lOff.) 
In other words, the effect of the initial t reaches to the end of the word, not being 
hindered by b, and makes ti acceptable. The ultimate goal of this procedure is 
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'agreement and alleviation' of speech (al-munàsaba wa-t-tahfìf). The shape of the 
verb 'адіа-dï 'he understood' ("with nasalised g" bi-gayn magnuna, 29,6), though, is 
not explicitly accounted for with the above-mentioned rules, nor are the endings 
when the negation suffix ma, is added to the stem, e.g., 'uqu-mä-duq 'we did not 
read', al-mä-duq 'we did not take', kal-mä-duk 'we did not come', yag-mâ-duq 'we 
did not write' (13,11). 
In Qawanïn, too, dir is regarded as the basic suffix (al- 'asi) for the causative form 
whose consonants may undergo changes which relate to the last consonant of the 
word. "The d can be changed in to t, or else in q, or t, for the sake of alleviation and 
the observation of agreement with the last consonant of the verb." (wa-tuqlab ad-däl 
tä'an wa-qad tuqlab qâfan wa-qad tuqlab taan li-l-hiffa wa-muräcan li-munäsaba 
'ähir al-ficl, Qawanïn 68,И.) Similarly, t in 'uqu-t 'read' (iqra', 69,10) is regarded as 
a substitution oft for agreement (munäsaba), although which element in particular 
t agrees with is not described. 
The conclusion with regard to consonant assimilation is that not all rules of the 
ideal extended consonant assimilation are observed. In one source, i.e. Qawanïn, 
consonant assimilation is based on a set of four potential markers whose distribution 
does not—as one would expect—depend on general principles of voiced - voiceless 
and palatal (ised) - velar(ised). Except Qawanïn, the sources take dï as the base form 
from which the others are derived. Further, the sources in general deviate from the 
Arabic practice in the sense that, even though they are in most cases incomplete, their 
reflections of Turkic are probably closer to the phonetic reality than written Arabic 
usually is. They take pains to express a prosodie feature which as a rule is only 
marginally observed in Arabic orthography. 
5.0 Conclusions 
The sources which base the distribution of palatal and verbal suffixes on other 
criteria, such as the form of the suffixes for the infinitive (Dïwân) or pausality in the 
imperative form (Targumän), do not have to use the markers very extensively. 
Ibn al-Muhannä gives an adequate phonetic description of Turkic vowels, while 
in Qawanïn most morphological features of Turkic are expressed in orthography, 
with very few markers. 
From the results presented in the two preceding subsections it is also possible to 
draw a conclusion with regard to the meaning of the Arabic term 'itbäq, 'covering'. 
In the sources of this study there are two extremes with regard to the acceptance of 
the 'covered consonants' (huruf mutbaqa). The oldest source, Dïwân, rejects all 
humf mutbaqa whereas Durra accepts all of them. The other sources (Qawanïn, the 
Margin Grammar, Hilya, 'Idräk, Bulga and Sudur) occupy a position between these 
extremes. In Section 2.11 have already pointed at a shift of meaning of the term huruf 
al-'itbâq. Al-Halïl attributes the feature of 'itbäq not to the 'regular' covered conso-
nants, but rather to m only, whereas the phoneticians and grammarians after him did 
not. Further, as early as in Ibn Sina s time (b. 370/980 — d. 428/1037), the term 
'itbâq was reduced to a synonym of 'velarisation' (tafhtm). In this way, the 'covered 
consonants' came to be regarded as mere velarised variants of palatal consonants. 
Especially in the case of d, these developments are interesting. They show that its 
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pronunciation as a velarised d— prevalent in most modern Arabic dialects, instead 
of the old [?] (Roman 1983) or [σ] (Cantineau 1960) — dates from before the time 
Qawànïn was compiled, approximately the 14th century AD. 
Furthermore, it is interesting to note that the sources do not refer to the general 
concepts of voiced and voiceless in their argumentation regarding the principles of 
consonant assimilation. This demonstrates that the terms mahmusa and maghûra 
belong to a different set of concepts. 
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CHAPTER THREE 
Cases and Markers 
0 Introduction 
This chapter is meant as an introduction to Chapters Four and Five, and deals with a 
variety of subjects. In the first place, in Section 11 discuss the way Arabic grammar-
ians define 'case' in Arabic, and make some general statements about the approach of 
the Arabic grammarians to the analysis of linguistic elements, and the possibilities 
for success of this approach for Turkic. Further, I shall give a brief survey of the type 
and function of Turkic case endings, and make some preliminary statements in 
regard to the suitability of Turkic for the approach of the Arabic grammarians to the 
analysis of language. In Section III conclude this chapter with an account of the way 
the sources apply the Arabic terms kalima and lafza to Turkic, and the various means 
for expressing synonymy between Turkic and Arabic. 
1 1.0 'Alâma and 'i'räb 
In Tuhfa the author proclaims: "They [sc. the Turks] do not have anything like 'i'râb 
in their speech" (laysafîkalâmihitn say' min al-'icräb, 50v13; another remark to this 
effect is found in Ibn Färis' Sähibt, 161,12). If we accept Trabas the Arabic term for 
'declension' or 'case', this statement seems to contradict the communis opinio, for 
Turkic languages do have a system of case endings, at least in the Western under-
standing of case. How, then, can we explain this remark? 
In this section I intend to show how Yräb is defined by the Arabic grammarians 
themselves, and point to the differences with the Western conception of case. I shall 
elucidate some of the terms that play an important role in their discussion of the 
Turkic case system, and discuss especially the terms caláma 'marker' and 'icräb 
'declension'. These terms are closely connected, for 'fräb is regarded as a coherent 
set of calâmât We shall see what the Arabic grammarians meant by 'icrâb, and 
conclude that, from within their framework, the above-mentioned statement is not 
surprising. 
In Arabic treatises the term caläma 'marker' (pi. 'alämät) is applied to various 
morphemes, whose common characteristic is the fact that they do not govern. 
Although the Arab grammarians themselves do not specify this as such, it is possible 
to discern two categories of 'alämät. 
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In the first place there is a category of markers that indicate a change in the 
meaning of the word, without the presence of a governor (càmil) in either the surface 
structure (lafz) or the underlying structure (taqdir). The second category comprises 
markers that are caused by a governor (cämil). This second category of markers 
coincides with the Arabic concept of 'fräb. This is worked out in more detail below. 
1.1 Markers without a governor 
The first category of markers comprises elements that occur to indicate a certain 
meaning, without a governor ('âmïi) being implied. I wish to stress that in this 
context the notion of governor should not be interpreted as being identical with that 
in Generative Linguistics, but rather as a similar notion (see Section 1.2 for further 
discussion of câmiï). In other words, an raläma of this category is a marker for a 
certain meaning; it has an inherent semantic load. 
To this group, for example, belong the so-called ta marbûta 'the connected І that 
serves to differentiate between feminine and masculine adjectives and nouns. This f, 
or rather the suffix at·, is added to a masculine adjective or a noun. The case ending of 
the word follows after the t. Thus, malik-un 'king' is changed into malik-at-un 
'queen', gamil-un 'beautiful' (m) gamil-at-un 'beautiful' (f) and därib-un '(the) 
beating one (m)' vs. dârib-at-un '(the) beating one (f)'. The Arabic grammarians call 
this f more specifically caläma at-ta'nit 'marker of the feminine' (frfííá/I 293). 
Another caläma at- ta 'nit 'marker of the feminine' is the tin the perfect verb, such 
as in (1 ). The verb daraba-t contains an agent, albeit not the f, but one hidden in the 
verb itself: 
(1) daraba-t zayd-a-n 
beat/i>AST-f/3sg Zayd-Acc-INDEF 
'She beat Zayd.' 
Contrary to what one would expect, in Arabic theory the final t is not the agent (fâcil) 
of the verb qâma-t'm (1). The reason for this is the fact that an agent, e.g., hind can be 
inserted, viz., 
(2) daraba-t hind-u-n zayd-a-n 
beat/PAST-f/3sg Hind-NOM-iNDEF zayd-ACC-iNDEF 
'Hind beat Zayd.' 
If the t represented the agent too, the verb would have two agents, i.e. hind and f, 
which is impossible. As a consequence, the f can merely be an caläma. Because this г 
remains vowelless, it is called ta' sâkina 'silent f'. Sirbïnî gives the following explana-
tion: 
"The t is the marker of the feminine, the pronoun hidden in it [sc. the verb] 
with the implicit meaning of hiya ['she'] is an agent on the syntactic position 
of the raf through the preceding verb and it does not exhibit declension" (af-
fa' calâma li-t-ta'nìt wa-d-damïr al-mustatirfihi al-muqaddarfihi bi-hiyafffil 
fi mahall ar-raf bi-l-ficl alladi qablahu là yazharu fthi 'frâb, Sirbïnï 162). 
In this case the agent of the verb daraba-t is 'hidden', just like the pronoun of the 
agent is 'hidden' in daraba zayd-an 'he hit Zayd'. In other words, the f in the verb 
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daraba-t 'she beat' is the 'aläma at-ta'ntt 'marker of the feminine', but it is not the 
agent, for the agent of the sentence is mustatir, 'hidden', in the verb. For the Arabic 
grammarians the fact that the ta' marbûta is added to nouns and the ta' at-ta'nït to 
verbs is not significant. For them it is basically a single morpheme that is applied to 
both verbs and nouns. 
The w in the verbal form katabu /katabuw/, on the other hand, is not an 'aläma 
but the agent (fa'ti) of the verb in sentences like darabu zayd-an 'they beat Zayd': 
"...daraba 'struck', spelled with a after the d, is a past tense verb, and й 
[/uw/] 'they' (m) is an agent on the syntactic position of raf through the 
preceding verb and does not exhibit declension." (fa-daraba bi-fath ad-dädfi'l 
mâdin wa-1-wâwfâ'ilfî mahall raf bi-l-fi'l alladl qablahu la yazharu fîhi 'i'râb, 
Sirbïnï 162.) 
The reason for this argumentation is that Arabic sentences typically start with a verb. 
If the agent is a plural noun the verb agrees in gender, but not in number, e.g., daraba 
l-mu'allimuna zaydan 'the teachers beat Zayd', but not * darabu l-mu'allimuna 
zaydan. If the agent is a pronoun, the number of the agent is expressed in the verb, 
e.g., darabu zaydan 'they beat Zayd'. According to the Arabic theory, the final w in 
/darabuw/ darabu is the agent on the position of the nominative (raf), although it 
does not take the appropriate case ending. 
Apart from the function of agent in some verbal forms, in nouns the wàw serves 
as the marker for the plural. In this case it is called 'alâmagam' al-mudakkar as-sâlim 
'marker of the sound masculine plural'. An example is mu'allim-una /mu'allimuwna/ 
'teachers', plural of mu'allim-un. In other syntactic functions, such as nasb and ¿an, 
the /w/ is replaced by a /y/, i.e. /iy/, viz., mu'allimina /mu'allimiyna/. In the dual the 
'alifl"! has a similar function (Irtiläfl 252): mu'allimäni /mucallima"ni/. In these 
forms, the wäw, 'alifand γα', respectively, apparently combine two functions simul­
taneously, namely plural and declension (see Section 1.2 for further discussion). 
1.2 Markers with a governor: 'Trab 
The second category of 'alämät comprises the endings that are caused by a governor. 
In Arabic grammar this system of endings is called 'i'râb. 
The endings of 'i'râb indicate the fact that the word is governed by an 'ämil 
'governor'. 'I'râb becomes explicit in four endings: u, i, a and zero (hadf), the lack of 
any of these. Nouns and adjectives may get the endings u, ¿and a, and verbs may end 
in u, «orzerò.1 
The form and use of the endings of nouns is as follows: 
(3) zayd-u-n kartm-u-n 
Zayd-NOM-INDEF kind-NOM-INDEF 
'Zayd is kind.' 
(4) kitâb-u zayd-i-n 
book-NOM/DEF Zayd-GEN-INDEF 
'Zayd's book.' 
(5) darab-tu zayd-a-n 
beat/PAST-I zayd-Acc-iNDEF 
'I beat Zayd.' 
According to Western grammar the endings in zayd arc equivalent with 'nomina-
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tive', 'genitive', 'accusative', respectively. Trab is not limited to nouns only, it also 
occurs in verbs in a specific verbal form (mudaría, which may end in u, a or gazm 
'zero': 
(6) ya-drib-u zayd-u-n 
he-beat/iMPF-iND zayd-NOM-iNDEF 
'Zayd beats' 
(7) kay ya-drib-a zayd-u-n 
so that he-beat/iMPF-suBj zayd-NOM-iNDEF 
'so that Zayd beats' 
(8) lam ya-drib-0 zayd-u-n 
NEG he-beat/iMPF-APOC zayd-NOM-iNDEF 
'Zayd did not beat' 
It is difficult to find an English equivalent for 'icräb that covers this broad range. With 
regard to nouns 'icräb is usually translated in Western studies of Arabic with 'declen-
sion', and in the case of verbs 'moods' is often used. 
A definition of 'i'räb is given by 'Abu Hayyän: 
" Trab is a change at the last consonant of the word [because of a governor] 
which affects it, and the vowels are markers of Yräb and an indication of it." 
(ai-'frdb huwa tagyìrfì 'ähir al-kalima... [li-cämil] dahala calayhâ nafsihâ wa-
l-harakät 'alämät al-Träb wa-dalä'il calayhi, Irtiiäfl 413,11.) 
Western scholars equated these verbal endings with the Latin/Greek concepts of 
'mood': 'indicative', 'subjunctive' and 'apocopate', respectively. The main difference 
between the two conceptions is that in Western linguistic theory each of these forms 
has a different meaning, whereas the Arabic grammarians concentrate on the mor-
phological changes instead, the meaning residing in the particle that acts as a 
governor, thus causing the change. 
In spite of their importance for indicating governance, the endings of Yräb may 
be absent due to morphonological rules or in certain prosodie conditions. The word 
is supposed to show the effect of a governor, but does not do so. This does not imply 
a change in the relations of governance, which can be shown in the taqdtr, the 
underlying level of the phrase. In the first place this includes nouns whose stem ends 
in one of the so-called 'weak' consonants, i.e. wandy. An example of this is the noun 
qädin 'judge', having an ending in -in in both nominative and genitive (the accusa-
tive is 'regular': qâdiyan).2 According to Arabic grammar its morphological structure 
is /qa"diyun/ in the nominative, and /qa"diyin/ in genitive, respectively, showing a 
regular ending in both cases (for an elaborate analysis of the Arabic theory of 
morphology and phonology, see Bohas 1982). 
In the second place endings of 'i'räb may be omitted under certain prosodie 
conditions. The Arabic grammarians were well aware of this phenomenon which 
often occurs in normal speech, but is especially frequent in poetry and readings of 
theQur'än. Ibn óinnï, for example, gives two occasions in which such a deletion may 
occur; as a pausai form (waqf) and in connected speech (wasl): 
"With regard to the pausai form, one may pause on every fully inflected noun 
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which has nunation in the case of both raf and garr, its 'icräb and nunation are 
deleted... ifitisput in nasb the nunation is substituted by an 'alif [=&]." (fa-
'ammä 1-waqf, fa-kull ism mutamakkin munawwan waqafta calayhi fi rafihi 
'aw ¿arrihi hadafta 'frâbahu wa-tammnahu... fa-'in nasabta 'abdalta min 
tanwinihi 'alifan, Sirr Sincfa 518,1 Off; on this subject, see also Carter 1981:37.) 
In a pausai form, zayd-un and zayd-in change to zayd, whereas Zayd-an changes to 
zayd-ä (cf. Mufassal 162; Wright 1986 [1898] ii 368). 
This type of deletion, however, is no indication of gazm, for it concerns the 
deletion of an element from the surface structure; the deleted element subsists in the 
underlying structure (taqdtr). Moreover, unlike ¿azm in verbs, in these cases the 
absence of the ending of 'i'râb is not caused by a governor. 
When 'icräb is omitted from the surface, or when words have an ending that does 
not show 'fräb, word order may take over its function of distinguishing between, for 
example, agent and direct object. Ibn Ginni describes this phenomenon: 
"... one may say 'Yahyä hit Busra', but a distinguish ing declension is not found 
in it, and likewise in similar expressions. [The answer is] when something like 
this happens, viz., that the case is not visible in the surface realisation, speech is 
subjected to what takes over the function of declension, namely preposing the 
agent and postponing the object." (.. .fa-qad taqulu daraba yahyä busrä, fa-lä 
ta¿idu hunäka Yräban fäsilan wa-kadälika nahwahu. qìla: ida ttafaqa ma 
hädihi sabtluhu mimmoyahfìfi l-lafz häiuhu, 'alzama l-kaläma min taqdlm al-
fàHl wa-ta'hìr al-maful màyaqumu maqâm bayän al-'icräb, Hasâ'is I 35,7ff.) 
Ibn Ó inni says here that the nouns Yahyä and Buirâ both end in β, and do not show 
the markers of declension, i.e., nominative for Yahyä and accusative for Swire, 
respectively. For phonological reasons the case endings of /yahyayun/ and /buSrayan/ 
are omitted, and they end in я. 
The fact that the endings of Yrâb may be omitted or fuse for phonological reasons 
does not lead to a change in the hierarchy of elements within the phrase; the 
respective functions of the elements remain the same, even though the relations of 
governance {'amai) are not visible in the surface structure. 
The concepts of governance Carnal) and governor (cämil) are indeed crucial for 
the understanding of 'icräb. An cämil is any element, especially a verb (ficl) or a 
particle (harf, pi. huruf), that causes a morphological effect on another word. Some 
particles govern nouns only (e.g. bi 'with': bi-s-sayf-i 'with the sword', and 'inna, a 
particle of topicalisation), whereas others only govern verbs (e.g., kay 'so that'). An 
example of a /wr/governing a noun and causing it to take the ending -a is 'inna: 
(9) 'inna zayd-a-n kartm-u-n 
TOP Zayd-ACC-lNDEF kind-NOM-INDEF 
'[topicalisation] Zayd is kind.' 
After frithe noun gets the ending -t, and after 'inna -a. A small number of huruf may 
govern both verbs and nouns, causing verbs (in the шшійгіТогт) to take the ending 
-я instead of -u. An example of a verb governed by a harf 'is: 
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(10) [dacaw-tu zayd-a-n] kay ya-gt'-a 
[called/PAST-lsg zayd-ACC-iNDEF] so that he-come/iMPF-suBj 
'I called Zayd to come.' 
(11) lam ya-drib-0 zayd-u-n (=8) 
NEG he-beat/iMPF-APOc zayd-NOM-iNDEF 
'Zayd did not beat.' 
The governor in question may be absent from the surface structure and recon-
structed in the underlying structure (taqdir) only. An example of such a governor in 
taqdïr occurs in the case of the genitive constructions. In early Arabic grammar 
(Sîbawayh) it was accepted that nouns could govern other nouns. Thus the ending -
in in zayd-in (12) was explained in terms of governance by the preceding noun, bayt-
u 'house': 
(12a) bayt-u zayd-i-n 
h0USe-N0M/DEF Zayd-GEN-INDEF 
'Zayd's house' 
Later grammarians, however, had developed a different analysis of this construction. 
Rejecting the possibility of a noun governed by another noun, they posited a virtual 
particle in the underlying structure that acts as a governor on zayd. In this way they 
created a new syntactical position of the genitive (garr). Thus, phrases of type (12a) 
are reconstructed as follows: 
(12b) baytun li- zayd-in 
house for zayd-GEN 
The effect of the virtual particle li, namely the ending -in, is visible in surface 
structure. The reconstructed phrase (taqdir) does not have the status of a good or 
correct sentence; its only goal is to elucidate the governance relations within the 
sentence (for a brief sketch of the historical development of this theory, see Owens 
1990: 17). 
Verbs may govern too. In the first place they govern the agent and, secondly a 
possible object. In this respect the fact that the verb precedes agent and object is of 
importance, since governance can be exercised in one direction only. In ( 13) the verb 
governs two elements, namely zayd and camr. 
(13) daraba zayd-u-n camr-a-n 
beat/PAST/3sg zayd-NOM-iNDEF 'amr-ACC-iNDEF 
'Zayd beat cAmr' 
The verb causes Zayd- to take -u(n) and camr- to take -a(n), in agreement with their 
syntactic functions: Zayd-un is the agent (fa'il) and 'amr-an the direct object (maf id 
bihi) to the verb. 
In IrtiSäf Abu Hayyän refers to a discussion among the Arabic grammarians as to 
whether 'icrâb is identical with the endings themselves, i.e. w, », a - and haaf, or 
whether it is a more abstract notion for which the endings serve as markers {Irtisäfl 
413,7ff). In the former case the 'i'räb is lafzi (formal) and in the latter case he regards 
it as macnawi (abstract). In this view, the endings are mere indications of the abstract 
notions of 'icräb, i.e. of raf, garr, nasb and £azm. Versteegh (1985) analyses the views 
of Arabic grammarians on this issue based on the accounts of the grammarian 
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'Ukbarï (d. 616/1219). 'Ukbarï lists some arguments in favour of the opinion that 
Yräb is an abstract, rather than a formal notion. The most important of these 
arguments is the fact that "declension uses different means — vowels, consonants — 
to express identical meanings" (Versteegh 1985:153). In other words, since a par-
ticular 'meaning' — or rather function — may be conveyed in different ways, there 
is no correlation between an ending and a specific function (see discussion below on 
whether a consonant can be an indicator of Yrâb). 
The grammarians in favour of the formal approach (lafzt) hold that if declension 
is not visible in surface structure, there is no reference to the differences in the 
respective functions of the elements. This is exemplified with the sentence daraba 
musa ctsá 'Musa hit císa', in which the subject and the object have no distinctive 
markers, which leads to confusion. Therefore, the argument goes, the obvious 
conclusion is that the endings are crucial for indicating the syntactic functions of 
each element. 
Whatever the opinion of the grammarians with regard to the exact nature of 
'icrâb, i.e. whether the term refers to the vowels themselves or to an abstract meaning, 
they agree that 'i'räb is caused by governance, and that the effect on the endings 
caused by governance depends on the type of governor (see discussion in Section 2). 
With regard to 'i'räb in plural and dual forms, the Arabic grammarians hold that 
the wäw in mucallimuna /mucallim-uw-na/ is the marker of the sound plural (cf. 
Section 1.2) when the word occupies the syntactic function of raf (cf. Irtisäfl 262 
ff.). In the dual form, e.g. тисяШтяш7тисаШта"пі/ 'two teachers', the 'alif I" I has 
an equivalent status. In other syntactic positions, sc. rtasb and ¿arr, the wäwand 'alif 
are replaced with aye': mucallimïna /mu'allimiyna/ in the plural, and mucallimayni 
/mucallim-ay-ni/ 'two teachers' in the dual, respectively. Thus it seems that wäw, yä' 
and 'alifhzve two functions: they serve as markers of the plural, respectively the dual, 
and indicate the case of the word in question. 
Nevertheless, the Arabic grammarians could not accept the possibility of an 
element with that serves to convey more than one meaning. To put it in Versteegh's 
(1985:157) terms, they rejected the "concept of a multifunctional linguistic ele-
ment". In their works, therefore, the grammarians discuss the status of w, y and 'alif, 
and the question of whether a consonant, instead of a vowel (i.e. w,y, 'alif), may serve 
as a 'marker of 'icräb\ 'Abu Hayyän summarises the two opposing opinions: 
"Al-Halil and Sïbawayh hold the opinion that the vowels of declension were 
implied in the 'alif, the wand the y... The Kufans, Qutrub and Zaggagî and a 
group of later [grammarians] maintain that these consonants are identical 
with declension" (wa-dahaba l-halil wa-sîbawayh 'ila 'arma harakät al-'?räb 
muqaddarafil-''alif'wa-l-wäwwa-l-yâ''... wa-dahaba l-kûfiyûn wa-Qutrub wa-
z-Zaggâgï wa-tâ'ifa min al-muta'ahhirïn 'ilä 'anna hädihi l-hurûfhiya l-'i'râb 
nafsuhu, Irtiiâfl 264). 
In Manhag (9,20-21) 'Abu Hayyän takes sides with Sïbawayh by saying that these 
consonants (i.e. w,yand'alif) are 'the consonants of declension' (hurüfal-'icräb) like 
the din Zayd. This implies that he regards the glides in question as equivalent to the 
last consonant of the word that 'carries' the Yräb, and, hence, that he does not 
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consider them Yräb themselves (Manhag 7.21-22).3 However, the question as to 
whether there is Yräb or not in these cases is not directly answered by 'Abu Hayyän. 
Zamahsarî (Mufassal 9ff), on the other hand, holds a different opinion. He accepts 
the possibility of a harf(i e. w, 'ahfory) taking the place of one of the vowels of Yräb. 
In this section I have briefly summarised two discussions between Arabic gram-
marians. The first discussion is about the exact nature of Yräb; whether it should be 
interpreted as a formal notion (lafzi) or as an abstract (mcfnawi) one. The second 
one deals with the question whether consonants can be interpreted as markers of 
Yräb, next to vowels. We also saw that, in spite of their disagreement in these 
matters, the Arabic grammarians agree that the basic characteristic of Yräb is that it 
is the result of governance of a word by another element. In the fcdlowing section I 
point out which functions are indicated by declension. 
2.0 The functions of Yräb 
In this section I discuss the functions of Yräb. The endings of Yräb assigned to the 
nouns and verbs themselves are no direct indications of their respective syntactic 
functions, they mark the position the word occupies in the syntactic structure of the 
sentence. 
2.1 'Yräb and the markers of syntactic position 
The function of Yräb is to indicate the position of the word in the syntactic 
structure, i.e. to serve as an indication of the type of governor that acts upon the 
word. A syntactic position (mawdf) involves a certain kind of government In other 
words, и (damma), for example, is not an indication of the fact that a certain noun is 
an agent in the sentence, it merely refers to the fact that the word in question 
occupies the syntactic position of raf Because the word occupies this position, a 
damma is assigned to it. To put it in more general terms, the syntactic position is 
assigned by governors, and any word that occupies it is obliged to take the appropri­
ate marker. In this respect, damma (и) is the 'aläma h-r-raf 'marker for the raf 
(Sirbïnï 46), fatha (a) is the caläma h-n-nasb 'marker of the nasb' (Sirbïnï 60), al-
kasra caläma h-l-hafd 'kasra (ι) is a marker for the hafd [= ¿arr\y (Sirbïnï 72); al-hadf 
уакйпи
 c
aläma It-l-gazm 'deletion is a marker for the apocopate' (Sirbïnï 80). The 
terms raf and nasb are applied to verbs and nouns alike. 
Of course, not all words are capable of taking every position. Verbs, for instance, 
may not occupy the mawdtc of ¿arr, which is usually marked by the ending ».4 In 
order to receive the ι, other than as a result of phonological processes, the word must 
be in the position of ¿air, which is assigned to the mudäf 'tlayht 'possessor' in a 
construction of tdäfa 'annexation' only, and a verb cannot be a possessor (cf. 
Zaggagï, 'Idâh 108ff.). In the same way, the position of gazm 'apocopate' cannot be 
assigned to nouns (cf Zaggagï, 'Idäh 102ff.) 
According to the Arabic grammarians, Yräb is basically Çasl) a characteristic of 
nouns, and a verb may have Yräb insofar as it resembles a noun.5 The type of nouns 
which a verb may resemble is more specifically the active participle (ism al-fäcil). 
" . the ìmperfective verb [ie mudärf form] has anumber of resemblances to 
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the noun, which is basically inflectable6, and because of these resemblances it 
becomes inflectable as well." (Owens 1988:207; cf. 66-8; Zaggàgï, 'îdâh 77,3.) 
The property of having '?räb is thus derived from nouns, and not inherent in verbs. 
In verbs the addition of '?räb is limited to the mudar? fovm, excluding the mudi 
(past tense). The mudar? ending in и expresses what in Western grammar is called 
the 'indicative mood' (cf. Wright 1986 [1898] i 51 and 57). The third person singular 
of this form follows the pattern ya-fal-u. The first two vowels may vary in connec­
tion with changes in meaning or with certain verbs, e.g. ya-ktub-u 'he writes' (for 
complete paradigms, see, for example, Wright 1986 [1898]). For Arabic grammar­
ians the final vowel, u, is the ending of '?ràb, and it may be substituted with a (fatha), 
or may disappear (hadf). 
In the way damma is a marker for raf— in both verbs and nouns —, raf, in its 
turn, is an indication of a certain function: 
"eachoftheraf,thenasbandthe¿fl/risamarkerofa[specific] meaning." (ar-
raf wa-n-nasb wa-l-garr wa-kuliu wâhid minhâ calam calâ macnan, Mufassal 
10,19.) 
Note that Zamahsari does not refer to the realisation raf, nasb and garr may have in 
the surface structure ofthe sentence. Due to certain phonological rules and processes 
the original endings (м, » and a) may have undergone changes and may have 
practically disappeared from the surface structure. Therefore Zamahsari assigns 
functions to the abstract notions of '?rab, rather than to their respective realisations 
on the surface level. 
For nouns, still according to Zamahsari (Mufassal 10,19ff.), raf is the calam al-
fâ'ûiyya 'marker of agency', nasb is the calam al-mafûliyya 'marker of objectivity', 
and garr is the calam al-'idäfa 'marker of annexation' (Mufassal 11,4). 
No such functional definitions are elaborated for verbs: 
"Mention of the types of '?râb of the mudar?, they are raf, nasb and gazm; 
these types are no markers of meanings like the types of '?räb ofthe noun..." 
( dikr wu¿üh '?räb al-mudär? hiya r-raf wa-n-nasb wa-l-gazm wa-laysat hädihi 
l-wuguh bi-'aclâm calä ma'änin ka-wuguh '?räb al-ism..., Mufassal 109,8ff.) 
Zamahsari's statements are summarised in the following schemes: 
nouns 
damma 
kasra 
fatha 
indicates 
-» 
-» 
-> 
raf 
garr 
nasb 
indicates 
-> 
-» 
-» 
fâciliyya 
'idäfa 
mafüliyya 
verbs 
damma 
fatha 
hadf 
indicates 
-> 
-» 
-» 
raf 
nasb 
gazm 
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The category of raf, for example, serves as a theoretical intermediate between 
damma and fâHliyya. The reasons for this are obvious. The damma itself is not the 
exclusive indication of the agent — one of the main reasons, of course, is the fact that 
on surface level verbs, too, may end in damma — and, hence, it cannot serve as a 
marker for 'agency' (fâHliyya). On the other hand, damma is always an indication of 
raf in both nouns and verbs. In the case of nouns in verbal sentences, raf is an 
indication oí fâHliyya. In the same way garr indicates 'idâfa, i.e. the fact of being 
possessor, and nasb is an indication of mafuliyya, i.e. Objectivity'. 
As can be inferred from the schemes above, no similar set of functions has been 
worked out for the declension of verbs. Zamahsari also gives a reason: "...because 
the verb originally has no Trab, for it [se. Yräb] is [derived] from the noun" (...li-
'anna l-ficlfi l-'i'räb gayr 'asxl bal huwa min al-ism, Mufassal 109,9). 
Since the Arabic grammarians did not have a concept of 'mood', a further 
elaboration would have been complicated indeed. In fact, such a concept is not 
needed in their system. The so-called 'moods' of the verb, 'indicative' nasb for 
'subjunctive' and hadf 'for the 'apocopate', are in their views just different versions of 
one verbal form: mudar?. The respective endings change only when the verb is 
governed by a governor of a different type. 
This rather indirect relation between the 'vowels of Yräb' (harakät al-'icrâb) and 
the syntactic function of the nouns they occur on does not seem to have been the 
common opinion of all grammarians. Ibn as-Sarräg (d. 316/928), for example, 
equates the endings with the abstract meaning they represent. This becomes evident 
from the fact that he applies the terms raf, nasb and ¿arr to the endings themselves, 
rather than interpreting the endings as markers of raf, nasb and ¿arr, viz., 
"Trab occurs with three vowels, u, я and i. When the и occurs and disappears 
as 'icräb on the last consonants of nouns and verbs, it is called raf. When the a 
is like this, it is called nasb, and when the i is like this, it is called hafdand garr." 
(wa-yakunu [l-'icrâb] bi-harakät talät: dämm wa-fath wa-kasr fa-idä känat ad-
damma 'icräban tadhulu fi 'awähir al-'asmä' wa-l-'afâl wa-tazülu canhä 
summiyat raf an, fa-'idä känat al-fatha kadälika summiyat nasban wa-'idä 
känat al-kasra kadälika summiyat hafdan wa-garran..., Ibn as-Sarräg 'Usui I 
45,2-5.) 
The markers of declension are needed to express the various functions the word can 
fulfil in the sentence, regardless of its being a noun or a verb. The grammarian az-
Zaggâgî (d. 340/951) who lived in the same period as Ibn as-Sarräg, uses the term 
ma
c
nä in this context: 
"Meanings alternate on the nouns, since they can be agent and object and 
possessor and possessed, and there are no indications of these meanings in 
their form and their structure; they are homonymous [in all these functions]; 
therefore, the vowels of the declension are used to denote these meanings." 
( 'inna l- 'asmä'a lammä känat tactawiruhä l-macanïfa-takünufacila wa-mafula 
wa-mudäfa wa-mudäf'ilayhä wa-lam takun fisuwarihä wa-'abniyatihä 'adilla 
c
alä hädihi l-macânïbal känat muStarika, gu'"Hat harakät al- Yräbfihä tunabbi'u 
c
an hädihi l-ma*äm, az-Zaggägi 'Idäh 69,6.) 
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Versteegh (forthcoming) lists among the applications of the term ma'nâ its use as a 
technical term meaning 'syntactic function'. In this sense, when az-Zaggàgï uses 
ma
c
nä he does not refer to 'meanings', but rather to the syntactic functions of the 
noun. For az-Zaggagï, it seems, the vowels of declension are directly related to a 
syntactic function, such as agent (fffil), object (maful) and possessor (mudäf'ilayhi), 
the same functions mentioned by Zamahsarï. This is no coincidence, for these 
functions are the only ones in which the type of declension is always predictable. 
With active verbs, an agent always has raf, an object nasb and a possessor garr. 
(13) daraba zayd-u-n camr-a-n 
beat/PAST/3sg zayd-NOM-iNDEF camr-Acc-iNDEF 
'Zayd beat cAmr.' 
(14) hädä bayt-u zayd-i-n 
this h0USe-N0M/DEF zayd-GEN-INDEF 
'This is Zayd's house.' 
The agent, zaydun, and the object, camran are subjected to governance of the verb 
only. 
All other instances in which raf and nasb occur are compared to the governance 
of the verb on its agent and object.7 For (9), the governance of the particle 'inna is 
compared to that of a verb: 
(9) 'inna zayd-a-n karìm-u-n 
TOP Zayd-ACC-INDEF kind-NOM-lNDEF 
'[topicalisation] Zayd is kind'. 
With regard to sentences of the type in (9), Zamahsarï compares the governance of 
the particle 'inna to the relation between a verb on the one hand and its agent and 
object on the other, although 'inna is not a verb (cf. Mufassal 14,20ff. and for further 
discussion cf. Owens 1988:57 and 223). 
In this respect the references to agency (fäHliyya), objectivity (mafûliyya) and 
annexation Çidâfa) must be understood in their broadest sense, rather than as 
references to semantic agents and objects (cf. Owens 1988:223 also 1990:120). Or, to 
put it in another way, the concept of syntactic function is correlated with that of 
syntactic position assigned by governance, regardless of the semantic associations 
this governance relation brings about. The goal of this correlation is, no doubt, to 
match the number of syntactic functions with that of syntactic positions. 
These findings confirm Owens' (1988:58) assumptions with regard to the ques-
tion of whether an element is governed by function or by governing item. Although 
syntactic position and function are related to each other, and certain functions are 
associated with particular syntactic positions and the appropriate case endings, the 
latter are basically assigned as a result of governance, not by their functions. 
Summarising the discussion of 'icräb in this section, it appears that the function of 
the terms raf, nasb and garr is threefold. In the first place they refer to an abstract 
(ma'nam) governance relation of a certain type: each type of governor has its own 
effect. Secondly, they denote the endings caused by these respective governors, and 
are thus equivalent to the declensional endings (и, i and a). Further, they refer to the 
syntactic function of the word, albeit in a very broad sense. 
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2.2 Redundancy of Yräbi 
In the fust sections of this chapter we have seen that the Arabic grammarians assign 
a clearly defined function to each of the endings of 'frab. However, the main 
impression one gets is one of a set of endings that do not themselves convey a 
meaning; the endings of 'icräb as such do not automatically indicate certain syntactic 
functions (at least, not in a semantic sense). Furthermore, the respective functions of 
words could also — and sometimes even better — be derived from other character-
istics, such as their place in the sentence or the construction. The fact that the 
endings of 'icräb may be omitted for mere prosodie reasons sustains this impression. 
One grammarian, Qutrub (d. 206/821-2) a student of Sibawayh, advanced a 
theory on declension in which these arguments play an important role. He says: 
"If declension were applied to speech because of the difference between the 
meanings [= syntactic positions ], then it would be necessary to have a declension 
for each meaning in order to indicate it." {law käna l-'icräb innamä dahala l-
kaläm li-l-farq bayna l-macäm la-wagaba 'an уакйпа li-kulli macnan 'fräb 
yadullu calayhi... Qutrub apudZaggâgï, 'Jde7i70,14ff.) 
Unfortunately, Qutrub argues, the same declensional ending serves to express sev-
eral these meanings, and, moreover, the same meaning is sometimes conveyed by 
means of different Yräb; 
"There are very many similar examples of [words] whose declension is the 
same but that differ in meaning and [words] whose meaning is different but 
that have the same declension." (wa-mitlu hädä katîrgiddan mitnmä ttafaqa 
'icrâbuhu wa-htalafa macnähu wa-mimmä htalafa 'icräbuhu wa-ttafaqa 
ma
c
nàhu, Qutrub apud Zaggagi, 'Idâh 70,13.) 
Qutrub illustrates this with examples: Ш mál-arinda-ka and /я mal-un Hnda-ka both 
meaning 'you do not have money'; in the former phrase mal is marked with -а (лес) 
and in the latter with -u(n) (NOM), without any substantial semantic difference. In 
other instances different meanings are covered by the same ending, in this case -an, 
e.g. ka-'anna zayd-an 'as if Zayd' and Walla zayd-an 'perhaps Zayd'. Qutrub's 
conclusion is that no direct relation exists between the case endings and a certain 
meaning, and that, as a consequence, 'icrâb itself has no inherent meaning. 
This radical view, of course, is not shared by grammarians after Qutrub, including 
Zaggâgï, who discusses his theories at length. Their arguments refer to the fact that 
the endings indicate raf, ¿an and nasb, respectively. They maintain that there is a 
correlation between 'icräb (i.e. raf, nasb and ¿an) and certain functions, such as 
agent (fäcil) and direct object (maf Hi); when governed by a verb, the agent would 
take the ending -un and the direct object -an {'Idâh 71,8ff.), and the possessor 
(mudäf'ilayhi) takes -in when in a construction of annexation (see Section 2.1 above 
for a discussion). If Qutrub were right, they say, the agent would indiscriminately 
receive the vowels u, i, or a, which is not the case (for a discussion of Qutrub's views, 
seeVersteegh 1981a). 
The discrepancy between the two views is obvious. While Qutrub draws attention 
to the fact that 'icräb does not refer to the syntactic function of the word, the other 
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grammarians argue that it indicates certain 'meanings' (ma'am), i.e. syntactic func-
tions. In the preceding sections I believe to have shown that this is only partially true. 
2.3 Summary 
Summarising the data in the preceding sections, it seems that, in spite of the attempts 
of the later Arabic grammarians to prove otherwise, it is only in a limited sense 
possible to speak of a correlation between verbal and nominal endings and a certain 
syntactic function. 
The reason for this is in the first place the fact that the endings common to both 
verbs and nouns are difficult to collect under one single heading. Damma, for 
instance, is the reflection of the same 'meaning' (ma'nä), i.e. raf, in both verbs and 
nouns. Raf, thus, occurs in both verbs and nouns, although only for nouns does it 
serve in some instances as a label for a syntactic function, i.e. agency (fäciliyya). 
In other cases, however, one might say a syntactic position is not equivalent to a 
syntactic function. A topic and a predicate, for instance, may have various endings, 
especially raf and nasb, denoting the governance of an element, such as a particle or 
a verb of a special type. In this case the construction is compared with the governance 
relation between a verb and its object and agent complements. 
The endings of 'i'räb are, thus, merely a set of markers of governance that indicate 
the fact that a word is governed, referring to the type of governor, rather than real 
indicators of a specific syntactic function. The semantic load of the combination of 
governed word and governor depends on the governor rather than on 'i'räb. From 
this it follows that 'icräb is quite distinct from the first category of markers that 
convey an intrinsic meaning and do not indicate governance. 
3.0 Turkic case endings 
The conclusion of the survey in the preceding sections is that, notwithstanding some 
instances in which case fuses with other functions, such as plural and gender, Arabic 
grammarians attempted to segment their speech into separate morphemes. They 
assigned a separate meaning to each morpheme. In this section I give a brief sketch of 
the case system of Turkic languages, and show whether an analysis in which the 
principle of segmentation plays an important role can be suitable for Turkic. 
3.1 Turkic case endings and their functions 
Most Turkic languages possess a clear-cut case system. Moreover, from the earliest 
stages, i.e. the 8th century Runic inscriptions, they show a remarkable consistency in 
their common morphological structure, lasting up to modern times. Even between 
modern Turkic languages the similarities are still striking, considering their physical 
and temporal distances. 
As an example of the paradigm we may consider the declension of the noun 
sangar, based on data found in our sources. Once again it is emphasised that all 
forms are quoted in a direct basic transliteration from the Arabic texts. The paradigm 
presented here is the conventional one in Western analyses of Turkic. 
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sangar NOM sangar-nï лес 
sangar-nirj GIN san gar-da LOC 
sangar-gä DAT sangar-dan ABL 
The forms of the case endings of most Turkic languages are subject to the principles 
of vowel harmony and consonant assimilation (see brief outline below and Chapter 
Two). 
The nominative is typically assigned to the agent and topic/predicate- sangar kal -
di 'Sangar came', and sangar kurklu-dur 'Sangar is good'. The genitive usually 
occurs in combination with the possessive suffix. 
(15) bïnin8 'at-î9 
chief GIN horse-Poss/3sg 
'the chiefs horse' (Qawânin). 
The genitive is also used as a predicate: bu qui sangar-nin-dur 'this slave is Sangar's' 
('Idräk) 
The dative, locative and ablative cases convey meanings that in English are 
expressedby means of prepositional clauses: sangar-gä baqtim (Sangar-DAT) 'I looked 
at Sangar'; sangar 'aw-dä (house-Loc) 'Sangar is in the house' or 'at home', sangar-
dan kaldim 'I came from Sangar'. The ablative also serves to express the partitive. 
(16) turk-tan bir 'ar 
Turks-ABL one man-NOM 
'a man from the Turks' or 'a Turk.' 
After the η of possessive endings gä changes into -a: 
(17) bir 'ar qat-i-n-a 
a man vicimty-poss/3sg/-n-DAT 
'to a man.' 
A place may be more specified by means of an extra noun denoting a time or a place: 
(18) 'a-niq ard-i-n-dä 
he[oBL]-GEN behind-Poss-n-Loc 
'behind him ' 
The place of da may be occupied by gä DAT and dan ABL, respectively. 
An important issue discussed by the Arab grammarians with regard to Arabic case 
endings is the fact that they may be omitted or fuse according to certain 
morphonological rules, without major consequences for the meaning of the phrase 
Things are different in Turkic. In general, case endings cannot be omitted without 
distortion of the meaning, and deletion of dative, locative and ablative case makes the 
phrase ungrammatical. For the dative case, deletion yields the following result 
(examples are from 'Idrâk): 
(19a) ['aqga-ni] bir-du-m sangar-gä 
[coin-лес] give-PAST-lsg Sangar-DAT 
'I gave the com to Sangar.' 
The result is an ungrammatical phrase: 
(19b) *['aqga-ni] bir-du-m sangar 
[coin-Асе] give-PAST-lsg Sangar-0 
*'I gave the coin Sangar.' 
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Likewise, it is not possible to delete the locative and ablative case endings: 
(20a) sangar 'aw-da 
Sangar-NOM house-шс 
'Sangar is in the house.' 
(20b) *sangar 'aw 
Sangar-NOM house 
*'Sangar [is] a house.' 
(21a) 'aw-dan kal-di-m 
house-ABL come-PAST-lsg 
'I came from the house.' 
(21b) *'aw kal-di-m 
house-0 come-PAST-lsg 
*'I came house.' 
The accusative case is an exception. The deletion of the accusative case ending 
probably denotes a change related to the degree of definiteness of the noun. The 
ending ni is used when a definite object is intended:10 
(22) bäliq-m ya-du-m 
fish-лес eat-PAST-lsg 
'I ate the fish'. 
In (22) bâliq refers to a specific fish known by the second person. When the 
accusative case is omitted, the object refers must be understood as a collective noun: 
(23) 'atmak yi-yu 
bread/NOM eat-KONV 
'eating bread'. 
The object 'atmak refers to 'bread' in the most general sense. An indefinite object is 
preceded by the indefinite article bir 'one' or 'a': 
(24) kur-du-m bir uslu ar 
see-PAST-lsg one/a wise man 
'1 saw a wise man.' 
It is also possible to combine the indefinite article bir and the accusative suffix in one 
clause. In this case the object is not yet definite, but will be defined in a subsequent 
clause:11 
(25) bir 'ar-nï kur-du-m, ['ur-ul-miS qul-i] 
one man-Асе see-PAST-lsg [beat-PASs-PART slave-poss] 
'I saw a man whose slave was beaten.' 
There are two instances in the language material in 'Idräk in which the genitive case 
is omitted. In the first place so-called compound words: 
(26) sangiS kun-i 
attack/NOM day-poss 
'day of the attack' ('WreJk 111,3). 
Another example isyuzum 'agäj-ϊ 'grape vine* (Qawäntn 59,3). The combination of 
the two nouns with the possessive ending, kun-ï 'day' and 'agaS-ï 'tree' refers to a 
general notion expressed by the compound, comparable to compound words like 
'telephone booth' in English. 
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Secondly, the genitive case is omitted — regularly, it seems — after proper 
names·
12 
(27) sangar 'ata-s-ί tur-di 
Sangar-0 father-s-POSs/3sg stand up-PAST/3sg 
'Sangar's father stood up.' 
Many sources provide examples in which the genitive case is omitted after proper 
names, e.g. sangar kuz-I 'Sangar's eye' ('Idräk 146,10), and 'altinbugä 'ugl-i 
'Altinbugä's son' (Qawànïn 44,12), zayd 'at-ï 'Zayd's horse' {Htlya 84,15ff.)13 but 
also with nouns perceived as proper names, such as titles sultan qul-ï 'the sultan's 
slave' (Qawäntn 44,10)14 The assumption that this is a general feature is further 
confirmed by information supplied in Qawäntn (44,10) and the Margin Grammar 
(MG 59vrt/ult), where the deletion of nirj is described as an option, all examples of 
omission concern proper names (there is also quite convincing evidence for this in 
'Idräk 120,1-4). On the other hand, however, especially in 'Idräk, most examples 
contain a proper name, such as sangar and sunqur. In summary, the conclusion is 
that the languages described m our sources share the same features with regard to the 
omission of the genitive case.15 
In Chapter Two I gave a survey of the phonemes of Turkic, and the way words are 
marked for a front or a back pronunciation I concluded that the Arabic grammar-
ians marked the words for either front or back in order to determine which type of 
suffix must be added to the word in question. Velar consonants indicate a back 
pronunciation, whereas neutral consonants indicate a front pronunciation. Back 
words get velar suffixes, and front words palatal ones. 'Aw 'house' is pronounced 
(ev) (front), and 'aw 'game, hunt' (av) (back) In the case of the dative this is visible 
in the shape of the consonant: 'to the house' (house-DAT) is pronounced (evge), and 
'to the game' (game-DAT) (avga) In this ending the Arabic script represents, e.g., 'aw-
kä vs. 'aw-gä After unvoiced 'back' consonants gâ changes into qa, e.g., 'ugmaq-qä 
'into heaven', and after voiceless 'front' consonants it is kä, e.g., kant-kâ 'to the 
town'. 
In order to get the cases for the plural, it suffices to add -lar to the stem Thus 'aw-
lar (evler) 'houses' (house-PLun/NOM), 'aw-lar-nin (evler) (house-PLUR-GEN), 'aw-
lar-dâ (evlerde) (house-PLUR-Loc), but qul-lar 'slaves' (qullar) (slave-PLUR/NOM) 
etc.16 
The only exception to this pattern of regular changes is the accusative case. In a 
limited context, i.e after a possessive, the suffix -nï is reduced to -n-17 
(28) 'ää-i 
meal-Poss/3sg 
'his meal' 
Instead of 'ää-ϊ-ηϊ, as the rules would demand, the accusative is 
(29) 'ää-i-n ya-dï 
water-posi/3sg-ACceat-PAST/3sg 
'He ate his meal ' (MG) 
Although, strictly speaking, the Turkic case endings are variable because of the 
above-mentioned phonological changes, their forms are quite predictable (loan-
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Although, strictly speaking, the Turkic case endings are variable because of the 
above-mentioned phonological changes, their forms are quite predictable (loan-
words being the only exceptions). Furthermore, because the suffixes do not fuse, 
even complex compound words are easily segmentable into morphemes: 
(30) kur-kan-im-nirj qul-i 
see-KONv/PAST-poss/lsg-GEN slave-Poss/3sg 
'the slave of [the one] I saw'. 
Even in a sequence of several suffixes, all morphemes are easily recognisable. 
4 Summary, differences and similarities between Turkic and Arabic cases 
It has been shown above (Section 1 ) that the basic function of Arabic case endings is 
to indicate governance. The Arabic case is an indication to the type of governance, 
rather than a marker for a specific syntactic function. Furthermore, it does not have 
an inherent syntactic load. In fact, as we have seen, other features, such as word 
order, indicate the syntactic function of a word when the case is omitted or is not 
manifest due to morphonological reasons. On the other hand, as is shown above, in 
Turkic languages there is a fundamental constraint against the ommission of case 
endings, for it leads to serious distortion of the sentence. Only the accusative and 
genitive case may be omitted under certain, restricted conditions. 
A similar difference between cases is described for Russian by Babby ( 1986:198ff). 
In his view there are two types of cases. In the first place, a syntactic case which is 
caused by governance by other syntactic elements, thus making the occurrence of a 
given case ending obligatory and, as a consequence, predictable (e.g. after preposi-
tions). In this way "[t]he Syntactic Case makes no contribution to the sentence's 
semantic interpretation" (Babby 1986:199). On the other hand, the basic character-
istic of the second type — the semantic case — is that it does contribute to the 
sentence's semantic interpretation. The occurrence of a semantic case is not sub-
jected to principles of governance, and, therefore, it is unpredictable in terms of 
governance. 
Another aspect of syntactic case is that it is posited for languages with no 
morphological realisation of case, such as English. For those languages, then, case is 
posited on a theoretical level. Moreover, in languages with syntactic cases the case 
marker may not appear in certain conditions, or disappear altogether when the 
function of the noun is expressed in other ways. Examples of this are the accusative 
case in Turkic which is not always expressed by means of a marker, and the now 
obsolete case endings in Standard Dutch (cf. Van der Wal 1992:141-2), respectively. 
Semantic case, though, cannot be assigned on a theoretical level only because it 
"appears to be found only in languages in which case is realized by means of 
inflectional morphology" (Babby 1986:170). 
We may apply this theory to the data supplied by the sources. In this sense Arabic 
cases can be characterised as syntactic, and Turkic cases — except the accusative and 
the nominative — as semantic. 
Another important point in Arabic argumentation is the segmentability of the 
elements of speech and the assignment of a specific meaning to each morpheme. In 
his suggestions for a morphological typology of languages, Comrie (1983:39ff.) 
discusses two 'indices'. The first, the index of synthesis, refers to the number of 
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morphemes per word. An isolating language, naturally, has few, whereas an aggluti-
nating language may have many. The second one, which is discussed here, is the 
index of fusion. For this index Comrie takes agglutination of invariant suffixes to the 
stem as the norm. The index of fusion, then, is the deviation from this norm in the 
sense that suffixes may fuse with each other or with the stem. In this sense, agglutina-
tion stands for a high degree of segmentability and invariance. Invariance, on the 
other hand, refers to the ideal of the same morpheme always representing the same 
meaning under all circumstances. Phonological rules of the language that affect the 
form of a suffix are not considered violations of this principle of invariance, because 
in practice they do not affect the predictability of the form. Applying this theory to 
the Turkic examples given above, it is possible to conclude that, apart from the 
accusative, Turkic case endings are both segmentable and invariant18 
In regard to the Arabic cases it is possible to conclude that although the case 
endings are segmentable and predictable in a large number of words, they fuse in 
many other instances. The Arabic grammarians, however, treat all case endings as 
segmentable. 
After these final observations, one would expect that Arabic grammarians, with 
their inclination to segment the elements of their own speech into morphemes, 
would apply the same method to Turkic. As I have shown, Turkic languages are quite 
susceptible to this kind of analysis, perhaps even more than Arabic. On the other 
hand, in view of the differences between Arabic and Turkic in terms of syntactic case 
versus semantic case, it is not likely that the Arabic grammarians will regard Turkic 
case endings as equivalent to Arabic 'icräb. 
Segmentation can only be applied to words which are then divided into mor-
phemes. In the next section I shall give a short survey of the way Arabic grammarians 
applied the terms kalima and lafza to Turkic elements of speech, and which terms 
they used to express synonymy between Arabic and Turkic linguistic elements. 
II 5.0 General terms for Turkic words and morphemes 
In the sources the terms kalima and lafza are applied to Turkic words and mor-
phemes. In Arabic grammar kalima is the general expression for 'word', both noun 
and verb, whereas lafza means both 'word' and 'expression'. 
5.1 Kalima and lafza 
The sources display different methods in their application of the available terminol-
ogy to words. In 'Idràkznà Targumân, for instance, the terms kalima (pi. kalim) and 
lafza are used, both of which may mean 'word'. In this section I first discuss the 
instances in which these terms are used in the sources and then compare this with the 
analyses given by Levin (1986) and Owens (1988). 
The term kalima seems to be applied exclusively to nouns and verbs. Tarfumân, for 
example, discussing kim 'who' in the sentence kim bard! 'who went away?', states 
"you use it at the before of the word" (wa-ta'tì bihäfi 'awwal al-kalima, 51,13). In 
this case kalima obviously refers to a verbal form, se. bardi lie went'. In the same 
way, other elements are "used at the last consonant of the word" (fi 'ähir kulli kalima, 
51,15). 
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In 'Idräk, kalima is used exclusively in the sense of'word', e.g. "with the palatal-
ised word" ( ma'a l-kalima al-muraqqaqa, 145,11 ), and "they do not have a word that 
is synonymous with the conjunction wa..." (la kalima cindahum turädifu wäw al-
e
atf... 149,23); "Morphology means knowledge of the rules of a word before its 
conjunction with another word" (at-tasrif'ilm bi-'ahkäm al-kalima qabla tarkïbihâ 
ma
c
a kalima 'uhrä, 101,2); and "The word consists of the consonants of the alpha-
bet" {wa-l-kalima nâii'a min huritf al-mucgam, 101,2), "the essence of the word" 
(nafs al-kalima, 136,1).19 Kalima is also found in the general introduction to 'Idräk, 
again as a general term for 'word': "...the first is the meanings of all simple words, 
which is called 'lexicology'." (...'ahaduhä madlûl mufradât al-kalim wa-yusammä 
Him al-luga, 'Idräk5,10), "The word is an utterance, or rather what is intended by the 
utterance." (wa-l-kalima qawlun 'aw manwiy macahu mawdïf li-ma'nan, 101, 9.). 
The same holds for Diwan, in which kalima is applied to nouns and verbs, e.g., al-
kalima ar-rakika "the palatalised word" (15,7; further numerous occurrences, e.g., 
5,15; 26,1; 204,6; 581.3).20 
In Targumân and 'Idräk the term lafza is used as well, although they show differences 
in the way it is applied. Targumân, for instance, applies it to various kinds of 
elements, such as personal pronominal endings (siz 'you (pi.)' [49,12]), pronominal 
endings in combination with a temporal suffix (gä-biz FUT-'we', [48,9]), a temporal 
suffix alone (gây FUT [48,3]), case endings (ni лес [52,16]), the particle of interroga­
tion (kirn 'who' [51,13]). Moreover, lafza is also applied to various Arabic construc­
tions and words, viz., U-'agM 'for the sake of (54,20), tumma 'then' (56,4). 
In 'Idräk lafza is used less frequently, and it is applied especially to elements other 
than nouns and verbs, nominal suffixes (liq, used to denote the purpose of a given 
object [108,14]), verbal suffixes (gali 'since' [145,9]), and bar 'existent' (132,23). 
Lafza is also used in the introduction to 'Idrâk's Turkic-Arabic word list as a general 
term for 'word': "and I mention the Turkic word and then its equivalent in the 
Arabic language..." (fa-'adkuru l-lafza at-turkiyya wa-'utbi'uhä bi-murädifihä min 
al-luga al-carabiyya, 'Idräk 5,16). 
In Targumän and 'Idräk alike lafza is, as far as I know, not used for nouns and 
verbs. 
In 'Idräk the term qawl 'utterance' is used more or less synonymously with lafza. 
It is typically used to introduce Turkic sentences and phrases, e.g. wa-qawluhum 
'their utterance' or 'they say' (cf. 'Idräk 106,17; 107,15; 136,2). 
In Tuhfathe term caläma is applied indiscriminately to all categories of words and 
morphemes. 
In Qawäriin (4,5; 5,15; 6,1; 6,2; 53,16; 63,7) and Hilya the distribution of kalima 
and lafza seems to be less strictly determined.21 Instead, lafza is applied to Turkic 
particles, nouns and verbs alike. In Qawänin, for example, lafza is applied to verbs 
yaz-di 'he wrote' or 'he failed' (29,14), baila-di 'he started' (30,7) and the combina-
tion 'azd qal-di 'litde was left' (29,14; in context to be translated with 'almost' or 
'near to'), the postpositions 'uiun 'for' (34,1) and dakin 'until' (42,10) also case 
endings. In Hilya, lafza is used for verbal forms, e.g., bul-gay ('may be' [be-FUT] 
99,10), 'idi 'he was' (lafza gämida mädiya "an indeclinable marker [for] the past 
tense", 99,8), postpositions, e.g., 'ayrûq 'except' (97,6), but also for Arabic words, 
such as sala 'prayer'. 
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Summarising these data, it appears that in 'Idrâk and Tar¿uman, and also in the 
two instances in Hilya, the term kalima is used exdusively for 'word', especially with 
regard to noun and verb, but also sometimes for (Arabic) particle. 'Abu Hayyân's 
criterion for applying the term kalima may have been the question of whether or not 
the linguistic element can be used as an independent unit. The use of the term lafza 
in 'Idrâk comes quite close to the modern notion 'morpheme' (although there is one 
instance in which it seems to convey 'word' in a general sense). In his final summary 
of the particles (huruf), 'Abu Hayyän considers all Turkic oblique case endings (da, 
dan, nin) particles of annexation (except the accusative nï), 'ui (particle of atten-
tion), 'awat ('yes', particle of answer), and maqar (particle of exception). 'Abu 
Hayyän applies the criterion of independency to Turkic linguistic elements: "AU of 
these are independent particles of meaning and [independent] words" (wa-hädihi 
kulluhâ huruf ma''änin mustaqilla [wa]kalimat, 'Idrâk 155,9). However, this state-
ment is in contradiction to what is stated elsewhere in 'Idrâk. For example, ma 
(verbal suffix for negation), sun (suffix for the imperative of the third person 
singular), sä (suffix for conditional verbs), which are also included in the listing, are 
not considered independent elements. Moreover, he continues 
".. .As to what is added for one of the meanings that occur as part of the root of 
another word, e.g. the diminutive, the plural, the transitive, or the construction 
of a passive form, we do not intend to list it in this chapter, since it has already 
been mentioned.... " (wa-'ammâ maztda li-macnan min al-macänt wa-hiyafî 
sinh kalima 'uhrâ kamâ dalla 'ala tasgir 'awal-¿amc 'aw at-tacaddï 'aw bina' li-
l-maful I12 fa-laysa maqsudunà caddahu ft hädä l-bäb wa-qad taqaddama 
dikru dalika...) 
The second quotation, too, is in contradiction to other statements, for in Turkic 
these meanings do not involve a change within the word. The conclusion in regard to 
this passage is that it must be interpreted as a reference to Arabic particles, since both 
statements do apply to Arabic. 
In the other sources, lafza is used for various types of Turkic and Arabic mor-
phemes and words, or combination of morphemes and words. 
With regard to the term kalima this conclusion agrees to a great extent, although 
not fully, with Owens' (1988) findings. According to Owens (1988:1 lOff.) and Levin 
(1986) kalima refers to two different concepts. In the first place it refers to an 
Orthographic word consisting of more than one morpheme' and, secondly, to a 
morpheme, albeit not all morphemes.23 In the data I have examined, the term kalima 
never conveys the sense of morpheme; instead its use seems to be limited to those 
instances in which 'word' is intended.24 
The term lafza, on the other hand, is not clearly defined and, as fer as I know, little 
used in general works in Arabic linguistics. In his article, Levin (1986) shows that 
lafza — as described by Ibn Ya'iS (d. 643/1245) — is a general term conveying our 
notion of'word', whereas kalima refers to morphemes: 
" [ Ibn YacTI ] distinguishes between two categories of lafza: one category denotes 
'a simple sense' (macnan mufrad) such as the sense of zaydun — 'Zayd', while 
the other category of lafza is according to him murakkab — '(denoting a) 
composite (sense),' as in the examples: al-ragulu — 'the man'... darabâ 'both 
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ofthemhitand darabu— 'they hit'... he believes that each of these forms is a 
lafza consisting of two kalimas: the verb is a kalima, and each of the suffixes -
ä [/a'7] and -й [/uw/], contained in darabä and darabu respectively is a kalima, 
as it denotes the subject." (Levin 1986:430.) 
Lafza is used in this general sense of 'word' or 'utterance' by Zamahsari in his 
definition of kalima: al-kalima hiya l-lafza ad-dâlla calâ ma'nan mufradin bi-l-waa4 
"A word is an utterance that indicates a simple sense [when put] in a syntactic 
position." (MufassaU,9, also quoted by Owens [1988:331]; cf. also 'Aïbàh III 3,16). 
In this sense the meaning oí lafza seems to come close to the meaning of the general 
term qawl 'utterance' in 'Idräk (see quotation above). 
In summary, although the term kalima may denote both 'word' and 'morpheme' 
for later grammarians as far as Arabic is concerned, with regard to Turkic it is used 
almost exclusively in the sense of 'independent unit'. The term lafza, on the other 
hand, is a term that is applied to both Turkic morphemes, as well as to words 
consisting of several morphemes. In 'ldrak, in which both kalimaznà lafzaaie used, 
kalima is applied to words, whereas lafza is used exclusively for morphemes and not 
for words. 
In the preceding section I have shown that in the sources the terms like kalima 
and lafza are applied to the Turkic linguistic elements in various ways. In 'Idräk and 
Targuman there is a tendency to reserve kalima for nouns and verbs, and to apply 
lafza to other elements that in Western grammar would be considered morphemes 
and case endings. In the other sources, however, the term lafza is used indiscrimi-
nately for all Turkic — and in some cases also Arabic — elements, i.e. both nouns 
and verbs on the one hand, and morphemes and combinations of words on the 
other. 
Interesting to note in this respect is that in most sources the terms fi.4 ('verb') and 
ism ('noun') are applied quite naturally to Turkic verbs and nouns, except for Tuhfa, 
in which the term caläma 'marker' is used. The Turkic verbs are usually given in the 
past tense, i.e. with the suffix -di (3sg), e.g. 'ur-di 'he beat', which is the analogous 
form of the only verbal form in Arabic that shows the basic consonants of the verb, 
e.g. daraba 'he beat' /d-r-b/. Within the Arabic system of dividing speech into three 
basic categories, one would expect that all other elements are characterised as 
particles (hurtif). The sources (except Dtwâri) seem to have been cautious at this 
point, for they use the rather vague term 'word' (lafza) for syntactic elements that 
cannot be understood as verbs or nouns. 
6.0 Synonymy between Arabic and Turkic: the case of fi and da 
In the sources the synonymy of Arabic and Turkic elements is expressed in various 
ways. In this section I give a survey of the terms they use, especially in connection 
with the Arabic particle ft and the Turkic ending -da. 
MACNÂ 
Most sources contain statements of the type "da has the meaning of/Г' (bi-ma'näfi, 
'Idräk 144,21; 154,2; 136,10; Hilya 98,6; MG 40*И; 55vrt/bm), and, more specifically 
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"di has the meaning of ft that governs in the genitive" (bi-macnäfi al-gärra, MG 
58rrt).25 This term must probably be understood in the sense of having the same 
lexical meaning as ft, without any reference to any similarity in function [cf. Versteegh 
forthcoming] for further discussion of the term macnä). 
MAQÂM 
In Targumàn, dà is said to "take the place of the Arabic ft' (dätaqümumaqämaflal-
'arabiyya, 51,13). This expression, taqumu maqàma, is used in six similar instances 
(Targumàn 50,6; 50,9; 50,11; 51,13; 51,19; 52,2,) and it is also found quite frequently 
in the Margin Grammar, albeit not always in relation with dà (cf. MG 42Тзт; 44vrt; 
47r; 50rtop; 56vtop; 58vrt; 59rrt; 60nt/ult). 
According to Versteegh (1978:275), maqàm as a grammatical term means that 
"there is a specific context in which a word or an expression is normally used, but 
now it is replaced by another word or expression, which acts, as it were, on its 
behalf." In Arabic grammar the term maqàm is used in combination with the notion 
of ittisâc, meaning both 'individual choice of the speaker' and 'flexibility of the 
Arabic language' (cf. Versteegh 1990: 293). In a case of ittisäc, an element is deleted 
from a sentence, while its syntactic function is fulfilled (yaqumu maqâmahu) — 
temporarily — by another element. Obviously, words may only assume the place of 
other words when they have the same capacities in terms of governance. Applied to 
da, the term maqàm would imply that it has a meaning and a function similar to that 
of ft, but, at the same time, that it is not its exact equivalent. 
YANÜBU CAN 
Hilya gives the description "the dand 'auf [se. dà] substitute for the particle fi" (harfu 
fiwa-yanubu canhu dal wa-'alif, 92,16); in Hilya, the expression yanubu canhu is also 
used quite frequently for other Arabic words and their equivalents in Turkic (cf. 
Hilya 93,15; 93,14; cf. also MG 64r It). 
The expression yanubu can is also used when one Turkic element substitutes for 
another. This is for example the case for the possessive ending i, such as in 'ää-i 'his 
food' (food-poss/3sg). According to the Margin Grammar, in certain conditions i is 
abbreviated to i, especially when a consonant follows, such as in the accusative 'al-i-
nï 'his food' (food-Poss/3sg-Acc), "the i substitutes for the y that has the meaning of 
the third person in Arabic" (tanubu l-kasra can al-yà' aliatibi-macnâ damit al-gä'ibfi 
l-luga Varabiyya, MG 55Тзт). 
In Arabic, the root /n-w-b/ conveys the sense of'to substitute', or 'to deputise' for 
someone who is absent. In Arabic grammar the expression nàba can is, for example, 
applied in a discussion of the fact that some morphemes may fulfil the function of the 
damma (и) as a marker of the nominative without being declensional markers 
themselves. In some instances, e.g. the plural al-mucallimuna /al-mu'allimuwna/ 
'the teachers', the Arabic grammarians argue that the w "represents the и" (tanubu 
c
an ad-damma, Sirbïnï 46,6) in al-mucallim-u 'the teacher'. Another instance in 
which the term yanubu — or a derivative form — is used concerns the form of the 
passive verb whose agent is not mentioned, e.g. duriba zayd-un 'Zayd was beaten'. 
According to the Arabic grammarians, zaydun is not the agent of the verb, in spite of 
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the nominative case ending, but rather its syntactic replacement: yanubu al-fäcil can 
al-mafulÇ'Ûieagent represents the object") or al-fä^il nä'ib can al-mafuî ("the agent 
is the substitute of the object").26 The essence of this term, then, is that the deputy 
element fulfils the function of the one represented, albeit without assuming a full 
equivalent status (cf. also Hasä'is II 274ff.).27 
The meaning of the verb näba can, therefore, is here interpreted as 'assuming, or 
representing the function of something which cannot stand at that particular posi-
tion'. 'Position', in this context, can be interpreted as either syntactic or 
morpho(no)logical position. In this sense, the wäw fulfils the function of damma, 
because the damma cannot stand at that particular morphological position in a 
word. Likewise, in the case of passive verbs, the agent cannot occupy that particular 
syntactic position and, therefore, it is represented by the object. The difference from 
maqäm is that in the case of maqäm the element represented could have occupied the 
position taken by the representative. 
NAZlR 
In Sudur the term naztr (lit. 'peer') is used in various contexts that give little 
foundation for any conclusions with regard to the status assigned to the Turkic 
equivalent: "and thus you apply it in the construction with ft whose peer is dah" ( wa-
kadä tcÌmalft l-mazhar at-tarkïb bi-fì nazïruhu dah, Sudûr 26vl28). According to 
Versteegh (1993:70), naztr is used as a technical term in early grammar "to indicate 
words with the same syntactic status because of a resemblance in form." In Hasä'is (II 
197,8f) naztr is used in the sense of 'having the same pattern', which does not 
necessarily imply an identical meaning or status. In 'Idräk (142,8) naztr is used to 
indicate a semantic similarity between two Arabic sentences: dafa'tu d-dirhama 'ila 
saneara 'I handed the dirham to Sangar' is the naztr of 'actaytu sangara d-dirhama 'I 
gave Sangar the dirham'. 
MURÄDIF 
Most sources agree that da is a harf. But the terminology is not always very specific 
about the kind of harf. In some cases it is simply regarded as 'identical' with ft, e.g. 
"the particle/Γ harfu ft (MG 55 V rt/bm). 
A more detailed term is "the particle that is synonymous with fT (al-harfal-
murädifli-ft, 'Idräk 146,3; 136,5; 122,8; Qawäntn 41,6; MG 56rtop). The term murâdif 
is also used for a literal interpretation of a Turkic sentence ('Idräk 132,12; 146,18). In 
one instance the expression is used conversely, in the sense that the Arabic particle "ft 
is synonymous with da" (fi al-murädifli-dä, Tuhfa 72v9). The term murâdif is, with 
its related form mutarâdif, the usual term for 'synonym' in lexicography (cf. Lane; 
also Versteegh 1993:153). In other works of 'Abu Hayyàn, however, the term 
murâdif is limited to 'having the same meaning', perhaps including the fact of 
belonging to the same class, but explicitly excluding full similarity in distribution. In 
Irtiiäf, for example the locative (zarf) 'id 'at the time, when' is discussed, and "htna 
['at the time'] is synonymous with it" (yurädifuhä htna), but its use, and, hence its 
function, is not equal, e.g. 'id may follow htna, htn-'id 'when', but not the other way 
around (IrtiSäfil 234,6). To give another example, in Manhag'Abu Hayyän discusses 
the locative ladun 'at', and states 
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"With regard to ladun, its equivalent is Ίηάα and Hnda 'at, with' may be used in 
its place, but ladun cannot be used in [cinda's] place." ('ammä ladun fa-
'innahâ turâdifu cinda wa-tasluhu 'inda makäna ladun wa-lä tasluhu ladun 
makänahä, Manhag 293,12.). 
This incomplete synonymy of particles is confirmed by Gully's (1994) findings. 
Gully states that "a particle could only replace another if the two meanings amounted 
to one, and if the meaning of the speech of which they were part was one, or, at least, 
could be traced back to that meaning." A linguistic element may be partially synony-
mous with another but not fully. In this sense, 'ila 'to' is only partially synonymous 
with hattä 'until'. 
CHAPTER FOUR 
The Genitive Case (garr) 
0 Introduction 
This chapter deals with the instances in which a genitive case occurs in Arabic and the 
way the constructions in which it appears are translated into Turkic. 
In Chapter Three we have seen that the Arabic grammarians acknowledged three 
types of governance relations, expressing the syntactic positions of raf, garr (or hafd) 
and nasb respectively. The syntactic positions are indicated in the surface structure 
by means of the declensional markers u, i and a. With respect to nouns, all instances 
in which these governance relations occur are reduced to three functional categories; 
raf is related to agency (ftfiliyya), nasb to objectivity (mafuliyya), and garr to 
annexation ('idäfa). The genitive case (garr), the subject of this chapter, thus typi-
cally occurs because of annexation ('idäfa). The annexation construction is used to 
express a relation between two nouns. In the opinion of the later grammarians this 
construction of two nouns is possible only if a particle serves as the connective 
element. A special type of such a relation is the possessive relation in which the 
particle does not occur in surface structure. In this chapter I also discuss the locative 
(zarf). The locative is connected with the genitive case in two ways: in the first place 
because it is basically considered a relation between two nouns; and secondly, 
because the zar/includes the meaning of a particle, i.e. fi 'in'. 
The present discussion of the genitive case will be a survey of the way the Arabic 
particles are conveyed in Turkic. We shall see that in general some Turkic case 
endings are regarded as equivalents of the Arabic particles. Further, we shall make 
some assumptions as to the status the Arabic grammarians assigned to these equiva-
lents. 
In this chapter I examine in the first place the governance relations that are 
characterised by the Arabic grammarians as examples of annexation. Further, I 
discuss the Turkic equivalents of some Arabic annexation constructions and investi-
gate the extent to which they fit into their theories of governance. In the second 
place, we shall see how the problem of two Arabic particles with the same equivalent 
in Turkic was solved. The third issue will be the analysis of one Arabic particle which 
in Turkic is equivalent to a sequence of two elements. The final issue is the Turkic 
possessive construction and how it fits into Arabic theory. 
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1.0 Annexation and Particles 
According to 'Abu Hayyän, "annexation is a connective relation between two nouns 
that always causes a genitive case in the second noun." (al-'idâfa nisba bayna smayni 
taqayyudiyya tugibu li-tänthimä al-¿arr 'abadan, IrtUäfil 501,4; the same definition 
is found in Manhag 263,7.) 
The first noun of a so-called annexation construction is called 'the annexed' 
(mudâf) and the second 'the [noun] to which is annexed' (al-mudâf'ilayhi). On the 
surface level the annexation is realised as in ( 1 ): 
(1) bayt-u zayd-i-n 
h0USe-N0M/DEF Zayd-GEN-INDEF 
'Zayd's house'. 
In the theories of the so-called later grammarians—among whom 'Abu Hayyän is to 
be reckoned — the two nouns are typically connected by means of apartide in the 
underlying structure, which causes the genitive case in the second word, viz. (2) 
(2) bayt-u-n li- zayd-i-n 
hoUSe-nom-INDEF tO Zayd-GEN-INDEF 
'A house to Zayd'. 
With regard to the fact that a particle connects the two nouns, this type of particles is 
often called a 'particle of annexation' (hurûfal-'idâfa). In this way a discussion of the 
genitive case is to a great extent equivalent to a discussion of the particles of 
annexation. In terms of governance relations, the particle li in (2) is the ¿ârr, 'the 
[element] that governs in the genitive', and the governed noun (zaydin) is called 
magrur, 'the [element] governed in the genitive'. This particle accounts for the 
genitive case (¿arr), since — in the view of the later grammarians — a noun cannot 
govern and, hence, cannot cause a case: "The basis of the governance of the genitive 
is because of the particle, not because of the nouns." ( 'asl 'amai al-£arr 'innamâ huwa 
li-1-harflä li-l-'asmä', Manha¿265,6, see also discussion in Chapter Three). A noun 
may only govern insofar as it substitutes for a particle, 
"except that the Arabs limited the use of the particles of the genitive to certain 
syntactic positions and annexed nouns to each other, and the noun substitutes 
for the particle and exerts governance, i.e. the genitive." ('ilia 'anna l-carab 
ihtasarat hurufal-garr fi mawädicwa-'adäfat bacd al-'asmä' 'ilä bacdfa-näba l-
istn al-mudäfmanäb al-harffa-ramila wa-huwa l-¿arr, Manhag 265,7-8.) 
A special class of nouns, the zurüf(sg. zarf, 'locative'), which can be annexed to other 
nouns, implicitly conveys the sense of a particle in the underlying structure, i.e. fi 
'in'. The zarf, also called maf Hi fthi 'the object in which', is one of the optional 
objects of the verb (see Chapter Five; cf. Owens 1988:131ff. and Mosel 1975:345ff.). 
The zarf depends on a verb which conveys an action and which is visible in the 
surface structure (madkur), e.g. 
(3) maià eamr-u-n 'amäm-a zayd-i-n 
walk/PAST/3sg camr-NOM-iNDEF front-ACc/DEF zayd-GEN-iNDEF 
'
cAmr walked in front of Zayd.' 
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In (3), the verb maSä governs 'amäm-a in the accusative case (and camr-un in the 
nominat ive) . The verb may also be absent from the surface structure, 
(4a) eamr-u-n cind-a zayd-i-n 
CAmr-NOM-INDEF Wlth-ACC/DEF Zayd-GEN-INDEF 
" A m r is with Zayd' or 'at Zayd's. ' 
In that case the verb is implied (muqaddar) in the underlying structure, which can be 
reconstructed as: 
(4b) camr-u-n kä'in-u-n cind-a zayd-i-n 
' amr- be/PART- with- zayd-
NOM-INDEF NOM-INDEF ACC/DEF GEN-INDEF 
'Abu Hayyân defines the zarf as follows: 
".. . ' the object in which' , or the locative, is [a noun] conveying a t ime or place 
[e.g. layl 'night' , 'amäm 'front'] that is assigned the accusative by implication 
of / Ì with respect to an action [occurring] in it." {al-mafulfihiwa-huwaz-zarf 
wa-huwa ma »tasaba min waqtin 'aw makänin calä taqdïrfi bi-ttiräd li-wàqicin 
fihi, IrtiSâf II 225,2f.) 
In early Arabic linguistic theory, the particle should not appear in the surface 
structure, since in that case the noun would depend on the particle instead of on the 
verb, and , as a result, it would stop being an object. The noun dor 'house ' , for 
instance, al though denoting a place, is no t considered a zarf, because it does n o t 
contain the meaning offi For this reason it cannot serve as a direct dependent of the 
verb in this sense, viz., 
(5a) *galasa camr-u-n där-a zayd-i-n 
sit/PAST/3sg camr- house- zayd-
NOM-INDEF ACC/DEF GEN-INDEF 
*'
cAmr sat Zayd's house. ' 
Instead, with nouns like dar, fi must be used in the surface structure: 
(5b) galasa camr-u-n fi där-i zayd-i-n 
sit/PAST/3sg ' amr- in house- zayd-
NOM-1NDEF GEN/OEF GEN-INDEF 
, c Amr sat in Zayd's house. ' 
Later grammarians, such as az-Zamahsarî and 'Abu Hayyân (IrtiSâfll 253), however, 
distinguished two categories of locatives. First, a zarf mubham, denoting an unspeci-
fied space or t ime (e.g. 'inda, or halfa) and directly governed by the verb, and , 
secondly, a zarfmuhtass 'specified locative', which includes nouns denoting a speci-
fied space or t ime (e.g. dar 'house' , masgid 'mosque ' , or suq 'market) , and which 
could be used only with fi in the surface structure (Owens 1988:136). 
Locatives of t ime, on the other hand, never require fi in the surface structure: 
qumtu l-yawma 'I stood up today" and sirtu yawman tawtlan 'I travelled a long day' 
{IrtiSâf 226). The locatives of t ime, too, are divided into muhtass and mubham. To 
the múhtass belong, for example, the word fahr 'month ' , that can be annexed to the 
names of the months , e.g. ¿i'tu Sahr-a ramadàn-i 'I came [in] the m o n t h [of] 
Ramadan' (cf. IrtiSâf 226,19). The zarf mubham comprises nouns that denote 
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unspecified quantities of time, e.g. waqt, zamân, and hin all meaning 'time', e.g. gi'tu 
hma qiyâmihi 'I came [at] the time he stood up'. 
2.0 The translation of Arabic linguistic elements into Turkic 
The status of a linguistic element is in the first place indicated by its assignment to 
one of the three main classes: nouns, verbs and particles. In this section it will be seen 
that the Arabic particles are basically equated to what in Western studies are consid-
ered case endings and postpositions. The status the grammarians assign to the Turkic 
elements varies according to their use in comparison to Arabic. 
2.1 The case of/» 
In this section I examine how the particle fi is translated into Turkic and which 
terminology is used to describe the status of the equivalent. This section cannot 
examine all instances in which fi occurs, so the discussion will be limited to those 
cases in which it is equated with da. Further analyses with fiare given in Section 2.5. 
The sources basically agree that fi is translated into Turkic as da.1 This becomes 
implicitly evident from the translations of phrases that contain fi, e.g. 'aw-da is 
translated as fi l-bayt-i 'in the house' (MG 58vrt). Apart from this rather implicit 
relation with the Arabic particle fi, the sources also describe the status of da in 
relation to fi. We have seen above that fi is a particle that serves to connect two nouns 
to each other, and as such it governs nouns and causes them to take the genitive case. 
In this respect, the assignment of the term ¿я/тог harfgarrto its Turkic equivalent, 
da, and magrur to the noun it is connected to are important indications of its status. 
In western studies of Turkic, da is generally regarded as the locative case ending 
whose form differs according to consonant assimilation 'aw-dä 'in the house' - kant-
tä 'in the town', while the pronunciation depends on whether the word is back, e.g., 
(tarjda) 'in the morning' or front, e.g., (evde) 'in the house' (for further details 
regarding vowel and consonant assimilation the reader is referred to Chapter Two). 
HARF AL-'IDÄFA 
In 'Idrak, da, along with other Turkic equivalents of the Arabic particles, is classified 
as a 'particle of annexation' (harf al-'idâfa): "These are the particles of annexation 
that come at the end of the word, as we showed, unlike the particles of annexation in 
the Arabic languages" (wa-hädihi hurûf'al-'idâfa ta'tx 'ahïratt kamâ mattalnà bi-hilâf 
hurûf al-'idâfa fi l-lisân al-'arabï, 145,18). Strictly speaking, the status of the Turkic 
particle as a governor is inferred only implicitly; the term hurûf al-'idâfa refers to a 
syntactic function rather than to a syntactic position.2 In Chapter Three I pointed 
out that 'idâfa is a syntactic function for which words are marked with the genitive 
case (garr). In practice, however, harf al-'idâfa refers to the same as harf garr, since 
annexation ('idâfa) always involves governance in the genitive case (garr). Therefore, 
its application to Turkic hurûf can be safely interpreted as a reference to their 
syntactic position. 
HARF ÓARR 
Although several sources (e.g. Qawânïn 44-46) have the term harf garr, 'particle of 
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the genitive' or a dosely related one, such as magrur 'noun governed in the genitive' 
in their chapter and section headings, these terms must be regarded basically as a 
reference to the Arabic particles rather than their Turkic counterparts. In addition, 
there are many instances in which the terms gârr and harf garr aie applied to the 
Turkic equivalent of the Arabic particle fi or the element it governs. 
In Qawântn, for example, da is explicitly termed both a harf garr and the 
synonym of fi: "dà is the particle of the genitive which is synonymous with/Γ (wa-dä 
harf al-garr al-murädif bi-fì, 41,6; also: 36,6). Indeed, not only da but nearly all 
Turkic equivalents of Arabic hurufal-garr (as far as they exist in Turkic, cf. Qawântn 
41,2) are explicitly categorised as hurufgarr. 
In one passage in 'Idräk, 'Abu Hayyän, too, assigns the status of /wr/^arr directly 
to a Turkic particle: "it is permitted to use another particle of the genitive than da" 
{wa-yaguzu duhul harf garr gayri da calayhä,136,5). 
In Tuhfa, too, the term harf ¿απ serves as a reference to Turkic 'particles': "... the 
particle of the genitive which is synonymous with fi in Arabic, which expresses the 
act of containing, and this [particle] is da" (...harf'al-ganal-murädif'li-ficarabiyyatan 
aliati li-l-wicä' wa-huwa da, 66v3-5; also 72v9; also MG 58rrt) 
The fact that in Turkic the hurüfal-'idäfa follow the noun instead of preceding it 
does not seem to have disturbed the grammarians, although in Arabic linguistics it is 
assumed that a governor always precedes the element it governs: 
"These are the particles of annexation that come at the end [of the word], as we 
showed, unlike the particles of annexation in the Arabic languages." (wa-
hädihi hurüfal-'idäfa ta'fi 'ahxran kamä mattalnä bi-hiläf hurüf al-'idäfa fi l-
lisän aÜarabt, 'Idräk 145,18.) 
This is stated in a similar way in Qawântn: 
"It must be known that the governor of the genitive in this language is 
connected to the last consonant of the governed [noun] in all circumstances, 
the opposite of the Arabic." {wa-1-уиЧат 'awwalan 'anna l-gärrfi hädihi l-luga 
'innamä yattasilu bi-magrürihi 'ähiran fi l-'ahwàli kullihá caks al-carabiyya, 
Qawänin 40,19.) 
In other words, the Turkic particle is the gärr and the noun that precedes is its 
magrur, whereas in Arabic the word in the genitive follows its particle. The discus-
sion of the particle fi continues in Section 2.5. 
2.2 The case offe» 
The second of the Arabic huruf al-garr I propose to discuss here is the particle bi 
'with'. The basic function offe» is to denote instrumentality ( 'isticäna): darabtu-hu bi-
s-sayf-i 'I beat him with the sword'. Apart from this basic meaning, which will be the 
issue here, bi is used in various other meanings, such as accompaniment (musâhaba), 
e.g. [ütaraytu l-farasa] bi-sargihi '[I bought the horse] along with its saddle', com-
pensation (muqäbala), [ittaraytuhu] bi-dirhamin '[1 bought it] for a dirham', the 
oath (qasam), fei-Wâ/»'by God', etc. (cf. IrtiSäfll 426ff.). 
The Arabic grammarians found that the Turkic counterpart of bi in its sense of 
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instrumentality is bilä, which, in its turn, also serves as the translation of ma'a 
'together with', which in Arabic is principally used to indicate accompaniment 
{istishäb), e.g. ¿i'tu ma'a zaydin 'I came [together] with Zayd'. 
In western grammars of Turkic, bilâ (and its older variant birla) is regarded as a 
postposition used for conveying the sense of both instrumentality and accompani-
ment. In modern Turkic languages bilä/birlä are realised in very different forms, 
ranging from ile in Turkish, assimilating to le/la (at-la 'by horse' and lan/len in 
dialectal realisations: at-lan), bilen in New Uygur (at bilen), and the assimilating 
forms men/ben/pen in modern Kazakh (atpan 'by horse'). 
In 'Idräk, bilä is used in the following sentences: 
(6) qalam bilâ yaz-du-m 
pen with write-PAST-lsg 
'I wrote with the pen.' 
(7) sangar bilâ kal-di-m 
sangar with come-PAST-lsg 
'I came together with Sangar.' 
In combination with pronouns (except 3pl), bilä is preceded by the respective 
possessive suffixes: 
(8a) 
(8b) 
Apart from the clear difference in meaning, in Arabic grammar there is also a 
categorial distinction between biand ma'a. Bi is, as we have seen, a harfgarr, whereas 
ma'a is a noun: "noun for the place or time of accompaniment" {ism li-makän al-
istishäb 'aw waqtihi, IrtiHäf 11 267,4ff. also II 449). In this sense, ¿i'tu maca zaydin 'I 
came with Zayd' could also be translated as 'in Zayd's company' or 'at the time Zayd 
came'. In other words, maca is a noun used as a zarf (locative). This status of ma'a is 
demonstrated by its use in combination with a harfgarr, especially min 'from': min 
ma
rî'by me', and, further, its full inflection (i.e. with nunation) when used adverbi-
ally ¿i'nä ma'an 'we came together'. Both governance by a harf¿ananá full inflection 
(with nunation) are typical characteristics of nouns. 
In this respect the Arabic grammarians are confronted with the problem of 
assigning a status to bilâ, which conveys two meanings that are associated with 
Arabic words belonging to a different category. The sources display two opinions. 
The first opinion is that bilä, as an equivalent to bi, is primarily regarded as a harf 
¿an. Furthermore, by extension, it may convey the meaning of ma'a, albeit without 
assuming its status of a locative noun (zarf). 
This opinion is reflected in 'Abu Hayyàn's 'Idräk Bilä conveys "the meaning of 
both biand ma'a" {bi-ma'nä al-bâ' wa-bi-macnä ma'a, 'Idräk 144,21 ): "I wrote with 
the pen" qalam biläyazdum, "I came with Sangar" sangar bilä kaldim {katabtu bi-
l-qalami, ¿i'tu ma'a sangar, 'Idräk 145,17). 'Abu Hayyàn's opinion as to the status of 
bilä becomes explicit from his remark (after listing its use with the pronouns and 
man-un 
I-poss 
'with me' 
biz-in3 
we-poss 
'with us' 
büä 
with 
büä 
with 
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their possessives): "bilâ has the meaning of mcfa as if it were a locative" (wa-bilä bi-
mana ma'a ka-'annahâ zarf, 'Idrâk 146,3). In other words, 'Abu Hayyän appears to 
be saying in some instances bilä has the meaning of a zarf, although in reality it is not 
In 'Abu Hayyän's view, the major criterion for assigning to any Arabic element the 
status of a noun with the function of a zarf is the question of whether ft is implied. 
This, for example, is the case with 'inda 'at, with' and 'amäm-a 'in front [of]'. For a 
Turkic zarf'Abu Hayyän seems to apply the same criterion, i.e. whether the meaning 
of fi is implied, which involves its equivalent in Turkic, i.e. di. In practice this means 
that the Turkic equivalent of an Arabic zar/must have da in the surface structure.4 
".. .the equivalent of'in', which is da, is not used with it, unlike qat which has 
the meaning 'with'." (wa-lä yadhulu 'alayhà murâdiffï îladïhuwa da bi-hiläf 
qat bi-macnä 'inda, 'Idrâk 146,2-3.) 
Abu Hayyän probably relates this to the fact that in the Turkic equivalents of many 
Arabic zurüf the 'particle' dà is used, e.g. fawqa 'above' 'ustun da, tahta 'allinda 
'underneath'. In other words, it seems that 'Abu Hayyän's main reason for not 
regarding bilâ as a zarf'is the fact that it cannot be construed with da, as opposed to 
other Turkic zurüf. 
The second opinion is that bilâ is equivalent to ma'a, and is considered a noun 
with the function of a zarf. This opinion is evident in Qawäntn. In the first place it is 
pointed out that bilâ is used as a translation of bi (instrumental) in sentences like 
qilig bilâ 'urdum darabtu bi-s-sayfi 'I beat with the sword'. Its use as an equivalent of 
ma
c
a (comitative) seems secondary, which is inferred from the use of the word 
'aydan 'too': "the word bilâ is also used with the meaning of ma'a, 'I came with the 
chief bï bilâ kaldum (wa-tusta'mal lafza bilâ 'aydan bi-ma'nâ ma'a gVtu maca l-
'amiri Ы bilä kaldum, Qawânïn 41,9). In another passage, however, he seems to 
assign the primary meaning of maca to bilä "the word bilä... and its meaning is 
ma
c
a" (lafza bilä... wa-ma'nàhâ ma'a, Qawânïn 34,4). The most explicit statement 
with regard to the status of bilä, however, is found in a discussion related to the 
equivalents of Arabic pronouns governed by bi. According to the author of Qawânïn, 
in Turkic pronouns are not governed by bi 
"I do not know in this language a pronoun that is governed in the genitive by 
bi; instead, they use ma'a whose equivalent is bilä." (wa-'ammâ l-bâ' fa-lâ 
'a'rifu fi hâdihi l-luga damtran yugan bi-l-bâ' wa-'innamâ yagurrûna bi-ma'a 
wa-yurâdifuhâ bilä, Qawânïn 45,11.) 
(This statement is followed by a listing of the Turkic pronouns in combination with 
bilä, e.g. ma'ï manim bilä 'with me', and macahu 'anin bilä 'with him', etc..) 
Although the author seems to consider bilä as the equivalent of maca rather than bi, 
it is not clear whether he also assigns it the status of zarf. The use of the general term 
lafza 'word' for bilä gives no clues in this respect. In short, according to Qawânïn the 
Arabic particle bi has no equivalent in Turkic. 
In Targumân, too, the primary meaning of bilä seems to be maca. The fact that the 
word (lafza) meraislisted as an entry among other zurüf, e.g. al- wasat 'middle' (used 
in the sense 'between') and 'inda 'with', may serve as a first piece of evidence 
(Targumân 54,3-6). A second indication may be the fact that in Targumân bilä, 
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besides the expected combinations — mcfaka 'with you' sanin bilä — is also used 
with da: 
(9) 'a-nin bilä-si-n-dä 
he[OBL]-GEN with-POSS-n5-LOC 
'with that one' (maea dáka). 
Likewise, ma'a 'ulä'ika 'with them' is 'an-lär bilä-lär-i-n-dä, ma'ï 'with me' bila-m 
da and ma'anä 'with us' bilâ-muz da.6 It is not dear whether bilä is assigned the 
status of zarf. 
Sudur's author Ibn Muhammad Çâlih seems to have a preference for ma'a as the 
main sense of bilah, his version of bilä, as well.7 He refers to one of the other 
meanings of bi (i.e. musähaba 'accompaniment'), and thus first equates bi and mefa 
in Arabic before translating them into Turkic. In this sense " ma'a and bi of accompa-
niment [are] bîlah" {ma'a wa-bä' al-musähaba bïlah, Sudur 26r2) are equivalent in 
meaning. In this respect he uses the term nazlr. 
"and thus you apply it in the construction with maca whose peer is [both] 
bilah and Iah." {wa-kadä ta'malfi l-mazhar at-tarktb bi-maca nazïruhu bïlah 
wa-lah, $udur26v7ff.) 
The fact that bilah is also the equivalent of bi seems of secondary importance: "and 
likewise 'by me' is bilah" (wa-kadälika bï bïlah, Sudur 26v9). 
In the other sources neither opinions is obvious. In MG, for instance, both 
meanings of bi are expressed. In one instance bilä (along with the older variant birla) 
is, as expected, mentioned as the equivalent of bi (cf. MG 58vrt). The author may have 
tried to solve the problem by discerning two dialectal variants of bilä To one of them, 
lab. (Ottoman) he assigns the sense of bi, and to the other, bilah, that of maca, viz., 
banüm-lah bï 'by me' versus manum bilah macï 'with me' (MG 59rbm).8 
In Hilya, both maca and bi are regarded as a /iar/¡ and, as a consequence, they may 
have one single equivalent: "The particle ma'a and the added [particle] bi, the word 
bilä substitutes both of them in Turkic." (harfma'a wa-l-bä' az-zä'id wa-humafì t-
turkiyya yartüb 'anhumä lafza bïlà, Hilya 93,1.) 
2.3 The case of 'ilä 
In this section we discuss the way the meanings of 'ilä and hattä, and the notion 
'until' are reflected in Turkic, and the analyses the Arabic grammarians give of the 
respective Turkic equivalents. 
The Arabic particle 'ilä is basically used to convey a motion or direction toward a 
place or until a point in time, e.g. dahabtu 'ilä makkata9 'I went to Mecca' and baqttu 
'iläyawmi l-qiyâmati 'I waited until the day of Judgement'. In this sense, 'ila is called 
harfal- 'intihä'. By extension, 'ilä is also used to express the end point of a motion (al-
gäya), e.g. wasaltu 'ilä makkata 'I arrived at Mecca', especially when it is opposed to 
min, 'from' (IrtiSäfU 449,16; II 567,3; cf. Wright 1986 [1898] II 144ff.; Gully 
1994:41). In this last sense, 'ilä is synonymous with the particle hattä, 'until', e.g. 
'akaltu s-samakata hattä ra'sihä 'I ate the fish until its head', excluding the end point 
itself, i.e. ra'sihä, 'its head'. 
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As in all Turkic languages, in the Turkic languages described in our sources, too, 
the notion 'to' or 'towards' is conveyed by means of the dative case: 
(9) bak-imiz huräsänqä bàr-dï 
chief-poss/lpl Khoràsân-DAT go-PAST/3sg 
'Our chief went to Khoräsän' {'amlrunä maiâ 'ilâ huräsän, Hilya 92,5). 
Turkic case endings usually denote a very general motion or place, and a specific 
meaning, such as 'until', is conveyed by means of a postposition10 after the case 
ending. (It will be seen that this postposition is not the same in all sources.) In 'Idräk 
the dative case is followed by the postposition daqin: 
(10) makka-kä daqin yuri-di-m 
Mecca-DAT until, as far as walk-PAST-lsg 
'I walked as far as Mecca' (sirtu hattä makkata, 'Idräk 145,12). 
The issue we deal with in this section is the way the grammarians coped with the 
problem of assigning a status to a combination of two elements, i.e. kä and daqin, 
which serve to express a notion that in Arabic is conveyed by means of one word. 
The Turkic equivalent of 'ilä is gä, viz., "to the particles of the genitive belong the 
word gä, with the meaning of 'towards' that governs the genitive" {wa-min hurufal-
garr lafza gä Ы-ma'nä 'ilä ¡-¿arra, MG 58 top).11 In Qawäntn (42,7), too, the first 
meaning of 'ilä is kä or gä: 
(11) larga bar-du-m 
City-DAT gO-PAST-lSg 
'I went to the city' (ruhtu 'ilä l-madïnati). 
(12) kantkä kat-tu-m 
tOWn-DAT gO-PAST-lSg 
'I went to the town' (dahabtu 'ilä l-baladi, Qawäntn 42,7). 
In 'Idräk, however, in the introductory list of particles, it is not gâ but daqin that is 
mentioned as the particle conveying the meaning of both 'ilä and hattä (144,21). 
Furthermore, elsewhere (145,15), in the analysis of (10), it is specified that gäand kä 
express the meaning of 'ilä, but that they are used pleonastically together with daqin 
(ma'nä kullin minhumä 'ilä läkinnahä tustacmal murdifatan bi-daqin). In other 
words, in 'Abu Hayyän's opinion, the basic meaning of 'ilâ is conveyed by means of 
daqin, whereas gä has a merely complementary function. 
In Qawämn the addition of this element is also discussed, but it is assigned a 
different status: "and if [ 'ilä's] meaning is the reaching of the goal [i.e. 'until'], then 
add the word dakin to this marker" (wa-'in käna macnähä 'intihä' al-gäya fa-zid calä 
hädihi l-caläma lafza dakin, 42,10). This implies that gä expresses the basic meaning, 
and that dakin is added as a complementary element. 
A third solution for this problem is given in Hilya (91,3), where taki (which 
reflects the same meaning as daqin and dakin in the other sources) is regarded as an 
equivalent of the Arabic harf al-gäya (particle of the goal), i.e. both hattä and 'ilä that 
express the goal (al-gä'iyyatayni), e.g., 
(13a) täwuk cIräqqä taki bar-mis' 
so-and-so cIräq-DAT until go-iNFER/3sg 
'So-and-so went as far as 'Iraq.' 
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Underneath some of the Turkic words their respective equivalents in Arabic are (in 
Rifat's edition) printed in a small font: 
(13b) tâwuk Iraq qâtalcï bâr-miS 
fulän hattä maSä 
so-and-so until walk-PAST/3sg 
In this sense, however, the function and meaning of qä is not described, and it seems 
that qä taki is regarded as one single meaningful element. 
In addition, both Qawânïn and 'Idräk note that gä may be added optionally after 
daqin, or dakin, resulting in the forms daqin-ga and dakingä, respectively (e.g. 
'Idräk 145,14). In Hilya a similar form, takinga, is given. 
Clauson (1972) distinguishes two postpositions: in the first place the one dis-
cussed in Hilya, "tegi: Gerund from [the verb] teg- used as a Postposition after 
Nouns in the Dative meaning 'up to, as far as (a place), and 'until' (a time)... it 
acquired a final -n for no obvious reason" (477); and secondly, the common form in 
the three sources: "teginç ...[in Borovkov, Leksika, one of Clauson's sources] the 
word is synonymous with tegi: and looks like an abbreviation of the Equative of 
tegin (tegi:)" (484). 
In both Qawânïn and 'Idräk, then, the analysis of dakin (gä) is similar to Clauson's, 
i.e. a basic particle with an additional suffix, in Clauson's terms an equative suffix 
(see also Fundamenta I), although their opinions differ as to which of the two 
elements is used pleonastically. According to 'Abu Hayyàn, gä is the complementary 
element, whereas in Qawânïn it is dakin. 
In Hilya, however, the analysis of takingà is quite different from the one shared 
by 'Idräk, Qawânïn and Clauson. In order to understand it fully, it is necessary to 
discuss briefly how, according to the Arabic grammarians, Arabic particles can be 
used with verbs, and, further the way the conjunction 'until' is conveyed in Turkic. 
I have already referred to the fact that 'ila is also used with the notion 'until a 
certain time'. The particle 'ilä cannot be followed immediately by a verb. The reason 
for this is, according to the Arabic grammarians, the fact that a verb cannot occupy 
the syntactic position of the genitive, which is a privilege of nouns only. This can be 
solved by means of aspecial kind of noun, the masdar, translated with 'verbal noun' 
or 'infinitive'. The masdar, apart from reflecting the meaning of a verb and possess-
ing some verbal features, behaves like any other noun, and as such, may be subjected 
to governance by means of a particle: 'Ha magï'i zayd-in 'until Zayd's coming' or, 
'until Zayd comes'. An alternative route, with a similar result, is the application of the 
particle 'an, which, by governing the verb in the subjunctive, serves as an intermedi-
ate between the particle and the verb. The combination, then, behaves as a verbal 
noun (cf. ΊΛύΠΐ297,1ίί.): 
(14) 'ilä 'an ya¿V-a zayd-u-n 
until 'an comes-suBj zayd-NOM-WDEF 
'until Zayd comes'. 
In Turkic the notion of the temporal 'until' is usually expressed by means of a suffix 
added to the stem of a verb, This verb itself is not finite; it must be preceded by a 
pronoun: 
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(15) [tur mûn-dâ] man kal-kingà 
[stand/iMP/2sg here-шс] I come-until 
'[You] stay here until I come' ('Idräk 151,3; similar example Hilya 91,9). 
In the sources (i.e.Qawanïn, 'Idräk, Hilya, MG) the suffix kingä (after velar stems 
gingä) is, with this meaning, regarded as one of the equivalents of 'ilâ and hattä. 
When this suffix is added to the stem tak- 'to reach', the result is tak-kingä (tak-ingâ 
in Hilya, 91,9f), a form quite similar to the one mentioned in Qawânïn and 'Idräk. In 
fact 'Idräk eventually derives daqin(gä)/dakin(gä) from the verb dak, 'to reach', to 
which kingä is added, allowing deletion of one к for alleviation ( 'Idräk 150,20ff.). 
Returning to Hilya, in the sentence 
(16a) bâlîq yï-du-m bâS-ï-n-â takin-gä 
fish eat-PAST-lsg head-Poss-n-DAT until (POSTP) 
'I ate the fish until its head' ('akaltu s-samakata hattä ra'sihä), 
Ibn al-Muhannä derives takingâ directly from the verb dak, and, more importantly, 
he assigns it the status of a verb. This is obvious in his word-by-word analysis (tacrtb) 
of(16a): 
(16b) bâlîq yï-du-m bäi-i-n-ä takingâ 
samak 'akaltu hattä ra'sihi balagtu 
fish I ate until its head I reached 
Summarising, both Qawânïn and 'Idräk analyse the postposition dakingä/daqingä 
in terms of a form dakin to which the optional suffix -gä may be added, in combina-
tion with -gä. The basic meaning of 'ilä 'towards' is assigned to different elements, 
i.e. to daqin in 'Idräk, and to -gä in Qawânïn. In Hilya, however, takingâ has the 
status of a verb. 
This difference of opinion is related to the fact that in Arabic grammar a sequence 
of two particles that govern the genitive is unacceptable. The reason for this is 
obvious: in such a case one of the particles would be subjected to governance by the 
other, or both of them would govern the same noun, which is impossible. We have 
seen above that both gä and daqin(gä) are regarded as equivalents of Arabic parti-
cles; in this respect the fact that they follow one another is impossible to explain in 
terms of Arabic grammar, and the analysis the two sources give is, in fact, contrary to 
the principles of Arabic linguistic thinking. 
Ibn al-Muhannä's approach to the form of takingâ in terms of a verbal form 
conveying the meaning of 'reached', seems much more in agreement with these 
principles. Ibn al-Muhannä regards the sequence -â + takingâ as one of a verb and a 
particle, which is, of course, quite possible. His analysis of qä taki, however, which he 
— implicitly— regards as one element (cf. [13]), remains unexplained. 
2.4 The case of li, or the possessive construction 
A special case of the use of the particles of annexation is the possessive construction. 
It is special since in Arabic the particle is usually absent in the surface structure: it is 
an element the (later) grammarians posit between two nouns in the underlying 
structure of an 'idäfa construction. The reason for this is the tendency in late Arabic 
grammar to reduce the number of governors; they did not, like their predecessors, 
accept the possibility of one noun governing another, hence causing the genitive case 
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ending on the governed noun. Instead, they posited a harfgarr in the underlying 
structure that is to account for the genitive case. This particle is usually li 'to', for 
example, the underlying structure of bayt-u zayd-in 'Zayd's house' is, in their 
opinion, something like al-bayt-u li-zayd-in, with lias the governing particle (see 
discussion above). The particle may also be min 'from', if the genitive conveys a 
partitive meaning, e.g. tawb-u hazz-in 'a cloth [made] of silk' is rephrased as tawb-un 
min hazz-in. 
This principle is explained most clearly in the Margin Grammar, e.g., 
"Sunqur's slave' i.e. *'a slave to Sunqur'; 'that one's slave' i.e. *'a slave to that 
one' with the implied li; 'whose slave', with [the underlying structure] *'to 
whom his slave'. Liis implied in the underlying structure." (mamlüku sunqurin 
'ay *mamlükun li-sunqur wa-mamluku da 'ay *mamlûk li-dâ bi-l-läm al-
muqaddar 'ay mamlüku man bi-ma'nä U-man mamlükuhu bi-taqdïr al-läm, 
MG 44rmd.) 
To put it in another way, the phrase mamlüku sunqura 'Sunqur's slave' is rephrased 
in the underlying structure as *mamlükun li-sunqur 'a slave to Sunqur', with the 
addition of the particle li 
This section further discusses the way the grammarians explained the possessive 
construction in Turkic. It will be shown that the concept of a particle in the 
underlying structure plays an important role in the analysis of Turkic possessive 
constructions, too. 
In the sentence al-bayt-u li-zayd-in 'the house [belongs] to Zayd', the phrase H-
zaydin 'to Zayd' is the predicate (habar) to the topic (mubtada') al-baytu 'the house'. 
Here the particle li cannot be omitted in the surface structure, for a phrase like, for 
example, * al-bayt-u zayd-in, without the insertion of li, is regarded as non-gram-
matical. 
In Turkic it is of course also possible to construct predicative sentences of this 
type, but, unlike in Arabic, it suffices to put the predicate in the genitive: 
(17) bu 'at zayd nin [durar] 
this/NOM horse zayd GEN [CORR] 
'this is Zayd's horse' (hada l-farasu li-zaydin, Hilya 93,4). 
The compilers of the sources usually interpret ηίη (with a variant -in in Oguz 
[turkmâniyya]) as the equivalent of li; it 'has the meaning of li ( 'Idräk, 145,4). 
For Qawäntn the word (lafza) nin conveys the meaning of li for possession (milk) 
and the specification (al-'ihtisäs), which is the way the function of li in sentences of 
the type in ( 1) is described in Arabic grammar. 
The status of this element ηίη in (17), however, is described slightly differently in 
Hilya: "The last n [i.e. η] belongs to the same category as the redundant [particle] If 
(fa-n-nun al-'ahira bi-manzila al-läm az-zä'id [sic], Hilya 93,4). This statement is 
interesting in two respects. In the first place it says something about Ibn al-Muhannä's 
analytical approach to nin, in the sense that he segments it into two parts, i.e. n + η. 
This is probably because in Oguz Turkic languages η alone represents the genitive 
case, i.e. zayd-in. In the second place it is of interest because of the application of the 
terms manzilaand zä'ida in this context. The term marnila refers to the status of nin 
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compared to li in Arabic, and the term zä'id is used to specify the position of li in the 
Arabic sentence. 
In Arabic linguistic terminology the term zä'id is used to indicate elements that 
are inserted, and, as a result, exert governance, but without adding any extra mean-
ing to the sentence. For example, the particle li in darabtu li-zaydin '1 beat [to] Zayd', 
does not cause ungrammaticality of the sentence, but it does not contribute 
significantly to its meaning either (cf. Irtiiäfll 435,4ff.; cf. also Versteegh 1993:144-
5 and 151 for this term in early grammatical terminology). As a result, the particle li 
forms no part of the underlying structure, since it is semantically redundant. Inter-
estingly, in example (17) discussed by Ibn al-Muhannä, in Arabic theory the lain is 
not considered zä'id, it is an essential part of the predicate of the sentence. 
In regard to marnila, Versteegh (1978: 264ff.) states "If a word A is said to be at 
the same marnila as a word B, it belongs to the same class as word B... it may even 
take over some of the functions... of word B". The same definition applies in the case 
of Ibn al-Muhannä's use of manzila. 
It seems that Ibn al-Muhannä compares nin to i»'in two respects. In the first place 
both denote the sense of'property' (milk), and secondly, both nin and li are, at least 
in Ibn al-Muhannä's view optional, i.e. they may be deleted. This analysis of li 
probably relates to Ibn al-Muhannä's variant interpretation of the same Turkic 
sentence elsewhere (85,12), which we shall deal with below. 
In Turkic a noun can be marked for a possessive relation to a pronoun by adding 
the appropriate pronominal marker: 
(18) 'at-im 
horse-poss/lsg 
'my horse'. 
Likewise, 'at-irj 'your (sg.) horse'; 'at-i 'his/her horse', 'at-imiz 'our horse', 'at-irjiz 
'your (pi.) horse'. In the case of'at-lari, two analyses — or even three — are possible, 
viz., first 'at-lari 'their horse' and 'atlar-i 'his horses'. In the first case lar is consid-
ered part of the reference to the possessor, which, then, must be plural (horse-their), 
whereas in the second it is considered part of to the possessed noun (horses-his). A 
third possible interpretation for this form is that both possessor and possessed are 
plural 'their horses' (horses-their), because the suffix cannot appear twice in the 
same word to denote double plurality *atlar-lari (cf. also 'Idrâk 147,16f). 
In order to stress (ta'ktd, Qawäntn 46,16) the possessive relation, the 'possessed' 
noun may be preceded by a personal pronoun which is marked for the genitive case, 
e.g. ban-im 'at-im 'my horse', san-irj 'at-in 'your horse', 'a-nirj at-i 'his/her horse', 
biz-im 'atimiz 'our horse', siz-iq 'at-irjiz 'your (pi.) horses' and 'an-lar-nirj 'at-i or 
'at-lari 'fheirhorse(s)'.12 The plural ending -lar is inserted between the noun and the 
possessive ending, e.g. 'at-lär-im 'my horses'. Case endings follow after the posses-
sive ending, e.g. san-irj qat-irj-dä (you-GEN side-Poss/2sg-LOc) 'at your side'. 
In Turkic, two nouns can stand in a possessive relation for which both elements 
must be marked, the possessor with the genitive case, and the possessed with the 
possessive ending, respectively: 
(19) bi-nirj 'at-i 
chief-GEN horse-POSS/3sg 
'the chiefs horse'. 
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After vowels, an s is inserted between the word and the possessive marker, e.g. 
(20) bî-ηίη 'anâ-s-ï 
chief-GEN mother-s-Poss/3sg 
'the chiefs mother' 
In the following we shall discuss the status of the possessive ending, and the genitive 
case ending nirj. We shall see that the sources had no problem with assigning the 
status of pronoun to the possessive ending, except for the ending of the third person. 
Further, we shall find that niq is generally regarded as equal to the particle li 'to'. 
The Turkic possessive endings are described in terms similar to the Arabic 
construction of annexation ('idâfa) to pronouns: 
"the annexed noun precedes the [noun] it is annexed to, analogous to the 
Arabic." (wa-taqaddama [l-mudäf] 'ala l-mudäf 'ilayhi qiyäsa l-carabiyya, 
Qawânïn 46,2). 
In this sense, one would expect the suffixes to be analysed in a similar way. This 
assumption, however, holds only partially. 
First of all, the Margin Grammar gives an analysis according to which the 
possessive endings are considered pronouns: 
"The pronoun for the first person is m, and for the first person plural it is miz; 
for the second person it is η, and for him and for the second person plural it is 
rjiz; for the third person it is a silent y, and for the third person plural it is lari." 
(ad-damtr li-l-mutakallim m wa-lahu wa-li-man ma'ahu miz wa-1-li-muhätab 
η wa-lahu wa-li-man ma'ahu η'\ζ wa-li-1-gä'ib y säkina wa-lahu wa-li-man 
ma'ahu lärt, MG 59vlt/bm; also 59vrt.) 
'Idrâkznd Qawânïn give very similar analyses for the first and second persons ( 'Idrâk 
118,15; 136,17). 
For the ending ï (or i) of the third person, however, 'Idrâk, Qawânïn and Hilya 
supply less explicit information. Even though they state in several instances that it is 
attached "you vocalise it with an \' (taksiruhu), e.g. qul-i 'his slave' (mamlukuhu, 
'Idrâk 120,lf), nowhere is the status of this ending described. In fact, in some cases it 
seems to be entirely disregarded. 'Abu Hayyän, for example, writes with regard to 
qul-lari tur-du-lar 
"i.e. 'their slaves stood up', lar is attached to the singular if you annex to a 
singular [ noun], and [ its] r is vocalised with an ι', this indicates the plural of the 
annexed; it may also indicate the plural of the ones to whom is annexed. This 
can be deduced from the context." ('ay mamâlïkuhum qârnû fa-lar talhaqu l-
mufrad fa-'idä 'udtfa 'ila mufrad wa-kusirat ar-rä' dalla dâlika 'ala ¿amc al-
mudäfwa-yadullu 'aydan 'ala gam' al-mudäf'ilayhim wa-yatabayyanu dâlika 
min siyâq al-kalâm, 'Idrâk 147,17f.) 
From th is statement it appears that he does not assign a distinctive meaning to i, and, 
hence, does not consider it a pronoun (damtr). 
In Tuhfa a parallel is seen with the endings of the Turkic imperfect tense in -di: 
"The marker of the third person is the silent y in nouns and verbs" ('aläma al-gä'ib 
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yä' sâkinafi l-'asmä' wa-l-'afäl, Tuhfa 39v6). Indeed, the verbal endings are, apart 
from the first person plural, identical with the possessive endings in nouns: kâldîm 'I 
came', kâldïn 'you (sg.) came', kâldï 'he/she came'; kaldik 'we came'; kâldïnïz 'you 
(pi.) came'; käldilär 'they came'.13 However, because Tuhfa applies the term laläma 
'marker' indiscriminately to all words and morphemes, the status of these 'markers' 
remains unclear. In Hilya (85,9), the possessive endings are considered markers too. 
For qul-um 'my slave' gulâm-ï, Ibn al-Muhannâ writes "the silent m is the marker of 
the annexation to the speaker himself" (wa-1-mïm as-säkina 'alâma al-'idäfa 'Uà nafsi 
l-mutakallim, Hilya 86,1). According to Qawanïn (59,4) the y is a marker of annexa-
tion Caläma li-l-'idäfa), rather than a pronoun. 'Idräk assigns no function to the y 
exclusively. 
The reason for the apparent hesitance in 'Idräk and Qawanïn with regard to 
assigning the status of pronoun of the third person to ï (or i) becomes more 
understandable when we recall what 'Abu Hayyän states in the first part of the 
grammatical section of his work: 
"All three weak consonants [sc 'alif, wäwandyä']... arise from the lengthening 
of the vowels." (gam? hurufal-madd wa-l-Rn at-taläta... 'innamä hiya nawas~i' 
c
an 'iMc al-harakäU 'Иго* 101,10.) 
In this sense, no meaning can be assigned to the glides, for they are secondary as they 
originate from the vowels. Assigning the status of pronoun to a vowel is impossible 
within the framework of Arabic grammar, which concentrates on consonants, rather 
than vowels. In Arabic grammar the у can have the function of a pronoun, for 
instance, in gulâmï /gulàm-iy/ 'my slave', the y is the pronoun of the first person. In 
Chapter Three I showed that in Arabic grammar vowels can only serve as markers as 
the result of governance, and are never considered as governing elements them-
selves. 
This seems to be the status assigned to i (i) in Qawanïn, 'Idräk and Hilya i.e. 'a 
marker of annexation', a sign that the word is involved in an annexation construc-
tion. We shall discuss this in greater detail below. 
I have already pointed to the fact that when the second word of the Turkic sequence 
ends in a vowel, it gets an intermediate s before the possessive ending ï, such as in 
'anä-s-i 'his mother' (cf. [20]). In Arabic grammar the «can fulfil a similar function, 
e.g., daraba-n-t /daraba-n-iy/ 'he beat me', in which η is inserted between the final 
vowel of the verb, i.e. a, and the i that precedes the pronoun y. In Arabic grammar 
this η is called nun al-wiqäya, 'protective n'. It is not considered a part of the 
pronoun that is at the position of the object, since it does not appear after particles, 
e.g. ϊϊ 'to me' and macï 'with me', and when the pronoun is governed by an active 
participle dârib-ï 'the one who beats me' (cf. IrtiiSäfl 470,8ff.). In the Margin 
Grammar, for instance the function of the Turkic intermediate s is compared to that 
of this Arabic n: 
"you add to [the annexed element] an s vocalised with an i if its last consonant 
is weak [i.e. if it ends in ï, ä or u], it is [like] the protective η in Arabic in verbs 
or in particles that resemble them [sc, verbs], e.g. daraba-n-ï'he beat me'..., 
but this is in nouns that end in an α with a lengthened vowel to which an 'alif 
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is added, [which serves to] protect it [sc. the 'alifl against [contact with] the i." 
(talhaq [al-mudâf] sinon maksura 'in капа 'âhiruhu muHallan wa-hiya nun al-
wiqäya 'arabiyyatan fi l-ficl 'aw al-harf alladt 'asbahahu, nahwa daraba-n-t... 
läkinna hada fi l-ism al-maftüh al-'ähir al-musbac allodi lahiqathu al-'alif 
wiqäyatan lahu min al-kasr, MG 59vrt.) 
In the case of'anâ-s-î /'ana''-s-іу/ 'his mother', s is inserted to prevent the 'alifl"I 
from being directly followed by », since 'alif cannot be vocalised. 
A similar statement with regard to the s is found in Qawânïn, viz., 
"the secret in this [i.e. the insertion of the s] is that the last consonant of the 
annexed noun is an 'alif and the marker of the annexation is the y, both of 
them weak consonants, and therefore they insert the s between them to 
prevent the sequence of two weak consonants." (wa-s-sirrfi dâlika 'anna l-ism 
al-mudâf 'âhiruhu 'alifwa-'alâmaal-'idafayâ'wa-humâ harfâ'illa wa-'adhalû 
as-stn baynahumâ li-'allâ yatawâlâ harfâ Hila, Qawânïn 44,20f.) 
In this quotation the intermediate i is not considered at all. In Dïwân (copied in MG 
39vrt) the insertion of si is accounted for with the same kind of phonological 
arguments. If the last consonant of aword is vocalised in annexation, in the way the 
1 in 'ugul 'son' is vocalised with an i, /'ugl-i/, only y is added instead of si, hence 
/'ugliy/. In some cases the last consonant cannot be vocalised. This holds, for 
example, in the case of the word 'ata 'father', which ends in an 'alif I"I, sc. /'ata'7. If 
two y's were added after the 'alif, one would get a sequence of three weak consonants, 
i.e. /"-y-y/ in /'ata"-y-iy'7, which is impossible. The firsty, then is replaced (cuwwidat) 
with an s, resulting in /'ata"-s-iy/ 'atâsï 'his father'. 
However, not all aspects of this argumentation are quite clear. For example, it 
seems that KäSgari presupposes the addition of two y's, ІУі-у
г
І< m «^ instances, 
although he does not explicitly state this. This would mean that he first posits the 
theoretical form 'anin *'atâyï (which can be represented as *І'г.\з!'-у-1-у2І)- In this 
sense, /yt/ is replaced with /s/ when it follows after /"/ 'alif, resulting in /'ata"-s-y2/. In 
asimilar way, /yt/ is deleted from /'ugl-i-y,-y2/, resulting in /'ugl-i-y2/. In either case 
/yj/ is either replaced or deleted. Kasgari's argumentation with two ys instead of one 
may be related to the fact that in Arabic theory replacement of consonants is easier to 
explain than insertion.14 
Another account of the insertion of the s is found in Hilya (85,Iff): "If the last 
consonant of the annexed noun is a weak consonant", Ibn al-Muhannà says, "then 
add an s before this consonant, and vocalise the consonant before the s with an Г (fa-
'in kâna 'âhir al-mudâf harf'illa, fa-zid aabla l-harf al-muctall sinon maksüran ma 
qablahâ). He illustrates this with the word qamgi15 'whip' (miqraca). Indeed, if we 
insert an s between | and i, and subsequently vocalise the g with an i, the result is 
qamg-is-ï 'his whip'. On the other hand, however, the same does not hold for words 
like, e.g., yâ 'bow' (qaws), because in this case insertion of the 5 would result in *y-is-
ä, whereas the correct form is yä-si 'his bow', which, with some other examples (all 
ending in -a) is given by Ibn al-Muhannä. 
Abu Hayyân, not accepting ï (or i) as a pronoun, associates the s with the 
'annexation' itself "si is the indicator of the annexation to the third person, if the last 
consonant of the noun is vocalised" (wa-si dalli al-'idäfa li-l-gâ'ib 'idâ kâna 'âhir al-
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ism mutaharrikan, 'Idräk 147,5). Note that he uses the term dalli, 'marker, indicator', 
for s, instead of assigning a definite status. However, he does not regard s and i as 
separate morphemes. In other instances the s is simply "for the annexation" (li-l-
'idäfa, 'Idräk 147,13) or "attached for the annexation" (lähiaa li-l-'idáfa, 'Idräk 
152,2), both of which amount to the same thing. In Tuhfa the same evasive terminol-
ogy is used, it seems, with regard to the s. The principle of its attachment is described 
but its status remains basically unexplained: "the s is added for the annexation (wa-
tuzâd as-sïn li-l-'idàfa, Tuhfa 89v7, also 60v8). 
A case similar to that of the s is the insertion of another consonant, viz., n. In this 
case, though, it is put directly after the possessive ending of the third person when it 
is followed by a locative or ablative case ending: 
(21) *ard -i- n-dä 
space behind someone-Poss/3sg-n-Loc 
'behind him'. 
(22) 'ard- irj- da 
space behind someone-Poss/2sg-LOC 
'behind you (sg.)\ 
After the other possessive endings, no such η is inserted (22), and hence 'ard-imiz-
dä 'behind us' etc. This η is described in 'Idräk as follows: 
"The η indicates the second person if it is nasal [i.e. n, cf. (22) ], and the pure η 
indicates annexation to the third person." (fa-n-nun al-hälisa tufir bi-l-'idäfa 
li-l-gä'ib, 'Idräk 136,18.) 
In these contexts we have understood the references to the i, s and η with the terms 
c
aläma al-'idáfa, 'marker for the annexation', or li-l-'idáfa, 'for the annexation', as 
deliberately vague, rather than as implicit indications for the annexation to the third 
person singular, and hence the acceptance of -ϊ (or i) as a pronoun. 
The other important element in the Turkic possessive construction is the genitive 
case ending and the fact that, compared with Arabic, the elements stand in the 
reverse order. I first deal with the sequence of the elements, and continue with the 
ending nirj. 
A striking difference between the Arabic and the Turkic possessive constructions 
is that the sequence of the elements involved is reversed, e.g. (19) bï-nirj 'at-ï (chief-
GEN horse-poss) versus faras-u l-'amtr-i (horse-NOM the chief-GEN). As has been 
shown above, this is not the case when possessive suffixes are added to a noun. In 
terms of Arabic theory this reverse sequence presents a problem, since in their view 
governance works in one direction only, i.e. from the beginning of the sentence 
towards the end, so that in principle the governance relations in the Turkic construc-
tions would be the reverse of those in Arabic. 
All sources pay repeated attention to this point, e.g. "The element to which is 
annexed precedes the annexed in this language." (al-mudäf'ilayhiyataqaddamufì 
hädihi l-luga calä l-mudáf, 'Idräk 146,16; also Hilya 84,15f; MG 59Ч1/Ьт; Qawäntn 
44,2). In the above example bi is the tnudâf'ilayhi, and 'at-ï the tnudâf, reverse in 
sequence, but analogous to the analysis of the Arabic phrase faras-u l-'amir-i (tnudâf 
- tnudâf 'ilayhi). This remains without consequences for governance. This inverse 
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sequence also occurs in the case of the particles of the genitive, as has been shown 
above, and further, for example, with attributes (tieft), like adjectives in which the 
adjective precedes the qualified noun. However, the grammarians seem to accept this 
awkward sequence in Turkic. 
I now continue the discussion of the interpretations the sources give with regard 
to the case ending niq, which is added to nouns ('at-niq 'the horse's'), and to the 
personal pronoun of the third person singular ('a-nirj 'his') and plural ('a-n-lar-nirj 
'their(s)'). 
We have seen above that the grammarians equated the ending niq with the 
particle li when used in predicative sentences, which in that case seems quite obvious 
since li is typically used in predicative sentences of this type in Arabic. In a normal 
genitive constructions in Arabic things are different, since in the surface structure li 
does not appear. The grammarians are supported by their analysis of Arabic posses-
sive constructions in which they posit the particle li in the underlying structure as a 
connective element. 
Abu Hayyàn gives the following sentence: 
(23a) kim-nirj qul-i san 
who-GEN slave-Poss/3sg you-NOM 
'whose slave are you?' (gulämu man 'anta, 'Idräk 146,17). 
Furthermore, he gives a word-by-word analysis of (23a), which sheds light on the 
way the respective functions of the Turkic words and morphemes are interpreted: 
(23b) kim-nin qul-i san 
li-man татійки-hu 'anta 
to whom his slave you 
In this analysis, it transpires that nirj is regarded as the equivalent of the particle IL16 
Abu Hayyàn is not the only one to equate niq with It, also in other sources this 
association is made, e.g., Qawântn "[The particle] /¿of annexation, i.e. nin is inserted 
to the noun to which is annexed." (wa-tadhulu läm al-'idâfa calä l-mudäf'ilayhi wa-
hiya nin, Qawântn 44,5; cf. similar statements in MG 59vrt/ult; 43vlt; further harf al-
'idâfa, Qawântn 73,2). 
In Tuhfa (89r3), the Margin Grammar (59vrt), and Hilya (85,9) the term 'alâma 
al-'idâfa is applied to niq. In the case of Tuhfa this is not very significant, since it uses 
the term calâma for almost all Turkic nouns and morphemes. In Hilya, however, it 
appears to be connected with Ibn al-Muhannâ's view of the Arabic possessive 
construction. 
I now return to Ibn al-Muhannâ's twofold interpretation of the element niq in 
(17): bu 'at zayd niq durar. One of his interpretations is given above; Ibn al-
Muhannà regards niq as the equivalent of the redundant particle li. This means that 
in his view both niq and li can be deleted from surface structure, which does not 
agree with Arabic theory on this point. Ibn al-Muhannâ's analysis on page (93,4) 
may be reconstructed as follows: 
a) bu 'at is equivalent to hâdâ l-farasu (this horse) 
b) zayd niq li-zaydin (to zayd) 
[c) the copula durur] 
This amounts to the same as the analyses in 'Idrâkand Qawânïn on the one hand, and 
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the Western analysis on the other. In another instance (85,11), however, Ibn al-
Muhannä translates this same Turkic sentence with hädä faras-u zayd-irt 'this is 
Zayd's horse' (followed by a similar example, translated in the same way): 
a) bu is equivalent to hädä (this) 
b) 'at faras-u (horse-NOM) 
c) zayd nirj zayd-in (zayd-GEN) 
[d) the copula turur] 
In the first sentence hädä l-farasu is the topic and li-zaydin the predicate, whereas in 
the second hädä is the topic, and /arasti zaydin the predicate. 
All this gives us reason to believe that Ibn al-Muhannä did not see any basic 
difference between the two Arabic sentences. In fact, he states explicitly that he 
regards li as zä'id, i.e. 'redundant', or 'optional', and in this respect, he probably 
considers the two Arabic sentences as variants that are equivalent to each other in 
meaning and construction. With this optionality of li he accounts for the fact that in 
Turkic ηίη is deleted in regular possessive constructions when constructed with 
proper names, e.g. zayd 'atï 'Zayd's horse' (Hilya 84,16). One could say that Ibn al-
Muhannä regards the two sentences (a) hädäfarasu zaydin and (b) hädä l-farasu li-
zaydin as equivalent, rather than viewing (b) as the underlying structure of (a). 
This approach not only has consequences for his analysis of both Arabic sen-
tences, but also for that of the Turkic phrase and the element nin in particular. 
In the preceding section I have tried to show that only one source directly applies the 
status of pronoun (damtr) to the possessive ending ï, whereas the other sources seem 
to be more hesitant in assigning any major function to it. The reason for this is 
probably that, in the view of most authors, y is an extension ('Ubäc) of the vowel, and 
in Arabic grammar vowels cannot in principle assume the function and position of a 
pronoun. 
The term 'marker of annexation' Caluma al-'idäfa) also conjures up associations 
with two related terms in Arabic grammar, namely 'marker of objectivity' (caläma al-
mafuliyya) and 'marker of agency' ('alâma al-fà^iliyya). In Chapter Three I showed 
that these terms are related to the abstract notions 'genitive' (¿arr), 'accusative' 
(nasb), and 'nominative' (raf), respectively, linking each of them to a specific 
syntactic function. In this respect, i, originally only the marker of the genitive case, is 
identified with the genitive case itself, and, by extension, it is also interpreted as a 
marker for the function of annexation ('idäfa). 
In regard to the application of the term caläma al-'idäfa to the Turkic ending i, it 
should not be interpreted as a reference to the function of 'grammatically possessed' 
(mudäf) and, hence as an indicator for governance, but rather as a reference to a 
more general notion, namely the fact that the noun is involved in a possessive 
relation. 
The analyses of the s and n — the second referred to in 'Idrâk only— which are 
not considered basic parts of the nouns, as they occur in limited morpho(no)logical 
contexts only, give some support to this idea. In 'Idrâk this s is called 'indicator of the 
annexation' (dalli al-'idäfa), which indicates the fact that there are morpho(no)logical 
reasons for its insertion, and the n 'indicates [lit. 'makes feel'] third person' (tuf ir Ы-
l-'idäfa li-l-gä'ib). In neither case is there direct assignment of function, although the 
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relation with the annexation is indicated. In feet, as far as 'Idräk and Qawanïn aie 
concerned no element is explicitly assigned the function of pronoun of the third 
person. 
The association of niq with the Arabic particle It is made by all sources. They may 
have had two major reasons for this association. In the first place the application of 
nirj in predicative sentences as a direct equivalent to li, and, secondly, the fact that li 
is posited in the underlying structure of annexation constructions. In Hilya, Ibn al-
Muhannä does not differentiate between these different applications of li He regards 
the underlying structure as a variant of the sentence, considering li a redundant 
particle (zä'id) that can be deleted from the surface structure without distortion of 
the meaning. In both Hilyaand the Margin Grammar, nin is called the 'marker of the 
annexation' (caläma al-'idôfa). 
2.5 The locative (zarf) 
The concept of z«r/(locative) is related to three main themes in Arabic grammar. In 
the first place it is related to the notion of governance; more specifically, the 
governance of optional objects by the verb. Secondly, it is connected to the principle 
of governance by the particles of the genitive, especially Д and, further, the concept 
of annexation plays an important role. In the preceding sections we have dealt with 
the particles and the annexation, whereas the governance of the verb will be dealt 
with in Chapter Five. In this section we shall see how the Arabic grammarians 
incorporated these notions in their analysis of the Turkic equivalents of the locative. 
In Arabic grammar the locative (zarf) is originally regarded as one of the optional 
objects to the verb, 'the object in which' (al-mafulfihi), with the particle ƒ» implied 
in the underlying structure and absent in the surface structure. Later grammarians, 
however, also admitted the appearance of ft in the surface structure, introducing 
semantic arguments for distinguishing a functional class oizuruf. The locatives are 
typically divided into two classes: the locative of time (zarfzamän), and the locative 
of place (zarf makän). Qawântn gives the following general definition of a locative: 
"In Arabic [the locative] is as a rule expressed with [a noun that] regularly 
includes [the meaning] ft, but in this language it is as a rule expressed with the 
word/t, i.e. [da], which they compulsorily put after [the locative], whether the 
latter is of time or place." (wa-yucabbiruna canhufìl-carabiyya mä tadammana 
fï bi-ttiräd wa- 'amtnäfi hädihi l-lugafa-huwa mä surihafihi bi-lafzafi bi-ttiräd 
fa-'innahum yusarrihüna wuguban wa-yu'ahhirunahä 'ay [da] 'an az-zarf 
zamänan капа 'aw makänan, Qawanïn, 34,11.) 
To start with the locative of time, however, Qawanïn does not give any examples 
with da to illustrate this statement. 
Abu Hayyan's description of the locatives of time (zuruf az-zamän), on the other 
hand, gives the impression that at least some of them are used without da. For 
example, he gives the following locatives of time: kunduz 'during daytime' (nahäran), 
tunlä 'at night' (laylan), kaga 'in the evening' (masä'an), quíluq 'in the early 
morning' (duhan), tarjlä (with variant tanda) 'in the morning' (sabähan) ('Idräk, 
135; similar examples in MG 55V rt/bm). The examples he gives are tunlä turdum 'I 
stood at night' and bukun sangar. turmiä dakul 'Today Sangar is not standing', in 
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which bukun means 'today'. Other examples of locatives of time are turdum 'uq-dâ 
'I stood up before' (qumtu qablu), surira turdum 'I stood up later' (qumtu baldan 
[sic]) ('Idrâk, 136,6ff.)· 
The Arabic locatives of time bacd and qabl are, like other nouns — but unlike 
most other locatives of time — annexed to nouns and pronouns, i.e. ¿i'tu bacda-ka 'I 
came after you' and gi'tu qabla-ka 'I came before you'. In this sense, the locatives 
bacda and qabla are annexed (mudäf) and the pronoun -ka 'you' is the noun that is 
annexed to (mudäf ilayhi). 
In the Margin Grammar the phrase casr-danburun Ъей>ге the evening prayer' in 
(24) is regarded as a regular annexation of a locative (burun) to a noun (casr): 
(24) casr-dan burun kal-di-m saga 
evening prayer-ABL before come-PAST-lsg you/DAT 
'I came to you before the evening prayer' 
(¿i'tu 'Наука min qabli l-casri ..., MG 56rtop). 
(25a) kal-di-m san-dan suq-rä 
come-PAST-lsg you-ABL after-Loc 
'I came after you' (¿i'tu bacdaka). 
Abu Hayyän probably realises that the construction of (25a) is quite different from 
the Arabic, and he gives an Arabic word-by-word analysis in which he paraphrases 
this sentence: 
(25b) kal-di-m san-dan suq-rä 
¿i'tu minka fi bacdin 
I came from you in later 
In (25b) it is shown that râ in surjrà is regarded as synonymous with da, and dan as 
a particle that governs san. The same holds for locatives like 'ilkaru 'early' (qabla), in 
which 'ilk means 'first' ('awwal) and ru conveys the meaning of da, e.g. kal-di-m 
san-dan ilkaru, meaning 'I came before you' (¿i'tu qablaka), and also for lä (al-läm) 
in tunlâ 'at night' and tarjlà 'in the morning' (cf. 'Idrâk 136,10ff.). 
When the words sun and 'uq are not annexed to a pronoun, 'Abu Hayyän 
considers them locatives of time, meaning 'after' and 'before', respectively. The same 
holds when the particle dà — or its equivalent — is added: turdum 'uq-dâ qumtu 
qablu 'I stood up early' and suq-rä / suq-dä turdum qumtu bacdu 'I stood up later'. 
When annexed to a pronoun, they become locatives of place, suq-i-n-dä ¡amalan 'at 
the left' and 'uq-i-n-dä yaminan 'at the right', respectively (cf. 'Idrâk 136,7; 25 'uq 
al-yamtn 'right'; see discussion below). 
The assumption that all these suffixes convey the meaning of -da, is close to 
Clauson's (1972 = EDT) analyses. Clauson (EDT 144 and xl) regards 'ilkaru as an 
"abbreviated directive form of ilk" (>*"ilkgeru:"), in which -gerii: is considered a 
directive suffix, whereas suqrä can be interpreted as a combination of "soq 'end'... 
'later'" and the suffix "-га:... [that] forms Loc[ative] Adv[erbs]" (EDT: 832 and xl). 
Similarly, the ending -lä in the words tunlâ and taqlâ is considered an adverbial 
suffix. 
Abu Hayyàn's twofold interpretation of sun, depending on whether or not -da 
(or -râ) is attached is only partially reflected in EDT. The meanings EDT (832) 
attributes to "soq" — his transcription of suq — are: "soq originally perhaps 
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physically 'the end' or 'back' of something, but normally used of time, as an Adverb 
or Postposition 'afterwards, after' (w. AM.)..." 
However, Clauson's remarks with regard to the respective etymologies of "orj" 
and "örj", leave little room for 'Abu Hayyän's interpretation of 'ιιη. According to 
Clauson (1972: 166) "orj" means "left", whereas "οη [means] 'the front' of any­
thing." Apparently 'Abu Hayyân confused the two words, because of the similar 
form they have in Arabic script, or, perhaps their pronunciation had — for some 
reason — merged in the language he described. 
In late Arabic theory the locatives of place belong, generally speaking, to all nouns 
that express a direction (¿iha) in themselves, such as dar 'house' and mas¿id 'mosque' 
(IrtiiäfU 253, 7). The verb is transitive to this type of locatives by means of the 
particle fi. If another particle is used, such as 'ila 'to', the construction is not 
considered a locative. 'Abu Hayyân applies the same criterion to Turkic: "The 
locative of place is only used with the particle that is synonymous with fi, as long as it 
is a locative" (wa-zarf al-makân läyustacmal 'illâ Ы-l-harf al-muràdif li-fi ma dama 
zarf an, 'Idräk 136,4). This implies that whenever a particle other than the equivalent 
of fi is used or implied, the construction is no longer a locative of place. We shall see 
how this principle is applied. 
In Irtiiäf, 'Abu Hayyân divides the Arabic locatives of place into two categories. 
The first category is formed by the specified locatives (zuruf muhtassa, zuruf 
muwaqqata in Zamahüari, Mufassal 25.15J and comprises nouns of the type dar 
'house' and masgid 'mosque'. This category of locatives always involves the particle fi 
(or Ы, in sofar as it is used to denote a locative) through which the verb governs the 
zarf. The second category involves the unspecified locatives (zuruf mubhama), that 
denote an unspecified space, e.g. fawqa 'over' and 'amäma 'in front of, which belong 
to the so-called six orientations (al-gihät as-sitt, Qawänin 35,6; MG 55V rt/bm; Tuhfa 
63r6; al-gäyät in Mufassal 67,2ff.). These locatives typically occur annexed to a noun 
or pronoun (lâzima calä l-'idäfa, Mufassal38,12). 
The sources, especially MG and Qawänin, list various words that can be used as 
locatives of the first category, along with their respective Turkic translations, i.e. 'aw 
'house' (al-bayt), bazar 'market place' (as-suq) and kant 'town' (al-balad). In this 
way the following locatives are construed: bazar-dä 'on the market place' (fi s-süqi), 
kantä (for kant-tä) 'in the town' (fi l-baladi); 'aw-dä 'in the house' (fi l-bayti, 
Qawänin, 35,1 and 10; similar examples in MG 55V rt/brnj. The verb governs the 
noun, which in Arabic becomes obvious from the accusative case ending in -a, e.g. 
umkut hädä l-bayt-a 'stay [in] this house!', the Turkic of this sentence is bu 'aw-dä 
'aklän17 (MG 55V rt/bm), with da as the equivalent of the implied particle fi 
For 'Abu Hayyân — and probably also for Zamahsarï — the concept of zuruf 'al-
makän further includes all instances in which the particle /»is used or implied. This 
also holds for verbs that are typically used with fi, e.g. dahaltu l-madinata 'I entered 
the city' for dahaltu fil-madinati'I entered into the city',18 even though semantically 
speaking there is an important difference from other verbs. Verbs such as dahala 'he 
entered' express a movement or a direction, whereas this notion is absent in the 
'regular' locative of place. For Turkic this has the consequence that with verbs that 
express a direction a dative case (-gä/-kä) must be used instead of a locative case. 
The sources apply this extended concept of the zarf io Turkic too, and -gä/-kä is 
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not only considered the equivalent of fi, but — analogous to -da — also a particle to 
express the locative of place, viz., Margin Grammar (56r top): talcftu l-qalcata [лес] 
'I went out [to] the castle' qalca-ga Siqtum, and dahaltu l-madlnata [ACC] 'I entered 
the city' Jar-gä19 kirdim, bäg-qäkir udhulfi l-karmi 'go into the vinyard!' (MG 401t). 
The fact that these phrases are still regarded as zuruf follows from the following 
statements in MG: "The locative of place is mostly only used with the particle that is 
synonymous with fias long as it is a zarf..." (zarfal-makänfi l-gälib lâyustcfmal 'illä 
bi-l-harf al-murädif li-fi ma dama zarf an-, MG 56Г top) and "qä is a particle of the 
locative with the meaning of/?' (qä harfzarfbi-ma'näfi, MG 40rlt). 
In the preceding sections and in Chapter Three I have shown that according to 
Western grammar gä/qä is a dative suffix, rather than a locative suffix. We have also 
seen that the Arabic grammarians were aware of the meaning of -gä, inasmuch as 
they equated it with the particle 'ilä 'to(wards)'. Nevertheless, they equated fi with 
this suffix as well. We shall discuss this in greater detail below. 
The second category of locatives of place includes, e.g., 'ust-un-dâ i.e. 'above' 
(fawqa); 'alt-in-dà i.e. 'underneath' (tahta); 'ші-ïn-dâ i.e. 'at the right' (yamman) 
and sun-in-dä i.e. 'at the left' (iamälan); 'aln-in-dä i.e. 'in front of Çamâman); 'ard-
i-n-dä, i.e. 'behind' (halfan) ('Idräk, 135). The annexation is shown in Qawänin 
(36,6) for qätindä 'with you' or 'next to you' findaka) and similar forms, e.g. 
qätinizdä 'with you pi.' (Hndakum), qätlärmdä 'with them' ('indahum)·?0 
"There is only one word for 'with', i.e. qât, there is no other, and da — or da 
— is the particle of the genitive; what stands between them are the pronouns 
of the referents." (luga Hnda mugarrada hiya qät lä gayra wa-dä 'aw dà hiya 
harf al-garr wa-mä baynahumä damä'iryu'tä bihä li-man hiya lahu, Qawänin 
36,6; a similar statement in MG 55vrt/bm.) 
In 'Idräk, 'Abu Hayyän gives a similar analysis for 'ard-i-n-dä 'behind' (also partially 
quoted above): 
"The η indicates the second person if it is nasal [i.e. q], and the annexation if it 
is pure [i.e. n]. These two can never be combined; they never say 'ard-in-ii)-dä 
with one of the two nuns being a nasalised nun and the other a pure nun. The 
pure nun expresses the [annexation to] the third person and the nasalised nun 
the [annexation to] the second person." {wa-hädihi п-пйп... 'in känat 
haySümiyya fa-hiya li-l-hitäb wa-'in känat hälisa fa-hiya li-l-'idäfa, lâyugmac 
baynahumä, fa-läyuqäl 'ατάίηίηάά wa-takünu 'ahaduhumä haySümiyya wa-l-
'uhrä hälisa fa-n-nun al-hälisa tufir bi-l-'idäfa li-l-gä'ib wa-l-haysümiyya li-l-
muhätab,'Idräk 136,17ff.) 
In western grammar, forms like qätlärindä and, e.g. 'ardimizdä, and all other 
locatives of this type are analysed in a way that is very similar to the one prevalent in 
the sources: 
(26) qät-läri-n-dä 
with-POss/3pl-n-Loc 
'with them' 
In this analysis, qât is a noun denoting a space next to or near something else.21 
However, in contrast to the analysis in the sources, the η in qät-läri-n-dä is consid-
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ered merely an intermediate between the possessive suffix -lari and the locative case 
da, and does not serve as a pronoun. 
The same holds, of course, for the locative 'usturjdä 'above you', whose base 
form, 'Abu Hayyän says, is 'ustun ('Wräfc 135,19ff.; cf. also 13,6). He goes to some 
pains in explaining that, because the form 'ustun-un-dâ is too heavy because of the 
two n's, the basic η must be elided, thus resulting in 'usturj-dà. 
In the Western analysis, however, 'ust is the base form, rather than 'ustun 
(27) 'ust-um-dà 
top-lsg-Loc 
'above me' or 'on top of me' 
In this analysis "üst [means] upper surface, top" (EDT 242). The word 'ustun 'Abu 
Hayyän refers to is interpreted by Clauson as an adverb [and as an adjective] 
"connoting motion onto or a situation on (something)... liable to be confused with 
oblique cases of üst" (EDT 242). This confusion is caused by the insertion of η after 
the possessive u in DAT, ACC and ABL. Elsewhere (EDT 130), Clauson suggests that 
ustun is a form derived from üst. In other words, üstün cannot receive cases or 
pronominal endings, since it is itself an adverbial form.22 
In Hilya, the Turkic locative is paraphrased in a word by word translation: 
"the meaning of 'at, with' is qâtmdâ, you say 'so-and-so has a horse' täwuk 
qät-i-n-dä 'at bar ['So and so has a horse'] its analysis in Arabic is 'so-and-so 
with him in a horse existent'." (wa-ma'nä Hnda qät-i-n-dä taqülu 4nda 
fulânin farasun täwuk qätindä 'at bar, tcfrïbuhu fulánun cindahu fì jaras 
mawgud, Hilya 98,3.) 
This is schematically represented in (28): 
(28) täwuk qätin da 'at bar 
fulän cindahu fì faras mawgud 
so-and-so with him in horse existent 
In Arabic, when a zarf is preceded by a particle that governs the genitive, especially 
min, the zarf stops being a locative because it acts as an ordinary noun, e.g. min qabli 
'before' — lit. 'from before'.23 The reason for this is the fact that ft is not longer 
implied, for the new particle min takes its place. In 'Idräk it is suggested that some 
locative words may be construed with a particle other than da. The result "stops 
being a locative" (fa-yahrugu 'an az-zarfiyya). The example mentioned is 'adraL· 
min halfika 'he caught up from behind you [sg.]"ard-irj danyat-tï ('Idrâk 136,6). In 
the same way the literal equivalent of min qablu in Turkic, burun-dan 'later', is 
dismissed as a locative of time, because it is construed with the equivalent of min, i.e. 
dan (MG 56r top; also Qawântn 36,18). 
Summarising the findings with regard to the zuruf, it is possible to say that in 
Arabic grammar the zarf is primarily a noun conveying a space or time, which 
denotes that the action of the verb takes place in it. The verb — which may be present 
in the underlying structure only — governs the locative, which, as a result, is 
conceived of as an object to the verb (maful fihi). With regard to the syntactic 
elements they regarded as locatives in Turkic, the Arabic grammarians made use of 
the fact that most of them can easily be identified as compounds of a noun and a 
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locative marker, da, which they equated with their particle fi. In this sense they 
apparently accepted the fact that fi may have various realisations, viz., râ, là and гй, 
although these were in the first place regarded as synonymous with the Turkic 
particle da, which in turn, is equivalent to the Arabic particle fi. In some instances, 
however, fi is translated by gä/kä, the dative suffix. In other places gä/kä is equated 
with the particles 'ila 'to(wards)' and li 'to', but this apparently did not disturb them. 
The various realisations of ft also give some clues as to the way Turkic phrases and 
sentences were constructed, in other words, the Turkic sentences and phrases are 
translations from the Arabic. Arabic issues were taken as points of departure and 
their respective translations into Turkic were analysed. If it had been the other way 
around, the grammarians would have found that, for example, gä/kä, has different 
translations in Arabic, i.e. 'Uà and fi 
It seems that the notion of zarf in Arabic grammar, at least with the later 
grammarians, became related to the particle fi in a very strict sense, regardless of its 
semantic interpretation, quite unlike the old conception of zarf'm which it was 
regarded as denoting a more or less fixed place without the particle appearing in the 
surface structure. 
The analytic approach the Arabic grammarians applied to the Turkic locatives is 
in accordance with their approach to Arabic; they segment every word into mor-
phemes. In some instances their conclusions and analyses agree with western findings, 
in others the two approaches differ. 
3.0 Conclusion 
The main conclusion with regard to the translation and subsequent analysis of 
instances in which in Arabic the genitive case occurs is that the sources do not equate 
the Arabic case endings which are part of the system of 'icräb with Turkic, nor vice 
versa. Instead the Turkic morphemes that are regarded as case endings in Western 
analysis are considered particles, analogous to the Arabic particles of the genitive. In 
one instance, though, the possessive ending in i /iy/, they seem to come close to a 
comparison with an Arabic case ending, in the sense that the у is considered a mere 
lengthening of i and cannot serve as a pronoun. In this way it only serves to indicate 
that the noun that ends in ï is involved in an annexation construction. 
It is possible to draw another conclusion with regard to the relation of the Turkic 
and Arabic sentences. From the examples and the way they were analysed, it becomes 
obvious that the grammarians' primary material consisted of their usual Arabic 
sentences and phrases which they translated, subsequently discussing the transla-
tions. Turkic seems to be the original in very few cases. This is evident, for example, 
in the use of fi. In Arabic, fi can be applied with verbs that convey a rest, e.g., qämafi 
l-bayt-i 'he stood up in the house' and verbs that express a movement, e.g., dahaltufi 
l-madïnat-i 'I entered into the city'. In Arabic grammar, the semantic difference 
between the two instances is not noted, and in both cases the construction with fi is 
considered a locative of place. Even when confronted with the different translations 
offiin Turkic, -da (LOC) -gä (DAT) in this respect, they make no attempts to generalise 
the meanings of fi. The only case in which they do so is in the translations of hattä 
and 'ila, which already share a common meaning in Arabic, i.e. 'until'. 
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CHAPTER FIVE 
The Accusative Case (nasb) 
0 Introduction 
The aim of this chapter is to give an insight into the way Arabic grammarians 
applied their concepts of objects and transitivity to Turkic languages. Therefore I 
shall first give a survey of their views with regard to objects and transitivity, with 
special attention to the views of the grammarian 'Abu Hayyän al-'Andalusï. 
1 shall also give a brief analysis of Turkic object constructions and transitive and 
intransitive verbs as they occur in the sources.Finally, in the third section, we shall 
see how the Arabic grammarians applied their theories to Turkic constructions and 
the role of their notions of object and transitivity. I refrain from engaging in a 
detailed discussion of transitivity in Arabic linguistics (for which cf. Owens 1988 
and 1990, Bobzin 1983, Levin 1979 and Taha 19951), but rather confine the discus-
sion to an introduction in order to gain abetter understanding of the excerpts from 
the sources. 
In this chapter I point out that the Arabic grammarians not only assigned the 
lexical meaning of Arabic verbs to their Turkic equivalents, but also the same 
governing capacities. In particular it will be seen how they account for the different 
markers attached to the noun complements that, in their view, serve as objects. 
1 Arabic grammarians on transitivity vs. intransitivity 
The main goal of Arabic grammar is to give an explanation of the cases of 'icräb 
'declension' in the Arabic language. I have already pointed out that this approach is 
based on formal - syntactic rather than semantic criteria The Arabic scholars' views 
on objects and transitivity originate from their concern to account for the ending a 
in nouns. In the theory of Arabic linguistics some parts of speech may govern 
Carnal) others. Verbs, for instance, have the capacity to govern nouns in both 
nominative and accusative.2 
As a result of this government, the noun on the syntactic position of the nomina-
tive (raf ) gets u, and the noun on the position of the accusative (nasb) gets a. The 
function of agent (fa'il) position occurs on the syntactic position of the nominative 
(raf), and the object (maful) occurs on that of the accusative (nasb). In Arabic 
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grammar there are various types of objects, all of which receive the accusative case 
ending. 
One such object is the direct object (maf Hi bihi). The direct object can be 
assigned to a special class of verbs only, the 'я/я/ muta'addiya, roughly equivalent to 
'transitive verbs'. The term mutacaddin is an elliptic expression for fi Чип mutacaddin 
fà'ilahu 'ilä mafûlin 'a verb that passes by its agent to an object'3 (cf. Bobzin 
1983:95). An example of a transitive verb with its maful is, e.g., 
(1) daraba ramr-u-n zayd-a-n 
hit/PAST/3sg CAmr-NOM-INDEF Zayd-ACC-INDEF 
"Amr hit Zayd.' 
Not only transitive verbs may govern objects, for some objects may be governed by 
both transitive and intransitive verbs. These are the so-called optional objects, 
which include the absolute object (mafHi mutlaq), the object of reason (maful 
lahu), the concomitant object (maful ma'ahu), the locative, i.e. object that ex-
presses the time or place in which an action takes place (maful fihi or zarf). Other 
objects are the circumstantial expression (hal), which denotes the state of the agent 
when executing the act of the verb, the excepted (mustatnä), and the specification 
(tamytz), e.g., 
(2) qäma zayd-u-n qiyäm-a-n al-yawm-a 'amäm-a-ka 
stand up zayd- standing- today- front-
/PAST/3sg NOM-INDEF ACC-1NDEF ACC/DEF ACC-yOU 
maf Hi mutlaq maful fihi maful fihi 
'Zayd stood up in front of you today' (literally: 'stood up a standing'). 
In (2), both al-yawma 'today' and 'amäma 'front' are locatives (a detailed discussion 
of the locative is found in IrtiiäfU 225ff), and qiyäman 'standing' is a verbal noun 
(masdar), that occurs as an absolute object. 
The object of reason expresses the reason for which an action is carried out, e.g., 
(3a) ¿i'-tu-ka darb-a zayd-i-n 
come/PAST-lsg-you beat/iNF-ACc/DEF zayd-GEN-iNDEF 
'I came to you to beat Zayd' (IrtiSäf 11 221; 223,14). 
This is paraphrased with 
(3b) [¿i'-tu-ka] li-darb-i zayd-i-n 
[I came to you] for-beat/iNF-GEN/DEF zayd-GEN-iNDEF 
In the paraphrasis, introduced with 'ay 'that is', the implied particle li 'for, in order 
to' is shown in the surface structure. 
Another optional object of the verb is the circumstantial expression (Ml; in 
Owens [1988] translated as 'condition'), which denotes the condition of the agent 
(or object). The circumstantial expression may have the form of the active participle 
marked with the accusative case, caused by governance of the verb: 
(4) gâ'a ragul-u-n dâhik-a-n 
come/PAST/3sg man-NOM-iNDEF laugh ing-ACC-INDEF 
'A man came laughing' ('Idràk 138,17; cf. Owens 1988:85). 
Intransitive verbs, such as ¿a a 'he came' and qâma 'he stood up', cannot govern a 
direct object. However, in Arabic linguistics there are three ways for an otherwise 
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intransitive verb to become fit for governing a direct object, all of which involve a 
so-called harf at-taediya. The first case is the use of the intransitive verb with a 
particle that governs the genitive case (harfgarr). The other cases involve a change in 
the pattern of the verbal stem: the doubling of the middle consonant of the verb 
and, thirdly, an initial hamza added to the stem of the verb {Mufassal 115,8-20; also 
Owens 1988:175ff). In the first instance harf must be translated as 'particle', and in 
the other two as 'consonant'. The following discussion deals with the way a particle 
is used to make an intransitive verb transitive.4 After that I shall deal with the 
remaining two options. 
With regard to the first option, the harf ¿an, 'Abu Hayyän gives the following 
statement: 
"The intransitive verb may be implicitly connected to an object; it becomes 
especially transitive by means of a particle... e.g. 'I passed by Zayd' and 'I got 
angry with cAmr', if the verb does not especially require [the particle], e.g. 'I 
went out to Zayd'... the correct [opinion] is that it is called transitive." {wa-
qad yucallaqu l-lâzim bi-mafulin bi-hi macnan fa-yucaddï bi-harf al-garr 
mahsusan... nahwa tnarartu bi-zaydin wa-gadibtu calä camrin... fa- 'in käna l-
ficl la yaqtadïhi bi-husûsihi nahwa haragtu 'ilä zaydin wa-s-sahïh 'annahu 
yusammä muta'addiyan..., IrtiSäf III 50,1 If.) 
In other words, 'Abu Hayyàn's concept of transitivity {tacdiya), does not only 
include transitive verbs that have a direct object, but it also comprises all transitive 
verbs that are made transitive by means of a particle, regardless of whether or not the 
verb is typically used with apartide, such as tnarartu bi-zaydin 'I passed by Zayd', or 
incidentally, e.g. haragtu 'ilä zaydin 'I went out to Zayd'.5 This opinion with regard 
to the direct object is also evident in Ibn Sarrâg's 'Usui (II65; see Owens 1988:176 
for further discussion). 
Abu Hayyàn's arguments for considering these nouns 'direct objects' is the fact 
that the particle may be elided exceptionally (Sududan) in poetry, regularly (ittirädan), 
or because of frequency of use (katra al-isticmäl). Elision (hadf) means that the 
element disappears from the surface structure but is still posited at the underlying 
level (taqdtr) (cf. on hadfOwens 1988:186 and Carter 1991). After elision of the 
particle, the verb governs the object directly which, as a consequence, adopts the 
accusative case, e.g., dahaltu d-dâra 'I entered the house', vs. dahaltu ft d-dâri 'I 
entered into the house' and dahabtu S-Säma instead of dahabtu 'ilä ¡Samt 'I went to 
Damascus'. This process of elision of the particle and the subsequent direct govern-
ance of the intransitive verb is called ittisäc, 'flexibility", and it is comparable with 
other instances in which an intransitive verb governs a direct object. In his article 
Versteegh (1990), describes three instances of ittisa? in Sibawayh's Kitäb, two of 
which concern a change in the governance of a verb, i.e., the use of optional objects 
such as the locative (zarf) and the verbal noun (masdar) as direct objects of a verb. 
Abu Hayyän assumes an elision of the particle in the case of the transitive verbs 
'ahada 'he took' and ra'â 'he saw', which, according to his opinion, may be used 
either with or without a particle. He bases this analysis on occurrences of these verbs 
with the particle in many instances in the Qur'ân (e.g.43): 9'a-lam tara 'ila lladina 
haragü min diyärihim Φ 'Did you not see the ones who went from of their lands', in 
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which ra'ä is transitive with the particle 'ilä 'to'. A second example is (II150) *we-
'ahada bi-ra'si 'ahthi Φ 'And he took his brother's head', in which 'ahada is transi­
tive by means of the harfbi 'with'.6 Although the use of ra'ä and 'ahada with the 
particle is, in fact, exceptional, the grammarians may have considered it more 
economical to posit a particle that may be elided and reappear in certain instances, 
than one that must be inserted.7 
Abu Hayyän makes a distinction between the two types of objects ( 'Idràk 121,22). 
The object that directly depends on the verb is called a 'proper object' (maf Hl sarïh) 
and the object which is governed through a particle is called an 'improper object' 
(mafül gayru sarïh). The object remains 'improper' even after elision of the particle, 
because the particle remains posited in the underlying structure. Although the 
notions of mafül sarïh vs. mafül gayru sarïh seem to have been developed within 
the context of Arabic linguistics, the terms do not occur in IrtiSäf"and Manhag. 
In practice there is no difference in status between the direct object of a directly 
transitive verb and one that is transitive by means of an (elided) particle. According 
to Owens (1988: 298 n. 219) the grammarian al-'Astarâbàdï (d. 686/1286), too, 
accepted objects that were governed by a verb by means of a particle as direct 
objects. To my knowledge, though, he did not use the terms 'proper object' (maf Hi 
bihi sarïh) and 'improper object' (mafu bihi gayru sañh). 
The concept of mafül sarïh versus mafül gayru sarïh is linked to yet other 
characteristics that 'Abu Hayyàn attributes to intransitive and directly transitive 
verbs. In Manhag (126,9-10), he describes the directly transitive verbs ('afäl 
mutacaddiya) as strong (qawiya) and the intransitive verbs ('afäl läzima) as weak 
(da'xfa); only strong verbs are capable of governing a direct object, whereas weak 
verbs are not.8 It is possible, though, to strengthen (taqwiya) a weak verb by means 
of a partielle as we have seen 
Directly transitive verbs, such as daraba 'he hit' may also be followed by a 
particle, i.e. harf¿arr £ 'to', although in this case it does not imply that they are weak: 
(5) darab-tu li zayd-i-n 
beat/PAST-lsg to zayd-GEN-iNDEF 
'I beat Zayd.' 
Li, here, is regarded as a strengthening element (muqwiya) for the governance 
Carnal) of the governor (câmil). Unlike the particle used with weak verbs, in this 
case it is considered redundant (ziyäda), since the meaning of the sentence is not 
influenced by it (IrtüäfU 435,4; cf. also Carter [on ziyäda] 1981:435, and 51; 111). 
In Manhag (244,20,24-5) 'Abu Hayyän mentions that this use of H is for expressing 
transitivity (li-t-tacdiya). Ibn Sïdah (d. 458/1066) states that a characteristic of a 
redundant particle is that it is not implied in the underlying structure (taqdïr), 
because the "meaning does not create a need for it" (wa-l-ma'nä läyuhwigu 'ilayhi, 
al-Muhassas 72,24f). 
This use of the particle li is not comparable with li in the mafül lahu, 'the object 
of reason', which can be elided from the surface structure, but remains posited in 
the underlying structure of the sentence (cf. [3]). 
We return now to the two other possibilities for adding transitivity to the verbal 
stem. In the first case, ta<f «/'doubling', the middle consonant of the verb is doubled; 
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the verbal pattern faca/i/ula becomes fanala.9 In the second case the verb gets a 
supplementary hamza and adopts the pattern 'afala. The term naql 'transfer' is used 
for this option, an elliptic expression for naql al-haraka, since the vowel shifts from 
the/to the prothetic hamza (cf. Owens 1988:183). 
After either procedure the new verb is transitive to one or, when applied to a 
transitive verb, to two or even three objects. Thus, farihtu 'I rejoiced' and dahabtu 'I 
went' become farrahtu-hu 'I made him rejoice', and 'adhabtu-hu 'I made him go', 
respectively. From a transitive verb, e.g. kafala zayd-un camr-an 'Zayd supported 
cAmr\ a new verb form is derived, with two objects, e.g., 
(6) 'a-kfal-tu zayd-a-n camr-a-n 
CAUS-SUppOrt/PAST-lSg Zayd-ACC-INDEF 'Amr-ACC-INDEF 
'I made Zayd support 'Amr' (IrtiSâf 111 53,18). 
These newly formed verbs that already were transitive before the process now have 
two object complements instead of one, both of which are equal in status. In other 
words, both zayd-an and camr-an are direct objects to 'akfaltu. 
Transitivity is also conveyed with the pattern istafala, although this pattern is 
mainly used to express a demanding or asking for, e.g. darabtu zayd-an 'I hit zayd' 
— istadrabtu zayd-an camr-an 'I wanted Zayd to hit 'Amr' {Manhag 127,26; cf. also 
Wright 1986 [1896] 1:44). 
Although all bitransitive verbs, insofar as they have not been formed by a previ-
ous operation of transitivisation, may theoretically speaking become tritransitive, 
the procedure is limited to a few semantic entries only. It concerns basically those 
stems that express a transfer of information or knowledge, 'a'lama 'he made known', 
and 'ahbara 'he informed' and the like. A second constraint is the fact that 
tritransitivity only occurs with the verbal pattern: 'afala: 
(7) 'a-clamtu zayd-a-n al-faras-a musarrag-a-n 
CAUS-know zayd- ART-horse- saddled-Acc-iNDEF 
/PAST/lSg ACC-INDEF ACC/DEF 
'I informed Zayd [that] the horse is saddled' 
It will be seen that the Turkic translation of this sentence contains a part that is 
direct speech. With regard to the Arabic sentence (7), therefore, it is important to 
note that the second part, i.e. al-farasa musarragan, is dependent on the verb 
'a'lamtu, for which both elements are marked with the accusative case. This phrase 
cannot serve as direct speech, for in that case both elements must be marked with 
the nominative case. 
In this discussion we shall concentrate on verbs that are directly transitive to two 
objects and, further, discuss the exact status of the objects concerned in greater 
detail. 
Abu Hayyän (IrtiSäflll 55) distinguishes three categories of this type of bitransitive 
verb. The first category he mentions concerns verbs that are transitive to two 
objects: the verb is directly transitive to one of them, whereas it is transitive to the 
other one by means of a harf garr. For example, sammaytu zayd-an camr-an or 
sammaytu zayd-an bi-camr-in 'I called Zayd 'Amr'. The bitransitive verbs of the two 
other categories are directly transitive to both objects, the difference between them 
being relationship between the two objects. In one class of verbs the two objects do 
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not refer to the same noun. This is the case with verbs of the type of 'actâ 'he 
gave'.and kasä 'he clothed', e.g., 
(8) 'a'tay-tu zayd-a-n dirham-a-n 
give/PAST-lsg zayd-ACC-iNDEF dirham-ЛСС-INDEF 
I gave Zayd a dirham.' 
(9) kasaw-tu camr-a-n gubbat-a-n 
dress/PAST-lsg Camr-Acc-1NDEF kaftan-Acc-iNDEF 
'I dressed 'Amr with a kaftan'. 
Zayd and cAmr, obviously, are not identical with dirham and gubba, respectively. 
Zamahsarï (Mufassal 116,21) calls the objects of such verbs maf ulani mutagäyiräni, 
i.e. 'two differing objects'. The verb is directly transitive (bi-nafsihi) to both of them, 
i.e. without mediation of a particle: "[the verb] is sometimes transitive by itself to 
two [objects]..." (wa-[yatacaddàl-ficlu] taratati 'iläitnayni... bi-nafsihi...yIrtii>äfΊΙΙ 
55,15.) 
In 'Idräk, 'Abu Hayyän gives a paraphrase of (8): 
" Ί gave Sangar the dirham' i.e. 'to Sangar'. The giving actually occurs to the 
dirham and Sangar is the one to whom the dirham is handed. The equivalent 
of this in Arabic is 'I handed the dirham to Zayd'. It is not permitted [to say] 
'*I handed the dirham Zayd'." ( 'actaytu d-dirhama sangara 'ay li-sangara10 fa-
'inna l-Htä' 'innamä waqaca haqïqatan bi-d-dirham wa-sangar huwa l-madfuc 
'ilayhi ad-dirham wa-naziruhuft l-lisän al-'arabldafactu d-dirhama 'iläzaydin 
wa-läyaguzu dafaHu d-dirhama zaydan, 'Idräk 142,7f).u 
A semantic paraphrase is permitted with an alternative verb that conveys the same 
lexical meaning as 'a'taytu, i.e. dafactu 'I handed'. This verb, however, is transitive to 
one of the objects with the particle 'ila 'to'.12 
(10a) dafactu d-dirham-a 'Ha zayd-i-n 
hand/PAST-lsg ART-dirham-ACC/DEF to zayd-GEN-iNDEF 
'I handed the dirham to Zayd.' 
The role of the two objects, both marked with the accusative in Arabic, is explained 
with the aid of a paraphrase; the governance of one of the objects (sangara) by the 
verb is expressed by means of li (li-san¿ara). We have seen that in Arabic linguistic 
theory the harfli may be used as an extra element to strengthen the government of 
the transitive verb. 
In the case of dafaHu the particle cannot be deleted from the surface structure, 
i.e. the verb cannot directly govern both objects. 
(10b) *dafactu d-dirham-a zayd-a-n 
hand/PAST-lsg ART-dirham-ACC/DEF zayd-Acc-iNDEF 
*'I handed the dirham Zayd.' 
Another possible reason for giving both sentences is that on a semantic level sangara 
in (8) has the same function as li-sangara, in which li expresses the meaning 'to', 
equivalent to 'ilä, rather than serving as a strengthening element. However, the 
governance of the verb 'afta 'he gave' is unlikely to be paraphrased with a particle, 
because the verb 'actä only allows direct objects as complements. 
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In the second class of bitransitive verbs, the two objects refer to the same noun, 
e.g., 
(11) zanan-tu zayd-a-n hârig-a-n 
think/PAST-lSg zayd-ACC-INDEF leaving-ACC-INDEF 
'I thought Zayd [to be] leaving'. 
Verbs like zanantu, hasibtu 'I reckoned', calimtu 'I knew' belong to the category of 
verbs that are dahila caU l-mubtada' wa-l-habar, i.e. they are used with a nominal 
sentence consisting of a topic and a predicate, and govern both of them (see Owens 
1988: 223ff for a discussion on dahala as a technical term; cf. also Saad 1975). 
According to the Arabic theory, (11) is derived from a nominal sentence (12) in 
which one of the objects is the topic and the other a predicate: 
(12) zayd-u-n härig-u-n 
Zayd-NOM-INDER leaving-NOM-lNDEF 
'Zayd is leaving'. 
" [the verb] may also [be transitive] to two [objects] ; their origin is the topic and the 
predicate." {wa-täratan [yatacaddä l-ficl] 'ila itnayni wa-'asluhumâ mubtada' wa-
habar, Irtiiâf III 55,15 and 56ff; cf. Manhag 90,3.)13 The verb governs the connec-
tion (nisba) between the topic and the predicate, not the nouns themselves: 
"...the act originates from you and what is dependent on it is the relation 
between the two nouns, not the nouns [ themselves]."(... 'innamä l-ficl waqaca 
minka wa-muta'alliquhu an-nisba Пав bayn al-ismayni là l-ismâni, Manhag 
92,6). 
According to 'Abu Hayyän the semantic connection (cf. Owens 1988:304; Carter 
1981:135) between the two objects, the former topic and predicate, constitutes the 
link between the verb and its objects, rather than a sort of direct government of each 
individual object by the one verb. 
One of the objects to zanna, hârig-un, can be replaced with a verb, e.g., 
(13) zanan-tu zayd-a-n ya-hrug-u 
think/PAST-lsg zayd-ACC-INDEF 3sg-leave/PRES-iND 
'I thought Zayd [to be] leaving.' 
The verbal form yahrugu stands on the syntactic position of the accusative because it 
is governed by the verb, but it does not take an accusative ending. 
This link between zayd and its predicate hörig I yahrugu is related to another 
difference between the classes of bitransitive verbs. In nominal sentences, e.g., zayd-
un hârig-un 'Zayd is leaving', and 'inna zayd-an hârig-un '[topicalisation] Zayd is 
leaving', it is impossible to delete either the topic or the predicate. The same holds 
when both elements are governed by a verb, such as zanna: 
(14a) *zanantu zayd-a-n 
*'l thought Zayd.' 
(14b) *zanantu hârig-a-n/yahrugu 
*'I thought leaving/leaves.' 
For 'a'tä 'he gave' and other verbs of the same class, on the other hand, it is possible 
to elide either one of the objects 
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(15a) 'cftaytu zayd-a-n 
'I gave [to] Zayd.' 
(15b) 'actaytu dirham-a-n 
'I gave a dirham.' 
(Mufassalì 18,1-7; also IrtiSâfUl 56-7; '[Ли/1 78ff; Owens 1988:174 and 240). 
This indeed shows a basic difference between the two classes of bitransitive verbs. 
Arabic grammarians further developed a test to determine whether a given object is 
a direct object (maf Hi bihi) or an optional one (häl, zarf). The test consists of 
passivising the verb and seeing which one of the former objects takes the nomina-
tive. The noun that can take the nominative is a direct object. The passive voice of 
the verb is called 'the verb whose agent is not mentioned' (al-ficl alladï lamyusamma 
fäHluhu). In the view of the Arabic grammarians 'the object substitues for the agent' 
(al-maful bihiyanubu can al-ß'il, Ibn Malik apud Manhag 111,4; see for a discus-
sion Owens 1988:180-5). 
(16) daraba zayd-u-n camr-a-n al-yawm-a 
beat/PAST/3sg Zayd-NOM-iNDEF 'Amr-Acc-iNDEF today-ACc/DEF 
'Zayd beat cAmr today.' 
When the agent is not mentioned, i.e. in the passive, the direct object takes its place, 
taking the nominative while the optional object remains in the accusative: 
(17) duriba camr-u-n al-yawm-a 
beat/PAST/PASS/3sg CAmr-ACC-INDEF ART-day-ACC/DEF 
"Amr was beaten today.' 
The fact that the term Object' (maf til) is maintained for the function of ramrin (17) 
indicates that the underlying case roles are what determines the construction and, 
hence, the case ending that is typically assigned to an agent (cf. also Owens 1988:57ff). 
Optional objects cannot take the place of the agent of the passivised verb: 
(18) * duriba al-yawm-u 
beat/PAST/PASS/3sg ART-day-NOM/DEF 
"'Today was beaten.' 
Zamahsari (Mufassal 117,1-3) applies this test to sentences with two objects. Only a 
direct object may take the nominative. Thus, in the passive sentence (8) becomes 
either 
(19a) 'u'tiya zayd-u-n dirham-a-n 
give/PAST/PASS/3sg zayd-NOM-INDEF dirham-ACC-iNDEF 
'Zayd was given a dirham.' 
or 
(19b) 'u'tiya dirham-u-n zayd-a-n 
give/PAST/PASs/3sg dirham-NOM-iNDEF zayd-ACC-iNDEF 
'A dirham was given [to] Zayd.' 
This time, both tests result in acceptable sentences and thus the two objects are 
direct objects. In ZamahSarï's view — and that of most other Arabic grammarians 
— both nouns in the passivised construction retain their function of object, since 
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the relation with the act expressed by the verb does not change essentially. In regard 
to (19a) and (19b) Zamahsarï mentions a preference for (19a): 
"But the construction with the [element that] is the semantic agent is preferable, 
i.e. Zayd, for he is [the] recipient." ('ilia '-anna l-'isnäda 'ila ma huwa fi l-
ma'näfäFil 'ahsanu wa-huwa zaydun li-'annahu cätin, Mufassal 117,1-3; cf. 
Owens 1988:181 for a discussion of the term 'isnäd.) 
Zamahsarï has as similar preference for kusiya сатт-ип ¿ubbat-an "Amr was dressed 
[in] a kaftan', in which ramr serves as the agent of the passive verb, rather than 
kusiyatgubbat-un camr-an 'a kaftan was dressed on cAmr', because cAmr is "the one 
that is dressed" (muktasin). The reason for this preference is explained in terms of 
case roles, i.e. the nouns Zayd and 'Amr are the ones that carry out the action of 
'receiving' and 'being dressed' — i.e. they are the agents — of the active verb that 
expressed the basic notion. Zamahsarï uses these terms to express a preference for a 
construction, and not to judge its grammaticality. 
In this section we have seen that the main point in the analysis of the Arab 
grammarians is that they base their analysis of all objects on formal-syntactic princi-
ples. In fact, in Arabic grammar all occurrences of the accusative case are regarded as 
a result of governance by a verb or verb-like particles. The differences between the 
objects (direct object, locative, circumstantial expression), whose only common 
point is an ending in a are not explained semantically, but in terms of distribution. 
Regarding the two objects in (8), zaydan and dirhaman as equal elements, too, a 
morpho-syntactic approach is followed, rather than a semantic one, for it is based 
on the fact that both carry the accusative case ending. 
In the discussion of the Arab grammarians' views on objects and transitivity in 
Turkic (Section 3 below). It shall be shown how they dealt with this and other issues 
related to the marking of objects in Turkic. 
2 Objects and transitivity in Turkic 
In this second section I give abrief survey of Turkic object constructions. All Turkic 
languages have a set of endings, traditionally called cases, of which only the nomina-
tive case is unmarked. We shall concentrate here on the accusative and the dative 
cases as far as they occur in object constructions. 
The accusative case is generally marked with the suffix ni or nï: 
(20) 'agaS-ni 'al-du-m 
stick-лес take-PAST-lsg 
'I took the stick' (Qawäntn 31,6). 
The accusative suffix is also put after pronominal possessive suffixes, e.g., 
(21) qul-um-nï 'ur-du-m 
slave-POss/lsg-ACC beat-PAST-lsg 
'I beat my slave' {'Idräk 147,140. 
Likewise, qul-umuz-ni 'ur-du-q 'we beat our slave', qul-urj-nï 'ur-du-rj 'you [sg.] 
beat your slave', etc. 
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The accusative is generally omitted when the object is undetermined, which is 
expressed by the use of the numeral bir 'one', e.g., 
(22) bir 'aqgä bir-di-m 
a/one coin give-PAST-lsg 
'I gave a coin' ('Idrâk 147,10). 
It may also be omitted when referring to a collective, e.g. 'altun bir- 'to give gold' 
('Idrâk 132,11). 
In one instance, namely after the possessive ending of the third person singular, 
ni is reduced to n:14 
(23a) 'al-i-n ya-dî 
food-POSs/3sg-ACC eat-PAST/3sg 
'he ate his food' (MG 60vrt). 
But this elision of the i does not always take place, since we also find nï: 
(23b) 'aí-i-ηϊ ya-di 
food-poss/3sg-ACC eat-PAST/3sg 
'he ate his food' (MG 60vrt). 
The elision of i seems to be arbitrary, that is to say, it follows no obvious rules. 
Some verbs require the dative case, which is marked by the suffix gâ (ga) or qä 
(qa) in 'back' words and kà (in 'Idrâk described as ka (ge), cf. Chapter Two) in 
'front' words, depending on the rules of vowel harmony and consonant assimila-
tion. The dative case is typically used with verbs that express a movement or a 
direction, e.g., 
(24) bay-ka baq-tu-m 
chief-DAT look-PAST-lsg 
'I looked at the chief {Qawânïn 31,10). 
(25) 'av-gä ciq-ti-m 
hunt-DAT go О Ut-Ρ AST-lsg 
'I went out hunting' ('Idrâk 145,14). 
Turkic verbs may be connected to two noun complements. In this case the indirect 
object is always marked with the dative case: 
(26) 'aqga-ni bir-du-m Sangar-gâ 
coin-Асе give-PAST-lsg Sangar-DAT 
'I gave Sangar the coin' ('Idrâk 142,7). 
One of the complements may be a verbal form: 
(27) sangar-ni ciq-mii 'uranla-di-m 
Sangar-лес goout-PAST think-PAST-lsg 
'I thought Sangar had left' ('Idrâk 139,7). 
The first part of (27) is a subordinate sentence, for which in English usually the 
conjunction 'that' is commonly used, e.g., 'I thought that Sangar had left'. 
In (27), Sangar-ni, however, is an object to 'uranladim, and ciqmis' is a predicate 
to Sangar. In Qawânïn the accusative ending on the direct object is omitted in this 
construction, e.g., bay min-mii sägin-di-m 'I reckoned [that] the chief was riding' 
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(hasibtu l-'amïra räkiban, Qawäntn 31,18). Instead of a past tense ending in mi$, it is 
possible to use another tense, e.g., the 'aorist' in (A)r,15 e.g.( bay-nï bin-ar uranla-
di-m 'I thought the chief [was/is] riding'.16 
In the Turkic language(s) described in the sources, the suffix mis' after the stem 
serves to denote the so-called inferential, that the speaker has not witnessed the 
action expressed by the verb.17 ('Idräk 106,21f; MG 45rtop; Dïwân 297,15), viz., 
(28) 'aybak tur-miä 
'aybak stand-iNFER 
'Aybak — apparently — has stood up', 'is apparently standing.' 
('is surely standing', qä'imun yaqtnan, 'Idrak 107,1). 
By extension, miä is also regarded as a general marker of the (active) participle in the 
past tense {'Idräk 106,12), viz., 
(29) kun dug-miS 
sun be born-PAST 
'The sun has come up.' 
In 'Abu Hayyän's terms (29) means 'the sun was rising in the past' (ai-Sams täWa 
fìma madä). In Huya (101,15), mií is basically regarded as the 'active participle' (ism 
al-ftfil), with no reference to temporal value (also in Dïwân 298,3f). 
In the language described in 'Idräk and Tuhfa the stem of the verb in (27) may 
also bear the ending of a so-called 'Konverb' or 'gerund' in (I)p, e.g., bï-nï gîq-ïb 
sä'n-di-m 'I reckoned the chief had gone out' (Tuhfa 77v6).18 'Konverb' and 'ger-
und' are terms used in Western grammars of Turkic languages for infinite verbal 
forms whose agent and tense must be deduced from the syntactical context. The 
conjugated verb typically follows at the end of the sentence. The gerund in (I)p 
usually denotes that the action of the verb in (I)p precedes the action expressed by 
the conjugated verb.19 In the Margin Grammar (MG оЗ^Ът/к; also бІ^Ът), this 
function of (I)p is described (albeit in terms of resemblance in function to the 
connective particle in Arabic wa- 'and'), e.g., 
(30) kal-ib bardi 
come-KONV go-PAST/3sg 
'He came and went away' (¿ä'a wa-räha, MG оЗ^Ът/к). 
In (31) the verb in (I)p can be interpreted as expressing a simultaneity: 
(31) yikir-ib suwla-di 
to be angry-KONV speak-PAST/3sg 
'He spoke angrily' (tahaddatagadbäna, Qawäntn 38,1). 
In the language(s) of our sources the gerund in -(I)b is also used as a finite form. 
With this function, the verb in (I)p can also be used predicatively, especially when 
followed by the corroborative element -DUr, e.g., 
(32) sangar tur-ub-tur 
sangar/NOM stand-KONV-coRR 
'Sangar is standing' (san¿aru qä'imun, 'Idräk 122,4). 
The predicative use in (I)p(-DUr) however, is perhaps limited to the third person 
singular. The fact that the form in (I)p(-DUr) may be used predicatively is for the 
Arabic grammarians an important argument for equating it with the function of the 
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active participle in Arabic: qaim 'standing' (see discussion below). In this sense, its 
use is comparable to that of mii, which they also relate to the Arabic active partici-
ple. According to the Margin Grammar -b-tur is used by some speakers to express 
the past tense galama al-mädi, MG 38lt; 38rtop; Qawäriin 11.7-8).20 
Apart from Old Ottoman and Azeri, the 'Konverb' in (I)p(-DUr) is also found in 
Crimean Tatar (Nogai), but extended to at least the second person singular. The 
meaning of the suffix given for that language confirm the remarks in the Arabic 
sources, viz. qara-p-ü'r 'hat geschaut', bar-ïp-sïn 'du bist gegangen' (Doerfer 1959:388; 
cf. also Pritsak 1959:84 for Armeno-Qipcaq). 
The verb in (I)p, with an optional suffix -An also serves to denote the 'circum-
stantial expression' (häl, 'Idräk 137,9ff; also MG 54rrt/ult; 54vbm/lt; 544t/bm; Qawäntn 
37,14ff).21 The circumstantial expression denotes the condition of the agent (or the 
object) during the action expressed by the verb, e.g., 
(33) 'ar kal-di kul-ub(an)22 
man/NOM come-PAST/3sg laugh-KONV 
'The man came laughing'. 
After this summary of the object and dative cases, we shall now give an account of 
the ways to derive verbs and construct causatives in Turkic 
In Turkic verbs can be derived from some nouns by adding the suffix lä: 
kit 'lock' kît-lâ 'to lock' 
til 'stone' täS-lä 'to stone' 
baa 'head' baa-lä 'to start' 
(cf. MG 38vtop; also Qawämn 38,3ff; 'Idräk 121,10; Hilya 125-6; Diwan 15,16ff.). 
In Turkic the notion of causative is conveyed by adding a suffix to the verbal stem. 
The form of this suffix depends on whether the stem ends in a vowel ora consonant, 
and it is subject to the principles of consonant assimilation. The causative suffix 
DUr is regarded as the basic form: 
'ul-dï 'he died' 'ul-dur-dï 'he killed' 
sawin-dï 'he rejoiced' sawin-dur-dï 'he made happy'.23 
After voiceless consonants the suffix is tur: 
'iäit-ti 'he heard' 'i§it-tur-di 'he made listen' {'Idräk 14; 116,19) 
The causative suffix may also consist of the suffix Ar/Ir: 
ciq-ti 'he left' ciq-ar-dl 'he made leave' (cf. 'Idräk 44) 
'ié-tï 'he drank' 'ig-ur-di 'he made drink' (cf. 'Idräk 110,3). 
In some instances the suffix has an entirely different form, e.g., guz/kuz and zur (for 
these and other causative suffixes in Turkic languages see further Fundamental): 
tur-dì 'he stood up' tur-guz-di 'he raised' 
kur-di 'he saw' kur-kuz-di 'he showed' 
'am-di 'suckle' 'am-zur-di 'he made suckle' 
When the stem ends in a vowel, a t is used instead, e.g., 
yuni-dï 'he walked' yuri-t-ti 'he made walk'·24 
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After a transitive verb has been equipped with a causative particle, it takes two 
objects, one of which is marked with the dative case: 
(34) 'ul 'ani bak-kâ qirga-t-tî 
he he-лес chief-DAT be angry-CAUS-PAST/3sg 
'Hej incited the chief to be angry with him2' {Dïwân 433,7). 
(35) 'ul mana25 suz kizla-t-tï 
he I/DAT word hide-CAUS-PAST/3sg 
'He urged me to keep the words secret' (Dîwân 437,12). 
When the verbal stem Ъй- 'to know' is equipped with the suffix dir, it means 'to 
make know' or 'to inform'. This verb, too, takes two objects, one of which takes the 
dative case, e.g., 
(36) 'ul mana 'ïS bil-tur-di 
he I/DAT matter know-CAUS-PAST/3sg 
'He informed me of the matter' {Dïwân 354,17). 
The second object may be replaced with a verbal from, e.g„ 
(37) bî-kà bil-dir-du-m 'at 'ayarla-n-ub-tur 
chief-DAT know-cAUs-PAST-lsg horse saddle-PASs-KONV-coRR 
'I informed the chief the horse has been saddled' ('Idräk 129,5). 
The phrase 'ät 'ayarlanubtur is direct speech rather than indirect speech.26 
In fact, the word order of (37) is rather puzzling, for in Turkic languages the verb 
is usually found at the end of the sentence, such as in (36). It very much resembles 
the word order of the Arabic equivalent (see discussion below) and it cannot be 
ruled out that the wording of this sentence has undergone an influence of Arabic. 
This is discussed in greater detail below. 
Another reason for the inverse word order may be the fact that the second part is 
direct speech. In modern Turkic languages some form of de- 'to say" is usually 
placed between the direct speech part and the conjugated verb. This form of de- is 
di-y-e (say-KONv) in, for example, Turkish (cf. Lewis 1984: 175), and de-p (say-
KONV) in Kazakh, a Qipcaq language, e.g., "BasSy-ga at jertte-1-gen" de-p ait-ty-m27 
'I told the chief [DÁT] "the horse [NOM] has been saddled" [saddle-PASs-PAST]'. 
Another way to separate the conjugated verb, bildirdum, from the direct speech 
part is to change the word order. This inverse word order is also evident in yet 
another example in which direct speech is used without a separating element in a 
form of de-, e.g., sangar 'ayit-ti sunqur tur-miS 'Sangar said Sunqur is standing' 
{qâla sangaru sunquru qä'imun, 'Idräk 154,14f). The last part of its Arabic equiva-
lent, sunquru qaimun 'Sunqur is standing' is also direct speech. 
After this exposé of constructions in Turkic languages we shall see in the follow-
ing section how they were interpreted by the Arabic grammarians. 
3.0 Arabic grammarians on Turkic object constructions 
The first part of this section deals with the translations of Arabic constructions 
consisting of a verb and an object, either with or without a harfgarr. After that 
follows a discussion of constructions in which two or more objects are involved. 
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3.1 The status of the Turkic marker of the accusative 
The five main sources (Hilya, Tuhfa, Qawânïn, MG and 'Idrâk) agree that the marker 
of the direct object is ni placed after the object: 
(38) bitik-ni yaz-du-m 
book-лес write-PAST-lsg 
'I wrote the letter' (katabtu 1-kitâba, Qawânïn 31,7). 
"The marker [of the direct object] is an η vocalised with an i [following] immedi­
ately after the direct object' (calámatuhu nun maksura caqtb al-maful bihi, Qawânïn 
31,1). In Hilya ni is explicitly followed by y, resulting in /niy/: "You add to its [sc. 
the object] basic consonants an η vocalised with an i, and [you add] a y" (tuztd calä 
hurûfihi l-'aslïya пйпап mahuratan wa-yâ'an, Hilya 88,12-6), e.g., 
(39) zayd-ni qîlîg bîlà 'ur-du-m 
zayd-Acc sword with beat-PAST-lsg 
'I beat Zayd with the sword' (Hilya 88,14). 
The status of the ending ni (or a part of it, as we shall see below) is described in 
various terms: 
1. ealäma al-mafüliyya 'marker of the objectivity' ('Idrâk 139,2). 
2. 'aläma al-maful bihi 'marker of the direct object' (Hilya 88,1628; MG 551t/ 
md). 
3. caläma an-nasb fi l-maful bihi "marker of the accusative as far as the direct 
object is concerned" (MG 55rtop/rt). 
4. calâma an-nasb hâdâft l-maful bihi as-sarth "marker of the accusative as far as 
the proper object is concerned" ( 'Idrâk 139.3).29 
5. calâma al-mafûliyya wa-calâma an-nasb 'aydan 'marker of the accusative' 
(Qawânïn 31,2); "this [holds] if [the verb] is transitive by itself' (hada 'ida kâna l-
fi430 yatacaddä bi-nafsihi, Qawânïn 31,8). 
Before going into further detail in regard to these definitions and descriptions, it is 
useful to recall the Arabic theory concerning the endings of declension ('icräb). In 
Chapter Three we saw that in Arabic grammar the ending a is basically regarded as a 
marker for the accusative (nasb), which, in its turn, is a marker for a function, i.e. 
the object (maf Hi). The term nasb, is used for the ending a in nouns and verbs; it is 
the general term to describe all instances in which the ending a occurs, i.e. govern-
ance by verbs and particles. The term maf Hi thus refers to the function of the noun 
in the sentence, i.e. the object of a verb, including the optional objects. The term al-
maful bihi is reserved for those instances in which the verb directly governs the 
object, e.g., darabtu zayd-an 'I beat Zayd'. It is also used in instances of flexibility of 
the language (ittisäc) for verbs that govern a direct object in some instances but are 
normally used with a particle, e.g., nazartu zayd-an 'I looked [at] Zayd' instead of 
nazartu 'Uà zayd-in 'I looked at Zayd'. The expression al-maful bihi as-sarth 'the 
proper object', however, excludes all instances of governance of objects where a 
particle is involved. Strictly speaking, the functions (agent, object and element to 
which is annexed) have no visible marker in the surface structure; their respective 
markers are the abstract notions of the syntactic position. In other words, the 
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ending a itself is not the marker of objectivity (mafuliyya). We have seen in chapter 
Three that in Arabic grammar the ending a was (at least by Ibn as-Sarräg) identified 
with the syntactic function of the noun it occurs on, i.e. 'accusative' (nasb). Only in 
this sense is it possible to understand a as a 'marker of objectivity' Caluma al-
mafuliyya). 
With regard to the terms used for the Turkic suffix nï, 'marker of objectivity' 
Caläma al-mafûliyya) in descriptions (1,4), or the like, is ageneral reference to the 
function of the noun in the sentence, the object in its most general sense. Most 
sources (2, 3,4) further specify that ni is used for 'the direct object' (al-maful bihi) 
or 'the proper object' (al-maful bihi as-sarih, 'Idräk), thus excluding other types of 
objects. Hilya and MG apply the term 'marker of the direct object' Caläma al-maful 
bihi). In Arabic grammar the term caläma al-maful bihi does not exist, simply 
because the direct object has no exclusive marker. In this sense, it can be considered 
an innovation. The specification with regard to the direct object as opposed to 
another type of object is necessary since, as we shall see, in Turkic the marker of the 
object may vary according to its function. 
The use of the terms ralàma an-nasb and caläma al-mafuliyya (1,3,4,5) are far 
less innovative; they combine the regular descriptions of accusative (nasb) and 
direct object (maful bihi) in the same way as they are found in works on Arabic 
grammar. In these sources the specification for the direct object, in the other 
sources expressed with the term maful bihi which is lacking in Qawäntn's first 
definition (5), is found in the additional statement. The use of the term 'accusative' 
(nasb) for Turkic further refers to governance relations, i.e. governance of a verb on 
its object. 
A term which is also used in this context without being a technical term is daltl 
al-mafuliyya, 'indicator of objectivity', ('Idräk 147,6;11; 142,6 'indicates' [tadullu]). 
It is a reference to the function of ni, without direct association with the Arabic 
declensional system. 
Before proceeding with the discussion of objects that are governed by a verb with 
implication of a particle, it may be interesting to pay attention to the various 
morphological analyses of ni. According to the analysis in the Margin Grammar, for 
instance, the object marker is the η alone, whereas the y (i.e. i) is added to express an 
additional meaning. The evidence lies in object markers that occur after a possessive 
suffix of the third person singular. We have seen that in those cases the final vowel 
can be deleted, e.g. 
(40) 'ai-i-n ya-di 
food-3sg-ACc eat-PAST/3sg 
'he ate his food.' 
In the Margin Grammar the Arabic equivalent of this sentence is 
(23a) 'akala tacâm-a-hu 
eat/PAST/3sg food-ACC/DEF-POSs/3sg 
'he ate his food' (MG 55Τ}ΠΙ). 
But it is possible to have both the possessive suffix and nï: 
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(41) 'aì-i-ni ya-dî 
food-3sg-ACC eat-PAST/3sg 
'he ate his food.' 
In the Margin Grammar this difference is compared to the insertion of the harfli 
with transitive verbs in Arabic. Thus the Arabic equivalent of (41) is: 
(23b) 'akala li facäm-i-hi 
eat/PAST/3sg to food-GEN/DEF-POSS/3sg 
'he ate his food.' 
In Arabic grammar, as was pointed out above, a transitive verb may be followed by 
an additional particle H (làm zaida), which serves as a strengthening element. This 
particle is not posited in the underlying structure. In the Margin Grammar, the 
function of y (i) in the accusative ending ni is compared to that of li in Arabic: 
"You add a y at the end of the word which takes the place of li of transitivity in 
Arabic", (zidta yà'an fi 'ähir al-kalima taqumu maqätn làm at-tacdiya fi l-
c
arabtya, MG 60vrt; also оБПил.) 
The tact that the у may be omitted in this one occasion is taken as evidence for its 
being a mere additional element (harfzâ'id), whose function is to strengthen the 
government of the verb. This point of view is also applied in other instances in 
which the suffix ni occurs (although in these cases ï (y) cannot be omitted): 
"If [miz] occurs on the syntactic position of an object, you ad ni to it... and it 
only occurs with /i of transitivity, you say 'at-imiz-nimin-di which means 'he 
rode our horse'." [fa- 'in waqacat mawqica mafulin zidta fi 'âhirihâ lafza m... 
wa-làyakûnu 'illàfìmà làm at-tacdiya,fa-taqûlu 'âtimiznï minai 'ayrakiba li-
farasinà, MG 61rtop; also 60vrt.) 
We summarise this statement as follows. The Turkic sentence in (42) 
(42) 'at-imiz-ni min-di 
horse-Poss/lpl-ACC ride-PAST/3sg 
'He rode our horse.' 
has the following equivalent in Arabic: 
(43) rakiba li faras-i-nä 
ride/PAST/3sg to horse-GEN/DEF-Poss/lpl. 
This implies that in the Margin Grammar all instances in which ni occurs are 
analysed as the object marker η on the one hand and a harfzâ'id ï on the other, 
which serves to strengthen the governance of the verb. 
Another interesting morphological analysis of ni is found in Hilya, based on the 
suffixing of ni after the possessive ending of the first person singular, e.g., 
(44a) 'at-im-ni 'ar-dur-gay man 
horse-poss/lsg-ACC be tired-CAUs-FUT I 
'I will exhaust my horse' ('ufibu farast, Hilya 132,14). 
According to Ibn al-Muhannä's analysis, in 'ät-im-ni, 'ät is the noun used for a 
'horse' (ism al-faras), man means Τ (bi-macnä 'anä), and the y is an addition for the 
object (ziyäda li-1-mafûl). This analysis is schematised in (44b): 
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(44b) 'ât-man-ï 
faros-'anä-ziyäda li-l-maful 
horse-I -addition for the object 
In other words, the combination of the possessive suffix (i)m and the accusative 
case ending nï, both considered morphemes in Western analysis and in most of our 
sources, is segmented in the pronoun man and the accusative ending ï /iy/. Moreo-
ver, the y /iy/ is regarded as the distinctive marker of the object, instead of nï 
(although elsewhere [Hilya 88,15-6] it is stated that the η and the y together form 
the marker of the direct object). A possible explanation for the analysis in (44b) may 
be the fact that Ibn al-Muhannà regards the η and the y as separate morphemes, and 
in this way accounts for the occurrence of both markers. On the other hand, this is 
the only instance in which he gives this description of the accusative. 
Another point is that Ibn al-Muhannà's analysis involves considerable shifts and 
changes of vowels that are quite unlikely to have occurred in real usage. The regular 
form is (a), whereas (b) is inferred from Ibn al-Muhannä's description: (a) 'atimnï 
-» (b) *'atmani. It involves the deletion of i before the m, and the insertion of a 
vowel a between m and n. This focus on consonants is typical of Arabic linguistic 
thinking. Because of the imperfect vocalisation of the text, these differences in 
vocalisation are not shown in Rifat's edition of the text. 
The analyses in the Margin Grammar and Hilya are quite different from the one 
found in 'Idräk. 'Abu Hayyän regards nï as a derivative form of the regular marker in 
i, with η as the basic marker of the object (also 'Idräk [ 147,6] ), with a possibility to 
delete i or the y (ï). In this sense, i (or i) is not regarded as a morpheme: 
" Ί beat [like] Sanger's beating', 'ur-du-m sangar uruä-i-n... But as to the 
ending in a nun, which is attached here after the 'i' of the annexation, its base 
form is 'ur-ui-i-nï. nï is the marker of the accusative and 'i' [indicates] the 
annexation for the pronoun of the third person... Then you elide the y and 
leave the silent n. It is permitted to pronounce the base form, so you say 
'uruS-i-nî." (darabtu darba sangara 'urdum sangar uruiin... wa-hädä t-
tanwin al-làhiqa hunà bacd kasra al-'idäfa 'asluhu 'uruSint fa-nï 'aläma an-
nasb wa-l-kasra li-l-'idäfa li-damìr al-gayba tumtna hadafta al-yâ' wa-'abqayta 
η-nun sâkina wa-yaguzu n-nutq Ы-l-'aslfa-taqülu 'urusHnï, 'Idräk 135,3-5.) 
This coincides with 'Abu Hayyàn's statement that, as a rule, the weak consonants 
('alif, wäw, yä') arise from the lengthening of the vowels (nawâsi' can 'ilbâc al-
harakät) and form no part of the root of the word ('Idräk 101,11-3). We have seen in 
Chapter Four that this point of view also plays a role in his analysis of ï, the 
possessive ending of the third person. 
When the possessive ending is attached to the noun, the Turkic accusative suffix 
is added to the end of the compound, thus referring to the case of the combination, 
e.g. 'ât-imiz-nï 'our horse (ACC)'. This sequence of the morphemes differs from the 
one in Arabic, in which the case ending precedes the possessive suffix: 
(45) 'ât-imiz-nï [min-di] 
horse-poss/lpl-ACC ride-PAST/3sg 
'He rode our horse.' 
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(46) [rakiba] faras-a-nâ 
ride/PAST/3sg horse-Acc/DEF-poss/lpl 
'He rode our horse.' 
In the Margin Grammar this leads to the following analysis: 
"If [miz] occurs in the place of an object, you ad nï to it... 'ât-imiz-nî min-
dì31 which means 'he rode our horse'." (fa-'in waqa'at mawqir mafulin zidta 
fi 'ähirihä lafza nï... fa-taqûlu 'ätimizm mindt 'ay rakiba li-farasinä, MG 
61rto"p.) 
According to this statement, miz, the possessive suffix of the first person plural, 
stands on the place of the object (maful). This analysis is obviously based on Arabic 
grammatical theory in which each morpheme is followed by the appropriate case 
ending.32 From this perspective, faras 'horse' is marked for the accusative (nasb) 
with a, while it is followed by the pronoun ná 'our' (which stands in the position of 
the genitive [¿an] because of the annexation). In Turkic the order of the mor-
phemes is reversed and the marker of the object nï is attached to the pronominal 
ending miz, 'our'. This has led the author of the Margin Grammar to the conclusion 
that in Turkic the pronoun miz stands on the place of the object, the equivalent of 
the Arabic ná, whereas in Arabic this is the noun faras. 
3.2 Transitivity by means of a harfgarr 
We have seen in the first section of this chapter that Arabic intransitive verbs ('afâl 
¡ázima) may become transitive to an object by means of a particle of the genitive 
(harfgarr). This holds, for example, for the verb waqafa 'he stood still', which may 
be used with the particle li 'for':33 
(47) waqaf-tu li s-sultân-i 
Stand Still/PAST-lSg for ART-SUltan-GEN/DEF 
'I stood still for the sultan' (Qawänin 31,13). 
Note that this particle cannot be deleted from the surface structure. If the verb is 
transitive with li, in Turkic gä is used: 
(48) sultan- ga tur-du-m 
sultan DAT stand-PAST-lsg 
'I stood still for the sultan' {Qawänin 31,13) 
Above (Section 1), we discussed the fact that in Arabic some intransitive verbs are 
typically used with a particle. The verb is regarded as transitive by means of this 
particle. An example of such a verb is: 
(49a) nazar-tu 'ilâ l-'amïr-i 
look/PAST-lsg tO ART-chief-GEN/DEF 
'I looked at the chief.' 
The particle 'Uà may be deleted from the surface structure, after which the object is 
assigned the accusative case ending, because the verb governs it directly. This 
process is called ittisa* (tawassuc), 'flexibility', which is needed, because an intransi-
tive verb cannot normally govern a direct object: 
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(49b) nazar-tu l-'amtr-a 
look/PAST-lsg ART-chief-ACC/DEF 
In our sources, too, this possibility of governance of a direct object by an intransitive 
verb is described: 
"If it is [a verb] which is transitive by means of 'to', either overt or deleted, 
according to linguistic flexibility, then the marker [of the object] is the 
element gâ or kä..." (fa-'in käna mimmäyataFaddä bi-'ilä malfüzan bihä34 
'aw mahdufatan calä t-tawassuc fa-cälatnatuhu lafza gä 'aw kä..., Qawânïn 
31,8-10.) 
This implies that also in those cases where in Arabic there is no /iar/visible in surface 
structure, the Turkic uses gä/kä, the equivalent of the particle 'Ha 'to', and that there 
is only one Turkic equivalent for both (49a) and (49b), i.e. 
(50) bay kä baq-tu-m 
chief DAT look-PAST-lsg 
'I looked at the chief.' 
From the quotation above it is difficult to draw any conclusions regarding the status 
of gä/kä; the use of the term caläma points at an interpretation as a marker of the 
object, albeit not very explicitly. 
In Tuhfa, however, gä/kä is regarded unequivocally as a particle, rather than as a 
marker of the object: 
"If it is [a verb] which is transitive by means of 'to' ('Uà) in the Arabic 
language, whether it is stated or deleted, according to linguistic flexibility, 
they use the particle when [ 'Ha] is stated." {wa-'idà kâna fi l-carabiyya mimmä 
yataFaddä bi-'ilä mantüqan bi-hä 'aw mahdüfa calä t-tawassuc 'ataw fi l-
rnantüq bihä bi-harf al-garr, Tuhfa 77v8f.) 
The use of the term 'marker of the improper object' for gä does not hold in all 
instances in which the particle is elided in Arabic. Let us consider, for example, the 
case of a verb that is typically used with a particle, i.e. fi or 'ilä, dahala fil'ilä 'he 
entered [into]'. The verbal noun governs the object in the same way, viz., 
(51) 'äman-tu li duhul-in 'ilâ al-gannat-i 
believe/PAST-lsg for entering-GEN/iNDEF to ART-heaven-GEN/DEF 
'I believed in order to go to heaven.' 
The verbal noun can be placed in an annexation construction with the object when 
the original particle is deleted, viz., 
(52) 'äman-tu li duhul-i al-¿annat-i 
believe/PAST-lsg for entering-GEN/DEF ART-heaven-GEN/DEF 
'I believed in order to go to heaven' ('Idräk 142,6). 
Even though the noun al-ganna stands in an annexation construction with the 
verbal noun duhul, al-¿anna is regarded as the object to duhul (cf. IrtiSäf III 174; also 
Wright 1986 [1898] II57; 61). 
The verbal noun can exert governance on the object when it is made independ-
ent from it. This is possible by means of the article or the annexation of the verbal 
noun to the pronoun of the agent, viz., 
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(53) 'âmantu li duhül-i al-¿annat-a 
believe/PAST-lsg for entering-lsg ART-heaven-ACc 
In (53) the verbal noun duhül-ïgoverns al-ganna in the accusative, whereas in (52) 
it does not.35 In 'Idräk (54a) is given as the Turkic equivalent of (52), viz., 
(54a) kirtun-du-m kir-mak-um 'ugun 'ugmaq-qä 
believe-PAST-lsg enter-iNF-POSs/lsg for heaven-DAT 
'I believed in order to go to heaven.' 
In terms of Arabic linguistics there are two possible ways to analyse the relationship 
between kirmakum and 'ugmaqqä. In the first place it is possible to consider 
'ugmaqqä the object of kirmakum because it is defined by the annexation to the 
pronoun of the first person (m). Moreover, there are other instances where, accord-
ing to 'Abu Hayyän, gä/qä serves to indicate the object (cf., e.g., [50]). This first 
option is reflected in the word-by-word-analysis of (54a) which 'Abu Hayyän gives, 
viz., 
(54b) kirtundum kirmak-um 'ugun 'ugmaq- qâ 
'âmantu duhül-ï läm al-cilla al-ganna tadullu calä l-
maful 
I believed entering-lsg /¿of ART-heaven- indicates 
reason the object 
In this analysis qä is regarded as an element that indicates the object (tadullu calâ l-
maful). Note that he does not use the term calâma 'marker'. 
The second analysis is to regard qä as the Turkic equivalent of the particle 'ila, 
which is an association made by 'Abu Hayyän elsewhere (145,15; see also Chapter 
Three, Section 3.3). In fact, the verb dahala— and therefore also the verbal noun 
duhul — is normally transitive by means of the particle 'ila. The particle is deleted 
from the surface structure of the Arabic sentence (52), but it remains in the underly-
ing structure. In this sense, the Turkic phrase would reflect the underlying structure 
of the Arabic sentence. 
Both analyses are reflected in 'Abu Hayyän 's interpretation of the status of qâ, 
viz., 
"The q that is vocalised with a... indicates the object; qâ — or gâ — are used 
to indicate the meaning of 'to' whose meaning is the goal." (wa-l-qäf al-
maftuha... tadullu calä l-mafül wa-qä 'aw ¿ä 'innamä takiinufimâ yufiru Ы-
ma
c
nâ 'Uà ma'nähä al-gäya, 'Idräk 142,6.) 
It seems that there is indeed some confusion as to which status should be assigned to 
qä. 'Abu Hayyän uses rather vague descriptions as 'indicates the object' (tadullu calä 
al-maful) and 'indicates the meaning of {yufiru bi-macnâ, lit. 'makes feel'), rather 
than 'marker' (caläma). From these rather vague descriptions one could conclude 
that 'Abu Hayyän comes close to perceiving it as a marker for an improper object. 
Another example is 'uqsadi. In 'Idräk it is translated with the Arabic verb 'aibaha 
'he resembled', a verb that governs its object directly in the accusative. In Turkic, 
however, the object of 'uqSadi is marked with gä:36 
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(55) sangar 'arslân-gâ 'uqsa-r 
sangar/NOM ІІОП-DAT resemble-PRES/3sg 
'Sangar resembles a lion' {'Idräk 128.3).37 
In (55), though, "gâ has the meaning of li that conveys [the meaning] of objectivity" 
(bi-macnâ l-lâm aliati tucfí l-mafüliyya, 'Idräk 128,3). In this sense li must be 
interpreted as the so-called strengthening particle whose most important character-
istic is that it is redundant; the verb does not really need it in order to govern (see 
discussion above in Section 1). 
In the preceding section we have seen that after deletion of the particle li when it 
denotes a cause or a reason, the verb directly governs the object, 'the object of 
reason' (maf Hi lahu) (cf. [За]). For Turkic the sources give a similar construction: 
(56a) kal-du-m 'äi ya-ma-kä38 
come-PAST-lsg food eat-iNF-DAT 
'I came in order to eat the food' 
{gi'tu li-'akl-i t-tacâm-i, Qawânïn 33,16). 
In the analysis of this sentence yamak is the verbal noun (masdar), and "the a in it is 
the marker of objectivity" (al-fatha aliati fthi caläma al-mafuliyya). In other words, 
in the Turkic phrase the particle is not posited. Rather, the verb is considered to 
govern the object which is made evident by means of a marker. 
(56b) kaldu-m 'äi yamak-ä 
ficl mädt-fäcil ism li-t-tacäm masdar-caläma al-mafuliyya 
verb of-agent noun 'food' verbal noun-marker 
past tense of objectivity 
This does not mean that it is a direct object: the particle remains in the underlying 
structure of the Arabic, which probably serves as the underlying structure of both 
languages. It is also interesting to note that ä is not regarded as a marker of the 
accusative, but a marker of objectivity (cf. a discussion of object of reason with 
different examples: 'Idräk 141-2; MG 56vrt). 
The opposite case — i.e. the deletion of a particle from the Arabic sentence, while 
the particle in question remains absent from the Turkic construction — is possible 
too. It concerns those Arabic verbs that have a harf'm the underlying structure that 
only occasionally appears in the surface structure, e.g., 'ahada 'he took' {Tuhfa 
77v10), ra'â 'he saw' {Tuhfa 77v9; 'Idräk, 139,11), and rakiba 'he mounted' {Tuhfa 
77v10).39 We have seen above that the Arabic verb 'ahada can be used with the harf 
Ы 'with' and, with a more specific meaning, ra'ä with '«7a.40 In this sense, we can 
reconstruct (57a) as the basic sentence of (57b): 
(57a) ra'aytu 'ilà sangar-a 
see/PAST-lsg to sangar-GEN 
'I saw Sangar (with amazement).' 
After deletion of the particle, the verb directly governs the direct object: 
(57b) ra'aytu san¿ar-a 
see/PAST-lsg sangar-ACC 
'I saw Sangar.' 
The Turkic equivalent of both sentences is: 
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(58) san gar-ni kur-du-m 
sangar-ACC see-PAST-lsg 
'I saw Sangar' ( 'Idräk 139,11). 
In both 'Idräkand Tuhfa (58) is regarded as an example of deletion of the particle. In 
the Turkic sentence, however, no particle is found. For 'Idräk this is an example of 
ni occurring in an 'improper object.' 
3.3 Transitivity by means of internal change, and bitransitive verbs 
The other way to make an intransitive verb transitive is a morphological change, i.e. 
the addition of a morpheme to the verbal stem. I have pointed out above that this 
applies to both Arabic and Turkic. 
Because the morphological process of adding an element to the stem in order to 
gain an additional meaning is familiar to the Arabic grammarians, the sources deal 
quite briefly with this issue. In the first place, it is possible to derive a verb from a 
noun by means of the suffix la: 
kit 'lock'kit-lâ'to lock' 
In Hilya, Ibn al-Muhannä explicitly describes the views of the Arabic grammarians 
with regard to the derivation of verbs from nouns: 
"Know that, while according to the Kufans the Arabic verbal noun originates 
from the verb, and that the verb originates from the verbal noun, according to 
the most famous of the Basran grammarians, in the Turkic language some 
verbal nouns do not originate from the verb but from a noun or what 
resembles it." {wa-Чат 'annahu lammâ капа l-masdar al-carabï yansa'u can 
al-fi.4 'ala ra'y al-kufiyyin wa-yansa'u al-fi.4 canhu 'ala ra'y aï-sahïr min nuhât 
al-basriyytn fa-fì l-luga t-turkiyyayania'u bcfd al-masädir lä 'an al-fi'l bai 'an 
ism wa-mä капа sabìlahu, Hilya 125,14-17; the same discussion is found in 
Irtisäfll 202,7ff; cf. also Bohas 1982:189ff) 
In some sources, the suffix is said to serve 'icmäl or 'amai, i.e. 'governance'. The type 
of governance meant here is apparently not syntactic governance but another type 
of influence: 
"lä reflects governance... the governance in it is that it changes its 'alif [i.e. ä] 
may. . . which you vocalise with an i." ( tuS'ir bi-l-camal... fa-l-'amal fihi 'an 
taqliba 'alifuhuyä'an..., Qawäntn 38,3ff; similar statement in 'Idräk 121,10.) 
Indeed, unlike other stems ending in a vowel, the stem of denominal verbs changes 
in the 'present tense' and the 'gerund' in (I)b: suz 'word' suz-là-y-ur 'he talks' 
{'Idräk 121,11) - suz-la-y-ib 'talking' {Qawäntn 38,5; 'Idräk 113,12). In 'Idräk, 
however, these forms are also explicitly permitted without y, e.g., suz-lä-r and bai-
lä-г. The sources do not give information with regard to the possible forms of other 
verbs ending in a vowel, such as 'uqu- 'to read', which would make it possible to 
verify the differences with the denominal verbs ending in là. 
In the Margin Grammar, lä is related to the patterns refi?and '¿fa/that stand for 
references to the doubling of the second consonant of the root, and the addition of 
the hamza before the stem, respectively: 
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"Know that the 1 in all [these] positions is an expression for the particle from 
the characteristic of [the pattern] 'ifál..." (wa-clam 'anna l-lämftgamf al-
mawâdi'cibâra can harfat-ta'diya min mïza al-'ifâl..., MG 38vtop.)41 
This supposed relation of là with the Arabie patterns taf ïl and 'if äl is interesting. 
The Margin Grammar gives the following examples: qultuq-la-di 'he took (some-
thing) under his aim'('abbaia), qilig ladi 'he hit with a sword' (sayyafa), tää-la-di 
'he stoned' (haggara). 
In Arabic most roots may serve as a basis for a verb. In this sense the verbs 
'abbata, sayyafa and haggara can theoretically be derived from the roots /'-b-t/, 
/s-y-f/ and /h-g-r/, respectively. In practice, however, the meanings associated with 
these verbs in the Margin Grammar seem at best very rare, and perhaps even non-
existent. The verb haggara, for instance, means 'he limited' rather than 'he stoned', 
and the meaning of 'he hit with a sword' is better expressed with säfa (although it 
must be noted that the verbal form with a doubled middle consonant is also used to 
express an intensified action).42 The verb 'abbata, too, does not exist in the given 
sense, the meaning 'he took under his arm', is expressed with ta'abbata. It seems 
that these and some other verbal forms given in the Margin Grammar are denomi-
native verbs rather than derivations from the root itself (cf. also Bohas 1982:171). 
In Hilya, Ibn al-Muhanna, continues his discussion of denominal verbs with the 
description of a suffix to derive verbs from nouns. This suffix, though, is not lä but, 
instead, an unvocalised 1 
"The marker of this is a silent 1 after the basic consonants of the verb and 
before the marker of the verbal noun." {fa-'alâmatuhu läm sâkina bacd huruf 
'asi al-ffl wa-qabla ealäma al-masdar, Hilya 125,16.) 
The 'marker of the verbal noun' in question is, of course, the suffix maq/mak, 
which follows the stem. However, most examples Ibn al-Muhannâ gives can be 
traced back to a compound of a noun and the verb 'al-maq 'to take', e.g., 'uring-al-
maq43 (ar-riswa) 'to take bribes', tusu-1-maq 'to benefit', for tusu al-maq (an-naf) 
lit. 'to take benefit', (cf. Clauson 1972: 554), sat[i]n al-maq (ai-Sira, Hilya 126,lff) 
'to purchase', lit 'to take as a buy'.44 This is another example in which Ibn al-
Muhannä comes to surprising conclusions due to his interpretations with regard to 
the vocalisation of the text. 
The suffixes that in Turkic are added to a verbal stem are dealt with quite briefly 
in most sources. In fact, the sources content themselves with a mere account of 
them ('Idräk 110,3ff; Qawânïn 68,7ff). They are recognised as morphemes and are 
called huruf at-tacdiya 'particles of transitivity' {'Idräh, Qawânïn 68,6), "afaltu 
[lsg.] for transitivity' ('afaltu li-t-tacadd'u Hilya 130,13), 'particles that indicate 
transitivity' (huruf tadullu calä t-tacdiya, MG 374t). The basic particle of transitivity is 
-dur after verbal stems ending in a consonant, e.g., min-dur 'make mount!' ('arkib). 
In Qawânïn it is further specified that the vowel differs according to vowel 
harmony: "use the d with an u if there is an u in the verb, and if not, then use an i." 
(wa-bni d-däl 'ala d-damm 'in kânafïl-f%4 damma wa-'illâ faJalâ l-kasr, Qawânïn 
68,9f.). Based on this principle, min 'to mount' gets the suffix dir, min-dir 'to make 
mount'. Furthermore, several examples with a different form according to conso-
nant assimilation are given, although this time without an explicitly formulated 
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general principle, sât-tir 'make sell', baq-tir 'make look [at]' (Qawânïn 68,15; also 
Dtwán 354,4f; see further Chapter Two). 
From the description of this suffix in Hilya one gets the impression that the d 
and г are regarded as separate morphemes: "The d and the г are two markers of 
transitivity" (wa-d-däl wa-r-rä' 'alämatä t-tacdiya, Hilya 132,14) or "two additions 
for transitivity" (zä'idä t-tacdiya, 132,11 -2). This may be related to the feet that the г 
alone may serve to express transitivity (see discussion below). 
Most sources explain that after vowels the suffix is t: "If... the last consonant of 
the verb is vocalised, then add a silent t" (wa- 'in капа... 'âhir al-fi.4 mutaharrikanfa-
zid 'alayhi tä'an säkina, Qawânïn 69,9; similar statement in 'Idräk 113,17), e.g., 
yuni-t 'make walk!' ('amSi). This t changes in t when the verb is 'back', e.g., 'uqu-t 
'make read!' ( 'aqri', Qawânïn 69,10; cf. also Hilya 131,4). 
The fact that these suffixes form the usual ways to add 'transitivity' to the verb is 
evident in the distinction the Margin Grammar (38Ht) makes between 'basic rule' 
(qiyâsï) and 'practical usage' (satnäct). The forms in -dur and t are said to be qiyâsï 
'analogous with the basic rule' whereas other suffixes are said to be samâ'ï 'depend-
ing on practical usage' (on qiyäs see Versteegh 1980). 
This distinction between basic rules and practical usage is also mentioned in 
Qawânïn and 'Idräk 
"A few words do not obey [the rules] we mentioned, their [forms] can be 
determined from what is heard." (qad haraga [sic!] 'ammä àakamâ 'alfâz 
qalïlagiddanfa-sabïluhâs-samâc, Qawânïn 69,12.) 
Examples of these verbs are, e.g., tur-guz 'raise!' ('aqim); kur-kuz 'show!' ('ari) and 
-zur, e.g., 'am-zur 'suckle!' Cardi), 
"These forms are not heard otherwise, and other [forms] are not permitted 
(with these words)." (wa-hädihi l-'alfâz lam tusmac minhum 'illa hâkadâfa-lâ 
yaguzu fihâ gayruhâ, Qawânïn 69,16; cf. also Hilya 131,11; also on causatives 
with -zDïwân 312.) 
Abu Hayyân, who gives the same verbs, apparently does not agree with this last 
statement: 
"You may also use dur with these verbs. The use of dur is the rule." (wa-
yaguzu l-magi'fì hädihi l-'afäl bi-dur wa-huwa l-qiyäs, 'Idräk 110,10.) 
He gives the following alternatives: tur-dur, kur-dur, tam-dur and 'am-dur. 
In some other instances the suffix consists of an г preceded by a vowel, e.g. -ur, 
'ig- 'to drink' - 'ig-ur 'make [him] drink!' ('asqi), -ar, äq- 'to leave' - ¿iq-ar 'make 
leave!' ('ahrig). In the view of the Arabic grammarians it is the г alone (and not dur) 
that causes transitivity: 
"They make verbs transitive with the г alone, and delete the preceding 
consonant. This is heard in a limited number of words that have to be learned 
by heart [in their language], and [these words] should not be taken as a basic 
rule." (wa-qad caddaw 'afälan bi-r-rä' faqat wa-hadafu l-harfalladt qablahâ 
sumi'a dälikafi 'alfäz macdüda tuhfaz wa-läyuqäs 'alayhä, Qawânïn 69,1-3.) 
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In other words, dur is regarded as the basic form, from which in these verbs the d is 
deleted. Similar descriptions are found in Diwan: 
"The t, the g and the к are not what causes the verbs to be transitive, but 
rather it is the г alone that does this." (fa-t-tä' wa-l-gayn wa-1-käfhunna lasna 
bi-mucaddiyät li-l-'afäl wa-'innamä l-mucaddiya ar-râ'faqat, Dïwân 366,10.) 
According to KâSgarî, 
"... the reason for the insertion of the t, g or к is for ease of pronunciation." 
(... wa-ΊΙΙα duhül at-tä' wa-l-gayn wa-l-käf li-suhûla taqa'u fi l-lafz, Dïwân 
366,8ff.) 
The most important reason Kâsgarî mentions for the insertion of t, g or к is an 
unacceptable sequence of three rs that may result when a transitivised verb is 
conjugated for the 'future tense' ('aorist'), e.g. *suwra-r-ur 'he will give water': 
"One of these rs would belong to the root, the second would be the г of 
transitivisation, and the third would be the г of the future tense." (yakûnu 
'ihdä ar-rä'ät 'asïïya wa-t-tâniya уакйпи та' at-tacdiya wa-t-tälita takunu râ' 
al-istiqbäl, Dïwân 366,15f.) 
Elsewhere (394,2), Käsgari adds the causative suffix gar to this stem: suwgar- 'to 
water'. 
In his discussion of the syntactic analysis of sentences with transitivised verbs, 
Käsgan exposes a view that differs from the usual one found in the works on Arabic 
grammar. Instead of assuming two objects to the newly formed verb, he posits two 
agents: 
(59) 'ar bitik bitî-dî 
man/NOM book write-PAST/3sg 
'The man wrote a book' (kataba r-ragulu l-kitäba). 
"this is an action which originates from one agent to an object" (hädäficlun 
yanSa'u min fäcilwähidfa-yaqacu calä mafül...). 
After the addition of a transitivising particle we have: 
(60) 'ul 'arjar bitik biti-t-ti 
he/NOM he/DAT book write-CAUs-PAST/3sg 
'hej made him2 write a book' ('aktabahu l-kitâba).i5 
".. .the verb has become transitive to one object from two agents." (yata'addâ 
l-ficl 'ilâ mafül min fâcilayni, Dïwân 353,8; 13) 
One of the agents is the one that orders ('ämir), in (60) 'ul 'he', and the other agent 
is the one that performs the action (mubâiir), 'arjar 'him' (Dïwân 366,2; also 15,14). 
In this view, the only object in the sentence is bitik 'book'.46 Interestingly, KâSgarî 
does not refer to the Arabic translation of the sentence, 'aktaba-hu l-kitâb-a, in 
which both -hu 'him' and al-kitâb-a 'book' are considered objects. 
In summary, the grammarians regarded both dur and t (after vowels) as the basic 
'particles of transitivity'. Furthermore, the other 'particles' are either derivatives 
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from dur, e.g. r, or exceptional forms, e.g. guz and gur. In this respect their 
consensus is that r alone suffices to express the meaning of transitivity. 
So much for the discussion of causativity in Turkic verbs. In what follows I shall 
deal with other types of verbs, which are transitive to two and three objects, respec-
tively. 
3.3.1 The first category of bitransitive verbs: 'actâ 'he gave' 
As we have seen above, in Arabic grammar there are two categories of verbs with two 
objects. The first category includes verbs whose objects do not refer to the same 
noun, e.g., 'actä 'he gave' (cf. [8] ), in which both objects take the accusative case. The 
second category involves verbs whose objects do refer to the same noun, e.g. zanna. 
With regard to the first category, according to Western analysis the indirect object in 
Turkic gets the dative case, and the direct object the accusative (cf. 26). As for Turkic 
sentences of the second category, one of the Objects' may be verbal form that never 
gets a case ending. 
As a starting point in the discussion we take an important remark in Qawânïn: 
"Know that they never make the verb transitive by itself to two objects." (wa-
4am 'annahum lâyu'addûna l-ffta bi-nafsihi li-mafülayni 'abadan, Qawänin 
31,15; cf. also MG 55rlt/md.) 
In other words, according to the author of Qawânïn, Turkic verbs never govern two 
objects directly. We have seen above that the notions 'directly transitive' (mutacaddin 
bi-nafsihi) or 'proper object' (maful bihi sank) imply for Turkic that the object is 
marked with ni, whereas in Arabic, there is no exclusive marker for the direct object, 
since all objects are marked with a. The author of Qawânïn probably comes to this 
statement because in Turkic only one object is marked with nï. 
In 'Idräk the same phenomenon is recognised, albeit in less explicit terms: 
" [The verbs] that are transitive to two objects in the language of the Arabs are, 
in this language, transitive to one of them with ni and to the other with gä or 
with kâ." (wa-'atnmäfimäyataraddâ fi l-lisän al-carabï 'Uà ipiaynifa-'innamâ 
tacaddä [sic] fihâdâ l-lisäni bi-'ahadihimä bi-ni wa-li-l-'ähar bi-gä wa-kä..., 
'Idräk 139,3ff). 
This is exemplified by 
(61) 'a'taytu sanear-a tawb-a-n 
give/PAST-lsg Sangar-Acc cloak-ACC-INDEF 
'I gave Sangar a cloak.' 
which is translated into Turkic as 
(62) sangar-gä tun-nl bir-du-m 
Sangar-DAT cloak-ACC give-PAST-lsg 
'I gave Sangar the47 cloak.' 
The criterion 'Abu Hayyän applies in the assignment of the respective markers is the 
sequence of the two objects: 
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"In [the case of] the first [word] which is the first object in the Arabic 
language, gä is attached to the base form, and ni [is attached] in [the case of] 
the second [word], which is a second object in the Arabic language, and the 
opposite is not permitted." (fa-talhaqufi l-'awwal ailadi huwa maf 0.1 'awwal 
fi l-carabi gä wa-fi t-târii 'allodi huwa tanin fi l-lisän al-carabi ni 'ala l-'asfi9 
wa-läyagüzu l-caks, 'Idräk 139,6-7.) 
Abu Hayyân's description is limited, for it only refers to the syntactic sequence of 
two objects, rather than their respective functions, and no explicit terminology is 
applied to describe the function of gä. 
Elsewhere in 'Idräk, the status of gä is more explicitly described. In the context of 
the passivised bitransitive verb 'actä 'he gave', 'u'tiya sangar-u dirham-an 'Sangar 
was given a dirham' (19a). Note that sangar is marked with the nominative case. For 
(19a) the following translation into Turkic is given: 
(63) bir-il-di sangar-gä bir-aqgä 
give-PASs-PAST/3sg sangar-DAT one-coin 
A coin was given to Sangar' ( 'Idräk 134,12f). 
In (63) the relationships of the objects to the verb are analysed as follows: 
"[The verb] is transitive to the first object with the particle of annexation, 
which is gä, and the verb dominates the second object." (fa-tacaddä li-l-
'awwal bi-harf al-'idäfa ailadi huwa ¿a, wa-tasallata l-ficl calä l-mafül at-täni, 
'Idräk 134,'l3f.) 
It follows that gä is explicitly assigned the status of a 'particle of annexation' (harf al-
'idäfa). In view of the fact that 'actä 'he gave' is directly transitive to both objects, the 
term harf al-'idäfa must be interpreted as a reference to the strengthening particle li 
which can only be posited with transitive verbs. Any other interpretation, such as 
positing it as a translation of the particle 'ila 'to', would violate the Arabic principle 
of direct governance of the verb 'actä. As a consequence, gä is to be interpreted as 
equivalent to the strengthening particle li. 
In Qawänin, gä is described in a very similar way: 
"If the second [object] of the two is not identical with the first one, you attach 
to the first the marker of transitivity by means of li, and [you attach] to the 
second one the marker of objectivity." (wa-'in käna t-tärii minhumä gayra Z-
'awwal 'alhaqta bi-l-'awwal caläma t-tacdiya bi-l-läm wa- [bi]-t-tänValäma al-
mafüliyya bihi, Qawänin 31,19; also very similar in MG 55lt/md.)49 
From this quotation it follows that, according to Qawänin, too, gä indicates that the 
object is governed by means of the strengthening particle li.50 
In practice, the two terms in Qawänin and the Margin Grammar, caläma al-
mafuliyya bihi and 'aläma at-ta'diya amount to the same, because a verb that is 
transitive with the particle of transitivity is by definition transitive by itself, i.e., 
transitive to a direct object. The difference between the terms is that 'marker of 
transitivity' Caläma at-tacdiya) refers to governance of the verb, rather than to the 
type of object, and indicates the way the verb is transitive to the object. Further-
more, unlike 'Idräk, it is not stated in Qawänin and the Margin Grammar that gä is 
equivalent to the strengthening particle li. 
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3.3.2 The second category of Intransitive verbs 
We have now come to the second category of bitransitive verbs, i.e. the verb whose 
both objects refer to the same noun. We have already seen above that this category 
mainly contains verbs that belong to the subclass of the 'afâl al-qulub, i.e. zanna 'he 
thought', hasiba 'he reckoned' and 'alima 'he knew". 'Abu Hayyàn dedicates a 
separate chapter in his 'Idräk to the Turkic equivalents of these verbs, i.e. 'uranla-dï, 
sagin-di and bil-di, respectively ('Idräk 128-9), which he begins as follows: 
"As for 'uranladi, its meaning is 'he thought' and in this language it is 
semantically connected to two objects as in Arabic, even though in reality the 
connected element is the relation [between the two objects]." ( 'amma 'uranladt 
fa-macnâhu zanna wa-tatacallaqu bi-mafülayni fi hädä l-lisän ka-l-lisän al-
c
arabï wa-'in käna fì l-haqïqa 'innamä mutacalliquhä [sic] an-nisba, 'Idräk 
128,12f.) 
With the last part of this statement 'Abu Hayyân means that the connection (tacalluq) 
between the two objects and the verb is the fact that the two nouns together form a 
nominal sentence consisting of a topic and a predicate.51 In Arabic both objects are 
governed by the verb, which is made explicit with the accusative case, viz., 
(64) hasib-tu sangar-a Mrig-a-n 
reckon/PAST-lsg sangar-Acc leaving-ACC-iNDEF 
'I reckoned Sangar leaving'. 
In Turkic the objects receive various markers: 
"You suffix ni to the first object and you leave the second [object] without 
[any marker], suffixing neither ni nor gâ to it." (fa-tudhilu m calä l-maful al-
'awwal wa-tuhmilu t-tänt fa-lä tudhilu calayhi tii wa-lä gä, 'Idräk 139,7.)52 
This can be exemplified by (65a) and (65b): 
(65a) sangar-ni ciq-miS sagan-du-m 
sangar-Acc leave-PAST reckon-PAST-lsg 
'I reckoned Sangar leaving' ('Idräk 139,7). 
(65b) bï-nï giq-ïb sâ'an-dï-m 
chief-лес leave-KONV reckon-PAST-lsg 
'I reckoned the chief leaving' (hasibtu l-'amtra täWan, Tuhfa 77v5). 
Qawäriin has a similar analysis: 
"If the verb is transitive to two objects in Arabic, and the second one of the 
two is identical with the first one, it is permitted, not obligatory, that you 
attach the marker of the direct object to the first, and you do not put any 
marker to the second [object]." (fa-'idä капа Ι-β,Ίyatacaddâ li-mafulaynifil-
'arabiyya wa-t-tânï minhumä huwa l-'awwalu fa-'innaka tulhiqu caläma l-
mafûl bihi li-l-'awwal minhumä¿awäzan là wuguban wa-tuhmilu t-täni min 
al-calâma, Qawânin 31,15-8.) 
The point both sources make is that although the Turkic forms ending in miS and ib 
both serve as the equivalent of the Arabic participle (see discussion on suffixes in 
mis' and (I)p above), they do not get the marker of the direct object. 
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The apparent lack of any marker of dedension in ib and mii is accounted for in 
various ways. One is to assign — at least to ib — the status of marker of the object. 
This is possible because of its association with the hai, the circumstantial expression. 
The hai is one of the optional objects to the verb and, hence, receives the accusative 
case, viz., 
"Know that the b in min-ib-an ['riding'] is the marker of the circumstantial 
expression..., that is, the marker of the object." (fa-Чат 'anna l-bâ'fî miraban 
c
aläma al-häl... 'ay * aloma al-maful, MG 54rlt/ult; similar association in 'Idrâk 
129,21.) 
In the early Arabie linguistic tradition, the Kufan grammarian al-Farrä' (d. 207/822) 
interpreted the accusative case of the second object as a circumstantial expression 
(Ml) (cf. IrtiSâf'56,4f; cf. Owens 1990 for Farrà"s theory on hai). Although this does 
not reflect the opinion of most later grammarians, it is a theory which is possible 
within the framework of the Arabic linguistic tradition. Moreover, it is not in 
contradiction with their interpretation of the Turkic data. 
The second object of the sentence can also have the form of the 'present tense', 
" [ni] is attached to the first object and you use the second [object] in the form 
of the imperfect tense." (tulhiqufì l-maful al-'awwal wa-ta'ti bi-t-tàni bi-slga 
al-mudânc, 'Idrâk 128,13.) 
An example of this is, e.g., 
(66) bay-nï bin-аг53 'uranla-du-m 
chief-лес ride-AOR think-PAST-lsg 
'I thought [that] the chief [was] riding.' 
(67a) zanan-tu l-'amïr-a räkib-a-n 
think/PAST-lSg ART-chief-ACC/DEF riding-ACC-INDEF 
'I thought the chief [was] riding.' 
With the first object (al-mafül al-'awwal) 'Abu Hayyân obviously refers to bay-nï 
'chief and with the second (at-tânï) he means the verbal form, in this case bin-ar 
'he rides'. The fact that the second object has the form of the mudar? 'imperfect 
tense' is no problem, since in Arabic, too, räkiban 'riding', the second object, can be 
replaced with the mudar? form of the same verb, without consequences for the 
meaning of the sentence, e.g., 
(67b) zanan-tu l-'amïr-a ya-rkab-u 
think/PAST-lSg ART-chief-ACC/DEF 3sg-ride-IMPF/lND 
'I thought the chief [was] riding.' 
The fact that the second object does not bear the accusative marker is of minor 
importance: it takes the form of the imperfect tense54 which discharges it from 
taking case endings. On the underlying level, however, the verbal form bin-ar takes 
the syntactic place of the object, just like yarkabu in (67b). 
It is also interesting that both sources describe the two objects in term of 'first' 
and 'second'. Indeed, in Arabic linguistics the only way to distinguish syntactically 
between the two objects, sc. zaydan and harigan, is their sequence. The reason for 
this is that, syntactically speaking, objects are equal in status, both being governed 
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by the same verb. The remarks 'Abu Hayyän makes with regard to the link (mutacalliq) 
between them refer to the connection between the former topic and predicate and 
not to the way the verb governs the objects. 
3.3.3 Tritransitive verbs 
We have seen above that, according to the Arabic grammarians, some verbs can take 
three direct objects. In Arabic, all objects are marked with the accusative case (cf. 
above [7]), e.g., 
(68) 'а-Чат-tu al-'amïr-a al-faras-a mulgam-a-n 
CAUS-know/ ART-chief- ART-horse- bridled-
PAST-lsg ACC/DEF ACC/DEF ACC-1NDEF 
'I informed the chief [that] the horse [has been] bridled' 
('Idräk 129,21). 
The grammarians assumed a similar relation between the verb and its three comple-
ments in the Turkic equivalents of the Arabic originals. Their discussions concern 
Turkic sentences of the type already mentioned above in (37), which is repeated 
below for the sake of convenience: 
(37) bï-kâ bil-dir-du-m 'at 'ayarla-n-ubtur 
chief-DAT know-CAUS-PAST-lsg horse saddle-PASs-PAST 
'I informed the chief "the horse has been saddled"' {'Idräk 129,21) 
In Turkic, however, only bï 'chief gets a case ending: in our terms, a dative case. 
Although they are not marked as objects, 'Abu Hayyän considers all Turkic equiva-
lents of the Arabic objects as objects: 
"To the first object, [se. bï] which was the agent before transitivity [i.e. before 
the verb was made transitive by addition of the suffix], is added the marker for 
the improper object... As for the second object [sc. *ät], it remains without a 
marker of either the proper or the improper object. For the third object [sc. 
'ayarlanubtur] you use the form of the circumstantial expression..." (tudhilu 
'ala l-mafûl al-'awwal allodi käna/αΊΙαη qabla n-naql caläma al-mafüli gayri 
s-sarìh... wa-tuhmilu t-tämmin caläma al-mafül as-sarih wa-min calämagayr 
as-sarih wa-ta'tï bi-t-tälifsbi-siga al-häl..., Idräk 129,5-8). 
In short, according to 'Abu Hayyän, the sentence has three objects, bï 'chief, 'at 
'horse' and 'ayarlanubtur 'saddled'. The only object to get a marker is bï, which 
takes kâ, which, in its turn, is denned as the marker of the improper object. The 
ending in (l)btur is regarded as expressing the hai, the circumstantial expression, in 
Arabic. The hai is also governed by the verb and is therefore assigned the accusative 
case, albeit not as a direct object complement but as an optional object (see discus-
sion above in Section 1). The term 'form of the circumstantial expression' (siga al-
häl) probably suffices to associate it with an accusative case. 
In our terms, however, the second part of the Turkic sentence does not show a 
dependency relation; it is direct speech. Or, more precisely, 'ayarlanubtur stands in 
a predicative relation to 'at, and therefore neither of them is marked with the 
accusative case. In Arabic too, mulgaman is predicate to al-farasa, but both are 
objects to the verbal form 'a'lamtu. 
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In Tuhfa another version of this same sentence (cf. [37]) is given, e.g., 
(69) bï-nï bïl-dîr-dî-m 'ât-nî 'iyärlä-n-ibtir 
chief-лес know-CAUS-PAST-lsg horse-лес saddle-PASS-PAST 
'I informed the chief the horse has been saddled' (Tuhfa 70r10). 
In this case, both bï and 'at are assigned the accusative case, which in Turkic is 
typically used for direct objects. In our terms this can be analysed in terms of the 
respective functions. In sentences of this type one expects one object to be marked 
with the dative case for the function of indirect object (cf. [37]). In (69), however, 
these functions are not distinguished. For example, bi's function of indirect object is 
not evident, and it is difficult to picture how it should be understood as a direct 
object of the verb bildur. The other accusative case, 'àt-nï is suspect, too. In this part 
of the sentence that is direct speech there is only one instance in which the noun 'at 
gets an accusative case, namely when it would depend on an active verb, such as 
'iyärlä- 'to saddle'. 
In Dïwân the only instances in which the verb biltur- occurs with two objects, 
one of them is marked with the dative case, e.g., 'ul mai) à (DAT) 'ïl bilturdï 'He 
informed me of the matter' {carrafa-nï al-'amr-a, Dtwän, 354,17; also 368,5: bil-
duz-), in which тала is the pronoun of the first person singular marked for the 
dative case. In the Arabic translation Kâsgarî gives the verb earrafa (lit. 'made 
know'), which governs two objects, i.e., the first person singular, expressed by -n-i, 
and al-'amr-a 'the matter'.56 
In brief, it appears that the surface structure of the Arabic sentence (68) 'аЧат-tu 
al-'amïr-a al-faras-a mulgam-an, with three objects marked with an accusative case, 
shines through the Turkic sentence in (69). The differences between the examples 
given in 'Abu Hayyän's 'Idräk and the one in Tuhfa can be shown in a more 
schematic way. Since the Arabic verb 'alamtu, 'I informed', may govern three direct 
objects in Arabic, these same capacities are assigned to its Turkic equivalent, 
bildirdum, e.g., 
'a
clamtu al-'amïr-a al-faras-a musarrag-an (Arabic surface structure) 
verb obj. 1 (ACC) obj. 2 (ACC) obj. 3 (ACC) (underlying structure) 
verb obj. l (kâ) obj. 2 a obj. 3 (hâî) (Turkic sentence in 'Idräk) 
verb obj. 1 (nï) obj. 2 (ni) obj. 3 (?) (Turkic sentence in Tuhfa) 
'Abu Hayyân applies the underlying structure of Arabic to the Turkic sentence, 
without trying to impose markers from the Arabic surface structure on it: he accepts 
that on the surface level Turkic has a different realisation than on the underlying 
level. Tuhfa's author, on the other hand, sticks to the surface structure of the Arabic 
sentence, thus creating a Turkic translation that is probably ungrammatical. 
4. Conclusion 
In this chapter we have seen that the Arabic grammarians applied their morphologi-
cal principles to Turkic objects and verbs. With regard to verbs, they posited a 
number of morphemes that — in their view — add transitivity. As to objects, they 
found that the two types of 'direct objects' they recognised in Arabic grammar are 
marked differently in Turkic. The morphemes that serve as object markers are called 
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'marker of the accusative' (caläma an-nasb) in some sources (MG, 'Idräk Qawänin). 
This is a term used in Arabic linguistics for the 'case ending' a. Another term, 
'marker of objectivity' Caläma al-mafuliyya), was originally applied to express the 
function of words that occupy the syntactic position of the 'accusative' (nasb), but 
was then associated with all nouns with the 'case' ending a. The Turkic ending ni is 
especially associated with the 'accusative' (nasb), although the sources indicate that 
ni typically occurs in those instances in which the verb directly governs the object, 
i.e., without the implication of a particle. The use of the terms 'marker of the direct 
object' Caläma al-mafûl bihi) or 'marker of the proper object' Caluma al-mafûl 
(bihi) as-sarth) in this respect are innovations, since in Arabic the direct object has 
no exclusive marker. 
For the same reason the term 'marker of the improper object' Chiama al-maful 
gayri s-sarïh) can be considered innovative. It is applied to the morpheme gä/kä, 
and associated with objects that are governed by means of a particle, whether this is 
implied or deleted. Still, although the term 'improper object' can be interpreted as a 
general term, gä/kä is exclusively associated with the particles li and 'ilâ, and seems 
to come close to the Western notion of'marker of indirect object'. 
The tendency to a morphological analysis leads the author of the Margin Gram-
mar to separate ni into two morphemes, η as a marker of the object and y (ï) as an 
optional strengthening element, equivalent to the Arabic particle li. This analysis is 
based on the fact that ni changes into η after possessive suffixes of the third person. 
We have seen furthermore that the Arabic grammarians assigned the functions 
and governing capacities of Arabic verbs to their Turkic equivalents. Verbs like 
daraba I 'urdí 'he beat' are transitive, 'acfä I birdi 'he gave', zanna I sagandi 'he 
thought' are bitransitive, and 'аЧата I bildirdi 'he informed' are tritransitive. In 
other words, the Arabic theory of governance is transferred to Turkic verbs. The fact 
that the terminology used to describe the ni and gä resembles the terms applied to 
the Arabic marker of the object is, in my opinion, no coincidence. It is related to the 
fact that the accusative case in Arabic and Turkic — and probably also in many other 
languages — is a so-called syntactic case. The main characteristic of syntactic cases is 
that they typically occur as the result of governance, as opposed to semantic cases, 
whose occurrence is not predictable in terms of governance. In this sense, ni and gä 
can be regarded as equivalents of Arabic markers of 'irräb, as far as the ending a 
(nasb) in nouns is concerned. They only occur when the objects, in the view of the 
Arabic grammarians, that is, are governed by a verb. 
The morphemes to add transitivity — in our terms 'causativity' — to a verb, are 
called 'particles of transitivity' (hurufat-tacdiya), analogous to the Arabic particles 
and consonants that are used to indicate transitivity. In both languages this process 
can be described in terms of the addition of a morpheme to the verbal stem. This 
does not hold for the construction of denominal verbs, which is basically impossible 
according to Arabic linguistic theory. 
Theoretically, the grammarians could have limited the assignment of the func-
tion of object to those nouns that actually bear the same object marker, as in Arabic. 
Instead, they accept different types of object markers for Turkic. This can be inter-
preted as an indication of the fact that they were used to assigning the function of 
object (mafül) to nouns, even if they do not show the marker of the accusative 
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(nasb). In Chapter Three I showed that this occurs, for instance, when the word 
ends in a glide, or when the case endings are omitted in pausai forms. In those cases, 
the governance relations between the verb and its object(s) can be made explicit in 
the underlying structure of the phrase. The underlying structure of the Arabic 
sentence thus could serve for both Turkic and Arabic. 
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CHAPTER SIX 
Conclusions 
0 Introduction 
This chapter summarises the conclusions of the study and puts them in a broader 
perspective. In this study I have dealt with a variety of issues. In Chapter One I 
classified the sources according to external and internal evidence. In Chapter Two, I 
showed that the Arabic grammarians systematically followed the principles of Arabic 
phonology and phonetics in assigning labels for velarisation and palatalisation to 
Turkic words. I also showed that these labels had to be assigned for morphological 
reasons, since the form of the suffixes differs depending on whether they are attached 
to palatal ('front') words or velar ('back') words. Turkic consonants and vowels that 
do not occur in Arabic are described with terms used for Arabic allophones. With 
regard to Chapters Four and Five, the most important conclusions are that the 
Arabic grammarians considered the semantic Turkic case endings basically as parti-
cles, although in some cases the function of some endings (especially kâ/gà) merges 
with that of a marker. 
In this chapter I wish to advance some general observations about the use and the 
development of a descriptive model based on a single language. 
1 General conclusions 
The present study cannot supply a general theory of case. It would, however, be 
interesting if the analyses and observations made by Arabic grammarians could help 
us to better understand some aspects of Arabic in comparison with other languages, 
and why they developed their theories in a particular way. 
The concept of case, for example, in the traditional western school grammar is 
quite broad, since it comprises both syntactic and semantic case. In my opinion there 
is evidence to assume that this concept is largely based on the analysis of case endings 
of Greek and Latin, whose case systems comprise both semantic and syntactic cases. 
Furthermore, in Greek and Latin, case endings often fuse with other suffixes that 
express gender and number, and have a high degree of variability. It is hardly 
surprising that a theory based on these types of languages accounts for case endings 
in terms of theoretical cases based on distributional criteria, rather than on morpho-
logical features. With regard to Arabic case endings, I have pointed out in Chapter 
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Three that Arabic case endings are basically syntactic, and that their forms in a 
certain type of governance are mostly predictable and invariable. This implies that 
they can be quite aptly accounted for in terms of governance and on a basis of 
morpho-syntactic analysis. In my view the Arabic grammatical theory is largely 
based on this characteristic of Arabic cases. 
Western theory 
Traditional Western theory of case has always focused on the semantic aspects of 
case. It was not the form of the endings themselves that was taken as a starting point, 
but abstract notions like genitive, dative, accusative, etcetera, viz., 
"Un cas, comme une forme linguistique en général, ne signifie pas plusieurs 
choses différentes; il signifie une chose, il porte une seule notion abstraite dont 
on peut déduire les emplois concrets" (Hjelmslev 1972:85). 
Models were developed in order to show theoretical links between these abstract 
notions, among which the concept of'direction' was taken as a base. From this point 
of view the dative case expresses a movement toward the subject, an ablative a 
movement directed from the subject, and a locative would convey a rest. The ideal 
was to link each theoretical case to a single meaning. This ideal is difficult to achieve, 
since 
"case and number are 'fused' in Latin, in the sense that the inflexional suffixes 
(...) mark the noun simultaneously for a particular case and a particular 
number; furthermore, that the combination of a particular case and a particular 
number may be marked by a quite different suffix in different 'declensions' 
and the same suffix may mark different combinations of case and number" 
(Lyons 1971:291). 
These models have been elaborated on the basis of Greek and Latin, both Indo-
European languages with a highly complicated case system. The case systems of 
Greek and Latin, indeed, consist of several cases whose realisation depends on factors 
like gender, number, declension, word class, in addition to phonological features. In 
other words, in these — and other — languages it is all but impossible to predict the 
form of a certain case ending for a given word without intuitive knowledge of the 
language itself, ora firm theoretical background. In the same way a given ending does 
not always refer to the same case. To give but one example from Classical Greek: the 
ending -as in neanias 'boy' appears in both the accusative plural, such as in machas 
'fight' (ACc/f/PLUR), and in the genitive singular oikias 'house' (GEN/Í/SING). This 
implies that the ending -as itself does not convey any specific information regarding 
case, nor as to gender and number. In Western grammatical theory, therefore, the 
formal endings of the nouns play a secondary role. The Classsical linguists must have 
understood at a fairly early stage that, as far as Greek and Latin are concerned, a 
similar ending does not imply a similarity in function. Instead they developed a 
distributional system, in which the function of the noun/adjective in a particular 
syntactic position plays a determining role, independently of the ending. Each 
ending that occurs in a given syntactic context is thus regarded as a case. In this way 
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the abstract link between 'case' and function forms the criterion for this distribution 
of endings, resulting in the well-known paradigms for nouns and adjectives. 
Furthermore, Greek/Latin cases have both syntactic and semantic aspects (a 
feature which they share with other Indo-European languages, such as Russian [for 
which see Babby 1984 and 1986]). A noun can take a given case ending when it is 
governed by a verb in order to express a certain meaning. In this sense, in Latin the 
ablative alone expresses the sense 'from', e.g., Marcus domo (ABL) venit 'Marcus 
comes from home'. This same case is typically assigned when the noun is governed 
by the preposition pro: aquam pro vino (ABL) bibe 'Drink water instead of wine'. In 
the former instance the case is semantic, whereas in the latter it is syntactic.1 In this 
way, the Western concept of case includes both syntactic and semantic cases.2 The 
meaning 'from' can also be expressed by means of a preposition and a case, e.g., a(b) 
domo (ABL) 'from home'. In this sense, the preposition and the case ending convey 
the same meaning. In regard to these prepositions, it seems impossible to develop a 
theory based on the Western model which would distinguish between semantic and 
syntactic cases. Indeed, the traditional western concept of case is too broad: it 
attempts to include both types in one theoretical model. 
The fact that there exists some semantic connection between prepositions and 
case endings was known as early as the first half of the nineteenth century. The 
scholars of that time, though, searched for a theory that would include the use of all 
cases, both syntactic and semantic, viz., 
"Alles, was ein Casus mit irgend einer beliebigen Präposition bezeichnet, 
bezeichnet er auch, wenn er alein steht; aber nur im allgemeinen... Wenn, wie 
man so gemeinlich hört, der Génitif als Form bald Eigenthum, bald 
Abhängigkeit, bald dieses und jenes bezeichnet; so sollte man doch auf den 
Gedanken kommen, dasz er im Grunde nichts von dem allen bezeichnet" 
(Wüllner 1827 apud Hjelmslev 1972:41). 
Lyons summarises this discussion, albeit without presenting a solution: 
"Any general theory of case must recognize two facts: (i) that the same case 
may realize more than one syntactic function; and (ii) that a particular syntactic 
function may be realized by a variety of means in the same language — in 
particular, that there is a 'deeper' relationship between cases and prepositional 
phrases in Latin than the traditional analysis of inflexion would suggest" 
(Lyons 1971:292-3). 
and 
"Although each case of the noun was given a label suggestive of at least one of 
its principal semantic functions (...), it was impossible to give a satisfactory 
general definition of case itself in semantic terms..." (Lyons 1971:289). 
Arabic theory 
As we have seen in this study, the Arabic approach for an analysis of the Arabic case 
endings is quite different. In Arabic grammar the morphological resemblance be-
tween the endings is the starting point, rather than a distribution based on semantic 
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notions. Arabic grammarians did not associate any semantic load with the case 
endings. More precisely, they regarded them as markers for governance of the noun 
by other syntactic elements, and only at a secondary stage did they consider the same 
marker as to reflect a certain syntactic function. 
Their interpretation of formal similarities led to the assumption that nouns and 
verbs with the same ending have basically a common abstract syntactic position. For 
words ending in -w this is raf, with nasb for those ending in -a. These common 
syntactic positions could not be developed further in terms of functions because of 
the essential differences between nouns and verbs. For nouns only, as we have seen in 
Chapter Three, raf is linked to the function of agent (fäcil),garr to possessor (mudäf 
ilayhi), and nasb to object (mafül). 
In contrast to Latin and Greek, in Classical Arabic the form of a case ending 
(nominative, genitive and accusative) is nearly always predictable and recognisable, 
and even the exceptions to the rules form a coherent system with few possibilities for 
confusion. Thus, the ending -u (-un in undefined words) always refers to the 
nominative case, regardless of gender or number: ra¿ul-un 'man', rigâl-un 'men', 
imra'at-un 'woman', nisa-un 'women'. Likewise, -i and -a always refer to genitive 
and accusative, respectively. Of course, there are some exceptions to these basic 
rules. The genitive merges with the accusative in regular plural forms of feminine 
words (ending in -ät) to mucallim-ât-in 'teachers' (f), and, similarly, in regular plural 
forms of masculine words mtfallim-in 'teachers' (m) denotes both genitive and 
accusative. There are a number of stems that do not have final i in the genitive case, 
but a instead, e.g., masägid-a 'mosques' (GEN/ACC). The exceptions to these forms are 
explained by the Arabic grammarians in terms of phonological rules.3 For example, 
the forms of the word ma'nan 'meaning' in NOM, GEN and ACC are phonologically 
analysed as /ma'nayun/, /macnayin/ and /ma'nayan/, respectively, in which the case 
endings are made evident. In the Arabic linguistic tradition, however, the only 
function — or meaning — ascribed to case endings, 'icräb in Arabic, is to show the 
type of governor by which the word is governed. The governing element typically 
precedes the element that is governed. Furthermore, we have seen in Chapter Three 
that Arabic case endings can be omitted, which also seems to be a characteristic of 
syntactic cases. 
The endings themselves do not convey notions such as gender or number. The 
ending -»'on a noun always signifies that it is governed by a certain class of particles, 
e.g. bi s-sayf-i 'with the sword', in which say}''sword' is marked with -«'. Later Arabic 
grammarians tried to reduce the number of possible governors even more. They 
reconstructed the phrase bayt-u r-ragul-i 'the man's house', in which ragul 'man' is 
marked with the genitive case, in the underlying structure (taqdir) as al-baytu li-r-
ragul-i 'the house for the man', in order to give room for an explanation in which the 
-i ending is the result of governance by a particle rather than a noun (cf. Owens 
1990,14ff). The ending -a means that the noun is either governed by a verb (daraba 
l-kalb-a 'he hit the dog') or a special class of particles ( 'anna l-kalb-a 'that the dog' in 
which kalb 'dog' is marked with a). The only case ending for which they could not 
posit a similar governing element throughout is the nominative case. In verbal 
sentences the verb that precedes the agent and the object causes the nominative and 
the accusative case, respectively, e.g., daraba zayd-un (NOM) camr-an (ACC) 'Zayd beat 
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'Arnr'. In nominal sentences, such as zayd-un kañm-un (NOM) 'Zayd is kind', 
however, there is no such verb to account for the nominative in the topic (mubtada') 
zayd-un. In order to systematise their theory, the grammarians posited 'the fact of 
beginning' (ibtidä'), an abstract principle, which is supposed to 'govern' the topic.4 
The same holds for verbs. When governed by the particle kay 'so that', the verb 
takes the ending a, e.g., kay ta¿í'-a 'so that you come', whereas it takes no ending 
when it is governed by the negative particle lam, e.g., lam tagt' 'you did not come'. In 
Arabic theory, this last instance of a zero case ending is also regarded as declension 
Çfrab), simply because it can be related to a governor. It follows that in this 
theoretical concept elements can be governed by one governing element only be-
cause they can have only one marker at the time, whereas it is possible to govern 
more elements simultaneously. 
Further, according to Arabic linguistic theory there is a strict hierarchy in which 
verbs and particles may govern nouns: particles can govern verbs and nouns, whereas 
nouns cannot govern at all, and particles are never subject to governance. This 
hierarchy between syntactic elements leads Owens (1988) to the conclusion that the 
Arabic linguistic theory is basically a dependency grammar, in which hierarchy 
between elements plays the major role. The definition of Arabic declension on nouns 
as a set of 'syntactic case endings' 1 have given above provides new evidence in 
support of this assumption. The statements of the Arabic grammarians regarding 
case endings only make sense if one assumes that they perceived them as syntactic 
cases, which almost inevitably leads to an interpretation in terms of dependency and 
governance. 
Application of the Arabic theory to Turkic 
In this study I have examined the way the Arabic grammarians applied their theories 
to Turkic. Unlike Arabic, Turkic has four semantic cases, i.e. GEN, DAT, LOC, and ABL, 
one syntactic case (лес), and, finally, an unmarked nominative case, which is difficult 
to classify, but which in the Arabic tradition is considered the effect of governance as 
well. When applied to Turkic, the Arabic system cannot identify the semantic case 
endings as instances of Yräb. Instead, they are associated with other linguistic 
elements that can exert governance in Arabic. In chapters Four and Five I have 
shown that the Arabic grammarians equate the genitive nin with the particle li, the 
dative kä/gä with 'ilä, the locative da with ft, and the ablative dan with min, 
respectively. The interpretation of these endings as cases in the Arabic sense ('fräb) 
is impossible, because there would then be no governor to account for their occur-
rence. In different terms, this would be like trying to account for Turkic cases as 
syntactic. This can be illustrated with an example, viz., 
'aw-dan ciq-rJ-m 
house-ABL leave-PAST-lsg 
'I left the house.' 
The Arabic translation of the previous sentence is 
hara¿-tu min al-bayt-i 
leave/PAST-lsg from ART-house-GEN/DEF 
'I left the house.' 
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The Arabic grammarian would look for the equivalent of min 'from', which is, 
obviously, -dan. In terms of Arabic linguistics, the Turkic sentence contains a 
governing element without governance being indicated. Furthermore, the gram-
marian would note note that the equivalent of the genitive ending ending -i is absent 
in Turkic. 
In one instance, i.e. the accusative case, I have shown in Chapter Five that an 
analysis in terms of governance is possible. The Arabic grammarians do not fail to 
describe this case ending in Turkic with the terms that are also applied to the ending 
a, the marker of the accusative case in Arabic, i.e. 'marker of the accusative' (calâma 
an-nasb) and 'marker of the object' (calâma al-mafûl). 
2 Concepts 
The concepts applied in the descriptions of Turkic are the ones developed in the 
Arabic linguistic tradition. There are no significant differences in structure and style 
from regular works on Arabic. In this sense, one should be careful in attributing 
special insights to the authors, which has happened in particular in studies on 
Mahmud al-Kâsgarï and Abu Hayyän al-'Andalusï, the compilers of Diwan and 
Kitäb al-'Idräk, respectively. The sole scientific framework they and the other au-
thors knew was the Arabic tradition; it formed the very basis of their linguistic 
insights and their only starting point to describe language.5 Unlike the modern 
western scholar, who can choose among a variety of models to apply in certain 
studies and who is able to understand the pros and cons of a given approach, it is 
difficult to imagine Arabic grammarians such as Kasgari and Abu Hayyän pondering 
on the most suitable theoretical framework for the description of Turkic. True, they 
did know foreign languages, scripts and religions, but this may not necessarily have 
brought them to abandon their own concepts. In the case of Arabic linguistics this is 
even less likely because of the religious associations with linguistic studies.6 In this 
sense the discussion regarding the application of a given linguistic model relates to 
people's ability to see the limits of their theoretical concepts. 
Concepts of certain syntactic functions are only developed if there is a need to do 
so. For example, the concept 'indirect object' is not needed if both indirect and direct 
object are marked with the same marker, such as in Arabic. The marker of both 
objects can be accounted for by positing governance of the verb, affecting both of 
them in the same way. Different markers, though, are linked to a different function, 
such as и for the agent (fcfil), and a for the object (maf Hi), respectively. It appears 
that Arabic grammarians in the first place sought functional differences between the 
differently marked syntactic elements. In Chapter Five I have shown that the Arabic 
grammarians found that in Turkic objects are marked differently, a fact that they 
relate to the way the objects are governed. Thus they related nï to the direct object, 
and gä/kä to the object that in Arabic is transitive by means of a particle.7 In some 
instances, as with the verb 'a'fä 'he gave', though, gä/kä marks the object without a 
possible interpretation as a reference to a deleted particle, and the combination of 
both notions brings them — at least Abu Hayyän — very close to positing a special 
kind of object, perhaps what in our system is called an 'indirect object'. In this sense 
it seems that there is a beginning of a trend to extend the concept of object. 
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One of the issues I have not discussed thus far is the question of which Turkic 
languages are described in the sources and for which public the manuals were 
written. Both problems are quite difficult to solve. To start with the first issue, a 
common point in all sources is the reference to the Turkic language as turkiyya, 
which is often contrasted with other variants of Turkic. The sources that were 
compiled during the Mamluk period (Qawânïn, 'Idrák, Tuhfa, Targumân, Bulga) 
especially mention Oguz, which they call turkmâniyya, while the main features of 
turkiyya itself seem to point at a Qipcaq language. In Sudtir it is called al-luga at-
turkiyya al-'utmäniyya, referring to the language described by Abu Hayyân as tatariyya. 
Käsgan uses the term turkiyya too, but refers to Häqäniyya. More generally, the 
attitude towards Turkic points to a preference for one dialect/language in particular 
which is considered the 'real' Turkic. In Qawânïn the preference for turkiyya is 
accompanied by severe warnings against the use of turkmâniyya (cf. Chapter One 
1.5). In this sense one could say that turkiyya has the status of a prestigious variant, 
and the attitude towards it is comparable to the approach to Classical Arabic in 
treatises on Arabic, which is also held in high esteem againstless prestigious dialectal 
variants. In terms of concepts one could say that the concept of a 'pure', prestigious 
language is applied to the linguistic situation of Turkic. 
The sources indeed display a normative attitude in which words and forms are 
given as 'correct' turkiyya. In many cases the subjective preferences of the compilers 
or those of their informants may have played a role in the decision of whether or not 
to assign to a given word or form the label turkiyya (and hence 'correct'). At least in 
one fourteenth century source ('Idräk), turkiyya in some instances refers to typically 
Qipiaq forms and to Oguz in others (although in general the Qipiaq forms seem to 
be preferred). In most cases words and forms explicidy labeled as either Qipiaq or 
Oguz can indeed be identified by research into modern Qipcaq and Oguz languages. 
Nevertheless, it is not exactly clear what the terms qibgaqiyya and turkmâniyya in 
reality stand for, and with which modern languages they should be compared. 
Furthermore, it is still difficult to determine and label the lexical material of the 
sources. For this is necessary to develop a set of linguistic criteria to distinguish 
between Qipiaq and Oguz as separate branches of the Turkic language group. These 
criteria, then, could be applied to the Turkic material of each source. 
The second issue, the motivation of each compiler for writing a grammar of 
Turkic, is related to three matters. In the first place the way the manuals have been set 
up, secondly the reading public each manual was intended for, and in the third place 
why some grammarians felt the need to write a linguistic treatise on Turkic. 
To start with the first point Sudtir is set up as a didactic instrument (cf. Chapter 
One 1.7), and as such it stands in a tradition in which word lists of Ottoman, Arabic 
and Persian were especially developed for learners of those languages. With Dïwân 
Käsgan probably intended to show his fellow scholars that in many respects Turkic 
can compete with Arabic. In regard to the other sources, however, the intended goal 
can be deduced less easily. The grammatical treatises compiled in Mamluk times 
provide a complete means to learn a language (a word list, morphology [in 'Idrâk] 
and an elaborate discussion of syntax). Although the purposes for their compilation 
may to some extent have been didactic, this is not explicit in the structure of the 
works, which points in the first place to a profound scholarly interest. In Chapter 
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One I pointed out that the manuals are set up like regular studies of Arabic grammar, 
dealing with issues that are familiar to the Arabic scholar. In this way, the grammars 
take features of Arabic as starting poin ts, rather than giving a gradual introduction to 
the new language. The fact that the Arabic linguistic tradition itself was initiated in 
reaction to mistakes committed by new (and old) members of the Islamic commu-
nity does not automatically imply that special learners' grammars were also devel-
oped. Instead, the contents of Arabic linguistic manuals are usually quite compli-
cated and deal with highly abstract matters. In this sense, the necessity of having or 
developing a special didactic approach for second language learners probably did not 
exist as a concept in the minds of the compilers. Instead, they structured their works 
according to the familiar patterns of Arabic linguistic treatises. 
With regard to the second point, for Sudur and Dtwän, again, reasons for 
compilation can be found in the historical context. Dïwân was compiled at a time in 
which Turkic peoples played important political roles, while Sudiir dates from 
Ottoman times, in which Ottoman Turkish, which already had a flourishing litera-
ture, served as the main language of official communication. Furthermore, the 
Turkic grammars that date from Mamluk times can easily be related to the ruling 
class in Cairo, which was of Turkic origin and which was constantly strengthened 
with new young recruits from Central Asia. However, there were almost no direct 
relations between the arabophone population which was largely illiterate, on the one 
hand, and the military aristocracy on the other. Between these two layers in Mamlûk 
society stood — more or less isolated as well — the class of the culamâ' (see, for 
example, Haarmann 1988), which to a large extent consisted of descendants of the 
Mamlùks. Children of Mamlûk soldiers and Arab women were usually kept outside 
the military establishment. Nevertheless, they were given a good education, and, as a 
result, some of them must have known both Turkic and Arabic at a high level. This 
situation itself did not immediately call for manuals of Turkic, but it does not seem 
too far-fetched to suppose that some members of this class of 'ulama' combined 
both the practical knowledge and theoretical linguistic background that were needed 
for the compilation of grammars of Turkic.8 Scholarly interest shown by non-Turkic 
c
ulamä' may have been the main inducement to put down this knowledge in writing. 
It is interesting that this resulted in a 'boom' of grammars in the 13th and 14th 
centuries. 
One could release this study from the rather tight bonds of linguistics, put it in a 
more general context, and regard it as a report on the way descriptive tools or 
concepts are applied to other issues than they were originally developed for. Then its 
issue would become the degree of flexibility in people's concepts in a general sense, 
or rather how flexible people are when it comes to describing the habits of people 
with different beliefs or cultural background.9 In this respect one could concentrate 
on religious aspects, but also approach the matter from a sociological perspective.10 
This leads to yet another question, namely to what extent people are aware that they 
perceive reality from within a certain framework. The description of foreign lan-
guages with a model that has been developed for another language is only one of the 
many possible approaches. 
NOTES 
NOTES TO INTRODUCTION 
1 The same holds for the application of the Arabic system of verbal patterns along 
with their associated meanings to modern Arabic languages, e.g. Egyptian. Al-
though the patterns may show a resemblance, the meanings associated with 
them may differ (the Vth verbal pattern, /tafanala/, for example, frequently used 
to denote a reflexive action in Classical grammar, often denotes a passive in 
modern Arabic languages). Furthermore, new patterns have developed in these 
modern Arabic languages, not existent in Classical grammar. 
2 In this respect it is perhaps interesting to refer to Kerslake's (1994) analysis of 
two 19th century Ottoman grammars of Turkish. In her article Kerslake takes 
Western concepts of case, mood, and certain specific verbal endings like gerunds 
in their special context for Turkic linguistics as starting points for her analysis. 
Although she recognises the fact that both grammars were, in essence, set up 
according to the principles of Arabic linguistic theory, her article reflects a 
feeling of dissatisfaction with the way the grammar of Turkish is elucidated. 
Typical of this attitude is the following passage "The corresponding discussion 
in the Mikyâs is much more ambitious, but basically misguided. In one of the 
most tortuous, opaque passages of the book, Fevzï Efendi struggles desperately 
to force Turkish sentence structure into an Arabic straitjacket" (158). In this 
context the expression 'basically misguided' is especially striking, for it seems to 
convey the opinion that, whatever the efforts of the grammarians, it is per se 
impossible to give an accurate description of Ottoman using the Arabic linguis-
tic model. 
3 Here we may refer to the translation of the Arabic term istiqbâl (e.g, MS 366,16) 
with 'aorist' instead of 'future tense', by Dankoff and Kelly (1982-5) in their 
translation of Diwan Lugât at-Turk (The term istiqbâl in Dïwân alternates with 
gâbir (MS 18,14) — Dankoff and Kelly's emendation for câbir 'past tense' is 
probably correct — which is used in the sense of 'future tense' too [cf. Versteegh 
1993:24; Biesterfeldt 1990]). 
The Kufan tradition had a tripartite division of tenses: past (rnâdï) duraba 'he 
hit'; present ([fil] dä'im) dâribun 'hitting' [and] future (mustaqbal) yadribu 'he 
will hit/hits' (Owens 1988:136). In this tradition, apparently, mustaqbal must 
not be understood as a referent to the future as a tense, but rather as an 
alternative name for the form of the verb called mudän' in the Basran tradition. 
The term 'aorist' is a turcologica! term for the verbal ending -Ir, and, therefore, a 
direct interpretation of the Turkic material rather than a translation of the term 
istiqbâl (or gâbir) (This is recognised by Dankoff and Kelly 1985 III: 313). 
There is another reason for considering use of the term 'aorist' inappropriate 
in this context. The need for an additional term next to 'present tense' has arisen 
from Turkish grammar in which, as in other Turkic languages, two present 
tenses are distinguished. In Turkish theses are a present tense in -Iyor, e.g. iç-
iyor reflecting a continuing action, e.g. 'he drinks' or rather 'he is drinking', and 
a second one in -Ir (iç-er). This second tense, called 'aorist' in Western gram-
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mars and genis zatnan in Turkish, is generally considered to be used for denoting 
a habit, e.g. Hasan çok iç-er 'Hasan drinks very much (as a habit)', a probability 
(in promises, thus referring to the future), e.g. Hasan yarin gel-ir 'Hasan will 
probably come tomorrow' (although there may be some influence of the ad-
verbs çok and yarin in expressing the probability or the habit, rather than the 
verbal form itself) and, apart from some other uses, it is also used in proverbs it 
iir-iir kervan gid-er 'the dogs howl, the caravan moves on' (cf. also Lewis 1967 
[1984]). In the language described in Diwan Lugät at-Turk the tense in -lyor 
does not exist (cf. Dankoff & Kelly 1985 III 327ff), and -Ir serves to indicate the 
present tense. As a consequence, there is no need to maintain the distinction in 
terminology between -lyor and -Ir for this language. At best, then, the present 
tense in the Turkic language of Dïwàn has a formal similarity with the 'aorist' in 
Turkish, but in my opinion this base is not firm enough to call it 'aorist'. 
In this respect one could say that the concepts of the model that had been 
developed based on Turkish are without major modification applied to the 
Turkic language in Dïwàn, with all its positive and negative consequences. 
4 This 'confusion' is illustrated in Chapters Four and Five, in which I point out 
that, for example, the dative case ending kä/gä is analysed in two ways. In the 
first place it is regarded as an equivalent to the Arabic particle (harf) 'ila 'to', and 
in the second place it is a 'marker of the object' Caluma al-maful). To my 
opinion, this 'confusion' is not the result of being 'basically misguided' (see 
quotation from Kerslake [1994] in note 2 above). 
5 For a discussion and a bibliography of Qipiaq and Oguz manuscripts see 
Flemming (1977a and 1977b). 
6 This approach is similar to that of Devereux (1964 and 1965) in his articles on 
Nawâ'ï's Muhàkama al-lugataynl 
NOTES TO CHAPTER ONE 
1 Cf. Hazai's article on Kâsgarï in и 2. 
2 An indication for this may be the fact that he situated Barsgän and not Käsgar in 
the middle of the famous map in Dïwàn (cf. MS 22-23). At the same time Kâsgarï 
describes the Turks of Barsgän in quite negative terms (cf. Dankoff 1972: 26). 
3 The respect for Dïwàn has led many scholars, especially in Turkey, to suppose 
that Dïwàn has been the basis for later Arabic grammars of Turkic languages (Cf. 
Ülkütasir 1946: 28; Tomanov 1965). In fact, there is no evidence to sustain this 
assumption. I shall discuss this topic in Section 2 of this chapter. 
4 Al-Halïl or Ibn 'Ahmad cAbd ar-Rahmän al-Halïl al-Farâhîdî (d. 175/791) who is 
said to have compiled the first dictionary of Arabic. Cf. Wild (1965). The entries 
in Kitâb al-cAyn are arranged according to the respective places of articulation of 
the consonants of the root pattern. According to this structure the cayn is the 
first consonant in the sequence, because it is pronounced in the back part of the 
troat. 
5 Bergstrasser (1921) was the first to notice that Kâsgarï had applied Fârâbï's 
system. 
6 In Fârâbï's work the sequence of the 'books' is: 1. Kitâb as-sälim; 2. Kitáb al-
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mudäraf, 3. Kitâb al-mitäk 4. Kitäb dawät at-шШа; 5. Kitäb dawät al-'arbaca\ 6. 
Kitäb al-mahmüz. 
7 For a detailed discussion of each chapter see Dankoff & Kelly ( 1982:31 -40) and 
Kelly (1976). 
8 References in this book to Diwan al-'Adabare based on 'Ahmad Muhtär 'Umar's 
1984 edition. 
9 For more details see Dankoff & Kelly (1982 1:33). 
10 Dankoff (1972) discusses the tribal organisation of the Turkic peoples based on 
data from Diwan. 
11 For a discussion see Dankoff 8c Kelly (1982:1 20-21 and 44-48). Interesting to 
note is that Kàsgarï does not mention mingling with speakers of Arabic as a 
negative influence. This may be due to the fact that he did not consider the 
influence of Arabic as 'bad', or else that he was not aware of such an influence. 
12 Arab Filolog о Turetskom Jazyke, St. Peterburg. 
13 Doerfer (1976:244) refers to 'Ibn-Muchanna o tureckom jazyke' Zapiski Kollegii 
Vostokovedov pri Anatskom Muzee, III, Leningrad [St. Petersburg] 1928: 221-
248. 
14 These titles suggest a resemblance with Targumän Turki wa-:Agami wa-Mugali, 
the Houtsma MS, see Section 1.6. 
15 Another indication of Ibn Muhannä's origin may be the fact that the names of 
Iraq and Huräsän occur in some exemplary sentences: "from Iraq to Huräsän" 
(min al-4räq 'Uä Huräsän, 91,13); "Our chief went to Huräsän" {'amtrunä moia 
'ilä Huräsän, 92,5). 
16 Doerfer refers to S. Sirvani Yusif-Zia: 'Nekotorye zamecanija otnositel'no Ibn-
Muxanny i ego socinenija' in: Struktura i ¡storija tjurkskich jazykov Moskwa 
1971. The passage itself is as follows: hâdihi d-dawla l-muguliyya al-qähira "this 
strong Mongol Empire" (Hilya 186). 
17 The only other source that does is Diwan which dates from the fifth/eleventh 
century. 
18 For a brief history of the use of the Uygur alphabet, see Clauson (1962:175ff). 
Sertkaya (1973:5) transcribes and translates some poems composed in the 16th 
century by Ottoman poets who wrote in Çagatay Turkic in both the Uygur and 
the Arabic alphabets. See also Mansuroglu 1954:256 and art. 'Turks' by 
Samoylovitch in EI1 VIII 911. 
19 Cf. art. Рдаіаі ad-Dïn Khwärazm-shäh by Boyle in EI2. 
20 The exact transcription of m-l-k is unclear, since it was left unvocalised in the 
printed text. The use of the word malik in the tide may refer to a Hwärazmi-
ruler: "Khwarazmi. Ghaznawid and Saldjuq rulers called themselves malik, usu-
ally in combination with honorific adjectives, e.g. al-kämil, al-sälih, al-câdiÎ' 
(Ayalon EI2). 
21 The question referred to was why gil and kil were both used with the imperative 
form and why gil sometimes means 'possessor' (not equivalent to the suffix -liq 
of equipment; cf. Fundamental). 
22 The text in the margins of Idräk contains an additional grammar of a Turkic 
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language, whose exact contents have not been published previously. Some fea-
tures of this work are discussed in Section 1.10. 
23 Al-Haditi (1967) probably describes the contents of 'Idräk based on the Cairo 
MS. 
24 Cf. art. 'Abu Hayyän in EI2 by Glazer. 
25 Cf. Caferoglu's (1931: X) attribution of ad-Durra al-mudï'afîl-luga t-turkiyyato 
'Abu Hayyän cannot be verified, since he does not mention any sources. No such 
work is mentioned in the Arabic biographical literature on 'Abu Hayyän. 
26 Al-Haditi (1967) lists a total of 65 works, most of which are lost. Famous are 
'Abu Hayyän's Manhag as-sälik li-'Alfiyya Ibn Malik and his exegesis to the 
Qur an, al-Bahr al-muhit. Also a work on the Torah is mentioned (68). 
27 Dïwàn and 'Idräk are the only ones of our sources to contain a Turkic-Arabic 
word list instead of the usual Arabic-Turkic lists. 
28 In the Veli ed-Dîn MS this is 2r16-32r. 
29 Cf. 'Idräk 27; 32; 39; 46; 57; 62; 67; 69; 72; 73; 75; 82; 85; 86; 90; 92; 95; 98; 99. 
30 I could not find any reference to Baylik in Tuhfa. See the respective remarks 
about Tuhfa and Bulga in the following sections. 
31 For Bulga, see Zajaczkowski (1958: XI). 
32 Another possibility is that the name Sangar refers to the Salguq (Oguz) ruler 
Sangar bn Mäliksah. Sangar governed Huräsän and the north eastern provinces 
of the Selguq Empire between 512/1118 and 552/1157 (cf. EI1 art. Saljuk). The 
occurrence of the name Sangar in 'Idräk, therefore, may be an indication of 
Oguz influence during its compilation. I thank Dr Erica Gilson for drawing my 
attention to the possibility that this name probably was not chosen at random. 
33 In his word list to 'Idräk (29), 'Abu Hayyän refers to a small Qipcaq tribe or clan 
barli qabtla min al-qib¿aq "a tribe of the Qipcäq". 
34 Cf. art. 'Bulghär' in El2 by Hrbek. 
35 The ethnonym Tuqsubä may be interpreted as toquz opa 'nine villages' and 
hence as a reference to a conglomerate of nine different tribes, perhaps Oguz, 
since it is an Oguz word (Dtwän MS 55,17). I thank Prof. Dr Talât Tekin for this 
suggestion. Kudayberdy-uli (1990:71) mentions a Qipcaq tribe called toksaba in 
works of the Arab historiographers 'Amir ad-Din and Ibn Haldun. (I checked 
Ibn Haldun's Muqaddima on this but could not find this reference.) 
36 "Tribe from the Turks" (qabïla min at-turk). In Diwan (MS 41,2; also Dankoff 
and Kelly 1102) listed as a clan of the Oguz. 
37 A more detailed account of my findings in this respect will be given in the 
forthcoming publication of the translation of Kitäb al-'Idräk. 
38 Atalay's translation was a severely criticised by Tibor Halasi Kun, at the time 
living and working in Ankara, who apparently had had the idea of a similar 
publication (cf. Halasi Kun 1947,1948, and Atalay 1948). 
39 Fazylov (1976: 335) supposes that Tuhfa's author had spent some time in Syria 
or was born there. 
40 Fazylov (1976) also deciphered the meaning of some other lines on the last page 
that announced the death of Näsir Muhammad Qaytbay, the son of 'Alraf 
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Qaytbay on Wednesday Rabf al-'Awwal 15th, 904 (=October 31th, 1498). He 
further succeeded in reading a name on the title page, i.e. 'Abu 1-Qasim bn 
'Ahmad bn Muhammad bn Muhannä al-Hanäfi. 
41 For a list of contents, see the Appendix. 
42 'Abu Hayyân's name is rendered somewhat differently: Saraf ad-Din instead of 
'Atir ad-Din, but his kunya is right. There are no direct references to Baylik, a 
main source for 'Idräk, in spite of Pritsak's (1959:75) remarks quoted above. 
43 Cf.2r2;47rl;62r12. 
44 Cf.43v12;51vl;63v13;7143. 
45 Cf. 2Г2; ТЪ qila; 8r10 qila; 9r3 qila; 47r4; 65 rll; 67r7 qila; 69r9 qila; 73П2; 77r5 
qïla\ 81rl; 88r2 qila; 88vll;13 qila; 89rl qila and numerous occurrences in the 
word list. Wa-qila is the usual way to indicate alternative expressions. 
46 Karamanlioglu (1962) remarks that 'Abu Hayyän cannot have been its author, 
because he was not alive (d. 765/1345) by Tamerlane's time. 
47 In fact, the word list is longer, but ends with a discussion of the numerals (pp. 
64-68), which is a part of the grammatical section. For a full list of contents, see 
Appendix. 
48 When Flemming wrote her article she did not have access to Dozy's catalogue of 
Leiden Manuscripts (1851:1109; no. ccxii), in which the correct date, 743, was 
already given (p.c. July 1995). 
49 E.g. lafza mu, the particle of interrogation; lafza da the locative suffix but also 
some Arabic particles, e.g. fawqa 'above'; bayna 'between'; al-wasat 'middle'. 
50 See also 21,14; 23,12; 41,19 and numerous other places. 
51 Both Nissman (1969:5) and Pritsak (1959) range ai-Sudûr ad-Dahabiyya, a 
source that dates from 1619 and that describes Ottoman Turkic, among the 
Qipiaq glossaries. 
52 This date is taken from Atalay (1949) who based it on a secondary source, which 
is unavailable to me. According to the dates of Sàlih's sources, which I shall 
discuss below, this date may be right. 
53 This qâdi was, according to Atalay, a certain Sarif Muhammad al-Husayni al-
óumàda. 
54 Cf. Henning 1958 and Boyce 1968. By the term 'middle Persian' is meant pre-
islam ic Persian. 
55 Cf. art. 'Mir 'Ali S_hir NawäT by M.E. Subtelny in EI2; also Devereux (1964) and 
(1965) on Muhäkama al-Lugatayni 
56 Cf. Sohrweide (1974: no. 220), where more MSS are listed; Götz (1979: no. 466); 
Cf. TUYATOKI (Antalya) p. 225, no. 391; also Ahteri-i КеЫгттллок II Merzifonlu 
Kara Mustafa Pasa Library (1st.) p. 157, no. 384. 
57 The tekst reads m-r-q-z-t. 
58 Cf. Dozy 1851: 91. The Leiden MS, cod. 237 Seal., was copied in 955/1548. 
Sohrweide (1974: no. 194) describes the work as follows: "Arabisch-türkisches 
Wörterbuch, vermutlich aus dem frühen 16. Jahrhundert." 
59 Cf. Götz (1979: no. 473); TTS II xxxviii; Karatay (1961: n, 27 no. 2063). 
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60 Cf. Götz (1979: no. 471) and Sohrweide (1981: no. 198); cf. also TÜYATOK I Ali 
Nihat Tarlan Dermesi Istanbul p. 55, no. 142; and Karatay (1961: II20 no. 2039). 
61 It may also be identical with Sihäh a\-(agamiyya by Muhammad bn PIr cAli 
Muhyi ad-Din al-Birkawï (Birgih) 929/1523-981/1573 (Cf. GAL II 442, GAL 
Suppl. II 657, cf. also Hâggï Halîfa VI, 362 and Karatay (1961: II p. 22, no. 2045 
and no. 2046), who lists the same title but another author: HinduSäh Nahgawäni 
(900/1494). Also Leiden University Library: cod. 781 Warner. 
62 Cf. Akun El2 II 423; and TS II xxiv and ITS I xxix. There exists also a MS in the 
library of Leiden University, no. 857 Warner. 
63 Sibila ad-Dahabfis-Sulük wa-l-'Adab Cf Hâggï Halîfa III, 607 and GAL II, 446. 
64 Cf. Dozy 1851:97 One of the MSS is preserved in the library of Leiden University, 
cod. 167Gohus. 
65 Cf. GAL II, 193 (p 246) GAL Suppl. 258. Ms extant in Leiden 112/3. Cf. Sohrweide 
(VOHD XIII.3 1974: 301, no. 345). 
66 Cf. GAL S I 342. 
67 Cf. Götz (1979:447, no. 472). Cf. also to TÜYATOK III (07) p. 11 no. 1632. 
68 The Guhstan, 'Rosegarden' was originally composed in Persian by Sacdï bn 
'Abdallah aS-Sîrâzï (d. 691/1291) in 656/1258. Cf. art. Sacdi by Davis in EI2. 
69 Nawaì also wrote Muhäkama al-Lugatayn (904/1499), a treatise in which Per-
sian is compared to Cagatay-Turkic. Cf. Devereux (1964 and 1965). Muhäkama 
al-Lugatayn has been edited by Quatremère, E. Chrestomathie en Turc oriental 
Pans 1841. Cf. also Menges (1963. 238) and Karatay (1961: II no. 2103). 
70 Mawlä Hunkâr is another name for Mawläna Galàl ad-Dîn аг-Rumï (Cf. art. 
Molla Hunkâr in IA). For a list of Turkish commentaries on the Matnawi, see N. 
Pekolcay (1967:109-110), islam Turk Edebtyati, Istanbul. 
71 Cf. Hâggï Halîfa V 230 and art. 'Sururï' by Babinger m EI1. Berthels described 
Surûrï's vocabulary as following· "[Surûrï's] work . is divided into three parts: 
verbs, particles and inflection, nouns His sources were Sthäh-t cagam" 
(Berthels, art 'Sururï' EI1; cf. also art. by Akun m IA). There is also a MS of this 
work in the library of Leiden University, cod. 164 Golius. 
72 Mustafa was sultan Sulaymän's (936/1530 - 973/1566) eldest son. He died at 
Koriya m 960/1553 
73 Cf. also Haig and Kramer's article on Sa'dï in ы 2. 
74 Sähh calls this Sacdi: "sayh Sacd ad-Din". Karatay (1961: II no 2203), lists Sa'dï 
as Mahmud bn cU£man instead of Muhammad bn 'Utmàn. Cf. Flemmmg on 
Lâmi'ï in EI2. 
75 Cf. art 'Kemälpasazäde' by V.L Ménage in FI2, and GAL II 597. Cf also Sawaie 
1991. 
76 Kafa or Kefe lies at the south eastern coast of the Crimea. It was called 'Theodosia' 
in Roman and 'Feodosia' in Russian times (cf art. Kefe by Orhonlu EI2). 
77 The edition of Bulga was reviewed by Pntsak (1957). 
78 The text in the MS is clearly vocalised Dâwad and not Dâwud as might be 
expected. 
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79 Karatay (1961II, 19 no. 2036; MsHazine 1088). Although the introduction is the 
same as in the Florentine MS, it deals with Anatolian Turkic, rather than Qipcaq. 
80 Zajaczkowski based this assumption on the Arabic language material in Bulga 
(Cf. Zajaczkowski 1954II: 67). 
81 Although Sälih attributed Durra to 'Abu Hayyän al-'Andalusï (cf. Sudur 1.7), in 
Durra itself I find no indications with regard to its author (cf. Section 1.6). 
82 The last pages of the volume (65v-66r), after the manuscript of Idrâk, are dedi-
cated solely to this, or perhaps yet another grammar. 
83 34vrt = Idrâk 105,12; Зо^ЪтМ = Idrâk 107,15; 56r top = Idrâk 135,180 
84 Cf. 37vrt = Qaw.12,9-10; 38rtop = Qaw.l 1,7-8; 38rlt=Qaw.lO, 21-3; 
41vrt=Qflw.23,5-15; 43vtop = Qaw. 49-50; ΜΆχΙλύΧ. = Qaw. 8,4-5; 59vrt/ult. = 
Qaw. 44,5-9 (with minor change); 64rtop = Qaw. 21,14-7; 644^ 1111 = Qaw. 
21,18. 
85 The ethnonym Turkmânï - Turkman occurs on: 59rrt; 44vlt/ult; 51rrt; 51rrt; 
53^ /11 ; 51vrt; 42vbm; 45vtop; 59vmd; 49vrt; 58vtop/ult; 58vrt. 
86 Indications for a common Turkic basic source may be found after careful analy-
sis of the lexical material, but this is beyond the scope of the present study. 
87 I already established this for Dtwän lugät at-Turk. 
88 Because of this misunderstanding Qawânïn is registered under 'Abu Hayyän's 
name in the library of the Suleymaniye in Istanbul. 
89 'Abu BiSr 'Amr (d. 177/793), whose Kitäb was the first known grammar of 
Arabic. Sibawayh's master was al-Halil Ibn 'Ahmad (d. 175/791) who is said to 
have compiled the first dictionary of Arabic: Kitâb al-rayn (cf. Wild 1965). 
90 Bohas et al. (1990) claim that Sibawayhi's Kitäb was not intended as a coherent 
'book' on Arabic grammar, but rather as a bundle of case studies of different 
grammatical subjects. 
91 The interpretation of Turkic sounds by Arabic grammarians is the subject of 
Chapter Two. 
92 This is, of course, the well-known scholar 'Abu 1-Qasim Mahmud bn 'Umar az-
Zamahsari (467/1075 - 538/1144). 
93 I propose to read Hilä al-Malik instead of Yahyâ al-Maìik (cf. Section 1.2). 
94 Ultimately, of course, Mufassal, too, goes back to Sibawayhi's Kitäb. 
NOTES TO CHAPTER TWO 
1 For a discussion about the pre-Islamic dialects on the Arabian Peninsula, see 
Rabin (1951). 
2 Research on Arabic phonological theory started with Schaade (1911), Bravmann 
(1934) and Cantineau (1960). 
3 Some later grammarians, however, did not share this opinion. 'Abu Hayyän al-
'Andalusï mentions some of the opposing grammarians by name and discusses 
their views. Points of disagreement are e.g. the question whether the hatnza 
should be considered a phoneme or not, since according to some Arabic gram-
marians the glottal stop (hamza) should not be considered a phoneme (cf. IrtiSâf 
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I 4). Further, the number of the places of articulation. The basic phonemes, or 
rather their ideal pronunciation (thus combining phonology and phonetics) 
were also called hurüfhälisa^IrtiSäfl 11) or al-hurüf as-sihäh (К. al-cAyn5l, 14). 
4 This sequence is according to Sïbawayh. Cf. Kitäb ed. Büläq II 404 in: Bäb al-
'idgäm 'Chapter about the assimilation', at the end of the second final volume. 
There are indications that 'idgäm, usually translated as 'assimilation', in fact 
means something like 'pronouncing simultaneously'. For this remark I am 
indebted to my colleague Michel Limpens, who has recently started a research 
project on early Arabic phonetic theory. 
5 The exact number of the places of articulation, however, always remained a 
subject of discussion among the grammarians. In ІгйЩіХ. is 16. 
6 Roman (1983:148) 'zone d'émission'. 
7 Cantineau (1960:22) mentions the confusion that exists with relation to the 
meanings of these terms. An adequate interpretation has not yet been found. 
Roman (1983: I 54) proposes for mahmusa 'chuchoté' (whispered) and for 
maghura 'éclatant' (shrill). Interesting in this context is al-Kindï's reference to 
musical terminology when discussing these terms: al-Kindï's category nagma 
'melody' almost completely covers the hurûf maghura (cf. Celentano 1979:71). 
8 If mahmusa and maghura indeed stand for voiceless and voiced, respectively, 
then the labelling of hamza /7 as maghura is surprising. The labelling of q and t 
as 'voiced' is surprising only within our perception of the Arabic phonetic 
system, which is based on modern Arabic languages. 
9 In Irtifáf, however, 'Abu Hayyän uses this term to indicate a pronunciation of и 
as [ii], in the case of/mad'uwr/ 'frightened' (madcii:r). 
10 Michel Limpens (p.c. April 1995) drew my attention to the fact that al-Halil (d. 
160/776), Sîbawayh's teacher, reserves the term mutbaq for the m. In Kitäb al-
cAyn: "al-Halil calls the mint 'covered', because it covers the mouth when it is 
pronounced." (wa-kâna 1-НаШ yusammï l-mìm mutbaqa li-'annahä tutbiq al-
fam 'idä nutiqa bihä, Kitäb al-cAyn 58,16.) This Statement is related to another, 
probably older, concept of the term mutbaq. 
11 Because the velarised I occurs in the standard language only in one word, Roman 
does not consider it a productive allophone: "Le /1/ de /?al|áh/, s'agissant du nom 
de Dieu, s'explique bien par une emphase rhétorique" (Roman 1983:1 321). 
12 Cf. Bravmann (1934:30). It seems, though, that mustacli and mufahham were 
often interchanged; SIbawayh uses mufahham only once (cf. Troupeau 1976). 
13 Ar-Räzi continues this passage as saying that giving more effort is a good deed, 
and compares it with Moses who was told to love his Lord with all his heart. In 
this case man has to pronounce the name of God with his entire tongue, which 
means that he does so with all his heart (Tafsïr 1104,4). 
14 In this respect it is possible that the phoneticians after al-Halil maintained his 
definitions, although they could not verify them with the speech examples at 
their disposal. As an example of this 1 refer again to m, which was considered 
'covered' by al-Halîl, but not by Ibn óinnl. 
15 Bohas elsewhere (1982:393) remarks that the process of derivation is determined 
for each word separately, rather than in a general way according to patterns. 
16 In Irtisäf, 'Abu Hayyän applies the term 'iSbff to a consonant other than a glide, 
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i.e. h. "And some of the [Arabs] lengthen the h when it is connected, and thus y 
originates, e.g., hidiht [for hädihi] 'this' [f.]." (wa-minhum manyuSb?al-hä'a ft 
l-waslfa-tatawalladul-yä', fa-taqûl hidiht, IrtiSâfl 407,16.) 
17 Cf. Grünert 1912:234-5; cf. also Wright 1986 [1896]: i 71, 84 and 89; Kitäb II: 
260, 361, 282; also Bravmann 1934: 89-90; Cantineau 1960:101). An alternative 
term for 'ilmäm is 'iSrâb 'absorption "the i has absorbed an u" ('aSrabat al-kasra 
damman). The a cannot be absorbed by either one of the other two vowels. 
18 'Itbff is also applied to consonants that are substituted as a sort of alliteration, 
e.g., ra'aytu l-walid bn al-yaztd 'I saw al-Walid son of al-Yazïd', in which the 
definite article, al, is added to yazid in order to make it rhyme with al-waltd 
{'ASbäh I 9,20 -14; cf. also Hasà'is II 333,9; II 335,3/5; II 336,5; lrtiiäfl 400,5). 
19 In Sirr (I 48,8ff) Ibn Ginnï equates this allophone of the hamza with hamza 
bayna bayna literally 'hamza between between' by which was meant a soft 
pronunciation oí hamza (Cantineau 1960:77). In Jrfiia/also a hamza musahhala 
'softened hamza' is mentioned, although this is difficult to interpret. 
20 Roman draws the conclusion that q had different realisations varying from [γ] 
with a variant [g] in Sibawayh's time, via [g], with a variant [q] in Ibn al-cArabï's 
time (d. 638/1240), down to the modern realisation [q], with avariant [g] (cf. 
Roman 1983:140). 
21 'Abu Hayyän quotes Sïrâfî as saying: "As for the knotted aàf, Sïrafi said 'we saw 
people who pronounce q between q and Ä: (end of quote). [The 'knotted q'] is 
nowadays frequently used by the 'Arabs that live outside the cities, to such an 
extent that almost all 'Arabs speak with a q, rather than with the pure q which is 
described in the books of the linguists...." {wa-'ammä l-qäf' al-méqûdafa-qâla 
s-Sträft ra'aynä man yatakallamu bi-l-qâf baynahâ wa-1-käf [end of quote] wa-
hiya l-'ân gâlibafi lisân man yugadu ft l-bawàdï min al-carab hattä là yakàdu 
l
'arabi yantuqu 'illä bi-l-qàf al-macquda là Ы-l-qäf al-hâlisa al-mawsüfa fì kutub 
an-nahwiyyîn..., Irtiüäfl 9,15.) Interesting to note in this respect is that, accord-
ing to the biographer Ibn 'Aybak as-$afadl, 'Abu Hayyän himself had this pro-
nunciation of q. "His pronunciation is correct, the dialect of the Andalus, he 
knots the q close to the к but pronounces it correctly when reciting the Qur'ân." 
(Hbâratuhu fastha, luga al-'andalus, ya'qudu al-qàfqartban min al-kàfcalâ 'annahu 
yantuqu bihaft l-qur'ân fasthatan, al-Wäft, 268,12-13.) 
22 A number of the allophones mentioned above are explained as both an allophone 
and as an instance of substitution. 
23 g occurs only after long vowels in Oguz languages as an allophonic realisation of 
έ(2). 
24 The Arabic sounds s and t occur in 'back' words only. In turcology they are 
usually not regarded as phonemes, but rather as allophones of s and t, respec­
tively. 
25 The phoneme d occurs only in so-called adaq-languages. Turkic languages are 
divided into two large groups. In the first group the word adaq 'foot' is realised 
as adaq (with variations hadaq and azaq), whereas in others intervocalic d has 
merged with y, hence ayaq. In regard to the sources used for this study, the 
Turkic language in Dïwân belongs to the group of adaq, whereas all other 
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sources describe ayaq-languages (in 'Idräk there are also some references to an 
adaq language). 
26 fand i occur in loan words only. 
27 With h instead of q in some words, e.g., yahSï 'good' for yaqSi. 
28 Long vowels (o:, ö:, a:, e:, i:, ï :, u:, ii:) occur only in Turcomanian and Yakut. 
Turkic vowels are open, and should be phonetically represented as[э, 5, α, e, l,'t, 
и, О]. These remarks are intended merely as very general indications with respect 
to the phonological system of Turkic, since, again, each language has its own 
phonetic realisation. For example, Turkish ö stands for a phonetic value that is 
very much different from ö in Kazakh. However, it is not possible to determine 
the exact phonetic qualities of the vowels occurring in the languages described in 
the sources, and for the purposes of this study a rough transcription suffices. 
In some publications (e.g. Nemeth, J. 'Zur Kenntniss des geschlossenen e im 
Türkischen' in Körösi Csoma Archivum 1939, 515-31and Clauson 1962:163) a 
ninth vowel, the closed é, is posited, but this can be explained as an allophonic 
realisation of [ε] and [e:] after [y] (cf. Ane H. Nauta 1995 'De zg. gesloten é in 
het Turks (Turkic)' [The so-called closed é in Turkic] in a paper presented at the 
inrd Turcologendag held on February 17th 1995 in Utrecht, the Netherlands). 
29 A similar situation holds in some languages for B, which is realised as b ~ ρ (~ v), 
and for D which is realised as d ~ d. 
30 In Kirgiz (o) and (ö) also occur in non-initial syllables, e.g„ (ölkö) 'country*. 
The plural suffix has also developed rounded vowels, hence (qoy-lor) 'sheep' 
(>*qoy-lar), and (ölkö-lör) 'countries' (>*ölkö-ler). 
31 This back realisation of i (i.e. Ί') is never explicitly described in the sources. 
Therefore Dankoff and Kelly do not interpret i as (ï)> but posit a neutral i for 
both velar and palatal words (cf. Dankoff and Kelly 1982:61). (In 1993 Dankoff 
revised this statement, p.c. August 1993.) 
32 The sources show considerable differences in the range of pairs. 
33 In most sources (g) is indicated with the grapheme k, which is then usually 
equipped with three diacritical dots. 
34 In Caferoglu's edition of the Velieddin MS 2896 this and other abbreviations 
relating to the pronunciation are put after the word instead. There are a few 
instances in 'Idräk in which the label mufahham does not express the opposition 
palatal - velar, but the (ii - ö) instead. In Mufassal (160,18), Zamahsari explains 
that in orthography i serves to indicate 'doubling' (tatfïf) of the consonant, e.g., 
farag 'joy' (with s above ¿), while ft is an indicator for silence ('iskân), e.g., 
hakama 'he judged' (with h above m), and a dot is used to indicate flavouring 
Çismâm), e.g., ¿cffar 'Ôa'far' (with dot above r). I am not quite sure whether 
there is a connection between these abbreviations and the ones 'Abu Hayyän 
chose to indicate velarisation. In this respect, the marker ί is especially interest­
ing, which in 'Idräk indicates voicelessness of g - ί and b - p. 
35 According to Houtsma, qui- (for qal-) 'to remain', quit (for qart) 'grey', yulä-
(for yalâ-) 'to lick' may not be coincidental, but meant to stress indicate 'back' 
pronunciation, Targumán 17. 
36 Em. for таійта in MS 8V. 
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37 In most cases, though, z. is erroneously described and expressed as a "z mixed 
with a d" (zây maiuba dâdan, 29,11), and in print it is indicated in numerous 
instances with zd, e.g., 'azd qal-di 'it was near' (literally 'little was left') {qäraba, 
29,18). 
38 In Hilya (72,4) a ba and zay mufahhama (79,4) are mentioned, but in this case 
they must be interpreted as (p) and (i), respectively (see discussion in Section 
4.8). 
39 Some of these examples from Hilya aie not fully vocalised. 
40 Sometimes even a form màkq (with both к and q) is given, interpreted by 
Dankoff and Kelly (1982:64) as indication for velar-palatal alternation in the 
root. 
41 In Dankoff and Kelly's list of occurrences of 'isbäc and 'iimâm (1982:56ff) only 
one verb is marked. This does not concern the opposition back - front, but a 
description of the vowel (o) instead of (u) in a back word. 
42 A factor for Kásgarís preference for '(ibermay have been that in Arabic linguis-
tics 'iïbâc and 'ітаіа are typically applied to vowels, whereas tafhim and 'iSmätn 
are mostly used for consonants. The term rakïk is, to my knowledge, not a term 
related to the description of vowels. 
43 This passage also shows that Käsgari did not regard 'alif as a vowel, but as a 
consonant that can be a part of the root of a word (although in practice 'alif is 
never a part of the root in Arabic). 
44 Apart from this passage, Dankoff and Kelly (1982:58) interpret 'iSbär as 
'velarisation' in all further instances in which it occurs in Dtwän. 
45 Ibn al-Muhannä once uses the term muibac in the sense of 'emphasised' when 
describing g. According to Ibn al-Muhannä the people of Turkestan pronounce 
the g "emphasised as it is" (muibaca bi-häliha) in words like tugrâ /tuwgra'7 
'signature' (tugra),bugdäy/buwgda"y/ 'wheat' (bugday),bügrä/buwgra'7 'camel 
stallion' (bugra) — as opposed to other Turks who pronounce it like w (Hilya 
78,2; cf. Section 4.8). 
46 In Dïwân the term raktk is further applied to the distinction between voiced, 
'fine k' (kâfrakïka) [g] and voiceless 'firm k' (kâfsulba) [к] (also for p, t, с and q, 
see discussion in section 4.8). The same term is used to describe the way of 
speaking of certain tribes who speak with rikka (in Dankoff and Kelly translated 
as 'slurring'). 
47 Another possibility in this respect is that t must not be pronounced palatalised, 
but rather more like d. If this is the case, then t only serves to indicate velarisation 
of the initial consonant. Interpreted in this second way, the description yields 
(duy) and (duysu), which is close to Oguz forms such as duy- in Turkish and 
modern Turkmen (cf. Hanser 1977:239). 
48 There is also a minimal pair with z, viz., buz /buwz/ (bii:z) / (bo:z) 'white cotton 
fabric'(e/-fcí'rí?e5, Diwan 496,7) — buz /buwz/ (buz) 'grey' (al-'ashab, Dïwân 
496,5). 
49 EDT 196 mentions that Käsgan "translates ara: as a Noun and does not describe it 
as a harf which is, of course, fully in agreement with Arabic linguistic theory, in 
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which bayna 'between' is a noun. 'Ara, too, can take case and possessive endings. 
See Chapters Three and Four. 
50 In syntax 'amila fi'is the usual term to express governance. See further Chapters 
Three, Four and Five. 
51 The expression 'uss is quite unusual; it must be understood as 'stem', unlike the 
Arabic term 'asl which stands for the abstract notion 'underlying form'. 
52 Note that masmum is the participle passive of Samma 'he flavoured', the first 
form of the verb, whereas 'iimäm 'make flavour' represents the fourth form, a 
causative. 
53 Elsewhere in Qawânïn described as (g). 
54 The term käfiyya, raktka and muntala occur also in MG (40vrt) which is almost a 
literal a copy of a passage in Diwàn (538,5). 
55 There is something strange about the distribution of the suffixes. According to 
Kâigarï, the suffix gil is attached to velarised verbs in general, and qil to words 
that end in g. This last statement does not agree with the principles of consonant 
assimilation, according to which final -g, which is voiced, must be followed by 
gil· 
56 A similar reference to the pausality suffix is also found in MG ЪбЧМЪт, and on MG 
35rlt with regard to the attachment of qân, gân and kan for the active participle. 
These fragments no doubt derive from another copy of Targumän. I have not 
been able to verify whether the word list of the Margin Grammar (2r-32v) is set 
up in the same way, because it is extremely difficult to read. 
57 In both instances the q is marked with a small к on top of it, probably indicating 
a voiced q [G]. In the way Ibn al-Muhannä describes this verb, it can only be 
interpreted as 'back'. In modern languages, however, the verb 'in- 'to descend' is 
usually 'front'. 
58 Suggested by Rifat for 'heavy' (mutaqqala). 
59 In 'Idräk, the label 'velarised' is also applied to a 'aq (aq) 'white' (al-'abyad, 
'Idräk 17; MS 4V17; with marker above q; EÛT 75 "a:k"), which is difficult to 
account for. 
60 He further refers to one of his sources, Kitäb Nadir ad-Dahr calä Luga Mulk al-
'Asr, in which the author discusses all instances of homophonous words {wa-qad 
dakara sähib kitab nädir ad-dahr calä luga mulk al-casr Say'an tâmman min 
'ihtilâfal-macäni wa-ttifäq al-lafz, Hilya 78,13). 
61 In Arabic phonology the term wasl is associated with the hamza al-wasl, the 
prothetic hamza in, for example, the definite article /'al/. The hamza and the 
vowel a disappear, or merge, when /'al/ is preceded by a word that ends in a 
vowel: /'al-kita"bu/ - wa-1-kitäbu. When /'al/ is not preceded by a vowel, the 
hamza remains. 
62 The various meanings of this grapheme are also discussed by Nawàì in Muhâkama 
al-Lugatayni (cf. Devereux 1964:283). From Devereux's translation, however, it 
is difficult to get a clear view regarding NawäTs terminology used to describe 
[ü]and [о]. 
63 The verb buz- 'to destroy* cannot be included in this discussion since it is boz-
in Oguz languages and buz- in others (EDT 389). 
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64 The difference between tur-sä (stand ир-сош) and tur-ur-sä (stand up-AOR-
COND) is not significant here. 
65 Another instance of a suffix whose twofold vowel harmony is not recognised, is 
the negation suffix ma, which is attached to verbal stems. The author of Qawäntn 
states that the negation suffix is "a velarised m which is vocalised with a", ie. ma 
(or mä), {mtm maftüha mufahhama, Qawäntn 13,9). This apparently holds for 
both velarised and palatal verbs indiscriminately, since an example with a palatal 
verb is also given, i.e. kal-ma-dum 'I did not come'. 
66 In some languages groups, such as Kazakh (Qipcaq), the complete vowel har-
mony (i.e. including labial harmony) in the interrogative suffix has become 
twofold: keldi me? 'has he come?' karad'i ma? 'has he looked?', for geldi mi? and 
bakfi mi?, respectively, in Turkish (Oguz). 
67 The к in kil is explicitly described as'Bedouin M {käfbadawiyya, 'Idräk 120,17). 
68 According to Qawäntn the form of the causative suffix is also determined by the 
preceding vowel: "The verb contains no u, therefore as a rule the d has an i" (wa-
laysa fìhi damma fa-li-dälika buniyat ad-däl calä 1-kasr, Qawäntn 68,13; also 
67,14). 
69 'liba* is further used to indicate a jingle, repetition of a word with change of the 
first consonant, like kafir batir. Kasgarï uses 'itbäe (or tab') also in this sense, e.g. 
äwürdi täwürdi 'he turned and turned' {Dïwàn 310,2; also 217,12ff), thus using 
a meaningless word as a complement (cf. Dankoff and Kelly 1982:52). 
70 Further, the short vowel preceding each one of the glides, и with w, i.e. /uw/, a 
with 'alif, i.e. /a"/ and i with y, i.e. /iy/, is put because of munäsaba a 'relation-
ship' with the glide in question; it is a haraka tugäntsuhä 'a vowel that is of the 
same kind' (Qawäntn 44,8; 44,4). In the latter case, the vowels are said to be 
homogenic with the glides. In this sense these terms cannot be interpreted as 
expressing vowel harmony. It is used in the same sense in Irtiiäß 130,14f. 
71 It will be shown in Chapters Four and Five that this point of view has conse-
quences for the interpretation of some Turkic morphemes that are expressed by 
means of a glide. 
72 It is shown below that in Hilya a glide does not always indicate a long vowel. 
73 This piene writing of all vowels in Tuhfa is an important difference with 'Idräk, 
although the structural resemblances of the two works are striking. 
74 The 'alifand w remain unmarked when they are basic consonants of the word 
('aslt). This is, for example, the case in qäm /qa"m/ 'soothsayer' (al-kähin). They 
are also unmarked when denoting lengthening (muiSba'a), e.g., kûrâr 'he sees' 
(yubsiru), yarar 'he matches' (yaslahu); 'uz /'uwz/ 'master' (al-'ustad) (u:z) and 
'йг/'uwr/ 'beat!' (idrab), (u:r). 
75 Another regular use in orthography is when 'alif is added after û /uw/ at the end 
of a word. In Arabic this occurs for instance in verbal forms conjugated for the 
third person plural past tense, e.g., darabu ((ƒ_>—) 'they beat'. Ibn al-Muhannä 
does the same in Turkic too: bü 'this' (I^J) (cf. also Durra Ms 4r suw 'water 
/s-w-7). 
76 This example does agree with the assumption that -r preceded by a or и is 
velarised. 
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77 With no further vocalisation oihamza. From an earlier statement (74,3) on this 
subject, however, it is evident that hamza must be vocalised with a. Other 
sources do not point at this specific pronunciation, e.g., 'Idräk 14 'iS. 
78 Meier (1981:86-7) notes that in Arabic sources Kurdish è is marked with a 
special marker ("haken") above y, and о with this marker above w. Further, "zur 
wiedergäbe eines ê im sudanesischen arabisch schreibt Yusuf Fadl Hasan in 
seiner kritischen ausgäbe von Muhammad an-Nür b. Dayfalläh's Tabaqàt fì 
husüs al-'awliyä' wa-s-sälihtn wa-l-culamâ' wa-i-iu'arâ' fi s-Sûdân, Chartum 
1974, einen bogen unter den buchstaben vor dem y." And: "In manchen 
arabischen dialektaufnahmen wird das ë mit den worten bi-'imälat al-yä' 
angedeutet." 
79 This /y/ is also unmarked when it serves as piene writing for i, e.g., biz /biyz/ 
(biz) 'we' (nahrtu), and siz /siyz/ (siz) 'you' (pi) ('antum). Elsewhere (77,2f), 
though, y in siz /siyz/, biz /biyz/, too, are marked for a non-regular use. 
80 It is perhaps interesting to note the striking phonetic difference between bir 
'one' in Turkish, an Oguz language, and Kazakh, belonging to the Qipcaq group. 
In Turkish it is clearly [bir], with an unstressed, rather soft r, whereas in Kazakh 
it is almost [bir], with a stressed r. 
81 In other instances (é:) is represented by 'alif, viz., bâiik /ba"Sik/ 'cradle' (я/-
mahd, Hilya 179,3; EDT 390), but it is beyond the scope of this study to discuss all 
possible ways to reflect this sound in orthography. 
82 This very same description of basic and secondary consonants is given in the 
Margin Grammar on 33Ht. 
83 Q, g and к are never marked for either 'velarisation' or 'palatalisation'. 
84 In another instance, indeed, d merges with d (although this may be due to a 
copyist's error), where Ibn al-Muhannä discusses substitution of d by t. The 
editor Rif at gives the etymologically correct forms with d in square brackets 
after each word (79,2ff). 
85 In Rifat's edition all graphemes, including (27), have three dots underneath 
when they stand for a non-Arabic pronunciation. In the course of the running 
text however, this orthographical principle is abandoned. 
86 In Rifat's edition these words are imperfectly vocalised. 
87 The 1 may be 'emphasised' (mufahham) in speech, although it assimilates in 
orthography. 
88 According to Rifat the definition of (25a) must be corrected as "the g, the pure 
q, and the [q] that [is pronounced] between [the q] and the g" (wa-l-gayn al-
mu
c¿ama wa-1-qäfal-hälisa wa-llafí baynahä wa-l-gayn al-muc¿ama). 
89 Em. for maslûq. 
90 This number refers to the numbers assigned the consonants described in Qawântn. 
91 In the word list ρ and с are indicated with g and b, respectively. They are marked 
with ί (j), which stands for tnaiub 'mixed'. 
92 Corriente ( 1978) states that the phoneme [p] "oclusiva bilabial sorda, al parecer 
velarizada" occurs in the manuscript by Pedro de Alcalá, not only in Romance 
but also in some Spanish Arabic words, e.g., (rappás) 'boy', Spanish rapaz. 
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93 It goes without saying that the sources do not use the terms 'phoneme' and 
'allphone', nor their equivalents. 
94 In these verbs b is interpreted as p. 
95 A similar alternation between the voiced and voiceless shapes of the suffix occurs 
in the causative suffix Dir, which in 'Idräk is also considered an instance of 
substitution ('ibdäl) of abase from -dur with a secondary form -tur 'ilit-dur-di 
vs 'iiit-tur-di 'he made listen' ('Idräk 116,19). 
96 Here m is not listed, which may be an error. On the other hand, no examples 
with a verbal stem ending in -m are given, and the author of Qawäntn may have 
assumed that there are no Turkic verbs ending in -m. In fact, of the few verbs 
ending in -jn, Qawäntn gives only one, i.e., kum 'bury* {idfan, 76,1). 
97 In neither one of these cases, the vowel harmony of rounded vowels, (o/u ~ u) 
and (ö/ü ~ ü), is observed. 
NOTES TO CHAPTER THREE 
1 In the analysis of Arabic grammarians, the nunation, i.e. final η in indefinite 
nouns, e.g. kitâb-u-n (ЬООІС-NOM-INDEF), is no part of 'i'rab itself. 
2 In Arabic grammar a concept of 'regularity' vs. 'irregularity' did not exist. In 
Arabic grammar forms that in Western analysis would be called 'irregular' are 
considered as mere surface realisations of a regular pattern. 
3 'Abu Hayyàn attributes the remark about the harakât muqaddara 'virtual vow-
els' to al-'Aclam (= aS-Santamari, d. 476/1083; Manha¿9,20-21, cf. also Versteegh 
1985:160). 
4 Some verbs do end in i, though, albeit for phonological reasons only, e.g. in 
connected speech lam yaktub-i l-mu'allim-u 'the teacher has not written', in 
which yaktub is originally an apocopate. 
5 This resemblance concerns some functional resemblances, such as the ability of 
being specified by particles, the internal pattern of consonants and vowels 
(CaCCiC = the pattern of both the verbal form /yafil/ and the active participle / 
fa"cil/), and the fact that the active participle in some cases may alternate places 
with the mudâric form of the verb (cf. Owens 1988:208 for more details). 
6 As a translation of the term 'icräb, in this book 'declension' is preferred to 
'inflection', as opposed to Owens. 
7 More difficult to account for is the nominative case of the topic in nominal 
sentences, e.g., zayd-un daraba camr-an, in which zaydun is regarded as the topic 
(mubtada') and daraba camran as its predicate (habar) (cf. [3]). The grammar-
ians partially solved this problem by positing an abstract function ibtidä' 'the fact 
of beginning', for which zaydun is marked with the nominative case (cf., e.g., 
Ayoub 1991; cf. also Mosel 1975 on this term in Sibawayhi's Kitäb). 
8 Although the author of Qawäntn had the instruments to distinguish between η 
and n, he does not do so in the genitive case ending. 
9 After vowels the possessive changes into -si: 'ata-sï 'his father'. 
10 The Arabic grammarians do not explicitly explain this, therefore the translations 
of the respective phrases may serve as indirect evidence for this assumption. 
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11 This explanation is to some extent tentative, for the issue has not yet been 
thoroughly investigated. The solution presented here was suggested for Turkish 
during a lively discussion at the Hlrd 'Turcologendag' on February 17th, 1995 
(Utrecht, the Netherlands). 
12 See discussion in Chapter Four. 
13 In Hilya, all occurrences of a noun (i.e. proper names) without genitive marker 
(84-87) were corrected by the editor Rifat, and a corrected form with the 
genitive is put between square brackets; "Wherever I have indicated the words 
that are in my opinion not correct, I have put the correct form after that 
particular word with this sign [ ] . . ." (Yanhs oldugunu hüküm ettigim kelimenin 
dogrusunu gösterdimse, dogrusunu о kelimenin yanina [ ] su isaretle ilave 
ettim, Hilya 1). The assumption that nirj is omitted with proper names is 
further confirmed by numerous data found in the Qipcaq manual on archery 
Kitâbfi'Ilm an-Nuttâb (cf. oztopçu [1990]), in which all omissions of nin are 
related to either a so-called short genitive, e.g., oq tämüri 'the arrow's iron' 
(38a), sahadat barmaqi (39a) 'index finger', or a proper name, e.g. 'Abu Häfim-
i Bävardi qatmda (14b) 'with 'Abu Häsim-i Bävardi', Bahräm-i GUT qavh (42b) 
'Bahräm-i Gur's saying' (transcription by öztopcu [1990]). 
14 In view of the absence of a coherent grammatical analysis of the Turkic language(s) 
of these sources, including the remarks of the grammarians, I base this assump-
tion on my own examination of the material in the sources. Furthermore, 
comparison with similar cases in monolingual manuscripts in xiv-Century Qipcaq 
seems irrelevant here, at least not before the linguistic relations between them 
are made more evident, since certain features may occur frequently in one 
language or dialect and be absent altogether in the other. 
15 The possessive is almost never omitted, although it occurs in Hilya (87,3) which 
describes this for gulâm-u 'anta 'slave you', viz., 
san-nii) qui san-nin qui 
you-GEN slave 'anta gulâm 
'your slave' 
Omission of the possessive in this manner also occurs frequently in colloquial 
Turkish. 
16 In modern Kazakh the suffix -lar/-ler is also subjected to consonant assimila-
tion, changing into -tar/-ter after voiceless consonants, and to -dar/-der after 
voiced consonants, respectively; hence kisi-ler 'men' vs. köz-der 'eyes' and 
Qazaq-tar 'Kazakhs'. 
17 The sources ( 'Idrâk, Qawânïn, MG) treat the different realisations of the accusa-
tive case as variants of the same morpheme (cf. Tatar: Poppe 1963; Kazakh: SKJa 
1962:166-7; Turkish: Lewis 1984:41). 
18 Comrie came to the same conclusion with regard to Turkish. 
19 In this respect nafs al-kalima probably refers to the notion of'stem' which is not 
identical with the theoretical Arabic notion 'asl'root' (for which see, e.g., Baalbaki 
1988). In Qawânïn the term 'uss 'base' (25,11) is used for 'stem'. These expres-
sions and terms seem to refer to a notion of the shape a word before the 
attachment of suffixes. Although this is a very interesting issue, it cannot be dealt 
with further in this study. 
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20 Other syntactic elements are invariably called harf, e.g., vocative particle (harf 
nidä)' qï (538,2); diminutive particle (harftasgïr) qiyà (519,13) interrogative 
particle (harf istifhäm) mu (539,1); particle with the meaning of 'if (harf bi-
ma'nä law) sä (526,2), I have not come across the word lafza (cf. also Dankoff 
and Kelly 1985:273). 
21 Apart from two occurrences in Hilya (89,15) 'asl al-kalima 'the root of the 
word', and (102,1). 
22 This passage is found in almost literally the same form in Qawâriin (73; here it 
continues as follows: "...has been mentioned in the appropriate chapters fa-qad 
taqaddama dikruhâ 'aydanfi 'abwäbihä....) and MG (63rtop), and may not be an 
original part of 'ldrak. The term sirth al-kalima recurs in Dtwän (283,2). 
23 See Owens (1988) and Levin (1986) for further discussion, and Versteegh 
(1993:102-3) for a survey of the earliest use of kalima as a grammatical term in 
the sense of'a lexical unit' or 'word'. 
24 In Irtisaf, too, 'Abu Hayyân uses kalima exclusively in the sense of'word', rather 
than morpheme. 
25 In this survey I have listed only the terms that are applied to da. 
26 This term was introduced by Ibn Malik (d. 672-3/1274), the original term being 
al-maful alladt lam yusamma fcfiluhu ("the object whose agent is not men-
tioned") (cf. also Manhag 11 l,4ff. and Carter 1981:169). 
27 In ZamahSarï's Mufassal, yaqumu maqäma is more or less equated with yanubu 
c
an in the example of passive verb: "the object fulfils its [sc. the agent's] place" 
(fa-'uqtma l-mafulu maqämahu, Mufassal 116,4; also Sirbini 168,6). 
28 The term mazhar is also frequently used in Sirr, e.g., 1329,9. 
NOTES TO CHAPTER FOUR 
1 It is interesting to note that in CC (80) da is translated into Latin as 'ad' and 'in'. 
2 In 'ldrak, the huruf al-'idäfa are discussed under the heading al-qawlfi l-'idäfa 
(144,19, which is separated into two subdivisions, i.e. annexation with [144,19] 
and without particles [146,15]). This approach is quite unlike the one 'Abu 
Hayyan applies in Irti$af(ll 426) and Manhag (231), in both of which the huruf 
al-garr are treated in a separate chapter followed by a chapter on the 'idäfa, 
although for Manhag this may have been determined by the structure of Ibn 
Malik's 'Alfiyya. 
3 The fact that the sources have different forms, due to differences in languages 
and dialects, e.g. man-in, miz-іл (lsg) or biz-im (lpl), etc. instead of the ones 
mentioned here, is not relevant to this discussion. 
4 This holds as far as locatives of place are concerned. According to Arabic gram­
mar locatives of time cannot be used with ft in surface structure. In Turkic many 
locatives of time (adverbs of time) do not have da. 
5 This -n- is inserted as an intermediate consonant after possessive endings (3sg 
and 3pl) when they are followed by cases. 
6 Similar forms are found in 15th and 16th century Ottoman (cf. TS I 558-558). 
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7 The orthographic differences in the reflection of bilä (bilah, bilä, bilä) are due 
to different writing conventions. 
8 MG (59^πι) also lists various other meanings of Ы (accompaniment, compen­
sation, instrumentality, etc.) and their respective realisations in Turkic. In this 
respect, interestingly, bi is equated with the 'alifí'l in gä /ga'7 — and other 
'elements' ending in -â, some of which, in fact, consist of the final consonant of a 
word and a case ending (dative) — sattum art-gä b?tu bi-zä'idin 'I sold [it] with 
a profit'. 
9 Makka belongs to a class of nouns that do not get the ending i in the genitive 
case. 
10 In modern Turkic languages this postposition exists in several variants, e.g. 
kadar (neol. dek) (Turkish), deyin (Kazakh); ¿en, den (Tkm), etc. 
11 In the Margin Grammar and Diwan the meaning of the dative case ending kâ is 
described as "particle-locative with the function of 'to'" (harf zarf bi-manzila 
'ila, MG 40vrt; identical with Diwan 538,5). This expression is difficult to inter-
pret since no choice is made between the terms harf ana zarf. 
12 The form banim, with b- and final -m is typically Oguz; the sources also display 
variants from other Turkic languages, e.g. manir), 'allarmi], biznin etc.. 
13 In verbs like 'ur-sa-η (beat-C0ND-2sg) 'if you beat' the n, too, is called pronoun 
of the second person (damn al-muhätab, 'Idrák 146,20). 
14 In Dïwân and MG the text runs as follows: "si is a particle of annexation which is 
attached to the last consonants of the nouns if the last consonant of the word is 
silent, but if it is vocalised they [alone] suffices to serve as its indicator. They say 
'ata (/'ata"/), i.e. 'father. The 'öZi/is silent, and if something is annexed to it they 
say 'anin 'atâsï 'his father' and they say' and they say 'ana (/'ana"/) 'mother'. The 
'alif'is silent too. It is not possible to say 'anin *'atäyi with two ys, because in that 
case three weak consonants would stand in a sequence. The middle one is 
substituted with the s so that the speech becomes euphonious and the softness 
increases. The vocalised is, e.g., 'ugul 'son', they say 'ugli, i.e. 'his son'. The s is 
not needed here, because the 1 is vocalised in the annexation...." (si harf'idäfa 
yalhaqu bi-'awähir al-'asmä' 'idä капа 'ähir al-kalima sâkinan wa-'idä капа 
mutaharúkan yaktafi bi-l-yâ' bayänuhu yuqäl 'ata wa-huwa l-'ab wa-l-'alifminhu 
säkinafa-'idä 'udifa yuqäl 'άηχη 'atâsï 'ay 'abühu wa-yuqäl 'aria li-l-'umm tumtna 
yuqäl 'anitj 'anàsi al-'alifminhu säkina kadàlika fa-lam yumkin 'an yuqäl 'anin 
*'atäyi bi-yä'ayni li-'annahu käna yagtamfu fihä taläta 'ahrufmin hurufal-lin 
fa-cuwwidat al-wäsita minhä bi-sin hattä caduba al-lafz wa-rtafaca l-lin wa-
'atnmä l-tnutaharrik nahwa qawlihim 'ugul ¡i-l-ibn tumma yuqäl 'anirj 'ugli 'ay 
ibnuhufa-lamyuhta¿hähunä 'ilä s-sin li-'anna l-läm qad taharrakatfi l-'idäfa... 
Diwan 536,13ff=' MG 39vrt.) 
15 Cf. EDT 626. 
16 Also, the equivalent of qul-î is mamlûku-hu 'his slave', but we concluded above 
that the yä' (í) is not explicitly assigned the status of a pronoun. 
17 Cf. TS (III 1399): "eglenmek... 'beklemek, kalmak'", 'to wait'. 
18 'Abu Hayyan mentions a discussion among grammarians who ascribe to Sibawayh 
the opinion that, e.g. iâm 'Syria' in dahabtu S-säma 'I went Syria' is a zar/because 
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it gets the accusative after the deletion of 'ila, dahabtu 'Uà ¡Sämi 'I went to 
Syria', and other similar instances. 
19 Short for Sahr 'city' (Persian). The vocalisation of the Turkic phrases in this 
passage is by interpretation. 
20 Cf. Lewis 1984 [1967] for a survey of similar adverbs (193-205) and postpositions 
(85-95) in Turkish. 
21 For an etymology of qat as a noun cf. EDT 593. 
22 In 'Idräk (22) 'Abu Hayyan gives a similar analysis of 'allinda 'underneath', 
taking 'aitili (at-taht) as its base form, whereas this is probably alt. 
23 Not all locative nouns have a full declension. 
NOTES TO CHAPTER FIVE 
1 By the time I got the chance to study a copy of Zeinab Taha's most interesting 
dissertation on the views of Sïbawayh, al-Mubarrad and Ibn as-Sarräg on transi-
tivity, this book was already in the final stage of preparation. Therefore the 
results of her research could not be included in this study. 
2 The same holds for verb-like particles like ka-'anna 'as if, e.g. ka-'anna zayd-an 
r
amr-un 'as if Zayd (ACC) [were] 'Amr (NOM)', which will not be discussed here. 
3 For later Arabic grammarians this elliptic expression became the only name for 
transitive verbs. 
4 According to Ibn Ginnï, the particle may be considered a part of (bacd min) the 
verb, or of the noun. When a part of the noun, the verb becomes transitive; this 
procedure is similar to the doubling of the middle radical (takrír) or the prefigation 
of the hamza. When it is considered part of the verb, the combination of particle 
and noun is in the syntactic position of the accusative (капа maca mägarrahufi 
mawdi' an-nasb), which can be illustrated with the accusative of camr-an in 
marartu bi-zayd-in wa-ramr-an 'I passed Zayd and cAmr' in which zayd-GEN is 
governed by the particle, and cAmr-ACC by the verb (Hasä'is I 34l,6ff). 
5 Contrary to Owens (1988:298 η 219), I believe that the Arabic grammarians 
(including Ibn óinnï Hasä'is I: 106,10; 342) did not consider bi and other 
particles 'marker[s] of objectivity', because this term is reserved for the accusa-
tive case and, by extension, the accusative case ending (see Chapter Three). 
6 I wish to thank Monique Bernards (Groningen) for her kind help in finding 
these places in her copy of al-Bahr al-Muhit. 
7 With the particle, re'я conveys the meaning of admiration (ta'aggub) (al-Bahr 
al-MuhïtU, 258, cf. Lisàn al-':Arab xiv 299bll and Baydawi Tafsìrl, 93). In the 
case of 'ahada bi, however, the particle bi does not seem to cause any fundamen-
tal difference in meaning. 
8 It is also possible to strengthen the verb by means of naql, the apposition of a 
prothetic hamza before the stem. In this context the doubling of the middle 
radical of the verbal stem is not explicitly mentioned. It seems reasonable, 
however, to assume that this strengthens the verb as well. 
9 In Mufassal 115,9 tatqîl al-hasw, 'reduplication of the middle radical'. 
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10 The noun sangar probably belongs to the class of nouns that does not take the 
ending ί in the genitive case, but α instead. Nouns of this class do not have final η 
either: darabtu sangara 'I beat Sangar', instead oí darabtu *sangar-aru 
11 This statement is given in the context of the Turkic sentence 'aqga-nibir-du-m 
sangar-gä. It is possible that H-sangar-a is a mere translation of the Turkic 
sangar-gä 'to Sangar' and hence not a paraphrase of the Arabic (see discussion 
below in section 3.2). 
12 The term nazir in this context is used to indicate that (8) has the same lexical 
meaning as (10a). 
13 This category of verbs is also called 'afäl al-qulûb 'verbs of the heart', for most of 
these verbs "signify an act that takes place in the mind" (Wright 1986 [1898] 
11:48); they may also express doubt, an opinion or an act of learning. In many 
grammatical works the 'afäl al-qulûb aie treated in a separate chapter (IrtiSäf, 
'Idräk). 
14 This assumption is confirmed by many examples in the Qipcaq text Kitabfì'Ilm 
an-NusSäb (cf. oztopçu [1990]), in which both accusatives occur, e.g., basin 'his 
head' (31a), kirisin 'his bow' (32b) vs älini 'his hands' (38a) (transcr. according 
to oztopçu). There are also examples of this form in Dtwän (366,5) 'ar at-i-n 
tur-gur-dï 'the man stopped his horse'. 
15 (A)r stands for ir, ir, ar, är, ur and ür. The vowel is omitted if the stem of the verb 
ends in a vowel. Further, (I)p — following — stands for ip, 'ip, up, up, the 
various forms of both suffixes may have, according to the vowel harmony. In the 
sources it is generally reflected as (i)b, or (u)b, because of the limitations of the 
Arabic script. 
16 A similar construction is possible in Turkish: "ben seni öldü biliyordum 'I was 
thinking you were dead' ('I was considering you <as> "he has died"')" (Lewis 
1984,274). It is not dear whether or not other tenses of the verb may be used in 
the language(s) described in the sources. 
17 The feature described here is also typical of modern Oguz languages such as 
Turkish (Lewis 1984: 122) and Turkmen (Hanser 1977: 82; 115). In modern 
Qipcaq (and other Turkic) languages this function is usually expressed by means 
of the verbal suffix gan/gen. 
18 In Arabic script ρ is expressed with b. The last consonant of this ending is 
nowhere explicitly defined as p, although pronunciation as ρ can be assumed 
since it occurs in word-final position. In this context I prefer to transcribe the 
Turkic examples as closely to the original as possible. 
19 In modern Qipcaq languages such as Tatar (Poppe 1963: 76; 102) and Kazakh 
(SKJa 318) this is still a main function of the suffix. 
20 The numerous instances in 'Idräk in which Turkic verbs in mis' (e.g., 112,13, 
117,19, 126,5ff; 131,18, 132,5, 137,20) or (I)b occur are translated into Arabic 
with an active participle (or vice versa), in some cases with indication of the past 
tense (cf. 122,4т"; 129,5; 137,lff). 
21 "The nun expresses the intensification of the circumstantial expression, as if you 
repeat it." ('Idräk 137,20). 
22 The 'Konverb' in (I)p-An is also found in Crimean Tatar (Doerfer 1959:386). 
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23 Vowel harmony, e.g., (öldür), (sewindir) is not always, and mostly only partially 
reflected in Arabic script (cf. Chapter Two). 
24 For a comparative inventory of causative suffixes in Diwan, Hilya, 'Idräk, Tuhfa, 
Targumän, Bulga, and Qawäntn, see Cajkovskaja (1981:52ff). 
25 тала is spelled mankä in Diwan. 
26 It is not clear to what extent sentences with indirect speech were possible in 
fourteenth-century Qipiaq. No example is found in our sources. It is possible to 
have constructions with two object complements: the indirect object marked 
with a dative case and the direct object generally consisting of a nominalised 
verbal form (or a subject participle) marked with an accusative case ending. For 
Turkish it would result in a sentence like *At-in eyerle-n-digi-ni bey-e söyledim 
'I told the chief that the horse has been saddled' (cf. similar forms in Old 
Anatolian; Guzjev 1990:124). 
27 I am indebted to Zifa Auezova for the Kazakh version of this sentence. 
28 In Hilya (88,6) the term 'marker of agency' (calâma al-fâciliyya) occurs too. 
29 In Tuhfa (77rl0) the term maful bihi as-sarih, 'proper object', is used 
30 Em. for al-maful 
31 This Turkic text in MG is imperfectly vocalised. 
32 In those instances in which the case endings, i.e. governance relations, are not 
evident in the surface structure, they are posited in the underlying structure, e.g. 
the accusative ending a is not visible in 'afabtu faras-i /faras-a-i/ (horse-ACC-
my) 'I exhausted my horse'. 
33 See for a full account of the meanings of li Irtiiâfll 433-4. In Qawäntn the 
expression waqafa li 'he stood still for' is considered an example of transitivity by 
means of a particle. It is discussed under the heading al-maful bihi 'the direct 
object' (31). 
34 In 'Idräk (139,10) manpuqan bihâ 'uttered' is used instead of malfuzan bihä 
'stated'. 
35 The particle can also be reinserted: 'ämantu li-duhult 'ila al-¿annat-i, in which 
case the verbal noun governs through the particle. 
36 In Western terms, 'uqSa- governs its object in the dative case (EDT 97). 
37 In 'Idräk (55) is given as the translation of ka-'anna sangara 'asadun 'as if Sangar 
were a lion'. 
38 In Western analysis this infinitive in mA is a so-called short infinitive which can 
take the necessary case and possessive endings. 
39 Unfortunately, Tuhfa only gives the Turkic translations of the Arabic verbs 
meant here. But since these translations are fairly consistent in comparison with 
the other sources, it seems safe to interprete kûrdûm as a translation of ra'aytu 'I 
saw', mindim for rakibtu 'I mounted' and 'äldim for 'ahadtu 'I took'. 
40 The verb rakiba 'he rode' may be used with the particle calä 'on', although some 
Arab grammarians regarded it as a zarf rather than as a harf{Irtisäfll 451,10). 
41 It is also associated with the passive and reflexive forms of the verb: tâl-la-dï 'he 
stoned' - tâS-la-n-dî 'he was stoned' (tahaggara); kitlädi 'he locked' - kit-la-n-dï 
'it was locked' ('ugliqa). 
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42 In Lisän and Lane. In Dïwân (573,3) a paraphrasis is used instead for tâS-lâ-dï 
daraba... bi-1-higärati 'he hit... with the stone' (cf. also Diwán 586ff for many 
more Turkic verbs in -la.). 
43 Contrary to EDT 234 "urançlamak", because the verbal noun ar-riswa can also 
have passive meaning. 
44 Most word are imperfectly vocalised. 
45 Dïwân is the only source in which sentences containing a causative verb and two 
objects are given. 
46 There are a number of differences regarding the terminology between Kâsgarï's 
Dïwân on the one hand, and the later sources on the other. The terms used in 
Diwan are quite different from the ones used in regular treatises on Arabic 
grammar and in the other descriptions of Turkic. A number of these terms 
clearly stand outside the canonical (Basran) tradition (for a recent discussion of 
the Basran and the Kufan traditions see Bernards 1993). The ones used here (sc. 
amir and mubäiir) are not the only examples. The same holds for the terms used 
for the vowels, i.e. raf (280,2) for и, hafd (280,2) for i, and nasb (280,1) for a, 
which alternate with damm, kasr and fath, respectively, even within a word. In 
the Basran tradition, starting with SIbawayh, raf, £arr ana nasb are used for the 
declensional endings, whereas damm, kasr and fath aie non-declensional; the 
Kufan grammarian al-Farrä' (d. 207/822) does not make this distinction in the 
same way (cf. Owens 1990:159; also Versteegh 1993:18). Farra"s system is as 
follows: 
declensional non-declensional 
u raf damma/raf 
a nasb fatha/nasb 
i hafd kasra/hafd 
The use of these terms in Diwan appears to stand very close to the practice in the 
Kufan tradition. 
Further, the unusual term gäbir occurs quite often in Diwan in the sense of 
'future tense' (18,14; 280,6; 283,2,4,5; 284,6) alternating with the regular term 
istiqbäL In the places I have mentioned here (which is far from a full inventory of 
all occurrences) it occurs in the following combinations: caläma al-gäbir'marker 
of the future tense', al-ficl al-gäbir 'the verb of the future tense' and al-'afäl al-
gäbira 'the verbs of the future tense' (In one instance the diacritical dot on the 
gayn is not legible because of a fatha, and one could read febir'past tense' [18,14] 
instead, although this is unlikely in view of the context.). Moreover, the term 
gäbir is also applied to Arabic verbs with the mudäric-form 'imperfect tense' 
(280,1 Off). Biesterfeldt (1990) notes that the term gäbir is noted in Ibn Fârigun's 
Cawämi' al-cUlum, together with some other unusual linguistic terms. It is too 
early yet to draw any conclusions, but this scanty evidence seems to indicate that 
Diwan stands in the Kufan tradition, rather than in the Basran. 
47 In our discussion of this sentence we disregard the fact that the object is indefinite 
in Arabic, whereas it is probably definite in the Turkic phrase. 
48 In this context 'as/cannot be understood as reference to the theoretical notion of 
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'root', which does not exist as such in Turkic, but something more like 'stem', or 
'base form' (see also Chapter Two). 
49 Although in the Margin Grammar (55rtop/rt) both ga/ka and ni are called 
'aläma an-nasb ft l-maful bihi in a general sense, this term is not applied іл a 
specific context. 
50 It may be of importance to note that this statement follows shortly after a brief 
discussion of sentences of the type katabtu li-sunqura sunqur-gä yaz.-du-m 'I 
wrote to Sunqur', in which the particle is used in the surface structure. 
51 This passage is identical with the statement from Manhagl discussed above in 
Section l.and [13]). The fact that it is the very same phrase can be interpreted as 
an indication of the fact that 'Abu Hayyän saw no basic difference between the 
two languages in terms of government and, hence, underlying structures. 
52 From this it is possible to conclude that both ni and gä are markers of the object; 
see discussion in the previous section. 
53 In some Turkic languages verbs with m- have b-. 
54 Both 'Idrâk and Qawânïn give more examples of this class of verbs but with 
different verbal forms, e.g. min-mii 'had ridden', min-ib 'rode'. 
55 Em. for at-täm 'second'. 
56 According to EDT (334) the verb biltür- is typically used with two objects: "'to 
make (something Ace) known (to someone Dat.)'." In EDT the sentence found in 
Tuhfa (69) is emended without further reference as "biye [sic -RE] bildirdim 
atni eyerleniptir". 
NOTES TO CHAPTER SIX 
1 A case is syntactic only if goverment by a given element (verb, noun, preposi-
tion) always causes the noun to adopt the same case (such as the preposition к in 
Russian which invariably assigns the dative case (cf. Babby 1986:199). If the 
meaning of the whole depends on the case as well, then the case is semantic. An 
example is the Latin preposition in which governs both ablative and accusative 
with different meanings, viz., Marcus in horto (ABL) laborat 'Marcus is working in 
the garden', and Marcus in hortum (лес) venti 'Marcus comes into the garden'. 
2 In Byzantine grammar some authors of grammatical works on ancient Greek 
regarded the semantic use of cases, i.e. the use without governance by preposi­
tions, as more authentic. In a discussion of John Glykys' (14th century) treatise 
on 'Correct syntax' (perì orthótetos syntáxeos), Robins (1993:174) remarks "No 
detailed attention is paid to prepositions in their government of cases... it is the 
relations of cases with verbs that are made the central focus of his teaching, 
especially the use of two different cases in relations to a single verb, whose 
meaning and use also differ according to which case is selected." 
3 This does not hold for the so called 'diptotic' nouns that do not have final η in 
case endings of indefinite words, and which have -a instead of -i in the genitive. 
The arguments used to account for the form of these words are related to 
lightness and heaviness of speech. 
4 This last option, though, is not accepted by all grammarians (cf. Owens 1990:170). 
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5 It goes without saying, however, that within the framework of Arabic linguistic 
each author could exert his creativity in the application of the instruments 
supplied. 
6 The question of whether or not the Arabic tradition as a whole was influenced by 
Greek or Syriac grammatical thinking (for Greek influence see, e.g., Versteegh 
1977) is yet another matter. 
7 The fact that verbs which govern by means of a particle in the later linguistic 
tradition are regarded as transitive is already an important extension of the 
concepts of transitivity and object. 
8 In this context, the fact that 'Abu Hayyàn, who was not of Turkic origin, 
succeeded in mastering so many languages is even more surprising. 
9 For discussions of the religious practices of Jews as described by Muslim theolo-
gians, the reader is referred to Adang (1993). 
10 In this sense the accounts by Ibn Haldun, Ibn Battuta, and al-óahiz have already 
served as sources for a large number of Western studies (to mention only some 
as a reference, art. Diughràfiyà by Taeschner in EI2; Miquel 1967-88; Lewis 1990). 
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SAMENVATTING 
Dit proefschrift behandelt de manier waarop Arabische taalkundigen Turkse talen 
beschreven. Het is een analyse van de toepassing van het Arabisch taalbeschrijvings-
model op Turkse talen. 
In de Introduction worden de uitgangspunten en de bredere context van het 
onderzoek geschetst. In Chapter One worden de bronnen besproken en worden 
suggesties gedaan voor een indeling van de bronnen naar interne structuur en de 
bronnen die zij noemen. In Chapter Two wordt aangetoond dat de Arabische 
grammatici principes toepasten die zij reeds kenden vanuit het Arabisch bij de 
weergave van het Turks in Arabisch schrift en bij de distributie van labels als 
'gevelariseerd' en 'gepalataliseerd'. Chapter Three is een inleiding op Chapter Four 
en Five, en behandelt het begrip 'icräb dat in deze hoofdstukken centraal staat. In 
Chapter Four worden aan de hand van de Arabische partikels die de genitiefnaamval 
regeren Turkse constructies geanalyseerd. In Chapter Five volgen Arabische con-
structies met de acccusatief. De conclusies worden gepresenteerd in Chapter Six. 
In de navolgende samenvatting worden de strekking van het onderzoek en de 
voornaamste conclusies ervan in kort bestek weergegeven. 
Door de verspreiding van de Islam kwamen ook andere volkeren, zoals Perzen, 
Turken, Berbers en diverse Afrikaanse stammen in contact met het Arabisch. In 
eerste instantie was het belangrijk dat dezen goed Arabisch leerden om de taal van de 
Qur'än te kunnen begrijpen. De overlevering wil dat de afnemende beheersing van 
het Arabisch door de nieuwe moslims de aanleiding was voor het schrijven van de 
eerste tractaten over het Arabisch en vervolgens voor het ontstaan van de Arabische 
taalkundige traditie. Het oudst bekende grammaticale tractaat is al-Kitäb van de 
achtste-eeuwse grammaticus Sïbawayh, al zijn er aanwijzingen dat deze zich ba-
seerde op een oudere traditie. Het Arabisch taalkundig model werd aldus gebaseerd 
op het klassiek Arabisch, de taal van de Qur'än. 
De Arabieren brachten niet alleen een nieuwe godsdienst; geleidelijk ontwik-
kelde zich een islamitisch cultuurgoed, gebaseerd op de Qur anwetenschappen. De 
nieuwe moslims werden opgeleid in deze traditie. De visie op taal was gekleurd door 
theologische uitgangspunten waarin uiteraard het Arabisch centraal stond. Het was 
immers de taal door God zelfgekozen als medium om Zijn laatste boodschap aan de 
mensheid over te brengen. Vanuit dit perspectief kreeg de bestudering van andere 
talen weinig aandacht. 
Niettemin waren er taalkundigen die zich bezighielden met de beschrijving van 
andere talen dan het Arabisch. De oudst bekende Arabische beschrijving van een 
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Turkse taal is het lexicon Diwan Lugät at-Turk dat tussen 1072 en 1077 werd 
geschreven door Mahmud al-Kâigarî die zelf van Turkse afkomst was. Verder werd 
in de veertiende eeuw een aantal grammatica's en woordenlijsten van het Turks 
geschreven in Cairo gedurende de tijd dat daar de turkstalige Mamelukken aan de 
macht waren. Verreweg de meeste andere bronnen die voor deze studie werden 
gebruikt zijn uit deze periode. De belangrijkste van deze grammatica's zijn Kitäb al-
'idräk li-lisân al-'aträk dat in 1313 werd geschreven door de grammaticus en theo-
loog 'Abu Hayyän al-'Andalusï en het anonieme Al-qawânïn al-kulliyya li-dabt al-
luga at-turkiyya. Voor deze studie werden tien bronnen bestudeerd waarin het 
Turks wordt beschreven met behulp van het Arabisch taalkundig model. Voor de 
meeste bronnen kan niet met zekerheid vastgesteld worden waarom ze werden 
gecompileerd en voor wie ze waren bedoeld. 
De toepassing van een taalkundig model op een andere taal dan waarvoor het 
oorspronkelijk is bedoeld is niet erg uitzonderlijk. De traditionele grammatica in 
het westen is gebaseerd op klassieke Griekse en Romeinse taalkundige analyses van 
het oud-Grieks en het Latijn. Sedert de tijd van de kolonialisatie van Afrika, Zuid 
Amerika en Azië en de uitzending van missionarissen naar die gebieden werden ook 
niet-westerse talen met dit model beschreven. 
In deze studie spelen drie talen, te weten het Engels, het Arabisch en het Turks, 
en twee beschrijvende modellen een rol. Het eerste model is het Grieks/Romeinse 
taalkundige model, dat dient om het Arabisch en het Turks te beschrijven én het 
tweede taalkundige model. Alle terminologie en concepten die in deze studie wor-
den gebruikt zijn ontleend aan deze traditie. Het tweede model is het Arabische 
taalkundige model, het eigenlijke onderwerp van deze studie. Hiermee worden 
eveneens het Arabisch en het Turks beschreven. Een en ander is schematisch weer-
gegeven in de Introduction. 
Toepassing van een model 
Bij het bestuderen van de geschiktheid van een Onbekend' model voor de beschrij-
ving van andere talen is enige relativering noodzakelijk. Het feit dat in de meeste 
modellen begrippen en concepten worden gebruikt die verschillen van de 'onze' wil 
niet zeggen dat ze 'fout' zijn. Een goed voorbeeld hiervan is het feit dat in Russische 
grammatica's van Turkse talen een naamval, de instrumentalis (in bilen, Ie of men: 
közi-men 'met zijn oog', Kazakh) wordt gegeven, die in westerse studies van het 
Turks tot de zogenaamde postposities wordt gerekend. Dit betekent niet dat men 
absoluut gezien een naamval is, en evenmin is het absoluut gezien een postpositie. 
De waarde van de definitie hangt af van het model: een absoluut oordeel is per 
definitie onmogelijk. Voor gebruikers van het Russische grammaticale model is het 
concept van de instrumentalis handig omdat het al bestaat en overeenkomt met een 
karakteristiek van het Russisch. 
Dergelijke verschillen bestaan uiteraard ook tussen de westerse en de Arabische 
beschrijving van Turkse naamvallen. In de westerse beschrijving zijn alle naamwoord-
uitgangen van het Turks 'naamval', terwijl in het Arabische model verschillende 
termen worden gebruikt. Als uitgangspunt is in deze studie het Arabische begrip 
'icrâb genomen. Sommige Turkse uitgangen blijken volgens het Arabisch model niet 
binnen het begrip 'fräb te passen. In deze studie wordt aangetoond dat dit te maken 
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heeft met de verschillende typen naamvallen van het Turks en het feit dat er in het 
Arabisch slechts één type naamval voorkomt. 
In eerdere publicaties op het gebied van de Arabische taalkunde van met name 
Owens (1988 en 1990) is gesteld dat het Arabisch grammaticaal systeem een soort 
afhankelijkheidsgrammatica is (dependency grammar). Dit wil zeggen dat volgens 
dit model de elementen in een zin hierarchisch zijn geordend, en dat zij elkaar 
volgens deze hierarchische structuur regeren. Het Arabisch heeft drie uitgangen 
voor naamwoorden, te weten, -u (nominatief), -i (genitief) en -a (accusatief), en 
drie uitgangen voor werkwoorden, -u (indicatief), -a (conjunctief) en -¿ (jussief). 
In de Arabische traditie omvat de term Yräb de uitgangen van zowel naamwoorden 
als die van werkwoorden. Zo is de uitgang -a in 'uhibbu l-bint-a 'Ik houd van het 
meisje' in onze beschrijving een naamvalsuitgang (accusatief)· en in dtfawtuhu kay 
yaqüm-a 'Ik riep hem opdat hij opstond' een modusuitgang (conjunctief). In de 
Arabische beschrijving daarentegen zijn beide Yrâb, en hebben een gemeenschap-
pelijke naam, namelijk паф. 'Frâb maakt dus geen onderscheid tussen naamwoor-
den en werkwoorden. De functie van het systeem van 'icräb is duidelijk, het dient 
uitsluitend om aan te geven dat een woord geregeerd wordt. De uitgang verschilt 
dan afhankelijk van de woordklasse waartoe het regerend woord behoort. Woorden 
die een gelijk effect hebben, worden als 'gelijkwaardig' gerangschikt. Zo zijn er ook 
partikels die, net zoals werkwoorden, op een naamwoord de uitgang -e veroorza-
ken, bijvoorbeeld ka'anna zayd-an (ACC) 'asad-un (NOM) 'alsof Zayd een leeuw is'. 
Volgens de Arabische traditie komt dit omdat het partikel (ka'anna) 'lijkt' op 
werkwoorden. 
De theorie dat een naamval alleen wordt toegekend als een ander element het 
naamwoord regeert is alleen van toepassing op de zogenaamde syntactische naam-
vallen. (Er is nog een tweede type naamval dat hieronder wordt besproken). Dit type 
naamval komt bijvoorbeeld voor in vele Europese talen met een naamvalsysteem, 
Grieks, Latijn, Russisch en Duits. (Dit type naamval word ook op een abstract 
niveau verondersteld voor talen die geen naamvalssysteem in de oppervlaktestruc-
tuur hebben.) Voor het Duits treedt bijvoorbeeld de accusatiefnaamval op na werk-
woorden, bijvoorbeeld Ich sehe den (ACC) Koffer 'Ik zie de koffer', en verplicht na 
bepaalde voorzetsels, bijvoorbeeld Er kam ohne seinen (ACC) Koffer 'Hij kwam 
zonder zijn koffer'. Het gaat dus om werkwoorden en voorzetsels die altijd dezelfde 
naamval regeren. Ditzelfde geldt ook voor de Turkse accusatiefnaamval die alleen 
optreedt na werkwoorden: sangar-nï kurdu 'Hij zag Sangar'. Voor het Arabisch 
gaat het op voor alle naamvallen (behalve wellicht de nominatief). 
Het tweede type naamvallen omvat de zogenaamde semantische naamvallen. Dit 
zijn naamvallen die niet zijn te verklaren door de invloed van een ander regerend 
element in de zin. Zij treden op vanwege een extra betekenis. Het Arabisch heeft 
geen semantische naamvallen. Het Turks en een aantal Indoeuropese talen, zoals 
Grieks, Latijn, Russisch en Duits, daarentegen wel. Een voorbeeld van een semanti-
sche naamval is -da in sangar 'aw-dä 'Sangar is thuis', waarbij 'aw 'huis' gemarkeerd 
is met de locatiefnaamval. (Waar gekozen kan worden voor een bepaalde naamval, 
zoals in Er lief in den (ACC) Garten 'Hij liep de tuin in' of Er lief in dem (DAT) Garten 
(herum) 'Hij liep rond in de tuin', is ook sprake van semantische naamvallen, 
omdat de keuze van de naamval de betekenis van de zin bepaalt.) 
252 Summary 
Aangezien semantische naamvallen niet in het Arabisch voorkomen, kunnen zij 
door de Arabische grammatici ook niet worden gerekend tot het concept 'i'râb. 
Voor de noties die worden weergegeven met behulp van semantische naamvallen 
gebruikt het Arabisch partikels die vervolgens het naamwoord regeren. In de be-
schrijvingen worden de Turkse semantische naamvalsuitgangen gelijkgesteld met de 
Arabische partikels. Een voorbeeld hiervan is -da, 'in' of 'op', dat in het Arabisch 
wordt weergegeven met fi 'in'. Een uitzondering is uiteraard de accusatiefnaamval -
nï, die als syntactische naamval gemakkelijk gelijkgesteld kan worden met de uit-
gang -a in Arabische naamwoorden. Een interessant geval is de datiefnaamval -gâ 
die door de Arabische grammatici gezien wordt als zowel een markeerder voor het 
object en als de Turkse pendant van het Arabische partikel 'ilä 'naar'. 
Een belangrijke conclusie van het onderzoek is de veronderstelling dat de Arabi-
sche grammatici deze eigenschappen van de uitgangen aan naamworden kenden en 
dit principe uitbreidden tot werkwoorden. Dit sluit aan bij Owens' stelling dat de 
Arabische taaltheorie een soort afhankelijkheidsgrammatica is. Een verband met de 
Algemene taalkunde is dat in elk geval voor het concept 'naamval' geldt dat de 
kenmerken van de taal waarop de theorie is gebaseerd van fundamenteel belang is. 
Een taal als het Arabisch met uitsluitend syntactische naamvallen vormt de basis 
voor een systeem waarin 'regeren' door de elementen van de zin centraal staat. Dit 
geldt niet voor het Grieks/Latijnse systeem, dat is gebaseerd op talen die een gecom-
bineerd systeem van zowel syntactische als semantische naamvallen hebben. Een 
dergelijk gecombineerd systeem is niet te verklaren in termen van hiërarchische 
verbanden. 
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